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Comparison of insulation blow-in machines
Pneumatic Insulation Technology

The right technology for all applications and insulation materials

Comparison of blow-in machines
 EM100 for beginners and do-it-yourselfers
 Minifant M99 and Zellofant M95 – compact
and internationally proven all-rounders
 EM300, EM400 and EM500 – mobile as well
as stationary high-performance machines

Insulation blow-in machines – Insulation materials
X-Floc blow-in technology

Content

For more than 25 years, X-Floc Dämmtechnik-Maschinen GmbH has
been considered a centre of competence for the development of
blow-in technology. In the pneumatic conveying of insulation materials, the company developed a multitude of innovations and design
standards. Several of these become established as state of the art and
many of these innovations are part of the basic equipment of an X-Floc
insulation blow-in machine.

X-Floc blow-in technology and machine series

The company has always remained true to one principle in research
and development: X-Floc insulation blow-in machines should have a
very high compatibility with all insulation materials available on the
market (cellulose, wood fibre, mineral wool, granulates, bulk materials,
composite materials, etc.). X-Floc thus offers the user the greatest possible flexiblity to act with regard to the requirements of the building
project as well as to changes in the market.
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Blow-in insulation material product groups
Cellulose
Advanced Fibre cellulose, AislaNat, Applegate, Arbocel Climasafe, Arctic Fiber, Austrozell, Bellouate, Biocell, Biofib Isolation, Cellaouate, Cell Floc, Cellisol, Cel-Pak,
Climacell, Climacell pure, Climacell S, Clima Ouate, Clima-Super, Climatizer Plus, Dämmstatt, Dobry Ekovilla, Dolcea, EC cellulose, Ecocel, Ekofiber, Ecovata, Fiberlite,
Finefloc, Flocomobil, Floci-Cell, Forest Wool, Franceouate, Greenfiber, iCell, Igloo, Isocell, Isodan CI 040, Isofiber, Isofloc eco, Isofloc F, Isofloc L/LM, Isofloc LW, Isofloc neo,
Isol+, Isoprof, Isol’quate, i3-Cellulose, Just Been Green, Klima-Tec-Flock, Klima-Tec-Schütt, Mono-Therm, Nesocell, Northern Fiber, Nu-Wool, Ouateco, Ouateco Premium,
Ouateco Nature, Pavafloc, Poesis-Floc, Renocell, Selluvilla, STEICOfloc, Swissfloc, Tempelan, Termex, Thermocel 040, Thermofloc, Thermopal 35, Thermopal 35/3, United
Fibers, Unifloc, Univercell, Warmcel Thermal, Wolfinger Dämmzellulose, Zimicell etc.
Wood fibre
Airflex, FIBRE Holzfaser, Hoiz, KKS-Woodfibre, KKS-Woodfibre ApS, Lignozell, Jasmin, STEICOzell, Thermofibre, Thermocell, Termoträ, Woodycell, Nativo Trefiberisolasjon
(Hunton) etc.
Mineral fibre
Astratherm, Climastone, Comblissimo, Ecofibre KD, Fibrexpan, Flumroc, Greenguard, Indi-Flock, Insulsafe, Insulsafe FI, Insulsafe FR, Inslusafe Plus, Insuver, ISG, Isomat ISG,
Isover Comblissimo, Isover ISOLENE 4, Knauf Insulation LW F, Knauf Insulation ProtectFill, Paroc BLT 5, Paroc BLT 7, Paroc BLT 9, Projiso, Rathiflock, Rockwool, Stonefloc,
Supafil Cavity Wall 034, Supafil Loft Plus, Supafil Timber Frame, Thermacoustic TC-417, Teko-Flock, Trendi-Flock etc.
Mineral granules
Bachl Perlit HY, Extraperl, Fillrock KD/RG, Hyperdämm, Hyperlite KD, Liapor F2B/3/4, Paroc Einblaswolle, Paroc BLT 7 Perli-Fill F, Perli-Fill, Schacoulite Roof Top, SLS20,
Thermofill S/S40, Thermo-Floor, Thermoperl, Thermo-Plan, Thermo-Roof, Poraver 2-4, Poraver 4-8 etc.
EPS granules
Bodiflock XPS, Conlit Firesafe, Dämmperl 035, Duroperl 35, Easy-Fill 034/033, EPS 033, Granublow 033/035, HK35, HK33, H2 Wall, Isofloc Pearl, Jomaperl, Neopor,
Rigibead 035/033, Rathipur KD, Styrodämm 033, SwissporEPS Perlen etc.
Fire protection plaster/Other insulation material
Agricell, Cafco, CEMWOOD CW 2000, Conlit Firesafe, Daussan, Dossolan 3000, Dossolan Thermique, Dossolan Hoeco FII/1 und FII/2, ECOFIBRE Brandschutz - FonaTerm,
ECOFIBRE Installationsschacht Brandschutz - Lehm-Deckenschüttung (Conluto), G+H Hardcap Spray insulation, Knauf MP75 L Fire, Metisse flocon, Neptutherm, Novidem,
Unifirex etc.
Table does not claim to be complete. X-Floc will check other products upon request.
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Insulation blow-in machines – Applications
X-Floc Machine series
The re-engineered very first model of Zellofant M95 is still being manufactured today and many machines of the first generation are still
in use. This fact speaks for itself. The Zellofant M95 is the symbol for
blow-in technology in Europe. Thousands of users still successfully use
this machine type today.

But time does not stand still, of course. The demands on a blow-in machine have grown due to the further development of blow-in insulation materials. X-Floc still sets new standards, e.g. with the EM300 and
EM400 series. In addition, the company develops special machines for
particular areas of application and for special blow-in technology requirements.

Applications/Blow-in methods
In the blow-in process, thermal insulation material is placed in building
components by means of an insulation blow-in machine. The insulation material is usually fed to the machine in bag form. The blow-in
machine breaks the thermal insulation material, which is compressed

A

Open/Atic blowing

D

Damp spraying/CSO

Comparison of X-Floc insulation blowing machines

B

in the delivery container, into pieces and then loosens it further. The
loosened insulation material is transported via a hose into the building components to be insulated, where the insulation material fills
the room. Compressed by the pressure, it becomes thermal insulation.

Dry injection

E

Cavity wall insulation

C

Ventilated dense blowing

F

Fire protection plaster
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Comparison of insulation blow-in machines

Model series

EM100

Minifant M99

Minifant M99

Minifant M99

Zellofant M95

Zellofant M95

Zellofant M95

Zellofant M95

Zellofant M95

Machine type

EM100-230V/2,0kW

M99-230V/3,6kW

M99-DS-230V/3,6kW

M99-DS-Pro-230V/3,6kW

M95-230V/3,7kW

M95-2x230V/5,1kW

M95-400V/5,5kW

M95-2x230V/6,6kW

M95-400V/7,3kW

3550

3432

3837

5416

7139

6906

6907

10919

6908

Power/Material processing speed

320kg/h

600kg/h

650kg/h

650kg/h

650kg/h

750kg/h

1080kg

980kg/h

1255kg/h

Hopper

0,15m3

0,26m3

0,26m3

0,26m3

0,44m3 (0,3m3)

0,44m3 (0,3m3)

0,44m3 (0,3m3)

0,44m3 (0,3m3)

0,44m3 (0,3m3)

Article number

Airlock outlet ø
Dimensions (øxH)

NW63 (2½")

NW63 (2½“)

NW75 (3“)

NW75 (3“)

600x500x1300mm (LxWxH)

640x1400mm

640x1400mm

640x1400mm

880x1425mm

800x1425mm

800x1425mm

800x1425mm

117kg

110kg

111kg

111kg

155kg

160kg

165kg

170kg

185kg

1300mm

1400mm

1400mm

1400mm

1425mm

1425mm

1425mm

1425mm

1425mm











Unladen weight
Filling height
Airlock ventilation

NW75 (3“) (Standard) Erweiterung auf NW90 (3½“) oder Direktreduzierung auf NW63 (2½“), NW50 (2") möglich









Dust removal/Support for bags

Support for bags (optional)

Support for bags (optional)

Support for bags (optional)

Support for bags (optional)

Support for bags (optional) with dust reducing cover

Machine control

Cable remote control KFB3
(optional KFB30/FFB500)

Radio remote control FFB2000-Pro
and control cable (KFB2000)

Cable remote control KFB2000 (standard)
or radio remote control FFB2000/FFB2000-Pro

Material conditioning

2 horizontal agitator shafts

Radio remote control FFB500
and cable remote control KFB3 (optional KFB30)

800x1425mm

2-level agitator with rotating shredder arms, replacable grid and rake unit

Rotating agitator with shredder arms









HW95 optional

HW95 optional

HW95 optional

HW95 optional

HW95 optional

Sheet steel

Sheet steel

Sheet steel

Sheet steel

Sheet steel

Sheet steel

Sheet steel

Sheet steel

Sheet steel

14 levels, manual

17 levels, manual

17 levels, manual

17 levels, manual

Airlock rotational speed adjustable









Automatic blowing



















Pressure relief valve



















High-powered radial compressor
1,45kW

High-powered radial compressor
2x1,45kW

High-powered radial compressor
2x1,45kW

High-powered radial compressor
2x1,45kW

High-powered radial compressor
2x1,45kW

High-powered radial compressor
2x1,8kW

High-powered radial compressor
2x1,8kW

High-powered radial compressor
2x1,8kW + 1x1,45kW + 2x0,75kW

High-powered radial compressor
3x1,45kW

250mbar

325mbar

340mbar

340mbar

300mbar

375mbar

390mbar

420mbar

400mbar

Shredder
Airlock material
Airlock feed gate adjustable

Air generator
Max. dynamic pressure (adjustable)
Air feed amplification

14 levels, manual (optional)
10 Stufen Kabelsteuerung KFB2000 / 19 Stufen Funkfernsteuerung FFB2000-Pro

External amplification optional e. g. X-Floc Amplifier/Vacuum station VS28/VS33, VS55M/VS75M

External amplification optional e. g. X-Floc Amplifier/Vacuum station VS28/VS33, VS55M/VS75M

Air volume (nominal/measured)

220/190m3/h

440/350m3/h

440/350m3/h

440/350m3/h

320/250m3/h

390/370m3/h

390/370 m³/h

590/540m3/h

590/540m3/h



















15/30m

>30/50m

>30/50m

>30/50m

>45/>70m

>30/>70m

>30/>70m

>30/>75m

>30/>75m

40m

80m

80m

80m

80m

150m

150m

180m

180m

2x3-phase, 0,75kW

1x3-phase, 1,1kW and
1x3-phase, 0,75kW

Aspiration with suction hood
(cleaning/dust extraction)
Conveying height with/without amplifier
Hose length L=max.
Motor

1-phase, 0,75kW

1-phase, 0,75kW

3-phase, 0,75kW

3-phase, 0,75kW

Power rating

2,2kW

3,6kW

3,6kW

3,6kW

Power supply

230V/50Hz/10-16A

Max. material packing density

2x3-phase, 0,75kW

230V/50Hz/16A (10A possible with one radial compressor)

145kg/m3

145kg/m3

155kg/m3

155kg/m3

2x3-phase, 0,75kW

2x3-phase, 0,75kW

3,7kW

5,1kW

5,5kW

6,6kW

7,3kW

230V/50Hz/16A

2x230V/50Hz/16A

400V/50Hz/3x16A/N/PE

2x230V/50Hz/16A

400V/50Hz/3x16A/N/PE

155kg/m3

165kg/m3

165kg/m3

165kg/m3

165kg/m3

Compatiblity table
Cellulose
Wood fibre
Mineral fibre
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Mineral
granules

Applications
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EPS granules

Applications
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Fire protection
plaster, Others

A = Open/attic blowing | B = Dry injection | C = Dry injection with ventilation| D = Damp spraying/CSO | E = Cavity wall insulation | F = Fire protection plaster
 suitable/yes |  recommended with limitations |  not recommended/no/not specified

A = Open/attic blowing | B = Dry injection | C = Dry injection with ventilation| D = Damp spraying/CSO | E = Cavity wall insulation | F = Fire protection plaster
 suitable/yes |  recommended with limitations |  not recommended/no/not specified

All values approximate. Please contact us for more details and information. Special insulation blow-in machines on request.

All values approximate. Please contact us for more details and information. Special insulation blow-in machines on request.
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Comparison of insulation blow-in machines
Model series

EM300

Machine type

Comparison of insulation blow-in machines

EM300

EM320-2x230V/7,0kW EM325-3x230V/10,2kW

EM300

EM300

EM300

EM300

EM400

EM400

EM400

EM400

EM400

EM500

EM340-400V/7,3kW

EM345-400V/10,5kW

EM360-400V/5,9kW

EM365-400V/9,2kW

EM400-400V/7,5kW

EM430-400V/9,9kW

EM440-3x230V/10,0kW

EM440-400V/10,5kW

EM440-2x400V/11,4kW

EM500-400V/9,5kW

amplifier integrated

amplifier integrated

amplifier integrated

5760

amplifier integrated
6971

5770

7129

6007

6268

3316

5802

6253

4662

11047

4817

Power/Material processing speed

1050kg/h

1250kg/h

1200kg/h

1400kg/h

1200kg/h

1400kg/h

2210kg/h

2400kg/h

2250kg/h

2300kg/h

2450kg/h

1800kg/h

Hopper

0,315m3

0,315m3

0,315m3

0,315m3

0,315m3

0,315m3

1,0m3

1,0m3

1,0m3

1,0m3

1,0m3

0,4m3 /Conveyor belt

990x830x1740mm

990x830x1740mm

990x830x1740mm

990x830x1740mm

990x830x1740mm

990x830x1740mm

1300x1020x1800mm

1300x1020x1800mm

1300x1020x1800mm

1300x1020x1800mm

1300x1020x1800mm

257kg

270kg

265kg

273kg

280kg

302kg

410kg

417kg

460kg

424kg

424kg

390kg

1250mm

1250mm

1250mm

1250mm

1250mm

1250mm

1260mm

1260mm

1260mm

1260mm

1260mm

860mm























Article number

Airlock outlet ø

amplifier integrated

amplifier integrated

NW75 (3") or NW90 (3½") optional direct reduction to NW75 (3")

Dimensions (øxH)
Unladen weight
Filling height
Airlock ventilation
Dust removal/Support for bags

NW90 (3½") optional direct reduction to NW75 (3")

4 crusher shafts and 1 shredder unit with 2 shafts

Crusher shafts (3 rotating shafts) disengageable for processing of loos bulk material (e. g. EPS granules)

Shredder
Airlock material



passive (strip curtain)

Cable remote control KFB2000 (standard) or radio remote control FFB2000/FFB2000-Pro

Cable remote control KFB2000 or radio remote control FFB2000-Pro

Material conditioning

1520x800x1300mm

passive (strip curtain) / active (dust extraction)

passive (strip curtain) / active (dust extraction)

Machine control

NW75 (3") or NW90 (3½")

3 horiz. conditioning shafts

























Sheet steel

Sheet steel

Sheet steel

Sheet steel

Sheet steel

Sheet steel

Sheet steel

Sheet steel

Sheet steel

Sheet steel

Sheet steel

Edelstahl

Airlock feed gate adjustable

10 levels (KFB2000/FFB2000) / 19 levels (FFB2000-Pro) / continuously variable manually

Continuously variable manually / with electrically adjustable airlock feed gate (optional)

Airlock rotational speed adjustable

10 levels cable remote control KFB2000 / 19 levels radio remote control FFB2000-Pro

10 levels cable remote control KFB2000 / 19 levels radio remote control FFB2000-Pro

Automatic blowing

























Pressure relief valve

optional

optional

optional

optional

optional

optional

optional

optional

optional

optional

optional

optional

3 High-powered
radial compressors
2x1,8kW + 1x1,45kW

5 High-powered
radial compressors
3x1,8kW + 2x1,45kW

3 High-powered
radial compressors
2x1,8kW + 1x1,45kW

5 High-powered
radial compressors
4x1,8kW + 1x1,45kW

Turbine 4,0kW

Turbine 4,0kW and
2 High-powered radial
compressor 3,3kW

Turbine 5,5kW

Turbine 7,5kW

5 High-powered
radial compressors
2x1,8kW + 3x1,45kW

375mbar

405mbar

400mbar

400mbar

420mbar

520mbar

680mbar

380 mbar

Air generator

Max. dynamic pressure (adjustable)

360mbar

Air feed amplification

Turbine 5,5kW and HighTurbine 5,5kW and
powered radial compressors
2 High-powered radial
1x1,8kW + 1x1,45kW
radial compressors 1,8kW
580mbar

Turbine 7,5kW

480mbar

500mbar

External amplification optional e. g. X-Floc Amplifier/Vacuum station VS28/VS33, VS55M/VS75M

External amplification optional e. g. X-Floc Amplifier/Vacuum station VS28/VS33, VS55M/VS75M
590/480m3/h

995/765m3/h

585/500m3/h

960/785m3/h

380/375m3/h

795/660m3/h

450/410m3/h

490/420m3/h

975/850m³/h

800/650m3/h

850/710m3/h

490/450m3/h

























Conveying height with/without amplifier

>45m

>70m

>45m

>70m

>45m

>70m

>45m

>45m

>70m

>70m

>70m

>45m

Hose length L=max.

150m

200m

180m

200m

180m

200m

150m

150m

180m

180m

180m

180m

1x3-phase, 1,4 kW and
1x3-phase, 0,75kW

1x3-phase, 1,4 kW and
1x3-phase, 0,75kW

1x3-phase, 1,4 kW and
1x3-phase, 0,75kW

1x3-phase, 1,4 kW and
1x3-phase, 0,75kW

1x3-phase, 1,4 kW and
1x3-phase, 0,75kW

2x3-phase, 1,1kW

7,5kW

9,9kW

10,0kW

10,5kW

11,4kW

9,5kW

2x400V/50Hz/16A

400V/50Hz/3x16A/N/PE

200kg/m

175kg/m3

Air volume (nominal/measured)
Aspiration with suction hood
(cleaning/dust extraction)

Motor

1x3-phase, 1,1kW and 1x3-phase, 1,1kW and 1x3-phase, 1,1kW and 1x3-phase, 1,1kW and 1x3-phase, 1,1kW and 1x3-phase, 1,1kW and
1x3-phase, 0,75kW
1x3-phase, 0,75kW
1x3-phase, 0,75kW
1x3-phase, 0,75kW
1x3-phase, 0,75kW
1x3-phase, 0,75kW

Power rating

7,0kW

Power supply

10,2kW

7,3kW

2x230V/50Hz/16A

3x230V/50Hz/16A

220kg/m

220kg/m

Max. material packing density

3

10,5kW

5,9kW

9,2kW

400V/50Hz/3x16A/N/PE
400V/50Hz/3x16A/N/PE
400V/50Hz/3x16A/N/PE
400V/50Hz/3x16A/N/PE
and 1x230V/16A
and 1x230V/16A
220kg/m

3

220kg/m

3

220kg/m

3

400V/50Hz/3x16A/N/PE

400V/50Hz/3x16A/N/PE

3x230V/50Hz/16A

400V/50Hz/3x16A
and 1x23V~/16A

200kg/m

200kg/m

200kg/m

200kg/m

220kg/m

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Compatibility table
Cellulose

Applications
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D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

Suitability











-











-











-











-











-











-











-











-











-











-











-











-

Wood fibre

Applications

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

Suitability







-



-







-



-







-



-







-



-







-



-







-



-







-



-







-



-







-



-







-



-







-



-







-



-

Mineral fibre

Applications

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

Suitability











-











-











-











-











-











-











-











-











-











-











-







Mineral
granules

Applications

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

Suitability



-

-

-







-

-

-







-

-

-







-

-

-







-

-

-







-

-

-







-

-

-







-

-

-







-

-

-







-

-

-







-

-

-





-

-

-

-

EPS granules

Applications

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

Suitability

-

-

-

-



-

-

-

-

-



-

-

-

-

-



-

-

-

-

-



-

-

-

-

-



-

-

-

-

-



-

-

-

-

-



-

-

-

-

-



-

-

-

-

-



-

-

-

-

-



-

-

-

-

-



-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Applications

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

Suitability





































































































































-

-

-

-

-

-

Fire protection
plaster, Others

A = Open/attic blowing | B = Dry injection | C = Dry injection with ventilation| D = Damp spraying/CSO | E = Cavity wall insulation | F = Fire protection plaster
 suitable/yes |  recommended with limitations |  not recommended/no/not specified

A = Open/attic blowing | B = Dry injection | C = Dry injection with ventilation| D = Damp spraying/CSO | E = Cavity wall insulation | F = Fire protection plaster
 suitable/yes |  recommended with limitations |  not recommended/no/not specified

All values approximate. Please contact us for more details and information. Special insulation blow-in machines on request.

All values approximate. Please contact us for more details and information. Special insulation blow-in machines on request.
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Blow-in machines – Quality assurance
Characteristic curves of common blow-in machines
For quality assurance of the blow-in machines manufactured by X-Floc
Dämmtechnik-Maschinen GmbH, the performance values of the entire system (air generator with hose guide, non-return flaps and rotary
valve) are recorded and logged. A characteristic curve test bench specially developed for this measurement is used for this purpose. Faults
in the overall system can thus be reliably detected and eliminated. The
measurement is part of the acceptance test and guarantees the full
performance of the installed elements in interaction.
In this way, X-Floc differs from the majority of manufacturers who limit
themselves to stating the summed nominal values of the air generators for their products. However, these often deviate from the actual
performance values.
The air performance curves determined with the aid of the characteristic test bench also allow a more detailed assessment and evaluation of
the machine performance. Various boundary conditions (e.g. the insulation material used, the nature of the compartment, etc.) ensure different back pressures in each application. If this is not taken into account
in the measurement, the maximum values for dynamic pressure and
air volume (= volume flow) have little significance for the performance
assessment.

Prüfstand

Experience shows that the most commonly used „working pressure“
is between 80mbar and 200mbar. The graphically displayed characteristic curves of the respective injection machines therefore allow an
effective comparison of the performance values at all real operating
points in use.

Example of characteristic curves

[mbar] 700
600
EM440-400V
Dynamic pressure [mbar]

500
400

EM400/500
EM440-230V

EM365

300
EM340
200

M99

100

EM325
EM320

M95-2×230V/5,1kW
0

100

200

300

400
Volume flow [m3/h]
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800
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X-Floc Insulation blow-in machines
Insulation blow-in machine EM100
The robust compact blow-in machine is excellently suited for processing cellulose and glass wool as well as for free-flowing insulation materials, bulk materials and other materials approved by the building
authorities.
The EM100 has a powerful blower with a long service life and a material conditioning unit with two horizontal shafts that ensures good
loosening of the insulation material. For this reason, the machine is
particularly suitable for the application areas of open/attic blowing,
dry injection and damp spraying.
The compact dimensions and low weight ensure high mobility. The
EM100 is equipped with a 230V connection. The standard scope of delivery includes a cable control, optionally the machine is also available
with radio remote control.
Thanks to easy handling and setting options via a clearly structured
control panel with voltage control display, the EM100 is equally suitable for the blow-in specialist as well as for DIY application.
 For further information, see product data sheet EM100

Operating principle
1

2
3

Example of characteristic curves

4

Dynamic pressure [mbar]

300
250
200
150
100

1

The insulation bales are opened and fed to
the machine roughly separated by the bars
on the upper hopper.

2

The material further broken up by the agitator shaft with disturbing lobes falls into the
lower hopper area..

3

The rotating agitator shaft loosens the material ready for blowing before it falls into
the rotating airlock.

4

At the lower airlock point, the insulation
material is blown out of the airlock chamber
by the air flow of the supply air unit and into
the conveyor hose via the outlet nozzle.

50

0

50

100

150

Volume flow [m3/h]
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200

250
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X-Floc Insulation blow-in machines
Insulation blow-in machine Minifant M99
The Minifant M99 series are compact blow-in machines for processing
loose insulation materials or free-flowing bulk materials approved by
the building authorities. Cellulose, wood fibre, glass and rock wool,
perlite, EPS granulate, straw and many more: The Minifant M99 is a real
all-rounder in all versions.
Robust compact design and low dead weight ensure high mobility thanks to the two transport wheels, even on any standard construction
site surface.
All machines are equipped with a 3-channel radio remote control as
standard, so that settings such as air and material quantity can be
made directly at the injection point. The Minifant M99 has a 230V connection as standard. The M99-DS and M99-DS-Pro versions can also be
operated internationally with 220-240V.
Versatility and an excellent price-performance ratio are the reasons
why a large number of X-Floc customers worldwide swear by these
little all-rounders.
 For more information, see product brochure Minifant M99

Operating principle

1

2
3

Example of characteristic curves

4

350

Dynamic pressure [mbar]

300

M99
M99-DS
M99-DS-Pro

250

1

The insulation bales are placed on the support for the bags (optional), opened and fed
to the hopper.

2

The material conditioning unit breaks up
the compacted material and feeds it to the
rotary airlock.

3

The adjustable airlock feed gate finely adjusts the material feed according to the application.

4

The air flow moves the material from the airlock chambers (6 or 8) into the outlet nozzle. The insulation material is accelerated in
the conveyor line connected to the outlet
nozzle and blown into the component.

200
150
100
50

0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

Volume flow [m3/h]
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X-Floc Insulation blow-in machines
Insulation blow-in machine Zellofant M95
Proven technology in the smallest space: In Europe, the Zellofant M95
is symbolic of blow-in technology. For more than 25 years, the powerful machines of this series have been used to process thermal insulation materials approved by the building authorities, such as cellulose,
wood fibre, mineral fibre and granulates, as well as other materials.
Thanks to its compact design, the Zellofant M95 is ideally suited for
mobile construction site use.
The three-stage material conditioning unit can easily break up and finely break down highly compressed processing material. The material
feed rate can be adjusted via the speed of the airlock rotor. A manual
airlock feed gate is also available as an option. Two (or three for machine type 6,6kW and 7,3kW) high-performance centrifugal fans effortlessly generate the required air power.
The cable or radio remote control enables all important settings to be
made directly at the injection point and the machine to be controlled
precisely. Depending on the type, the machines of the M95 series are
equipped with 230V or 400V electrical connection.
 For more information see product brochure Zellofant M95

Operating principle

1

2
3
4

Example of characteristic curves
M95-400V/7,3kW

Dynamic pressure [mbar]

400

1

The insulation bales are placed on the support for the bags (optional), opened and fed
to the hopper.

2

The shredding arm breaks the material into
small pieces, which fall through the replacement grid into the rake unit. There the material is broken up ready for blowing.

3

The manual airlock feed gate (optional)
enables precise metering of the material
feed rate.

4

The rotor transports the material into the
lower part of the airlock. The air flow of the
high-powered radial compressors accelerates the material and transports it through
the outlet nozzle into the conveyor line.

M95-400V/7,0kW
300

M95-400V/5,5kW

200

M95-2×230V/5,1kW
M95-230V/3,7kW

100

0

100

200

300

400

Volume flow [m3/h]
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X-Floc Insulation blow-in machines
Insulation blow-in machine EM300
The compact high-performance blow-in machines of the EM300 series
are ideal for processing thermal insulation materials approved by the
building authorities, such as cellulose, wood fibre, mineral fibre, granulates and other materials. All blow-in methods are possible with the
EM300 machine types.
The two-stage material conditioning unit with three shafts and an additional shredder shaft is able to easily break up and finely break down
highly compressed processing materials. The material feed rate can be
adjusted via the position of the airlock feed gate and the speed of the
airlock rotor. The high-performance centrifugal fans effortlessly generate the required air power and can be excellently used for suction
purposes at the same time. Thanks to the suction options, low-dust
filling is ensured.
The precise machine control and the choise of settings are made by
cable or radio remote control directly at the injection point. Depending on the type, the machine is equipped with 230V and/or 400V
electrial connection
 For more information, see product brochure EM300

Operating principle

1

2
3

Example of characteristic curves

4

Dynamic pressure [mbar]

400

300

EM345
EM340

200

The insulation bales are placed on the bag
support, opened and pushed through the
strip curtain into the filling hopper.

2

The material conditioning unit breaks the
material into smaller pieces and ensures
further transport to the airlock inlet.

3

The airlock feed gate (adjustable manually
or via radio remote control) enables the material feed to be metered.

4

The rotor transports the material into the
lower part of the airlock. The air flow of the
blower accelerates the material and transports it through the outlet nozzle into the
conveyor line.

EM325
EM360
EM320

100

0

100

200

300

400

Volume flow [m3/h]
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X-Floc Insulation blow-in machines
Insulation blow-in machine EM400
The high-performance blow-in machines of the EM400 series are optimally suited for the professional processing of thermal insulation materials approved by building authorities, such as cellulose, wood fibre,
rock wool and many more.
The two-stage material conditioning unit, consisting of four rotating
shredding shafts and a chipping unit, is able to easily break up and
finely break down highly compressed processing materials. The material feed rate can be conveniently selected in approx. 20 stages by
positioning the electric airlock feed gate via the cable or radio remote
control (optional). A 5-stage, specially developed high-performance
turbine and/or several high-powered radial compressors effortlessly
generate the required air power. All important machine settings for
the blowing process can be selected directly from the injection point
by cable or radio remote control.
With the exception of the EM400-3x230V, the machines in this series
are equipped with a 400V electrical connection.
 For more information, see product brochure EM400

Operating principle

1

2
3
4

Example of characteristic curves
700
EM430

600

1

The insulation bales are placed on the bag
support, opened and pushed through the
strip curtain into the filling hopper.

2

Four rotating shredding shafts break the
material into smaller pieces and transport it
to the airlock inlet.

3

The electric airlock feed gate meters the amount
of material into the shredding unit, which ensures that the fibres are finely broken up.

4

The rotor transports the material into the
lower part of the airlock. The air flow of the
high-performance turbine accelerates the
material and transports it through the outlet nozzle into the conveyor line.

EM400

Dynamic pressure [mbar]

500
EM440-400V

400

EM440-230V

300
200
100
0

0

100

200

300

400

Volume flow [m3/h]
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X-Floc Insulation blow-in machines
Insulation blow-in machine EM500
The high-performance blow-in machine is optimally suited for the professional processing of thermal insulation materials approved by the
building authorities, such as cellulose, wood fibre, granulate and many
more. It is optimised for stationary workshop use and mobile construction site use and is characterised by a very high throughput.
Unlike conventional blow-in machines, the material is fed in at table
height and transported to the 3-stage material conditioning unit by
a conveyor belt. This material conditioning unit, consisting of a chopping shaft and two shredding shafts, is able to easily break up and
finely break down highly compressed processing materials.
The material feed rate can be adjusted via the position of the electric
airlock feed gate. A high-performance turbine effortlessly generates
the required air power.
All important machine settings can be selected directly from the injection point by cable or radio remote control. The machine is equipped
with a 400V/3x16A electrical connection.
 For further information, see product data sheet EM500

Operating principle

1

2

3

4

Example of characteristic curves
500

Dynamic pressure [mbar]

400

1

The insulation bales are conveyed via the
conveyor belt into the hopper.

2

With the help of rotating agitator shafts the
bale is broken up into small pieces and any
lumps are broken up.

3

The material falls through the airlock feed
gate opening into the rotary airlock. The
feed gate can be used to reduce the degree
to which the chambers are filled - a particular
advantage for easy-flowing bulk materials.

4

By rotating the airlock rotor and with the
help of the air flow, the material is conveyed
and blown out of the rotary airlock through
the outlet nozzle.

300

200

100

100

200

300

400

500

600

Volume flow [m3/h]
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Machine control
Radio remote control FFB2000-Pro
Bidirectional radio communication with FM technology: For the
Minifant M99-DS-Pro, the digital radio remote control FFB2000-Pro
art. no. 5154 is included in the scope of delivery. It is optionally available for all machine types of the Zellofant M95, EM300 and EM400 series
as well as for the EM500 blow-in machine.
Long-range interchangeable antenna
with BNC bayonet fitting

The FFB2000-Pro is characterised by high transmission reliability and
individual setting options. From the EM300 series onwards, material
quantity metering is also possible either via the setting of the airlock
rotor speed or the electric airlock feed gate.

Protective rims for control panel

 For further information, see product data sheet FFB2000-Pro
Optical signal:
Pressure threshold reached for
activated automatic shut-off and
dynamic pressure control

Technical data

Optical signal:
Air flow active

Transmission frequency

434MHz

Operating temperature range

-20°C to +40°C

Voltage supply

24V DC

Optical signal:
Material flow active

Radio channels

4 (for construction sites with
sources of interference)

Start button with toggle function

Hand control unit
Duration of use

up to 30h

Range

>100m without interruption

Overpressure signal

LED (optical)
Warning tone (accoustic)

Function buttons

6 (foil keypad)

Parameter levels

10

Adjustable parameters:
Radio channels
Switch-on delay material
Switch-off delay air
Delay time:
Automatic switch-off
Response time:
Dynamic pressure control

Button for material and air stop
and parameter mode

Display air flow rate/
Parameter selection

1-4
0, 1, 2, ...9s
0, 1, 2, ...9s

Buttons for air flow rate and
parameter setting selection

0, 1, 2, ...9s

Display material feed rate/
Parameter settings

50, 100, ...500ms

Protection class

IP40

Connections

Cable control
Charging socket
Antenna

Power supply

3x AAA NiMH 800mAh

Weight

approx. 400g

Dimensions

approx. 47x154x47mm

Buttons for material feed amount
and parameter value

Charging socket for charging
of the batteries used

Receiver
Protection class

IP40

Connections

Control line
to the machine
Cable control
Antenna

Power supply

24V DC
(from blow-in machine)

Weight

approx. 765g

Dimensions

approx. 83x151x50mm

Comparison of X-Floc insulation blowing machines

Optional
cable control

Strong magnet
for flexible fastening

Connection for cable mode
with quick-lock system

Machine connection
with twist lock

Robust metal housing
Dust and splash water protected
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Blow-in machines with amplifier
Amplifier/Vacuum stations
Some insulation materials require a particularly high air volume for
professional injection. Occasionally, certain installation situations require the overcoming of large rise heights or the use of long delivery
lines. In the meantime, loose insulation materials also have to be removed from time to time.
With appropriate technology from X-Floc, the existing blow-in machine can also be supplemented for reinforcement or used for suction.
The X-Floc amplifier/vacuum stations range from mobile amplifiers for
construction site use (VS28, VS33, VS55M, VS75M) to special designs
(VS40) as well as stationary solutions suitable for factory filling (VS55).
All X-Floc amplifier/vaccum stations feature complete separation of
working and cooling air. They can all significantly increase the performance of blow-in machines and/or, in combination with suitable accessories, extract small and large quantities of solids in a short time.
The suction function is suitable for a wide range of materials. Thanks to
the cover with bayonet lock, the air filter fleece can be easily replaced.
 For more information, see product brochure Amplifier/Vaccum
stations

Comparison of amplifier/vacuum stations
Amplifier/Vacuum station
Type

VS28

VS33

VS55M

VS75M

VS40

VS55

Article number

2711

5855

9455

9793

8336

6348

Amplify/Clean

/

/

/

/

/

/

Active dust removal













Stepless power regulation













Synchronisation with machine













Remote control













2,8kW

3,3kW

5,5kW

7,5kW

4,0kW

5,5kW

Max. overpressure

330mbar

370mbar

500mbar

600mbar

430mbar

550mbar

Max. negative pressure

300mbar

340mbar

450mbar

550mbar

380mbar

500mbar

440 / 360m3/h

620 / 580m3/h

470m3/h*

390m3/h*

430 / 390m3/h

390 / 350m3/h

Air feed unit

High-powered
radial compressor

High-powered
radial compressor

5-stage turbine

5-stage turbine

5-stage turbine

5-stage turbine

Outlet nozzle

NW63 (2½")

NW63 (2½")

NW63 (2½")

NW63 (2½")

NW63 (2½")

NW63 (2½")

Intake socket

NW75 (3“)

NW75 (3“)

NW90 (3½“)

NW90 (3½“)

NW75 (3“)

NW75 (3“)





-

-





482x358x418mm

482x358x418mm

605x560x750mm

605x560x750mm

600x650x600mm

785x700x580mm

approx. 19,5kg

approx. 19,8kg

approx. 65kg

approx. 88kg

approx. 60kg

approx. 100kg

Power

Max. air volume
(nominal / measured)

Operating hours counter
Dimensions (LxWxH)
Weight

* Freeblowing  Included as standard  Optionally available
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Blow-in machines with amplifier
Amplified blowing injection

Amplifier aspiration function

Insulation material
Blow-in machine (master)

Y-connector
Amplified
Matrial flow
material flow

Control cable
master/slave
Amplifier/
Vacuum station
(slave)

Material

Suction drum
Amplifier/Vacuum
station
Amplified air

Supply air

Pneumatic conveying

Suck/Clean
Vacuum air

Supply air

Dust removal

Amplified blowing injection with dust removal
Leaking fines are sucked
back in

Suction
drum

Dust removal with
suction drum

Dust removal with
suction drum

Suction
drum

Amplified air

Pneumatic conveying

Pneumatic conveying

Example of characteristic curves

Kennlinienvergleich VSXXm

VS75

Druck [mbar]

Dynamic pressure [mbar]

650
650
600
600
550
550
500
500
450
450
400
400
350
350
300
300
250
250
200
200
150
150
100
100
5050
0

0

VS55

VS33

VS40

VS28

0

50

50

100

100
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150

200

250

150
200
250
Volume flow [m³/h]
Volumenstrom [m³/h]

300

300

350

350

400

400
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Blow-in machines in industrial filling technology
Factory filling
Factory filling of elements not only offers manufacturers of timber
frame elements and prefabricated/ eco-houses great advantages in
terms of cost-effectiveness and consistently high quality. Increasingly,
carpentry companies are also opting for the use of loose insulation
materials and industrial filling technology.
Factory filling systems are modular in design. The insulation blow-in
machine (e.g. EM430) is the central element. It can already be used for
manual filling processes e.g. with injection lances, hoses or nozzles. Extended by a bale conditioning machine, the system allows the use of
big bales and with an injection panel the factory filling procedure is
automated.
X-Floc factory filling systems, which are individually adapted to the
customer‘s requirements, are already being used successfully in many
small companies as well as in fully automated production lines.
 For further information, see product brochure Factory filling

Modular system design
2

1

1

The insulation blow-in machine (e.g. EM430)
is the heart of the factory filling system.

2

The bale conditioning machine is used to
feed the machine almost without interruption.

3

The injection panel ensures a high degree
of automation and consistently high processing quality.

3

The factory filling systems are designed so that different insulation materials (see: Blow-in insulation material product groups) can be used.
Typical product classes such as wood fibre, cellulose, glass wool and
rock wool have already been extensively tested.
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X-Floc Insulation blow-in machines – All directly on site
Insulation blow-in mobiles
X-Floc blow-in mobiles are fully equipped trailers, transport vehicles
and containers for all blow-in technicians. Your blow-in machine is optimally placed on the trailer or vehicle. For this purpose, a system plan
with hosing and electrical installation is worked out. In addition, a safe
stowage solution is prepared for each piece of equipment.
Highly customisable
Customised trailers, vehicle superstructures or removal of a motor vehicle: We realise blow-in mobiles according to the customer‘s wishes.
 For further information, see brochure Insulation blowing mobiles

Tarpaulin trailer
Tarpaulin trailers in freely selectable dimensions offer space for the
ergonomic arrangement of the workplace, a variety of configuration
options as well as additional space for further material. They are also
suitable for long distances and, due to their low overall weight, for
smaller towing vehicles. The large exterior surfaces can be printed with
individual customer advertising.

Box trailer
Single-axle box trailers and tandem trailers are also well suited for
small towing vehicles, are approved for speeds of 100 km/h and are
suitable for short and long distances. These trailers also offer increased
theft protection and large exterior surfaces for individual advertising.
As standard, all box trailers are available with a two-wing rear door or
drive-on flap.

Container
Made of rustproof aluminium, weather-resistant wood and whatever
the shape: X-Floc realises system workplaces in containers – tailormade and well thought-out down to the last detail – very suitable for
the blow-in professional as well as for the rental service. On request,
the containers are available with compressed air supply and power generator as well as a solution for flatbed vehicles/trailers.

Comparison of X-Floc insulation blowing machines
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Equipment and accessories
Machine accessories

Measurement devices

X-Floc blow-in machines, amplifier/vacuum stations and other products can be operated and combined in a variety of ways. Detailed
information on radio remote controls, cable control, power generators
as well as bag supports, suction drums and other machine accessories
can be found in the

X-Floc maintains close cooperation with university research and development institutions. This results in an extensive product range in
the field of measuring and testing technology for blow-in technicians,
insulation manufacturers and material testing institutes, and many
more. You can find detailed information in the

 Product brochure Machine accessories

 Product brochure Measurement devices

Nozzles and blowing accessories

Damp spraying

For each insulation blow-in principle and each application, tools
and/or accessories are necessary for insertion, sealing and venting.
Detailed information about these accessories and everything about
tools such as injection nozzles, injection needles/lances as well as hole
saws and sealing parts can be found in the

In the damp spray process, thermal insulation material is moistened
with water after exiting the hose. Detailed information on spray heads
and pipes for the various applications as well as on high-pressure
pumps such as membrane or piston pumps and on wall scrubber for
smooth surfaces can be found in the

 Product brochure Nozzles and blowing accessories

 Product brochure Damp spraying

Hoses and connectors

Industrial safety and respiratory protection

Hoses and connectors are an essential part of the blow-in equipment
because they can be used to create all conceivable transport lines and
circuits. Detailed information on conveying and injection hoses as well
as hose connectors, hose clamps, Y-pieces and fibre switches can be
found in the

The special work suit with hood protects the blow-in professional from
contact with skin-irritating insulation materials. Detailed information
on the X-Floc range of workwear, dust masks, professional respirators
with legal approval as well as air filters, rechargeable batteries and
other accessories can be found in the

 Product brochure Hoses and connectors

 Product brochure Industrial safety and respiratory protection

X-Floc Dämmtechnik-Maschinen GmbH
Rosine-Starz-Straße 12 · 71272 Renningen · Germany
Telefon: + 49 - 7159 - 80470 - 30 · Fax: -40
E-Mail: info@x-floc.com · www.x-floc.com

www.x-floc.com/videos
Einblaszubehör
Einblasmaschinen

Prices on request · Published 08.2022 · Errors excepted and subject to change · PDF: www.x-floc.com/download

Your X-Floc representative

Machine
Accessories

Radio Remote Control FFB2000-Pro

X High transmission reliability

The machine type M99-DS-Pro and M99-DS-Pro 8K is supplied as standard with a specially developed radio remote control FFB2000-Pro. All
important settings and functions can be comfortably controlled from
the operator‘s workplace. The air power and the material flow volume
can be adjusted in 19 levels during operation or in standstill.

X Precise and individual adjustment possibilities
X Low weight and robust, handy
housing

In case of a radio interference, the operation can be established by connecting the hand-held transmitter and the
receiver with a supplied connection cable.
Together with the insulation blowing machine‘s integrated pressure detection unit, special functions such as the
„Dynamic Pressure Control“ and „Automatic Shutdown“
can be used.
Note: The machine is backward compatible with the control FFB2000 and KFB2000 with some function restrictions.

KFB2000

Overpressure and automatic shutdown
Air and material
Air and material start
Off

(Art.-Nr. 1497)
Air flow volume

1

2

3

4

Material flow volume
FFB2000-Pro

Empfangsteil/Receiver
Artikel 5157
www.x-floc.com

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

FFB2000-Pro

Empfangsteil/Receiver
Artikel 5157
www.x-floc.com

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Bidirectional digital
wireless technology

Four radio channels for In case of overpressuconstruction sites with re acoustic warning
interference sources
signal

350

Cable control possible

Without dynamic pressure control:
Uneven distribution
Injection hose

300
Area with normal
compression

Dynamic Pressure Control
250
Volume flow [m3⁄h]

The dynamic pressure control function limits the maximum injection
pressure to a pre-set value. For this purpose, the pressure threshold
has to be set to the desired maximum allowable pressure on the machine. In injection mode, the pressure is now reliably limited when the
set threshold value will be reached. The control mechanism can be activated by means of a key combination on the hand-held control of the
cable or radio remote control and is indicated by a flashing of the current
air flow setting.
Typical applications:
f
Injection of air-tight elements with the risk of damage to the planking materials
f
Reduction of the bulging of thin planking materials
f
Avoiding local areas with high density when blowing roof elements

Places with high
compaction

With dynamic pressure
controle:
Homogeneous distribution

200

150

100
Curve
DPC=150 mbar

Curve without
dynamic pressure control

50

10

20

30
40
Pressure [mbar]

50

60

70

350

Automatic Shutdown
300

Pressurethreshold

Hosemovement

Short
backwater

250
t<2s
Pressure [mbar]

The function of the automatic shutdown enables an automatic switch
off of the machine when a selected pressure threshold value is reached.
For this purpose, the setting of the pressure threshold value has to be
set to the desired value on the machine and the function has to be activated on the hand-held control. The machine will switch off automatically if the pressure threshold value will be reached (response time can
be set with parameters) without additional user intervention.
Typical Applications:
f
Assistance while injecting with automated shutdown if the
threshold value is exceeded
f
Achieve reproducible injection processes by pressure-based shutdown procedures
f
Independent shutdown when filling insulation materials

Long
backwater

t>2s
Shutdown

t<2s

200

150

Typical pressure profile when blowing into a compartment

100

50

10

20

30
40
Time course [t]

50
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Technische Daten
Übertragungsfrequenz

434 MHz

Arbeitstemperaturbereich

-20°C bis +40°C

Versorgungsspannung

24 V DC

Handbedienteil

High reach replaceable antenna with
BNC bayonet catch

Optical signal Signal: Pressure
threshold achieved for automatic shutdown and dynamic pressure control

Nutzungsdauer

bis zu 30 h

Reichweite

> 100 m im freien Feld

Überdrucksignal

f LED (optisch)
f Warnton (akustisch)

Funktionstasten

6 (Folientastatur)

Parameterstufen

10

Verstellbare Parameter:
Funkkanäle
Einschaltverzögerung Material
Ausschaltverzögerung Luft
Verzögerungszeit autom.
Abschaltung
Reaktionszeit der dyn. Druckstrg.

1-4
0, 1, 2,… 9 s
0, 1, 2,… 9 s
0, 1, 2,… 9 s
50, 100,… 500 ms

Schutzart

IP40

Optical signal: Air flow active

Anschlüsse

f Kabelsteuerung
f Ladebuchse
f Antenne

Optical signal: Material flow active

Stromversorgung

3× AAA NiMH 800 mAh

Start button with toggle function

Gewicht

ca. 400 g

Abmessungen

ca. 47 × 154 × 47 mm

Empfangsteil

Protective rims for
buttons
Button for material- and air stop
plus parameter mode

Schutzart

IP40

Anschlüsse

f Steuerleitung zur
Maschine
f Kabelsteuerung
f Antenne

Stromversorgung

24 V DC (Von Einblasmaschine)
24V

Gewicht

ca. 765 g

Abmessungen

ca. 83 × 151 × 50 mm

Artikelnummer

5154

Air performance display / parameter
setting display

Buttons for air flow rate and
parameter setting selection

Material input display / parameter
setting display
Strong magnet for
flexible fastening

Buttons material feed amount and
parameter value

Tough metal body: Dust-proof
and splash-proof
Machine connector with twist-lock

Charging jack for integrated
rechargeable batteries

Left:
remote control;
right: receiver

Connection for cable mode with
quick-lock system
Optional cable connection

Controls

Radio Remote Control FFB5000

X Low weight and robust, handy housing

The machine type M99-DS is supplied as standard with a specially developed radio remote control FFB500.
The radio contact takes place with a secure, bidirectional communication between hand-held transmitter and receiver. Several frequency
channels are available. The transmission and receive power will increase
automatically at longer distances.
If the range will be exceeded or in case of radio contact loss, the machine will be switched off automatically. The robust hand-held transmitter
can be easily secured by a loop for wrist strap. The control elements can
be locked against unintentional activation.

X Bidirectional wireless technology
X Multiple frequency channels
X Range monitoring with safety shutdown in case of overrun
X Automatic range increasement, combined with increased
power consumption if required

Optical signaling:
Battery empty, radio contact, material
and air flow

The most important commands can be transmitted to the insulation
blowing machine with the hand-held transmitter:
f
Air start
f
Material start
f
Combined start of air and material with adjustable time delay
f
Stop

Activation of material and air flow

Activation of air flow

Note:
The radio remote control is compatible with many third-party products.
The controle can be used after adjustmend of the connection with machines of e.g. Krendl, Thermoblow, SHS, Isoblow, etc.

Activation key lock

Setting tthe start-up and shut-down
delay time for air and material

Reserve

Cable Controls
Type

Included in delivery

Options

Compatibility

Prod..

KFB3

Hand control with toggle switch

Extension control
cable
(Prod.No. 1882)

EMX90, EM100, M99,
other machines

3821

KFB3 - 8p

Hand control with toggle switch

Extension control
cable (Prod.No.
2015, 2166, 1987)

EMX90, EM100, M99,
other machines

7851

KFB30

Hand control with toggle switch

Extension control
cable
(Prod.No. 1882)

EMX90, EM100, M99,
other machines

2459

KFB30 - 8p

Hand control with toggle switch

Extension control
cable (Prod.No.
2015, 2166, 1987)

EMX90, EM100, M99,
other machines

7852

Cable control

-

M99-DS-Pro, M95,
EM300, EM400, Turbofant M05, EM500

1497

3-channel M05

Hand control

-

other machines

4469

Master-Slave

Control side connection with 4-pin
plug (on/off e.g. damp spraying
pump)

-

M99, M95,
Turbofant M05

1057

Attachment
devices adapter
EM100

For switching attachment devices,
synchron to air performance

-

EM100

5436

KFB30 extensionconnection cable
KFB2000 control cable

KFB30
KFB30 - 8p

Master-Slave

Accessories
FFB2000-Pro connection cable

Zusatzgeräte-Adapter EM100

KFB3

KFB2000

Type

KFB2000

Length

Prod.

50 m

5280

50 m on cable drum

1882

25 m
50 m
50 m
on cable drum

2015
2166
1987

Exhibition Models

f
Impressive with
big viewing gl
ass
f
House advert
ising possible
as label
f
Dust-free and
quiet operatin
g
f
Simplest use
f
Convenient fo
r ce
and free flowin llulose and wood fibre
g bulk materia
l

Exhibition Model EM3XX and M95 Zellofant, prod. no. 3020
Dimensions (L × W × H): 112 × 86 × 118 cm
Recommended accessories:
f
Short hopper top piece for M95 Zellofant, Prod. no. 4812
f
KFB control cable L = 5 m , Prod. no. 1119
Exhibition Model Compact M99 Minifant and M95 Zellofant,
prod. no. 3132
Dimensions (L × W × H): 75 × 58 × 77 cm
Recommended accessories:
f
For M95 Zellofant connection set required, Prod. no. 6098
t Adapter plate, Prod. no. 3135
t 0.5 m conveyor hose NW75, Prod. no. 284
t Reducer tube PE NW75>63 short, Prod. no. 3768
t 2 hose clamps NW75, Prod. no. 177
f
Short hopper top piece for M95 Zellofant, Prod. no. 4812
f
KFB control cable L = 5 m , Prod. no. 1119

Exhibition model EM3XX and M95 Zellofant

Function Drawing

Exhibition model compact with adapter plate for
M95 Zellofant

Suction drums

Weight

D×H

Suction drum V = 115 L

Description

Volume
115 L

NW75 (3“)

NW75 (3“)

ca. 20 kg

45 × 86 cm

Prod.No.
1160

Suction drum V = 250 L

250 L

NW75 (3“)

NW75 (3“)

ca. 31 kg

63 × 100 cm

3075

Included in delivery:
f
5 × woven polypropylene sacks
f
1.5 m conveyor hose NW75 (3“)
f
2 × quick-connect clamps NW75 (3“)
f
1 × plastic reducer tube NW75>63

Woven polypropylene sacks
Description

Size

blue/white

white

Prod. No.

Bag of woven polypropylene

100 × 150 cm

z

-

801

Bag of woven polypropylene

70 × 110 cm

-

z

1085

Detention Grids
Retention grid for M99 hopper
Optional extra for processing free-flowing bulk materials. Prevents
reaching into machine. Including fine-mesh insert.
Prod. no. 2940
Retention grid for M95 hopper
Optional accessory for processing loose bulkware. With a fine wire mesh
for insertion into the hopper top piece.
Prod. no. 2941

Detention grid Minifant M99
Detention grid Zellofant M95

Reducer/Extension Tubes
The reducer/extensions tubes are made of stainless steel. It is inserted in
the airlock outlet of the insulation blowing machine. It makes connection
of smaller or thicker hose diameters possible.
Compatibility

Hose connection Ø

Prod. No.

M95, EM300, EM400 + EM500

NW90 (3 ½“)

6746

NW75>63

M95, EM300, EM400 + EM500

NW63 (2 ½“)

526

NW75>50

M95, EM300, EM400 + EM500

NW50 (2“)

1972

NW63>50

M99 + EM100

NW50 (2“)

2862

NW63>38

M99 + EM100

NW38 (1 ½“)

6224

NW63>38

Extension Tubes
NW75>90

NW75>90

Reducer Tubes

NW63>50

NW75>63

NW75>50

Supports for bags
Material

Support bracket

Dust-reducing cover

Prod. No.

EM100

Aluminium

z

-

4714

M99

Aluminium

z

-

3474

M95

Aluminium

z

-

4791

Aluminium with
cloth cover

z

z

3218

M95 with dustreducing cover

Sack support M95 with
dust-reducing cover
+option low filling height

M95 with dustreducing cover

Wood

-

z

5128

Sack support M99

5786
Sack support EM100

Sack support M95

Accessories

Replacement Grid for M95
Replacement grid for cellulose, rock
wool and similar, suitable for the zellofant M95. The new grid geometry
allows for better material conditioning.
The narrow mesh opening above the
airlock prevents insufficiently shredded material from falling into the airlock. Mesh: 50 - 100 mm
Prod. No. 4164

Electric Generator XE Exhaust Hose
Flexible metal hose for removal of
exhaust gases. Length: 1.5 m
Prod. No. 4800
Also available:
90° bend suitable for exhaust hose .
Prod. No. 4801

Short Hopper top Piece
Shorter hopper top piece, suitable for
M95 Zellofant.
Height: approx. 750 mm
Volume: approx. 0.3 m3
Prod. No. 4812

Electric Generator XE10 kW: Wheelset
f
Easy mounting
f
Without drilling
Prod. No. 4982

Airlock Slide Gate for M95
The airlock slide gate enables precise
adjustment with the material volume,
thus achieving a constant material flow.
Recommended for damp spraying.
Prod. No. 3194

Electric Generator XE14 kW:
Refuelling System
20 litre canister with fuel extraction
device.
Prod. No. 4802
Also available:
Replacement hose for refuelling system (prod. no. 5753)

Emergency Stop Button with Casing for
Plugging Into Remote Control Socket
Easy to install solution for immediate stoppage of the insulating machine. Suitable
for all machines with KFB2000, FFB2000
or FFB2000-Pro remote control. Connected between remote receiver or cable and
the remote socket at the machine. Due to
a magnetic base, it can be installed at any
point of the machinery case.
Prod. No. 5863

Blow-Off Unit
Pressure control unit consisting of
weighted pistons and air outlet holes
in the cylinder. With the adjustable
weighted discs, desired maximum
pressure can be selected. Responsive pressure control. This is especially
advantageous for pressure sensitive
retaining board material and airtight
constructions.
Prod. No. 4038

Mains Voltage Display
Detects fluctuating or low voltage
supplies. Suitable for use with the
following machines:
f
M99-Standard, M99-DS and
M99-DS-Pro
f
M95-230V, M95-2×230V
f
EM320, EM325, EM345 and EM365
f
EM440-400V und EM440-3×230V
f
All single-phase insulation blowing
machines and amplifiers etc.
Prod. No. 4604

Zellofant M95-400V-7.0kW
Update to 7.3 kW - Var. 2
With this update, the air power of the
machine is increased by 0.3 kW and
distributes the connection load of the
insulation blowing machine almost
uniformly among the three phases of
the three-phase connection.
Prod. No. 6909

Adjustable Airlock
Rotation Speed (EM400/EM500)
Adjustable airlock rotation speed for
the EM400/EM500 machine series Selectable by the Radio Remote Control
FFB2000-Pro.
Prod. no. 5060

Zellofant M95-400V-7.0kW Zellofant
optional add-on – all blowers adjustable – Var. 3
With this additional option, the
power of all three centrifugal fans
of the insulation blowing machine
can be adjusted with the control.
Prod. no. 6937

„X-Floc Dämmtechnik-Maschinen GmbH, the brand for
quality and innovation in the field of insulation technology.“

Since its founding in 1994, X-Floc Dämmtechnik Maschinen GmbH
has been developing, manufacturing and selling insulation blowing
machines and insulation accessories. Our typical customers are
craft and assembly companies, such as carpentry and roofing companies, drywall builder and similar. Since 2014, we are manufacturing and supplying complete filling systems for prefabricators,
which enable an efficient, industrial production of elements with
injection insulation.

Since we develop our technology from the beginning together
with our customers and the manufacturers of loose insulation
materials, our products are compatible with almost all available
injection products. This great innovative capacity, our variety of
products and our much praised service have made us a worldwide
recognized specialist in pneumatic conveying, especially for loose
insulation material. This, our high quality standards and the lived
„Made in Germany“ are the most important decision criteria of
our customers.

Your X-Floc dealer

X-Floc Dämmtechnik-Maschinen GmbH
Rosine-Starz-Straße 12 · 71272 Renningen · Germany
Telephone + 49 - 7159 - 80470 - 30 · Fax -40
E-Mail info@x-floc.com · Web www.x-floc.com
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EMX90 Insulation Blowing Machine
Ideal for Lightweight Bulk Material
www.x-floc.com

f
Venturi principle without airlock
f
Mobile and compact design
f
High-powered radial compressor
f
Precise adjustment with multiple valves
f
Easy-to-wash filter
f
Little maintenance effort
f
Many application fields

The EMX90 insulation blowing machine is made
for the processing of leightweight bulk material
and granules.
The field of application is located in cavity wall
insulation and the insulation of small tight profiles (window construction).

Technical data
Hopper
Dimensions (L × W × H)
Filling height
Outlet
Power rating
Machine control

Air flow volume (max.)
Conveying height (max.)
Unladen weight
Air feed unit
Material processing speed
Conveying pressure
Power supply

approx. 125 L
approx. 520 × 520 × 1180 mm
approx. 1130 mm
NW32 / 1¼“
approx. 1,5 kW
KFB3

On/off switch or with optional
control unit (Prod. no. 6250)
remote control

Prod. no.: 5966
Compatible remote controls:
f
KFB3 - cable control (Prod. no.3821)
f
KFB30 - cable control (Prod. no. 2459)
f
KFB30: Extension cable L = 50 m on reel
(Prod. no. 5966)
f
FFB500 - Remote control bidirectional
(Prod. no. 6708)

220 m3/h
15 m
approx. 48 kg

Scope of delivery:
f
Insulation blowing machine on four 4 rolls
with folding closing lid
f
Switch with ON/OFF function
f
Operating manual
f
Line adapter 230 V (L = 10 m)

KFB30

High-powered centrifugal fan
1000 kg/h (EPS granules)
330 mbar
230 V / 50 Hz / 10-16 A / PE or
110 V / 50 Hz / 15 A / PE
FFB500

Transport

Filling

Blowing injection

For prices, see current price list · Published 11.2016 · We accept no responsibility for errors or changes. · PDF: www.x-floc.com/download
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Dimenions and function
www.x-floc.com

ca.1180 mm

Dimensions

ca.520 m

m

m

20 m

ca.5

Function principle

V2

V1

CLOSE

CLOSE

0%

0%

25 %

25 %

50 %

50 %
75 %

100 % OPEN

75 %

100 %

OPEN
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EMX250 Insulation Blowing Machine
For Special Blowing Applications
www.x-floc.com

Important features:
ff
Flexible material flow volume control
ff
Constant flow of material
ff
Tough design
ff
Manageable dimensions
ff
High mobility
ff
Generous performance

The EMX250 series stands out with very good controllable flow
of material and a high flexibility relating to processing materials.
With this machine many licensed blowing insulation materials
can be processed. For example we can name cellulose, mineral
wool, composites, flameproof coatings and similar materials.
Also special materials like straw, shives or glumes can be processed. The machine has two light current connections.
The dimensions of the machine are designed for easy handling
in buildings, lifts, corridors et cetera. The big castor wheel solve
the problem of barriers like doors, steps, doorsteps or bumpy
grounds.

Technical data
Hopper
Dimensions (L × W × H)

0,26 m3 (with wood top)
0,15 m3 (without wood top)
ca. 1200 × 600 × 1750 mm

Filling height

approx.1630 mm (with wood top)
approx.1370 mm (without wood top)

Airlock outlet

NW63 (2 ½”)

Power rating

4,2 kW

Machine control

FFB400

Air flow volume (max.)

370 m3/h

Unladen weight
Air feed unit
Power/material processing speed
Adjustable conveying pressure
Power supply

Transport

The EMX250 has a combination of preliminary shredding and
volumetric dosing unit which is built up with a conveying screw
and a fast rotating shredder unit for the fine preparation.
The airlock is made of heavy-walled steel and has a high abrasive
wear firmness. The fast rotating airlock with 8 chambers ensures a
constant flow of material.
The speed of the conveying screw can be adjusted steplessly
in a vast area. By the pre-selection of different gear reductions
the conveying speed can be adjusted nearly unlimited for every
material.
The generous configured air power is produced by radial
compressors. It has buffer for all applications.
The machine can be controlled directly from the injection
location optionally with cable or remote control.

240 kg
2 × 1,45 kW high-powered radial
compressors
50 - 500 kg/h
310 mbar
2 × 230 V / 50 Hz / 10-16 A / PE

Filling situation

Cleaning
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Dimensioning
www.x-floc.com

980 mm

1631 mm

1188 mm

1331 mm

1372 mm

576 mm
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FFB400: Bidirectional Remote Control
for EM100, Minifant M99 , EMX90,
EMX250 and Many Third-party Machines

www.x-floc.com

¼¼Bidirectional radio technology
¼¼Various frequency channels with automatic selection of the best operating
frequency
¼¼ Range monitoring with safety shut down
when range is exceeded.
¼¼ Reduced battery use when a shorter
range is required.
¼¼Compatible to machines of Krendl, SHS,
Isoblow, Thermoblow and many more

Transmitter and receiver unit of the FFB400 inter
change digital signals with bidirectional radio techno
logy. That means signal validations are interchanged
and so assures interference-free operation.
The receiver only acts upon orders which have been
validated. The remote will not send new instructions
until validation is received.
Remote
4 buttons on IP65 plastic case , colour: black, with battery compartment for 2 x
AAA and 2 red and green LEDs with the following functions:
ff
Air ON
ff
Material ON
ff
Air and material ON
ff
Material OFF, air ON
ff
Additional/ reserve channel
ff
Battery and radio-communication function display with 2 LEDs
ff
Keypad lock (to prevent unintentional switching on of machine)
Receiver
The sturdy plastic casing, magnetic foot and integrated aerial make it ideal for
blowing machines with a control circuit.
Technical Data
Operating frequency

434 MHz

Short circuit, surge- and under voltage protected radio technology



Magnetic foot

Optional Accessories
Sport-case for hand-held
controls (product no. 5016)

Remote
Battery life time

approx. 200 working hours

Switch on delay between air and
material

0…3 seconds (adjustable)

Dimensions (W × H × D)

22 × 65 × 120 mm

Receiver
Cable length

approx. 4 m

Dimensions (W × H × D)

45 × 82 × 113 mm

Case with belt loop for
remote (product no. 4716)
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Insulation blow-in machine EM100
Ideal for beginners and DIY applications

Insulation blow-in machine EM100
Robust and compact blowing machine
` Solid, durable and extremely user-friendly
` Perfect for professional use and DIY
` Predestined for open inflation and blowing in
of cellulose, glass wool and light granulates

Insulation blow-in machine EM100
Structure and functional principle
Sack support (see Equipment options)
For convenient depositing and opening of the delivery package and for easier filling, a sack support is available as an option,
which can also serve as a lid after use.

2

Grid bars
The insulation material fed into the blow-in machine from above
is roughly broken up by the grating bars and the rotating agitator shaft with disturbing flaps. The pre-loosened material falls
into the lower hopper area of the machine.

1300 mm

1

Agitator
The agitator consists of two horizontally arranged rotating shafts.
With the help of the second agitator shaft in the lower hopper
area, the insulation material is loosened ready for blowing before it falls into the rotating airlock.

2
3

4
600 m

Airlock feed gate and rotary airlock
A manually adjustable airlock feed gate is located above the
rotary airlock, with which the material feed can be metered
according to the application.

4

Airlock outlet
On the rotary airlock’s bottom, the transported insulation material is accelerated from the airlock chamber and blown through
the outlet nozzle (2½“) and the conveyor line into the building
element.

m

500 m

m

1

3

2

3

4

Equipment options
1 Sack support
for convenient filling and covering. Art.no. 4714

5

6

7

8

9

10

5 Socket spanner SW13
Hexagonal, blade length 125mm. Art.no. 832

6 Aluminium case, lockable
for tools and small parts, 46x33x16cm. Art.no. 104

7 Radio remote control FFB500
bidirectional, 2 radio frequencies to choose from. Art.no. 6708

8 Pressure gauge
for airlock pressure testing, D=117mm. Art.no. 7079

9 S-hook
made of aluminium, to hang up the cable. Art.no. 4367

10 Generator XM5kVA / 4,5kW
for securing the power supply. Art.no. 9583
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Insulation blow-in machine EM100
Blow-in machine EM100
The X-Floc EM100 art.no. 3550 is a compact insulation blow-in machine for processing loose insulation materials approved by the building authorities. It is especially suitable for smaller building projects,
for open/attic blowing and for compressed blowing of cellulose, glass
wool and light granulates.
Thanks to clearly arranged operating elements and easy handling,
this solid machine is not only suitable for professional use, but also
for DIY do-it-yourselfers. Best suitability for private building projects is
also guaranteed by the standard equipment with a 230V light current
connection (special version 110V on request) and mains voltage display, with which a fluctuating or weak power supply as well as voltage
breaks can be quickly detected.
High mobility is ensured by the low weight, which allows the robust
compact machine to be easily tilted and, with the help of the transport
wheels, moved effortlessly also on uneven construction site floors.
Another advantage is the modular, easy-to-maintain electronics with
standard components. The scope of delivery includes a 3-channel
KFB3 control unit, 30m of control cable and a 230V mains adapter. Optionally, the bidirectional radio remote control FFB500 can be ordered
ready to plug in.

Technical data
Article number

3550

Power/mat. processing speed *

320kg/h

Hopper

0,15m3

Airlock outlet ø
Dimensions (LxWxH)
Unladen weight
Filling height
Machine control
Material conditioning
Airlock feed gate adjustable
Airlock material
Air generator
Max. dynamic pressure
(adjustable)
Air feed amplification
Air volume (nom./measured)
Conveying height
with/without amplifier
Hose length L=max.
Motor

NW63 (2½“)
600x500x1300mm
117kg
1300mm
Cable remote control KFB3
(optional KFB30/FFB500)
2 horiz. agitator shafts
14 levels, manual
Sheet steel
High-powered radial compressor
1,45kW
250mbar
External (option) e. g. VS28/VS33
220/190m3
15/30m
40m
1-phase 0,75kW

Power rating

2,2kW

Power supply

230V/50Hz/10-16A

Max. material packaging density

145kg/m3

* Maximum value depending on use, material and delivery. All values approximate.

X-Floc Insulation blow-in machine EM100
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Insulation blow-in machine EM100
Machine accessories

Measurement devices

X-Floc insulation blow-in machines as well as amplifier/vacuum stations and other products can be operated and combined in a variety
of ways. Detailed information on radio remote controls, cable controls, power generators as well as sack supports, suction drums and
other machine accessories can be found in the corresponding product
documentation.
` Further info, see brochure Machine accessories

X-Floc maintains close cooperation with university research and development institutions. This results in an extensive product range in
the field of measuring and testing technology for blow-in technicians,
insulation material manufacturers and material testing institutes. and
many more. Detailed information can be found in the corresponding
product documentation.
` Further info, see brochure Measurement devices

Nozzles and blowing accessories

Damp spraying

For all insulation blow-in methods and any application, there are tools
and/or aids for insertion, sealing and venting necessary. Detailed information about these accessories and everything about tools such as
injection nozzles and rotary nozzles, injection needles and injection
lances as well as hole saws and sealing parts can be found in the corresponding product documentation.
` Further info, see brochure Nozzles and blowing accessories

In the damp spraying process, thermal insulation material is moistened with water after exiting the hose. Detailed information reagarding
spray heads and pipes for the various applications as well as on highpressure pumps such as membrane or piston pumps and on wall scubber for smooth surfaces can be found in the corresponding product
documentation.
` Further info, see brochure Damp spraying

Hoses and connectors

Industrial safety and respiratory protection

Hoses and connections parts are an essential part of the insulation
blow-in equipment because all these units can be used to create conceivable transport lines and circuits. Detailed information regarding
conveying and injection hoses as well as hose connectors and clamps,
Y-connectors and fibre switches can be found in the corresponding
product documentation.
` Further info, see brochure Hoses and connectors

The special work suit with hood protects the insulation blow-in professional from contact with skin-irritating insulation materials. Detailed
information on the entire X-Floc range of work clothing, respirators,
professional respiratory protection equipment, air filters, batteries and
other spare parts and accessories can be found in the corresponding
product documentation.
` Further info, see brochure Industrial safety

X-Floc Dämmtechnik-Maschinen GmbH
Rosine-Starz-Straße 12 · 71272 Renningen · Germany
Telefon: + 49 - 7159 - 80470 - 30 · Fax: -40
E-Mail: info@x-floc.com · www.x-floc.com

www.x-ﬂoc.com/videos
EM100
Prises on request · Published 09.2022 · Errors and changes excepted · PDF: www.x-floc.com/download

Your X-Floc representative

Insulation blow-in machine M99 series
The compact all-rounder – in use all over the world

Minifant M99 | M99-DS | M99-DS-Pro
Compact professional insulation blow-in machine
` Powerful, versatile and easy to transport
` Suitable for all approved insulation materials
` Internationally proven on construction sites of all
types and sizes as well as for special applications

Insulation blow-in machines Minifant M99 series
Operating principle

Composition

The insulation material is pushed into the filling hopper after opening
the delivery package. Specially shaped shredding arms break the
insulation material into smaller pieces and loosen it up completely.
The airlock feed gate feeds the material into the rotary airlock. In the
lowest airlock chamber, the insulation material is conveyed by the air
flow to the outlet nozzle and then blown into the component at an
accelerated rate through the conveying hose.

1

Filling hopper
The delivery package is placed on the sack support (optional)
and fed into the hopper. Its volume (approx. 0,26m3) is sufficient
for up to two bags of commercially available insulation material.

2

Agitator
The powerful agitator unit breaks up the compressed insulation
material and feeds it into the rotary airlock. The rotary movement achieves fine disintegration of the insulation material. The
special shape of the agitator prevents the formation of undesirable material bridges.

3

Electrical airlock feed gate
An adjustable airlock feed gate is located above the rotary airlock, which can be used to fine-tune the material feed to suit the
application.

4

Rotary airlock
The rotary airlock consists of six (or eight) chambers with rubber seals. This design allows high performance with low wear
and excellent sealing. The rotary movement of the airlock rotor
moves the upper airlock chamber downwards. The insulating
material is accelerated by the air flow and blown into the component through the outlet nozzle and conveying hose.

5

Airlock venting
The rotary airlock is equipped with a valve deaeration, through
which the airlock chamber, which is still pressurised after the
blow-out process, is depressurised in the upward movement.
This allows the chamber to be quickly and completely filled with
insulating material in the upward position.

6

Motor/gearbox
The agitator as well as the rotary airlock are driven by a motor
that can withstand tough site conditions. Angular and spur gears transmit the necessary drive torques.

7

Outlet nozzle
The conveying hose is connected via a NW75 (3“) outlet nozzle.
Alternatively, direct reducers or extensions can be used to connect different hose sizes.

8

Electrical switchgear
Only high-quality components are installed in the switchgear.
The operating and signalling elements are clearly arranged and
user-friendly.

9

Mains voltage display
The mains voltage display (optional) allows the machine operator to easily keep an eye on the mains voltage at all times (even
under load). Possible sources of error in the area of the mains
voltage supply can be quickly detected if necessary.

1

2
3
4
7
Ventilation

5

3

4

7

9

8
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Insulation blow-in machines Minifant M99 series
Minifant M99-DS and M99-DS-Pro
The insulation blow-in machines of the X-Floc Minifant M99 series are
equipped with a 230V (or 220-240V) light current connection. They are
ideally suited for all approved loose insulation materials and for freeflowing bulk materials. Excellent insulation results can be achieved
with cellulose and glass wool thanks to the powerful agitator.
The M99 series is also versatile in terms of blowing methods and, due
to the uniform material feed, M99-DS/DS-Pro can also be used very
well for spraying work. In both machine types, the agitator and airlock
are equipped with speed control, which allows the loosening to be
optimally matched to the insulation material used and the material
quantity - in addition to the airlock feed gate setting - to be metered
even more finely. For example, the standard airlock speed is increased
for very uniform material delivery when spraying acoustic coatings.
For special requirements for an always uniform material flow, the
machines are also available with an eight-chamber airlock (optional).
The Minifant M99-DS-Pro is equipped with the FFB2000-Pro radio
remote control as standard. With this, all important settings and
functions can be conveniently controlled directly from the blow-in
technician‘s working place.

Mobility
1

Relocation made easy: All machines of the M99 series can be easily
tipped down thanks to their low own weight and can also be moved
easily on uneven construction site surfaces with the help of the two
transport wheels.
After loosening the three tension locks, the filling hopper can be removed. This makes the machines of the M99 series easy to transport
even in small vehicles and also the machine base is easily accessible
for maintenance work.

2

3

6

9

7
8
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Insulation blow-in machines Minifant M99 series
Blowing methods and insulation material
The different building stiles as well as types of construction require different working methods. In addition, the amount of air and pressure
required for optimal processing is also depending on the insulation
material, for example.

Open/attic
blowing
A

Dry injection

B

Dry injection
with ventilation
C

The X-Floc blow-in machines of the Minifant M99 series are virtually
an allround solution in terms of both the blowing method and the insulation material. There are almost no limits to the processing of loose
insulation materials.

Damp spraying/CSO

D

Cavity wall
insulation
E

Fire protection

F

Blow-in insulation materials product groups
Cellulose
Advanced Fibre cellulose, AislaNat, Applegate, Arbocel Climasafe, Arctic Fiber, Austrozell, Bellouate, Biocell, Biofib Isolation, Cellaouate, Cell Floc, Cellisol, Cel-Pak,
Climacell, Climacell pure, Climacell S, Clima Ouate, Clima-Super, Climatizer Plus, Dämmstatt, Dobry Ekovilla, Dolcea, EC cellulose, Ecocel, Ekofiber, Ecovata, Fiberlite,
Finefloc, Flocomobil, Floci-Cell, Forest Wool, Franceouate, Greenfiber, iCell, Igloo, Isocell, Isodan CI 040, Isofiber, Isofloc eco, Isofloc F, Isofloc L/LM, Isofloc LW, Isofloc neo,
Isol+, Isoprof, Isol’quate, i3-Cellulose, Just Been Green, Klima-Tec-Flock, Klima-Tec-Schütt, Mono-Therm, Nesocell, Northern Fiber, Nu-Wool, Ouateco, Ouateco Premium,
Ouateco Nature, Pavafloc, Poesis-Floc, Renocell, Selluvilla, STEICOfloc, Swissfloc, Tempelan, Termex, Thermocel 040, Thermofloc, Thermopal 35, Thermopal 35/3, United
Fibers, Unifloc, Univercell, Warmcel Thermal, Wolfinger Dämmzellulose, Zimicell etc.
Wood fibre
Airflex, FIBRE Holzfaser, Hoiz, KKS-Woodfibre, KKS-Woodfibre ApS, Lignozell, Jasmin, STEICOzell, Thermofibre, Thermocell, Termoträ, Woodycell, Nativo Trefiberisolasjon
(Hunton) etc.
Mineral fibre
Astratherm, Climastone, Comblissimo, Ecofibre KD, Fibrexpan, Flumroc, Greenguard, Indi-Flock, Insulsafe, Insulsafe33, Insulsafe FI, Insulsafe FR, Inslusafe Plus, Insuver, ISG,
Isomat ISG, Isover Comblissimo, Isover ISOLENE 4, Knauf Insulation LW F, Knauf Insulation ProtectFill, Paroc BLT 5, Paroc BLT 7, Paroc BLT 9, Projiso, Rathiflock, Rockwool,
Stonefloc, Supafil Cavity Wall 034, Supafil Loft Plus, Supafil Timber Frame, Thermacoustic TC-417, Teko-Flock, Trendi-Flock, ISOVER KV 041 etc.
Mineral granules
Bachl Perlit HY, Extraperl, Fillrock KD/RG, Hyperdämm, Hyperlite KD, Liapor F2B/3/4, Paroc Einblaswolle, Paroc BLT 7 Perli-Fill F, Perli-Fill, Schacoulite Roof Top, SLS20,
Thermofill S/S40, Thermo-Floor, Thermoperl, Thermo-Plan, Thermo-Roof, Poraver 2-4, Poraver 4-8, fermacell Perlit, Rockin L etc.
EPS granules
Bodiflock XPS, Conlit Firesafe, Dämmperl 035, Duroperl 35, Easy-Fill 034/033, EPS 033, Granublow 033/035, HK35, HK33, H2 Wall, Isofloc Pearl, Jomaperl, Neopor,
Rigibead 035/033, Rathipur KD, Styrodämm 033, SwissporEPS Perlen, ECO INSUFFLAGGIO R, PoroBead etc.
Fire protection plaster/other
Agricell, Cafco, CEMWOOD CW 2000, Conlit Firesafe, Daussan, Dossolan 3000, Dossolan Thermique, Dossolan Hoeco FII/1 und FII/2, ECOFIBRE Brandschutz - FonaTerm,
ECOFIBRE Installationsschacht Brandschutz - Lehm-Deckenschüttung (Conluto), G+H Hardcap Spray insulation, Knauf MP75 L Fire, Metisse flocon, Neptutherm, Novidem,
Unifirex, BlondGran, RiSughero etc.
The table does not claim to be complete. X-Floc will be glad to test other products on request.
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Insulation blow-in machines Minifant M99 series
Which blowing machine for your application?
In principle, you can process almost all available blow-in insulation materials with every machine in the X-Floc Minifant M99 series. However, it is
advisable to select a model that is optimally matched to your needs from the various machine types, also with regard to the areas of application
or blow-in methods. Contact us for detailed and further information - we will be happy to advise you!

Model series

Minifant M99

Minifant M99

Minifant M99

Machine type

M99-230V/3,6kW

M99-DS-230V/3,6kW

M99-DS-Pro-230V/3,6kW

8 chambers
Art.no. 7392

3432

3837

5416

Power/Material processing speed

Article number

600kg/h

650kg/h

650kg/h

Hopper

0,26m3

0,26m3

0,26m3

Airlock outlet ø
Dimensions (LxWxH)

NW63 (2½“)

NW75 (3“)

NW75 (3“)

640x1400mm

640x1400mm

640x1400mm

Unladen weight
Filling height

110kg

111kg

111kg

1400mm

1400mm

1400mm

z

z

z

Sack support (optional)

Sack support (optional)

Sack support (optional)

Airlock ventilation
Dust removal/support for bags
Machine control

Radio remote control FFB500
or cable remote control KFB3 (optional KFB30)

Material conditioning

Radio remote control FFB2000-Pro
or cable remote control (KFB2000)

Rotating agitator with shredder arms
{

z

z

17 levels, manual

17 levels, manual

17 levels, manual

Sheet steel

Sheet steel

Sheet steel

{

{

z

High-powered radial compressor
2x1,45kW

High-powered radial compressor
2x1,45kW

High-powered radial compressor
2x1,45kW

325mbar

340mbar

340mbar

Airlock feed gate adjustable
Airlock rotational speed adjustable
Airlock feed gate material
Automatic blowing
Air generator
Max. dynamic pressure (adjustable)
Air feed amplification

External amplification optional e. g. X-Floc amplifier/vacuum station VS28/VS33

Air volume (nominal/measured)

440/350m3/h

440/350m3/h

z

z

z

>30/50m

>30/50m

>30/50m

Aspiration with suction hood
Conveying height with/without amplifier
Hose length L=max.
Motor

440/350m3/h

80m

80m

80m

1-phase 0,75kW

3-phase 0,75kW

3-phase 0,75kW

3,6kW

3,6kW

Power rating

3,6kW

Power supply

230V/50Hz/16A (10A possible with only one radial compressor)
145kg/m3

Max. material packaging density

155kg/m3

155kg/m3

Compatibility table
Cellulose
Wood fibre
Mineral fibre

Application

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

Suitablitity

z

z

z

z

z

-

z

z

z

z

z

-

z

z

z

z

z

F
-

Application

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

Suitablitity

z

{

{

{

-

-

z

z

z

z

-

-

z

z

z

z

-

-

Application

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

Suitablitity

z

z

z

z

z

-

z

z

z

z

z

-

z

z

z

z

z

-

Mineral
granules

Application

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

Suitablitity

z

-

-

-

z

z

z

-

-

-

z

z

z

-

-

-

z

z

EPS granules

Application

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

Suitablitity

-

-

-

-

z

-

-

-

-

-

z

-

-

-

-

-

z

-

Application

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

Suitablitity

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

Fire protection
plasters/other

A = Open/attic blowing | B = Dry injection | C = Dry injection with ventilation | D = Damp spraying/CSO | E = Cavity wall insulation | F = Fire protection
z suitable/yes | z recommended with limitations | - not recommended/no/not specified (all values approximate)
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Insulation blow-in machines Minifant M99 series
Radio remote control FFB500
The Minifant M99-DS machine type is supplied as standard with a specially developed FFB500 radio remote control. It is characterised by
low weight and a robust, handy housing.
Radio contact takes place via secure, bidirectional communication
between the hand control unit and the receiver. Several frequency
channels are available. The transmitting and receiving power increases
automatically over longer distances.
If the range is exceeded or the radio contact is broken, the machine is
switched off safely. The robust hand control can be easily secured with
a wrist strap via an eyelet. The operating elements can be locked with
a key lock to prevent unintentional switching on.

Special effects in the film industry with the Minifant M99-DS/DS-Pro

Technical data
Frequencies (adjustable)

868,15 MHz, 868,45 MHz
(Art.no. 6708) or
922 MHz (Art.no. 8869)

Protection against

Short circuit, undervoltage and overvoltage

Compatibility

M99/M99-DS

Radio power

10dBm

Optical signalling:
Battery empty
Radio contact
Material and air delivery

Activation of the
material and air delivery
Activation of air delivery

Hand-held transmitter
Range

>180m w/o interruption

Power supply

3x Micro AAA 1.5V

Battery life

approx. 800 hours

Keys

8 in plastic housing
IP65

Key lock

Protection against
unintentional inputs

Functions

Air start, material start,
air and material start
combined (time delay
adjustable), stop

Switch-on and switch-off
delay times
between air and material

0...9s (adjustable)

LED display

Battery and radio contact, air ON, material ON,
air and material ON

Weight

approx. 80g

Dimensions

approx. 62x111x18mm

Activating the key lock
Setting the switch-on and switch-off
delay for air and material

Reserve
(e.g. for fibre switch cascade)
Antenna for transmission
transmitter > receiver

Connection plug
Machine control connection

Radio receiver
Range monitoring

Safety shutdown
if exceeded

Radio power

10kBm

Weight

approx. 250g

Dimensions

approx. 81x120x46mm

Note:
The FFB500 radio remote control is also compatible with many
other brands. After adapting the connection, the control can be used,
for example, with Krendl, Thermoblow, SHS, Isoblow etc. machines.
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Connection cable
Connection between receiver and
the device to be controlled

Radio receiver
in plastic housing with magnetic base
and integrated antenna

X-Floc insulation blow-in machines Minifant M99/-DS/-DS-Pro

Machine control
Radio remote control FFB2000-Pro
Bidirectional radio communication with FM technology: The machine
type Minifant M99-DS-Pro comes with the digital radio remote control
FFB2000-Pro art. no. 5154.
All important settings and functions can be conveniently controlled
from the blower‘s working location. Air output and material delivery
rate can be adjusted in 19 steps during operation or when the machine
is at a standstill. Together with the pressure signalling unit integrated
in the blow-in machine, special functions such as dynamic pressure
control and automatic shut-off can be used.
The FFB2000-Pro is characterised by high transmission reliability. However, in the event of radio interference, the hand control unit and the
receiver can also be connected via a connecting cable supplied, thus
ensuring operation.

Long range interchangeable antenna
with BNC bayonet fitting

Protective rims for control panel

Optical signal:
pressure threshold reached
for activated automatic shut-off
and dynamic pressure control

Technical data
Transmission frequency

Optical signal:
air flow active

434MHz

Operating temperature range

-20°C to +40°C

Voltage supply

24V DC

Optical signal:
material flow active

Radio channels

4 (for construction sides
with source of interference)

Start button with toggle function

Hand-held transmitter
Duration of use

up to 30 hours

Range

>100m w/o interruption

Overpressure signal

LED (optical)
warning tone (accoustic)

Function buttons

6 (foil keypad)

Parameter levels

10

Parameters adjustable:
Radio channels
Switch-on delay material
Switch-off delay air
Delay time:
Automatic switch-off
Response time:
Dynamic pressure control

Button for material and air stop
and parameter mode

Display for air flow rate/
parameter selection

1-4
0, 1, 2, ...9s
0, 1, 2, ...9s

Buttons for air flow rate and
parameter setting selections

0, 1, 2, ...9s

Display material feed rate/
parameter settings

50, 100, ...500ms

Protection class

IP40

Connections

Cable control
Charging socket
Antenna

Power supply

3x AAA NiMH 800mAh

Weight

approx. 400g

Dimensions

approx. 47x154x47mm

Buttons for material feed amount
and parameter value

Charging socket
for charging of batteries used

Radio receiver
Protection class

IP40

Connections

Control line
to the machine
Cable control
Antenna

Power supply

24V DC (from
blow-in machine)

Weight

approx. 765g

Dimensions

approx. 83x151x50mm

X-Floc insulation blow-in machines Minifant M99/-DS/-DS-Pro

opional
cable control

Strong magnet
for flexible fastenining

Connection for cable mode
with quick-lock system

Machine connection
with twist lock

Robust metal housing
dust and splash water protected
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Insulation blow-in machines Minifant M99 series
Dynamic pressure control

Injection hose
300
Area with normal
compression
Places with high
compaction

250
Volume flow [m3⁄h]

The machine type M99-DS-Pro is supplied with the FFB2000-Pro
radio remote control as standard. In this version, the machine has an
integrated pressure signalling unit. Together with the control unit, the
dynamic pressure control function can be used.
For this purpose, the pressure threshold value on the blow-in machine is set to the desired permissible maximum pressure. When the defined threshold value is reached, the pressure signal unit transmits an
overpressure signal to the control unit. The control system regulates
the air output accordingly or reliably limits the pressure.
The control mechanism is activated on the hand-held transmitter of
the radio remote control (or KBF2000 cable control) by means of a
key combination and signalled by a flashing of the air output scale
(display of air output/parameter selection).

Without dynamic pressure control:
uneven distribution

350

With dynamic pressure control:
homogeneous distribution
200

150

100
Curve without
dynamic pressure control

Curve
DME=150 mbar

Exemplary applications:

50

` Blowing in airtight elements with the risk,
damaging the cladding materials
` Reduction of bulging in thin planking materials
planking materials
` Avoiding localised areas of high density
when blowing in roof elements

10

20

30
40
Druck [mbar]
Pressure
[mbar]

50

60

70

350

Automatic switch off

300

The Minifant M99-DS-Pro product variant also enables automatic
shutdown of the blow-in machine from a defined pressure threshold
value. To do this, the desired value is set on the machine and the automatic shutdown function is activated on the manual control unit of
the control system. As a result, when the specified pressure threshold
value is reached (response time adjustable via parameters), the machine shuts down automatically without additional user intervention.

250

Exemplary applications:
` Ease of work when blowing in air through automatic
the machine is switched off automatically when the threshold
value is reached
` Making blowing-in processes reproducible through pressurebased switching off the machine
` Automatic shutdown when backfilling core insulation materials

Japan: Function test with image proof
8

Pressure
threshold

t<2s
Pressure [mbar]

Hose
movement

Short
backwater

Long
backwater

t>2s
Shutdown

t<2s

200

150

Typical pressure profile when blowing into a compartment:

100

50

10

20

30
40
Time course [t]

50

60

70

Chile: Damp spraying
X-Floc insulation blow-in machines Minifant M99/-DS/-DS-Pro

Insulation blow-in machines Minifant M99 series
Minifant M99 international
Compressed blowing in with ecological insulation materials such as wood and cellulose, damp spraying or open/attic blowing with glass wool
made from 80% recycled waste glass, and much more. The insulation blow-in machines of the X-Floc Minifant M99 series are as flexible as they
are powerful, both in terms of blowing methods and materials as well as areas of application. In mobile construction site use, these machines
convince worldwide with their versatile and efficient application possibilities. They are characterised by user-friendly operation and offer a range
of technical features that help the professional user achieve the best work results every day.
Would you like to get an impression with your own eyes? Visit our social media channels and contact us for more information. We are also glad
to support you with references in your area.

South Africa: Attic blowing with glass wool

Deconstruction, vacuuming and cleaning

Air boost

The Minifant M99-DS/DS-Pro blow-in machine can also be used for
the removal and cleaning work that is occasionally necessary on the
construction site. For this purpose, the machine is connected to a
suction drum (see optional accessories). Suction can then be applied
via the existing conveying hose.

Heavy insulation material or large conveying heights can be handled
better with a higher air output. For this purpose, or generally to
further increase performance, the Minifant M99-DS/DS-Pro can be
equipped with an additional amplifier unit (see amplifier/vacuum
stations).

Conveying height

Boost recommended

X-Floc insulation blow-in machines Minifant M99/-DS/-DS-Pro
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Insulation blow-in machines Minifant M99 series
Reinforcement, deconstruction and cleaning
Some insulation materials require a particularly high air volume for
proper installation and certain installation situations require the use
of long conveyor hoses, e.g. to overcome high gradients. Occasionally,
loose insulation materials also have to be removed again.
With an amplifier/vacuum station you can supplement your blow-in
machine or use it in conjunction with a suction drum for cleaning. The
VS28/VS33 can be used as suction as well as pressure units and are
particularly reliable due to the separate working and cooling air. They
are equipped with lightweight powerful centrifugal fans and in portable compact design are the perfect complement to the Minifant M99
insulation blow-in machine series.
Synchronous control included:
Via the potentiometer on the amplifier station, the maximum amplifier
fan power is adjusted to the max. fan power of the blow-in machine.
Further regulation of the amplifier blower output is synchronous with
the blower signal of the blow-in machine. This means that the amplifier always works with the blower line that the processor sets on the
remote control.
Main application areas of the X-Floc VS series:
` Amplified blowing (with dust extraction)
` For large conveying heights, heavy materials
` As extraction station (cleaning or deconstruction
of ancient building materials)

Amplifier/vacuum stations in comparison

Amplifier/vacuum station
VS28

VS33

VS55M

Article number

2711

5855

9455

VS75M
9793

Amplify/clean

z
/z

z
/z

z
/z

Active dust removal

z

z
/z
z

z

z

Stepless power regulation

z

z

z

z

Synchronisation with machine

z

z

z

z

Remote control

z

z

z

z

2,8 kW

3,3 kW

5,5 kW

7,5 kW

Max. overpressure

320 mbar

350 mbar

500 mbar

600 mbar

Max. negative pressure

280 mbar

320 mbar

450 mbar

550 mbar

440 / 360 m³/h

420 / 400 m³/h

470 m³/h*

390 m³/h*

Power

Max. air volume (nominal/measured)
Air feed unit
Outlet nozzle
Dimensions (LxWxH)
Weight
Operating hours counter
Mains voltage display

High-powered radial compressor High-powered radial compressor

5-stage turbine

5-stage turbine

NW63 (2½“) / NW75 (3“)

NW63 (2½“) / NW75 (3“)

NW63 (2½“) / NW90 (3½“)

NW63 (2½“) / NW90 (3½“)

482 × 358 × 418 mm

482 × 358 × 418 mm

605 × 560 × 750 mm

605 × 560 × 750 mm

approx.19,5 kg

approx. 19,8kg

approx. 65kg

approx. 88kg

z
z

z
z

-

-

-

-

Special versions on request

Type

* Freeblowing z suitable/yes | z recommended to a limited extent | - unsuitable/no/no information (all values given are approximate)
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Insulation blow-in machines Minifant M99 series
Equipment options
1 Power generator XM5kVA / 4,5kW
Generator for securing the power supply. Art.no. 9583

1

2

3

4 25m / 50m

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

2 Power generator XM6,7kVA / 6kW
Generator for securing the power supply. Art.no. 9584

3 KFB 30-8p - Hand cable control
with toggle switch Air ON, Air/Material ON, OFF. Art.no. 7851

4 Extension cable for cable/radio remote control
7-core, contact plug/socket.
25m Art.no. 2015 / 50m Art.no. 2166

5 Mains voltage indicator
on the control box. Detects fluctuating or weak voltage supply
and voltage breaks. Art.no. 4604

6 Suction drum V=115l / V=250l
with swivelling lid with quick release fastener for fast exchange
of fabric bags. Art.no. 1160 / Art.no. 3075

7 Retention grid for loose bulk materials
ø >10mm, for installation in the filling hopper. Art.no. 8148

8 Sack support
for superior filling comfort. After use, can be used as a lid for
the filling hopper. Art.no. 3474

9 Intake socket 90° NW75 (3“)
enables right-angled hose connection. Art.no. 5614

10 Interference element
to avoid bridging. Art.no. 6396

11 Reducer tube NW75>63 (3‘‘>2½‘‘)
for insertion into the airlock outlet. Art.no. 8968

12 Wrist/neck strap for FFB500, L=21cm/48cm
for comfortable carrying of the control unit. Art.no. 7128

Exemplary scope of order
Injection and open/attic blowing

f
M99-DS or M99-DS-Pro
(Art.no. 3837, 5416)
f
Mains voltage indicator
(Art.no. 4604)
f
Minifant sack support
(Art.no. 3474)
f
Suction drum V=115L
(Art.no. 1160)
f
Accessories Set NW75/63
for loose insulation material
(Art.no. 5246)

Injection, open/attic blowing and damp spraying

f
Injection bezel
(Art.no. 2911)
f
Injection bezel universal
(Art.no. 9209)
f
Density testing set NW100
with case
(Art.no. 4348)
f
Insulation needle NW50-130
(Art.no. 5303)

X-Floc insulation blow-in machines Minifant M99/-DS/-DS-Pro

f
M99-DS-Pro 8 chambers
(Art.no. 7392)
f
Mains voltage indicator
(Art.no. 4604)
f
Minifant sack support
(Art.no. 3474)
f
Suction drum V=115L
(Art.no. 1160)
f
Accessories Set NW75/63
for loose insulation material
(Art.no. 5246)

f
Spray head NW50
with 2 spray nozzles
(Art.no. 1983)
f
Diaphragn pump
(Art.no. 206)
f
High pressure hose L=30m
(Art.no. 5054)
f
Wall scrubber M05 B=690
(Art.no. 2364)
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Insulation blow-in machines Minifant M99 series
Machine accessories

Measurement devices

X-Floc insulation blow-in machines as well as amplifier/vacuum stations and other products can be operated and combined in a variety
of ways. Detailed information on radio remote controls, cable controls, power generators as well as sack supports, suction drums and
other machine accessories can be found in the corresponding product
documentation.
` Further info, see brochure Machine accessories

X-Floc maintains close cooperation with university research and development institutions. This results in an extensive product range in
the field of measuring and testing technology for blow-in technicians,
insulation material manufacturers and material testing institutes. and
many more. Detailed information can be found in the corresponding
product documentation.
` Further info, see brochure Measurement devices

Nozzles and blowing accessories

Damp spraying

For all insulation blow-in methods and any application, there are tools
and/or aids for insertion, sealing and venting necessary. Detailed information about these accessories and everything about tools such as
injection nozzles and rotary nozzles, injection needles and injection
lances as well as hole saws and sealing parts can be found in the corresponding product documentation.
` Further info, see brochure Nozzles and blowing accessories

In the damp spraying process, thermal insulation material is moistened with water after exiting the hose. Detailed information reagarding
spray heads and pipes for the various applications as well as on highpressure pumps such as membrane or piston pumps and on wall scubber for smooth surfaces can be found in the corresponding product
documentation.
` Further info, see brochure Damp spraying

Hoses and connectors

Industrial safety and respiratory protection

Hoses and connections parts are an essential part of the insulation
blow-in equipment because all these units can be used to create conceivable transport lines and circuits. Detailed information regarding
conveying and injection hoses as well as hose connectors and clamps,
Y-connectors and fibre switches can be found in the corresponding
product documentation.
` Further info, see brochure Hoses and connectors

The special work suit with hood protects the insulation blow-in professional from contact with skin-irritating insulation materials. Detailed
information on the entire X-Floc range of work clothing, respirators,
professional respiratory protection equipment, air filters, batteries and
other spare parts and accessories can be found in the corresponding
product documentation.
` Further info, see brochure Industrial safety

X-Floc Dämmtechnik-Maschinen GmbH
Rosine-Starz-Straße 12 · 71272 Renningen · Germany
Telefon: + 49 - 7159 - 80470 - 30 · Fax: -40
E-Mail: info@x-floc.com · www.x-floc.com

www.x-ﬂoc.com/videos
Minifant M99
Prices on request · Published 09.2022 · Errors and changes expected · PDF: www.x-floc.com/download

Your X-Floc representative

Blow-in machines Zellofant M95 series
Always at the cutting edge of technology since 1995

Zellofant M95 – The classic one
The proven professional blow-in machine
` Powerful in terms of throughput and performance
` Just right for a wide range of insulation materials
` Precisely controllable via cable/radio remote control
` Compact, robust and mobile anywhere

Blow-in machines Zellofant M95 series
Structure and operating principle
1

Hopper and support for bags (option)
The insulation material is filled into the hopper from above. A
bag support simplifies the depositing and opening of bagged
goods. A shortened hopper plus a dust removal cover are also
available as an option.

2

Agitator
The three-stage agitator consists of a shredding arm, a replacement grid and a rake unit.

1

The rotating shredding arm universal shreds the bale into
pieces or tears up the insulation material. Welded-on disruptive
elements ensure that highly compacted pieces of material are
broken up and shredded.
Due to the replacement grid only shredded pieces fall into the
rake, which breaks up the material ready for blowing.
The amount of material that, with the air flow, is blown into the
conveying hose is regulated via the airlock speed.

1

2
3

3

Airlock feed gate (option)
For exact metering of the material quantity and uniform material flow (e.g. for spray applications and cavity wall insulation), an
additional airlock feed gate is recommended.

4

Rotary airlock
The rotary valve transports the finely divided material into the
lower part of the airlock. From there, it is accelerated by the air
flow of the high-performance radial compressors and blown or
attic blown or sprayed into the component via the outlet nozzle
and the conveying line.

5

Airlock ventilation
Pressure equalisation significantly increases the material
throughput and the efficiency of the airlock, while at the same
time avoiding dust turbulence in the filling hopper.

6

Airlock outlet
All Zellofant M95 are equipped with a NW75 (3“) airlock outlet as
standard. Optionally, a direct reduction to NW63 (2½) or NW50
(2“) is possible, as well as an upgrade with an outlet nozzle NW90
(3½“). This is suitable for all Zellofant rotary airlocks and can increase the output or material throughput by approx. 35%.

` For more information on the many ways to customise the Zellofant
M95 to your individual requirements, see Equipment options.

4
6

2

3

4

5
p0

p1
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Blow-in machines Zellofant M95 series
The proven Zellofant M95 series

M95-230V

The Zellofant M95 is an established name among the powerful blow-in
machines for professional insulation processing. Since its appearance
in 1995, it has been continuously developed and equipped with useful
expansion options.
One of its outstanding features is its precise controllability - the amount
of material and air can be adjusted to the requirements at any time by
remote control. The machine‘s design is optimised for mobile use and
robust plug-in connections ensure safe construction site operation.
The Zellofant M95 series is available in 400V and 230V versions, as well
as in various power variants to meet specific needs.

M95-2x230V

M95-400V

Perfect for mobile construction site use
The Zellofant M95 can be easily transported even on very uneven
ground thanks to its compact design and pneumatic transport trolley.
By loosening the spring clip, the transport trolley can be attached and
removed as required. This allows the machine to be moved effortlessly
in operation, in the vehicle and on the construction site.

Successful machine concept
The basis for the long-standing success of the Zellofant M95 series is
the basic concept with removable filling hopper and compact machine base. This makes the machines not only easy to maintain, but also
extremely user-friendly.
For example, all connections are easily accessible and the operating
and control elements are clearly arranged and labelled on the front of
the control box.

X-Floc blow-in machine Zellofant M95
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Blow-in machines Zellofant M95 series
Blow-in methods and insulation material
The different building styles and the different types of construction
require different working methods. In addition, the amount of air and
pressure required for optimal processing also depends on the insulation material, for example.

Open/attic
blowing
A

Dry injection

B

Dry injection
with ventilation
C

The X-Floc machines of the Zellofant M95 series are virtually an allround solution in terms of both the blowing method and the insulation material. There are almost no limits to the processing of loose
insulation materials.

Damp spraying/CSO

D

Cavity wall
insulation
E

Fire protection

F

Blow-in insulation material product groups
Cellulose
Advanced Fibre cellulose, AislaNat, Applegate, Arbocel Climasafe, Arctic Fiber, Austrozell, Bellouate, Biocell, Biofib Isolation, Cellaouate, Cell Floc, Cellisol, Cel-Pak,
Climacell, Climacell pure, Climacell S, Clima Ouate, Clima-Super, Climatizer Plus, Dämmstatt, Dobry Ekovilla, Dolcea, EC cellulose, Ecocel, Ekofiber, Ecovata, Fiberlite,
Finefloc, Flocomobil, Floci-Cell, Forest Wool, Franceouate, Greenfiber, iCell, Igloo, Isocell, Isodan CI 040, Isofiber, Isofloc eco, Isofloc F, Isofloc L/LM, Isofloc LW, Isofloc neo,
Isol+, Isoprof, Isol’quate, i3-Cellulose, Just Been Green, Klima-Tec-Flock, Klima-Tec-Schütt, Mono-Therm, Nesocell, Northern Fiber, Nu-Wool, Ouateco, Ouateco Premium,
Ouateco Nature, Pavafloc, Poesis-Floc, Renocell, Selluvilla, STEICOfloc, Swissfloc, Tempelan, Termex, Thermocel 040, Thermofloc, Thermopal 35, Thermopal 35/3, United
Fibers, Unifloc, Univercell, Warmcel Thermal, Wolfinger Dämmzellulose, Zimicell etc.
Wood fibre
Airflex, FIBRE Holzfaser, Hoiz, KKS-Woodfibre, KKS-Woodfibre ApS, Lignozell, Jasmin, STEICOzell, Thermofibre, Thermocell, Termoträ, Woodycell, Nativo Trefiberisolasjon
(Hunton) etc.
Mineral fibre
Astratherm, Climastone, Comblissimo, Ecofibre KD, Fibrexpan, Flumroc, Greenguard, Indi-Flock, Insulsafe, Insulsafe33, Insulsafe FI, Insulsafe FR, Inslusafe Plus, Insuver, ISG,
Isomat ISG, Isover Comblissimo, Isover ISOLENE 4, Knauf Insulation LW F, Knauf Insulation ProtectFill, Paroc BLT 5, Paroc BLT 7, Paroc BLT 9, Projiso, Rathiflock, Rockwool,
Stonefloc, Supafil Cavity Wall 034, Supafil Loft Plus, Supafil Timber Frame, Thermacoustic TC-417, Teko-Flock, Trendi-Flock, ISOVER KV 041 etc.
Mineral granules
Bachl Perlit HY, Extraperl, Fillrock KD/RG, Hyperdämm, Hyperlite KD, Liapor F2B/3/4, Paroc Einblaswolle, Paroc BLT 7 Perli-Fill F, Perli-Fill, Schacoulite Roof Top, SLS20,
Thermofill S/S40, Thermo-Floor, Thermoperl, Thermo-Plan, Thermo-Roof, Poraver 2-4, Poraver 4-8, fermacell Perlit, Rockin L etc.
EPS granules
Bodiflock XPS, Conlit Firesafe, Dämmperl 035, Duroperl 35, Easy-Fill 034/033, EPS 033, Granublow 033/035, HK35, HK33, H2 Wall, Isofloc Pearl, Jomaperl, Neopor,
Rigibead 035/033, Rathipur KD, Styrodämm 033, SwissporEPS Perlen, ECO INSUFFLAGGIO R, PoroBead etc.
Fire protection plaster/Others
Agricell, Cafco, CEMWOOD CW 2000, Conlit Firesafe, Daussan, Dossolan 3000, Dossolan Thermique, Dossolan Hoeco FII/1 und FII/2, ECOFIBRE Brandschutz - FonaTerm,
ECOFIBRE Installationsschacht Brandschutz - Lehm-Deckenschüttung (Conluto), G+H Hardcap Spray insulation, Knauf MP75 L Fire, Metisse flocon, Neptutherm, Novidem,
Unifirex, BlondGran, RiSughero etc.
Table does not claim to be complete. X-Floc will check other products upon request.
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Blow-in machines Zellofant M95 series
Which blow-in machine for your application?
The machines of the Zellofant M95 series are suitable for all insulation materials and blowing methods. However, you can choose a design optimally matched to your needs from the various machine types. Contact us - we will be happy to advise you!
Zellofant M95 series
Machine type

M95-230V/3,7kW

Article number
Power/Material processing speed

M95-2x230V/5,1kW

M95-400V/5,5kW

M95-2x230V/6,6kW

M95-400V/7,3kW

7139

6906

6907

10919

6908

650kg/h

750kg/h

1080kg

980kg/h

1255kg/h

0,44m3 (0,3m3)

0,44m3 (0,3m3)

0,44m3 (0,3m3)

0,44m3 (0,3m3)

Hopper (shorter hopper)

0,44m3 (0,3m3)

Airlock outlet ø

NW75 (3“) (Standard) Erweiterung auf NW90 (3½“) oder Direktreduzierung auf NW63 (2½“), NW50 (2“) möglich

Dimensions (øxH)

880x1425mm

800x1425mm

800x1425mm

800x1425mm

155kg

160kg

165kg

170kg

185kg

1425mm

1425mm

1425mm

1425mm

1425mm

z

z

z

z

z

Unladen weight
Filling height
Airlock ventilation
Dust removal/Support for bags

800x1425mm

Support for bags optional with ventilation cover

Machine control

Cable remote control KFB2000 (standard) or Radio remote control FFB2000/FFB2000-Pro

Machine conditioning

2-level agitator with rotating shredder arm, replaceable grid and rake unit

Shredder

HW95 optional

HW95 optional

HW95 optional

Airlock feed gate adjustable

HW95 optional

HW95 optional

14-levels, manually (optional)

Airlock rotational speed adjustable

10-levels cable remote control KFB2000 / 19-levels radio remote control FFB2000-Pro

Automatic blowing

z

z

z

z

z

Pressure relief valve

optional

optional

optional

optional

optional

High-powered
radial compressor
2x1,45kW

High-powered
radial compressor
2x1,8kW

High-powered
radial compressor
2x1,8kW

High-powered
radial compressor
2x1,8kW + 1x1,45kW

High-powered
radial compressor
3x1,45kW

300mbar

375mbar

390mbar

420mbar

400mbar

Air generator

Dynamic pressure max. (adjustable)
Air feed amplification

External amplification optional e. g. X-Floc Amplifier/vacuum station VS28/VS33, VS55M/VS75M

Air volume (nominal/measured)

320/250m3/h

390/370m3/h

390/370 m³/h

590/540m3/h

590/540m3/h

{

{

{

{

{

>45/>70m

>30/>70m

>30/>70m

>30/>75m

>30/>75m

80m

150m

150m

180m

180m

2x3-phase, 0,75kW

1x3-phase, 1,1kW and
1x3-phase, 0,75kW

Aspiraton with suction hood
(cleaning/dust extraction)
Conveying height (without/with amplifier)
Hose length L=max.
Motor

2x3-phase, 0,75kW

2x3-phase, 0,75kW

2x3-phase, 0,75kW

Power rating

3,7kW

5,1kW

5,5kW

6,6kW

7,3kW

Power supply

230V/50Hz/16A

2x230V/50Hz/16A

400V/50Hz/3x16A/N/PE

2x230V/50Hz/16A

400V/50Hz/3x16A/N/PE

155kg/m3

165kg/m3

165kg/m3

165kg/m3

165kg/m3

Max. material packing density

Compatibility table
Cellulose

Applications

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

Suitablility

z

z

z

z

z

-

z

z

z

z

z

-

z

z

z

z

z

-

z

z

z

z

z

-

z

z

z

z

z

-

Wood fibre

Applications

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

Suitablility

z

z

z

-

{

-

z

z

z

-

z

-

z

z

z

-

z

-

z

z

z

-

z

-

z

z

z

-

z

-

Mineral fibre

Applications

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

Suitablility

z

z

z

z

z

-

z

z

z

z

z

-

z

z

z

z

z

-

z

z

z

z

z

-

z

z

z

z

z

-

Mineral granules

Applications

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

Suitablility

z

-

-

-

z

z

z

-

-

-

z

z

z

-

-

-

z

z

z

-

-

-

z

z

z

-

-

-

z

z

EPS granules

Applications

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

Suitablility

-

-

-

-

z

-

-

-

-

-

z

-

-

-

-

-

z

-

-

-

-

-

z

-

-

-

-

-

z

-

Applications

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

Suitablility

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

Fire protection plaster,
Others

F

A = Open/attic blowing | B = Dry injection | C = Dry injection with ventilation | D = Damp spraying/CSO | E = Cavity wall insulation | F = Fire protection
z suitable/yes | z recommended with limitations | { not recommended/no/not specified All values are approximate.
X-Floc blow-in machine Zellofant M95
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Blow-in machines Zellofant M95 series
Equipment options
Art.no.

Art.no.

1

Outlet nozzle NW90
Upgrade from NW75 (3") > NW90 (3½")
suitable for all Zellofant M95 machine
types

7109

1

Suction drum V=115l
with swivelling lid.
Tape fabric bags and connection parts
included in the scope of delivery.

1160

2

Radio remote control
FFB2000-Pro
Bidirectional radio technology, four radio
channels, high transmission reliablility

5243

2

Suction drum V=250l
with swivelling lid.
Tape fabric bags and connection parts
included in the scope of delivery.

3075

Direct extension NW75>NW90
Airlock outlet nozzle for extension of
NW75 (3‘‘) > NW90 (3½),
suitable for conveyor hose NW90

6746

4

Support for bags
Sturdy bag support made of aluminium
with support bracket

4791

3

Mains voltage indicator
for 230V power supply
installation in Zellofan 95 for detection of
voltage supply fluctuations

4604

5

Support for bags with ventilation cover
Sturdy bag support made of aluminium
and dust extraction attachment with strip
curtain

3218

4

Airlock feed gate
manually, suitable for all Zellofant M95
machine types

3194

Machine hopper short
suitable for all types of Zellofant M95
H= spprox. 750mm (use bag support with
ventilation cover)

4812

5

Quick coupling for airlock outlet nozzle
Storz coupling, fixed NW75(B)
with female thread R2 ½"

172

Deflector element universal
for attachment to the inside of the
hopper, suitable for all Zellofant M85
types

8358

6

Reinforced rotary airlock L200
due to thicker wall thickness
for longer service life when working with
abrasive insulating materials

6719

Retention grid for the hopper
for insertion into the hopper,
for processing free-flowing bulk materials
such as EPS granulates

2941

7

Power generator XM5kVA/4,5kW
Compact, mobile single-phase
synchronous generator, self-regulating

9

Sample order size
Example: Zellofant M95

6

Direct reducer NW75>NW63
Reducer NW75 (3‘‘) > NW63 (2½“),
for insertion into the airlock outlet nozzle
of the blow-in machine

526

Direct reducer NW75>NW50
Reducer NW75 (3‘‘) > NW50 (2“),
for insertion into the airlock outlet nozzle
of the blow-in machine

1972

Mains adapter distributor 400V
400V-CEE>3x 230V-Schuko
(with connection cable)

9481

Power distributor 400V/16A PRCD-S
Type B, mobile, with integrated
all-current sensitive residual-current
protection

9271

f
Zellofant M95
(Art.no.: see page 5)
f
Radio remote control
FFB2000-Pro
(Art.no. 5243)
f
Accessories set NW75/63
for loose insulation material
(non-abrasive)
(Art.no. 5246)
f
Injection bezel universal
(Art.no. 9209)

f
Blow-in needle NW75-180
(Art.no. 6711)
f
Hose reel NW75
–
D1000 plus
(Art.no. 6464)
f
Hose reel
accessories set
(Art.no. 5845)
f
Density test set NW100
with case
(Art.no. 4348)

X-Floc blow-in machine Zellofant M95

Machine control
Radio remote control FFB2000-Pro
With the aid of the remote control, many important settings for the
injection process can be made directly from the work site. For this purpose, the KFB2000 cable control unit is included in the standard scope
of delivery for all machines in the Zellofant M95 series.
The bidirectional radio remote control FFB2000-PRO (optional) offers
some additional functions over and above the proven functions of the
KFB2000. In addition to its compact size and simple operation, this
control is characterised by very fast response and excellent radio stability. With an optional connecting cable between the hand control unit
and the receiver, the FFB 2000-Pro radio control unit can also be used
as a cable control unit (e.g. on construction sites with difficult radio
connections).

Long-range interchangeable antenna
with BNC bayonet fitting

Protective rims for control panel

Optical signal:
pressure threshold reached for
activated automatic shut-off and
dynamic pressure control

Technical data
Transmission frequency

Optical signal:
air flow active

434MHz

Operating temperature range

-20°C to +40°C

Voltage supply

24V DC

Optical signal:
material flow active

Radio channels

4 (for construction sides
with source of interference)

Start button with toggle function

Hand control unit
Duration of use

up to 30h

Range

>100m w/o interruption

Overpressure signal

LED (optical)
warning tone (accoustic)

Function buttons

6 (foil keypad)

Parameter levels

10

Parameters adjustable:
Radio channels
Switch-on delay material
Switch-on delay air
Delay time:
Automatic switch-off
Response time:
Dynamic pressure control

Button for material and air stop
and parameter mode

Display air flow rate/
parameter selection

1-4
0, 1, 2, ...9s
0, 1, 2, ...9s

Buttons for air flow rate and
parameter setting selections

0, 1, 2, ...9s

Display material feed rate/
parameter settings

50, 100, ...500ms

Protection class

IP40

Connections

cable control
charging socket
antenna

Power supply

3x AAA NiMH 800mAh

Weight

approx. 400g

Dimensions

approx. 47x154x47mm

Buttons for material feed amount
and parameter value

Charging socket for charging
of the batteries used

Receiver
Protection class

IP40

Connections

control line to
the machine
cable control
antenna

Power supply

24V DC (from
blow-in machine)

Weight

approx. 765g

Dimensions

approx. 83x151x50mm

X-Floc blow-in machine Zellofant M95

optional
cable control

Strong magnet
for flexible fastening

Connection for cable mode
with quick-lock system

Machine connection
with twist lock

Robust metal housing
Dust and splash water protected
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Dimensions

Ø 800 mm

1425 mm

961 mm

1500 mm
450 mm

Ventilation
cover

939 mm
1055 mm
1800 mm

1245 mm

Shortened
hopper

Filling, suction and cleaning
The Zellofant M95 blow-in machine is easy to fill from the top. With a
few equipment options, the working comfort can be increased even
further. The bag support, for example, makes it easy to place and
open the insulation material delivery containers. The Zellofant M95
with shortened hopper can be filled particularly ergonomically – at a
working height of approx. 1.20 metres.

8

For safety reasons, the short hopper must be used with a ventilation
cover, which also retains whirled-up dust by means of a strip curtain.
In addition to passive dust extraction, also active dust extraction and
residue-free cleaning of the workplace is possible with the ventilation
cover in combination with an amplifier/vacuum station and a suction
drum.

X-Floc blow-in machine Zellofant M95

Blow-in machines Zellofant M95 series
Reinforcement as desired
Some insulation materials require a particularly high air volume for
proper installation and certain installation situations require the use
of long conveyor hoses, e.g. to overcome high gradients. Occasionally,
loose insulation materials also have to be removed again.
With an amplifier/vacuum station you can supplement your blow-in
machine or use it in conjunction with a suction drum for cleaning. The
VS28/VS33 can be used as suction as well as pressure units and are
particularly reliable due to the separate working and cooling air. They
are equipped with lightweight powerful centrifugal fans and in portable compact design are the perfect complement to the Zellofant M95
insulation blow-in machine series.
Synchronous control included:
Via the potentiometer on the amplifier station, the maximum amplifier
fan power is adjusted to the max. fan power of the blow-in machine.
Further regulation of the amplifier blower output is synchronous with
the blower signal of the blow-in machine. This means that the amplifier always works with the blower line that the processor sets on the
remote control.
Main application areas of the X-Floc VS series::
` Reinforced blowing (with dust extraction)
` For large inclines, heavy insulation material
` As extraction station (cleaning or deconstruction
old building materials)

Amplifier/Vacuum stations

Amplifier/Vacuum station
VS28

VS33

VS55M

Article number

2711

5855

9455

VS75M
9793

Amplification/cleaning

z
/z

z
/z

z
/z

Active dust removal

z

z
/z
z

z

z

Stepless performance regulation

z

z

z

z

Synchronisation with machine

z

z

z

z

Remote control

z

z

z

z

2,8 kW

3,3 kW

5,5 kW

7,5 kW

Max. overpressure

320 mbar

350 mbar

500 mbar

600 mbar

Max. negative pressure

280 mbar

320 mbar

450 mbar

550 mbar

440 / 360 m³/h

420 / 400 m³/h

470 m³/h*

390 m³/h*

high-powered radial compressor

high-powered radial compressor

5-stage turbine

5-stage turbine

NW63 (2½“) / NW75 (3“)

NW63 (2½“) / NW75 (3“)

NW63 (2½“) / NW90 (3½“)

NW63 (2½“) / NW90 (3½“)

482 × 358 × 418 mm

482 × 358 × 418 mm

605 × 560 × 750 mm

605 × 560 × 750 mm

approx.19,5 kg

approx. 19,8kg

approx. 65kg

approx. 88kg

z
z

z
z

-

-

-

-

Power

Max. air volume (nominal/measured)
Air feed unit
Outlet nozzle/intake socket
Dimensions (L×W×H)
Weight
Operating hours counter
Mains voltage display

Special versions on request

Type

* free-blowing z suitable/yes | z recommended with limitation | - not recommended/no/not specified (all values approximate)
X-Floc blow-in machine Zellofant M95
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In use at the North Cape: Zellofant M95 with amplifier VS33

St Joseph‘s Church in Alta (Norway) https://bundschuh-holzbau.de

Glass fibre material test in the X-Floc lab

Attic blowing with glass fibre (NESTA SAS, France)

Sustainable insulation with cellulose

Houseboat Atelier Fluvial SARL (France)

Mobile application Zellofant M95 (Derowerk, Poland)

Versatile also in terms of insulation: Zellofant M95 material test with seaweed
X-Floc blow-in machine Zellofant M95

Blow-in machines Zellofant M95 series

State-of-the-art with the Zellofant M95

Fire protection plaster applied by damp spraying ensures safety

When processing the sustainable insulating material classic cellulose

Convince yourself
Feel free to visit our social media channels and get an impression of
the performance of our proven Zellofant M95 injection machines with
your own eyes.
Follow us on Facebook and Instagram
and/or browse through our videos:

Blow-in professionals also relies on X-Floc quality when it comes to accessories
X-Floc blow-in machine Zellofant M95
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Machine accessories

Measurement devices

X-Floc blow-in machines, amplifier/vacuum stations and other products can be operated and combined in a variety of ways. Detailed
information on radio remote controls, cable control, power generators
as well as bag supports, suction drums and other machine accessories
can be found in the relevant product docu.

X-Floc maintains close cooperation with university research and development institutions. This results in an extensive product range in
the field of measuring and testing technology for blow-in technicians,
insulation manufacturers and material testing institutes, and many
more. More info can be found in the relevant product docu.

` Further information, see brochure Machine accessories

` Further information, see brochure Measurement devices

Nozzles and blowing accessories

Damp spraying

For each insulation blow-in principle and each application, tools
and/or accessories are necessary for insertion, sealing and venting.
Detailed information about these accessories and everything about
tools such as injection nozzles, injection needles/lances as well as hole
saws and sealing parts can be found in the relevant product docu.

In the damp spray process, thermal insulation material is moistened
with water after exiting the hose. Detailed information on spray heads
and pipes for the various applications as well as on high-pressure
pumps such as membrane or piston pumps and on wall scrubber for
smooth surfaces can be found in the relevant product docu.

` Further information, see brochure Nozzles and blowing accessories

` Further information, see brochure Damp spraying

Hoses and connectors

Industrial safety and respiratory protection

Hoses and connectors are an essential part of the blow-in equipment
because they can be used to create all conceivable transport lines and
circuits. Detailed information on conveying and injection hoses as well
as hose connectors, hose clamps, Y-pieces and fibre switches can be
found in the relevant product docu.

The special work suit with hood protects the blow-in professional from
contact with skin-irritating insulation materials. Detailed information
on the X-Floc range of workwear, dust masks, professional respirators
with legal approval as well as air filters, rechargeable batteries and
other accessories can be found in the relevant product docu.

` Further information, see brochure Hoses and connectors

` Further information, see brochure Industrial safety/Respirators

X-Floc Dämmtechnik-Maschinen GmbH
Rosine-Starz-Straße 12 · 71272 Renningen · Germany
Telefon: + 49 - 7159 - 80470 - 30 · Fax: -40
E-Mail: info@x-floc.com · www.x-floc.com

www.x-ﬂoc.com/videos
Zellofant M95
Prices on request · Published 11.2022 · Errors and omissions excepted · PDF: www.x-floc.com/download

Your X-Floc representative

Blow-in machines EM300 series
Broadly positioned for all blowing methods and insulation materials

EM320/325 | EM340/345 | EM360/365
High-performance blow-in machines
` Suitable for all approved insulation materials
and all blowing methods
` Precisely controllable via cable/radio remote control
` Equipped with 230 volt and/or 400 volt connection

High-performance blow-in machines EM300 series
Operating principle

Structure

The insulation material fed into the blow-in machine is first coarsely
broken up by the three high-speed crushing shafts and then enters
the shredding unit, which ensures optimum fine disintegration. Finely
crushed, the insulation material falls into the rotating rotary airlock.
At the lower airlock point, the material is blown out of the airlock
chamber via a blow-out nozzle and delivery hose into the component,
blown open or sprayed.

1

Hopper
The delivery isolation material container is placed on the opened
bag support, opened and pushed through the strip curtain into
the storage container. The hopper lid can be removed for filling
material from above.

2

Material conditioning unit
The powerful material conditioning unit consists of three wearfree, low-maintenance crushing shafts and a large chipping
shaft. For processing EPS granulates, for example, the scarifier
can be switched off in the control box (switch S5).

Switching off the material conditioning unit

1

2
3

Airlock feed gate
The EM300 series is equipped with a rotational speed controller
and a manual airlock feed gate for metering the amount of material as standard.
With the optional electric airlock feed gate, the material quantity and other important settings can be made directly from the
workplace using the remote control during or between injection
processes.

4

Rotary airlock
The finely broken down insulation material is transported to the
blow-out nozzle via the chambers of the rotating rotary airlock.
Acceleration is provided by the air flow generated by the turbine
and/or high-performance radial compressors.

5

Airlock ventilation
The airlock venting system significantly increases the efficiency
of the airlock and at the same time prevents dust from being
whirled up in the filling unit.

6

Airlock outlet
The EM300 series is equipped with a NW75 (3“) or NW90 (3½“)
airlock outlet (material and air) as required. A direct reduction is
optionally possible.
The EM3x5 variants with integrated amplifier have an additional
NW63 (2½“) outlet nozzle (air). The amplifier air is routed past
the airlock and fed externally into the delivery hose via a Y-piece.
This serves to optimise the performance.

3
4
6

Ventilation

5

3
4

6

2

2

3

6

EM3x0

6

EM3x5

X-Floc blow-in machine EM320/325 | EM340/345 | EM360/365

High-performance blow-in machines EM300 series
Blow-in machines of the EM300 series

EM320

The compact high-performance blow-in machines of the EM300 series
are characterised by their particular performance and their versatility
in terms of processing materials.
Cellulose, wood fibre, mineral fibre, granulates and many others:
almost all insulation materials can be processed excellently with the
machines of the EM300 series.

EM325

+
Thereby a hinged storage surface facilitates the filling with bagged
material. The transparent strip curtain reduces dust leakage and for
processing granulates and other loose bulk materials, the upper cover of the storage container can be removed and the blow-in machine
filled from above.

EM340

1

EM345

+

EM360

All injection methods are possible with the EM300 series blow-in machines. A motor-driven turbine and several radial compressors ensure
maximum performance. These machines also master very demanding
conditions effortlessly without additional modules.
An optimum of possibilities: The EM300 machine types are available
with 400V and/or 230V power supply. Depending on the application
and requirements, the machine (e.g. 3x230V) can also be operated
with only one or two occupied connections.

X-Floc blow-in machine EM320/325 | EM340/345 | EM360/365

EM365

+
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High-performance blow-in machines EM300 series
Blow-in methods and insulation material
The different building styles and the different types of construction
require different working methods. In addition, the amount of air and
pressure required for optimal processing also depends on the insulation material, for example.

Open/attic
blowing
A

Dry injection

B

Dry injection
with ventilation
C

The X-Floc machines of the EM300 series are virtually an all-round solution in terms of both the blowing method and the insulation material. There are almost no limits to the processing of loose insulation
materials.

Damp spraying/CSO

D

Cavity wall
insulation
E

Fire protection

F

Blow-in insulation material product groups
Cellulose
Advanced Fibre cellulose, AislaNat, Applegate, Arbocel Climasafe, Arctic Fiber, Austrozell, Bellouate, Biocell, Biofib Isolation, Cellaouate, Cell Floc, Cellisol, Cel-Pak,
Climacell, Climacell pure, Climacell S, Clima Ouate, Clima-Super, Climatizer Plus, Dämmstatt, Dobry Ekovilla, Dolcea, EC cellulose, Ecocel, Ekofiber, Ecovata, Fiberlite,
Finefloc, Flocomobil, Floci-Cell, Forest Wool, Franceouate, Greenfiber, iCell, Igloo, Isocell, Isodan CI 040, Isofiber, Isofloc eco, Isofloc F, Isofloc L/LM, Isofloc LW, Isofloc neo,
Isol+, Isoprof, Isol’quate, i3-Cellulose, Just Been Green, Klima-Tec-Flock, Klima-Tec-Schütt, Mono-Therm, Nesocell, Northern Fiber, Nu-Wool, Ouateco, Ouateco Premium,
Ouateco Nature, Pavafloc, Poesis-Floc, Renocell, Selluvilla, STEICOfloc, Swissfloc, Tempelan, Termex, Thermocel 040, Thermofloc, Thermopal 35, Thermopal 35/3, United
Fibers, Unifloc, Univercell, Warmcel Thermal, Wolfinger Dämmzellulose, Zimicell etc.
Wood fibre
Airflex, FIBRE Holzfaser, Hoiz, KKS-Woodfibre, KKS-Woodfibre ApS, Lignozell, Jasmin, STEICOzell, Thermofibre, Thermocell, Termoträ, Woodycell, Nativo Trefiberisolasjon
(Hunton) etc.
Mineral fibre
Astratherm, Climastone, Comblissimo, Ecofibre KD, Fibrexpan, Flumroc, Greenguard, Indi-Flock, Insulsafe, Insulsafe33, Insulsafe FI, Insulsafe FR, Inslusafe Plus, Insuver, ISG,
Isomat ISG, Isover Comblissimo, Isover ISOLENE 4, Knauf Insulation LW F, Knauf Insulation ProtectFill, Paroc BLT 5, Paroc BLT 7, Paroc BLT 9, Projiso, Rathiflock, Rockwool,
Stonefloc, Supafil Cavity Wall 034, Supafil Loft Plus, Supafil Timber Frame, Thermacoustic TC-417, Teko-Flock, Trendi-Flock, ISOVER KV 041 etc.
Mineral granules
Bachl Perlit HY, Extraperl, Fillrock KD/RG, Hyperdämm, Hyperlite KD, Liapor F2B/3/4, Paroc Einblaswolle, Paroc BLT 7 Perli-Fill F, Perli-Fill, Schacoulite Roof Top, SLS20,
Thermofill S/S40, Thermo-Floor, Thermoperl, Thermo-Plan, Thermo-Roof, Poraver 2-4, Poraver 4-8, fermacell Perlit, Rockin L etc.
EPS granules
Bodiflock XPS, Conlit Firesafe, Dämmperl 035, Duroperl 35, Easy-Fill 034/033, EPS 033, Granublow 033/035, HK35, HK33, H2 Wall, Isofloc Pearl, Jomaperl, Neopor,
Rigibead 035/033, Rathipur KD, Styrodämm 033, SwissporEPS Perlen, ECO INSUFFLAGGIO R, PoroBead etc.
Fire protection plaster/Others
Agricell, Cafco, CEMWOOD CW 2000, Conlit Firesafe, Daussan, Dossolan 3000, Dossolan Thermique, Dossolan Hoeco FII/1 und FII/2, ECOFIBRE Brandschutz - FonaTerm,
ECOFIBRE Installationsschacht Brandschutz - Lehm-Deckenschüttung (Conluto), G+H Hardcap Spray insulation, Knauf MP75 L Fire, Metisse flocon, Neptutherm, Novidem,
Unifirex, BlondGran, RiSughero etc.
Table does not claim to be complete. X-Floc will check other products upon request.
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High-performance blow-in machines EM300 series
Which blowing machine for your application?
The machines of the EM300 series are suitable for all insulation materials and blowing methods. However, you can choose a design optimally
matched to your needs from the various machine types. Contact us - we will be happy to advise you!
EM300 series
Machine type

EM320-2x230V/7,0kW EM325-3x230V/10,2kW

EM340-400V/7,3kW

EM345-400V/10,5kW

Amplifier integrated
Article number

EM360-400V/5,9kW

EM365-400V/9,2kW

Amplifier integrated

Amplifier integrated

5760

6971

5770

7129

6007

6268

Power/Material processing speed

1050kg/h

1250kg/h

1200kg/h

1400kg/h

1200kg/h

1400kg/h

Hopper

0,315m3

0,315m3

0,315m3

0,315m3

0,315m3

0,315m3
990x830x1740mm

Airlock outlet ø

NW75 (3") or NW90 (3½") optional direct reduction to NW75 (3")

Dimensions (LxWxH)

990x830x1740mm

990x830x1740mm

990x830x1740mm

990x830x1740mm

990x830x1740mm

257kg

270kg

265kg

273kg

280kg

302kg

1250mm

1250mm

1250mm

1250mm

1250mm

1250mm

z

z

z

z

z

z

Unladen weight
Filling height
Airlock ventilation
Dust removal/Support for bags

passive (strip curtain) / active (dust extraction)

Machine control

Cable remote control KFB2000 or radio remote control FFB2000-Pro

Material conditioning

Crusher shafts (3 rotating shafts) disengageable for processing of bulk material (e. g. EPS granules)
z

Shredder

z

Airlock feed gate adjustable

z

z

z

z

Continuously manually / with electrically adjustable airlock feed gate (optional)

Airlock rotational speed adjustable

10 levels cable remote control KFB2000 / 19 levels radio remote control FFB2000-Pro

Automatic blowing

z

z

z

z

z

z

Pressure relief valve

optional

optional

optional

optional

optional

optional

3 high-powered
radial compressors
2x1,8kW + 1x1,45kW

5 high-powered
radial compressors
3x1,8kW + 2x1,45kW

3 high-powered
radial compressors
2x1,8kW + 1x1,45kW

5 high-powered
radial compressors
4x1,8kW + 1x1,45kW

Turbine 4,0kW

Turbine 4,0kW and
2 high-powered radial
compressors 3,3kW

375mbar

405mbar

400mbar

400mbar

420mbar

Air generator

Dynamic pressure max. (adjustable)

360mbar

Air feed amplification

External amplification optional e. g. X-Floc Amplifier/vacuum station VS28/VS33, VS55M/VS75M
590/480m3/h

995/765m3/h

585/500m3/h

960/785m3/h

380/375m3/h

795/660m3/h

z

z

z

z

z

z

Conveying height (w, w/o amplifier)

>45m

>70m

>45m

>70m

>45m

>70m

Hose length L=max.

150m

200m

180m

200m

180m

200m

Air volume (nominal/measured)
Aspiration with suction hood
(cleaning/dust extraction)

Motor

1x3-phase, 1,1kW and 1x3-phase, 1,1kW and 1x3-phase, 1,1kW and 1x3-phase, 1,1kW and 1x3-phase, 1,1kW and 1x3-phase, 1,1kW and
1x3-phase, 0,75kW
1x3-phase, 0,75kW
1x3-phase, 0,75kW
1x3-phase, 0,75kW
1x3-phase, 0,75kW
1x3-phase, 0,75kW

Power rating

7,0kW

Power supply

10,2kW

2x230V/50Hz/16A

220kg/m3

220kg/m

10,5kW

5,9kW

9,2kW

400V/50Hz/3x16A/N/PE
400V/50Hz/3x16A/N/PE
400V/50Hz/3x16A/N/PE
400V/50Hz/3x16A/N/PE
and 1x230V/16A
and 1x230V/16A

3x230V/50Hz/16A
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Max. material packing density

7,3kW

220kg/m3

220kg/m3

220kg/m3

220kg/m3

Compatibility table
Cellulose

Applications

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

Suitability

z

z

z

z

z

-

z

z

z

z

z

-

z

z

z

z

z

-

z

z

z

z

z

-

z

z

z

z

z

-

z

z

z

z

z

-

Wood fibre

Applications

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

Suitability

z

z

z

-

{

-

z

z

z

-

z

-

z

z

z

-

z

-

z

z

z

-

z

-

z

z

z

-

z

-

z

z

z

-

z

-

Mineral fibre

Applications

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C
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Fire protection
plaser, Others

F

A = Open/attic blowing | B = Dry injection | C = Dry injection with ventilation | D = Damp spraying/CSO | E = Cavity wall insulation | F = Fire protection
z suiable/yes | z recommended with limitations | { not recommended/no/- not specified All values approximate.
X-Floc blow-in machine EM320/325 | EM340/345 | EM360/365
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High-performance blow-in machines EM300 series
Equipment options
Art.no.

6

1

Radio remote control
FFB2000-Pro
Bidirectional radio technology, four radio
channels, high transmission reliability

2

Electrical airlock feed gate
for machine type EM32x
for machine type EM34x/EM360
remote controlled with FFB2000-Pro

5243

Art.no.
1

Suction drum V=115l
with swivelling lid.
Tape fabric bags and connection parts
included in the scope of delivery.

1160

2

Suction drum V=250l
with swivelling lid.
Tape fabric bags and connection parts
included in the scope of delivery.

3075

7448
6356

Direct extension NW75>NW90
Airlock outlet nozzle for extension of
NW75 (3‘‘) > NW90 (3½),
suiable for delivery hose NW90

6746

4

Emergency stop button with housing
Suitable for all machines with
remote controls KFB2000, FFB2000 or
FFB2000-Pro

5863

3

Mains voltage indicator
for 230V power supply
Installation in EM32x for detection of
voltage supply fluctuations

4604

5

Power distributor 400V/16A PRCD-S
Type B, mobile, with integrated
all-current sensitive residual-current
protection

9271

4

Mains adapter distributor
400V-CEE > 3x230V-Schuko
with connection cable,
for machine type EM32x

9481

5

Fastening element set
for safe transport mounting of an EM3xx
on a horizontal surface

10372

6

Mains adapter Phases and
neutral conductor monitoring 400V
with interruption protection for machine
type EM34x/EM360

4553

7

Mains adapter 400V/16A, 25m ring
with CEE plug and CEE coupling,
5-pole, 16A

2492

Mains adapter socket strip
400V/32A > 2x400V/16A
with CEE-plug, 5-pole and 2m cable
for machine type EM365

7273

Mains adapter 400V/32A, 10m ring
with CEE plug and CEE coupling,
5-pole, 32A

6588

Direct reducer NW75>NW63
Reducer NW75 (3‘‘) > NW63 (2½“),
for insertion into the airlock outlet nozzle
of the blow-in machine

526

Direct reducer NW75>NW50
Reducer NW75 (3‘‘) > NW50 (2“),
for insertion into the blow-out nozzle of
the blow-in machine

1972

Sample order size
Example: High-performance blow-in machine EM365

f
EM365
(Art. no. 6268)
f
Radio remote control
FFB2000-Pro
(Art. no. 5243)
f
Accessories set NW75/63
for loose insulation material
(non-abrasive)
(Art. no. 5246)
f
Injection bezel universal
(Art. no. 9209)

f
Blow-in needle NW75-180
(Art. no. 6711)
f
Hose reel NW75
– D1000 plus
(Art. no. 6464)
f
Hose reel
accessories set
(Art. no. 5845)
f
Density test set NW100
with case
(Art. no. 4348)

X-Floc blow-in machine EM320/325 | EM340/345 | EM360/365

Maschine control
Radio remote control FFB2000-Pro
With the aid of the remote control, many important settings for the
injection process can be made directly from the work site. For this purpose, the KFB2000 cable control unit is included in the standard scope
of delivery for all machines in the EM300 series.
The bidirectional radio remote control FFB2000-PRO (optional) offers
some additional functions over and above the proven functions of the
KFB2000. In addition to its compact size and simple operation, this
control is characterised by very fast response and excellent radio stability. With an optional connecting cable between the hand control unit
and the receiver, the FFB 2000-Pro radio control unit can also be used
as a cable control unit (e.g. on construction sites with difficult radio
connections).

Long-range interchangeable antenna
with BNC bayonet fitting

Protective rims for control panel

Optical signal:
pressure threshold reached for
activated automatic shut-off and
dynamic pressure control

Technical data
Transmission frequency

Optical signal:
air flow active

434MHz

Operating temperature range

-20°C to +40°C

Voltage supply

24V DC

Optical signal:
material flow active

Radio channels

4 (for construction sides
with source of interference)

Start button with toggle function

Hand control unit
Duration of use

up to 30h

Range

>100m w/o interruption

Overpressure signal

LED (optical)
warning tone (accoustic)

Function buttons

6 (foil keypad)

Parameter levels

10

Parameters adjustable:
Radio channels
Switch-on delay material
Switch-on delay air
Delay time:
Automatic switch-off
Response time:
Dynamic pressure control

Button for material and air stop
and parameter mode

Display air flow rate/
parameter selection

1-4
0, 1, 2, ...9s
0, 1, 2, ...9s

Buttons for air flow rate and
parameter setting selections

0, 1, 2, ...9s

Display material feed rate/
parameter settings

50, 100, ...500ms

Protection class

IP40

Connections

cable control
charging socket
antenna

Power supply

3x AAA NiMH 800mAh

Weight

approx. 400g

Dimensions

approx. 47x154x47mm

Buttons for material feed amount
and parameter value

Charging socket for charging
of the batteries used

Receiver
Protection class

IP40

Connections

control line to
the machine
cable control
antenna

Power supply

24V DC (from
blow-in machine)

Weight

approx. 765g

Dimensions

approx. 83x151x50mm

X-Floc blow-in machine EM320/325 | EM340/345 | EM360/365

optional
cable control

Strong magnet
for flexible fastening

Connection for cable mode
with quick-lock system

Machine connection
with twist lock

Robust metal housing
Dust and splash water protected
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High-performance blow-in machines EM300 series
Dimensions

830 mm

Maximum tipping height

Filling height 1250 mm

1740 mm

1860 mm

f o l da

ble

Upper
machine
section,
rotatable
180°

990

550 mm

mm

Control box door
1380 mm

approx. 1950 mm

780 mm

Support for bags

Maximum opening height

870 mm
(EM365 only)

Mobility and ease of maintenance
All machines of the EM300 series impress with their robust design and
compact dimensions. In relation to their high performance, they are
easily manoeuvrable and, thanks to the site-ready tyres, they can be
manoeuvred like a sack truck.

8

The upper machine section can be folded down, whereby the bag support can serve as a second leg. In this way, all machine elements are
easily accessible and the necessary maintenance work can be carried
out with a light hand.

X-Floc blow-in machine EM320/325 | EM340/345 | EM360/365

High-performance blow-in machines EM300 series
Reinforcement as desired
The EM3x5 machine types are equipped with an integrated amplifier unit as standard. Optimised in this way for air performance, these
blow-in machines can cope with virtually any challenge, even under
difficult conditions.
These include, for example, insulating materials that require a particularly high air volume for professional installation. Occasionally, certain installation situations also require the overcoming of large incline
heights or the use of long delivery hoses. In the meantime, loose insulation materials also have to be removed from time to time.
For this purpose, the EM3x0 machine types can be perfectly supplemented with an external amplifier/vacuum station and used in conjunction with a suction drum for active dust extraction or cleaning.
The amplifier/vacuum stations are also equipped with light, powerful
radial fans or turbines. They are available as standard in the compact
portable version (VS28/VS33) or mobile version with hand truck function (VS55M/VS75M); special versions are also available on request.
Main application areas of the X-Floc VS series::
` Reinforced blowing (with dust extraction)
` For large inclines, heavy insulation material
` As extraction station (cleaning or deconstruction
old building materials)

Amplifier/Vacuum stations

Amplifier/Vacuum station
VS28

VS33

VS55M

Article number

2711

5855

9455

VS75M
9793

Amplification/cleaning

z
/z

z
/z

z
/z

Active dust removal

z

z
/z
z

z

z

Stepless performance regulation

z

z

z

z

Synchronisation with machine

z

z

z

z

Remote control

z

z

z

z

2,8 kW

3,3 kW

5,5 kW

7,5 kW

Max. overpressure

320 mbar

350 mbar

500 mbar

600 mbar

Max. negative pressure

280 mbar

320 mbar

450 mbar

550 mbar

440 / 360 m³/h

420 / 400 m³/h

470 m³/h*

390 m³/h*

high-powered radial compressor

high-powered radial compressor

5-stage turbine

5-stage turbine

NW63 (2½“) / NW75 (3“)

NW63 (2½“) / NW75 (3“)

NW63 (2½“) / NW90 (3½“)

NW63 (2½“) / NW90 (3½“)

482 × 358 × 418 mm

482 × 358 × 418 mm

605 × 560 × 750 mm

605 × 560 × 750 mm

approx.19,5 kg

approx. 19,8kg

approx. 65kg

approx. 88kg

z
z

z
z

-

-

-

-

Power

Max. air volume (nominal/measured)
Air feed unit
Outlet nozzle/intake socket
Dimensions (L×W×H)
Weight
Operating hours counter
Mains voltage display

Special versions on request

Type

* free-blowing z suitable/yes | z recommended with limitation | - not recommended/no/not specified (all values approximate)
X-Floc blow-in machine EM320/325 | EM340/345 | EM360/365
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Suitable for the CO2 sink
Concepts for sustainable building are urgently required. Hemp concrete is a natural composite material consisting mainly of the shives of the
hemp plant and a lime-based binder. It is used as a natural insulating
material for walls, roofs and floors as well as an insulating plaster and,
thanks to its negative CO2 balance, it acts as a CO2 sink.
Applying hemp lime by spraying requires the most suitable machine:
the EM300 series has proven both in tests and in subsequent practice
that it is rightly regarded as a safe investment. With the machines of
this series, all imaginable insulation materials on the global market can
be processed using the appropriate method.

Filling the machine with the natural insulation material

Convince yourself
Feel free to visit our social media channels and get an impression of
the performance of our EM300 injection machines with your own eyes.
For example:
Damp spraying with Hempcrete Watch video:

Function test of insulation material and blowing machine

Dust extraction and cleaning
Thanks to the closed filling concept (including a strip curtain), dust
emission is already significantly reduced during the filling and
blowing-in process. Optionally, the machine can also be equipped for
active dust extraction.
With the suction drum required for this as a collection container, it is
also possible to clean the work site or construction site. For this purpose, the suction barrel is connected to the suction bonnet of the EM300.
In addition, in conjunction with a fluff diverter, it is possible to switch
quickly between blowing and suction.
` For more info, see brochure Hoses and connectors
Implementation in practice after passing the test

Actively combating global warming with natural insulation
10
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High-performance blow-in machines EM300 series
Blow-in trailers - everything directly on site
Thermal and acoustic insulation, fire protection or special effects:
the speed and the clean filling of the cavities make the insulation
blow-in method the first choice for many areas of application. With the
insulation blow-in mobile, the blow-in process becomes even more
even more efficient and also enables flexible use.
The blow-in machines of the EM300 series are ideally suited for the
installation into a X-Floc blow-in mobile. The machine is optimally
placed on the fully equipped trailer, transport vehicle or container.
For this purpose, a system plan with hosing and electrical installation
is worked out. In addition, a secure stowage solution is prepared for
each piece of equipment. In many cases, the blow-in trailers also offer
storage space for the insulation material. X-Floc realises customised
trailers as well as vehicle superstructures and extensions according to
the customer‘s wishes.
` For more info, see brochure Insulation blowing mobiles

Tarpaulin trailer
Tarpaulin trailers in freely selectable dimensions offer space for the
ergonomic arrangement of the workplace, a variety of configuration
options as well as additional space for further material. They are also
suitable for long distances and, due to their low overall weight, for
smaller towing vehicles. The large exterior surfaces can be printed with
individual customer advertising.

Box trailer
Single-axle box trailers and tandem trailers are also well suited for
small towing vehicles, are approved for speeds of 100 km/h and are
suitable for short and long distances. These trailers also offer increased
theft protection and large exterior surfaces for individual advertising.
As standard, all box trailers are available with a two-wing rear door or
drive-on flap.

Container
Made of rustproof aluminium, weather-resistant wood and whatever
the shape: X-Floc realises system workplaces in containers – tailormade and well thought-out down to the last detail – very suitable for
the blow-in professional as well as for the rental service. On request,
the containers are available with compressed air supply and power generator as well as a solution for flatbed vehicles/trailers.

X-Floc blow-in machine EM320/325 | EM340/345 | EM360/365
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Machine accessories

Measurement devices

X-Floc blow-in machines, amplifier/vacuum stations and other products can be operated and combined in a variety of ways. Detailed
information on radio remote controls, cable control, power generators
as well as bag supports, suction drums and other machine accessories
can be found in the relevant product docu.

X-Floc maintains close cooperation with university research and development institutions. This results in an extensive product range in
the field of measuring and testing technology for blow-in technicians,
insulation manufacturers and material testing institutes, and many
more. More info can be found in the relevant product docu.

` Further information, see brochure Machine accessories

` Further information, see brochure Measurement devices

Nozzles and blowing accessories

Damp spraying

For each insulation blow-in principle and each application, tools
and/or accessories are necessary for insertion, sealing and venting.
Detailed information about these accessories and everything about
tools such as injection nozzles, injection needles/lances as well as hole
saws and sealing parts can be found in the relevant product docu.

In the damp spray process, thermal insulation material is moistened
with water after exiting the hose. Detailed information on spray heads
and pipes for the various applications as well as on high-pressure
pumps such as membrane or piston pumps and on wall scrubber for
smooth surfaces can be found in the relevant product docu.

` Further information, see brochure Nozzles and blowing accessories

` Further information, see brochure Damp spraying

Hoses and connectors

Industrial safety and respiratory protection

Hoses and connectors are an essential part of the blow-in equipment
because they can be used to create all conceivable transport lines and
circuits. Detailed information on conveying and injection hoses as well
as hose connectors, hose clamps, Y-pieces and fibre switches can be
found in the relevant product docu.

The special work suit with hood protects the blow-in professional from
contact with skin-irritating insulation materials. Detailed information
on the X-Floc range of workwear, dust masks, professional respirators
with legal approval as well as air filters, rechargeable batteries and
other accessories can be found in the relevant product docu.

` Further information, see brochure Hoses and connectors

` Further information, see brochure Industrial safety/Respirators

X-Floc Dämmtechnik-Maschinen GmbH
Rosine-Starz-Straße 12 · 71272 Renningen · Germany
Telefon: + 49 - 7159 - 80470 - 30 · Fax: -40
E-Mail: info@x-floc.com · www.x-floc.com

www.x-ﬂoc.com/videos
EM300 Serie
Prices on request · Published 10.2022 · Errors and omissions excepted · PDF: www.x-floc.com/download

Your X-Floc representative

Insulation blow-in machine EM400 series
High-performance machine for mobile and stationary use

EM400 | EM430 | EM440
High-performance insulation blow-in machines
` Suitable for all approved insulation materials
and all blowing methods
` Precisely controllable via cable/radio remote control
` Low-dust filling with extraction options

High performance insulation blow-in machines EM400 series
Operating principle
1

Hopper
The insulation bale is placed on the opened bag support, opened and pushed through the strip curtain into the hopper.

2

Agitator and feeding shafts
Four rotating shafts break up the material into small pieces and
transport them to the airlock inlet. The shredding shafts ensure
optimum preparation of a wide variety of blown-in insulation
materials.

3

Electrical airlock feed gate
As standard, the material feed rate into the shredder is metered
by setting (via remote control) the airlock feed gate position.

4

5

1

2

Shredder
Fast rotating shredding shafts loosen the material completely
and actively convey it into the chambers of the rotary airlock.
Fibre insulation materials thus achieve their optimum yield.

3

Rotary airlock
The moving rotor picks up the insulating material and transports
it in portions downwards to the outlet nozzle. From there, the
material is accelerated by the air flow of the turbines or radial
compressors and blown through the conveyor hose to the installation site. The airlock venting ensures a significantly increased
efficiency and avoids dust turbulence in the hopper.

4
5

Material quantities and processing
All X-Floc insulation blow-in machines are equipped with high-quality
and very airtight airlocks. The EM400 series uses a particularly robust
and thick-walled steel airlock, which is also optimally suited for processing large quantities of abrasive insulation materials such as glass and
rock wool. The material feed rate is adjusted using the cable control
supplied or an optional radio remote control.
High-volume hopper
With a capacity of 1000 litres, the hopper of the EM400 series has a very
large storage volume, sufficient for approx. 5-6 bags of commercially
available insulation material. A hinged bag support facilitates the depositing, opening and feeding of sacks. The transparent strip curtain
prevents dust from escaping. The suction nozzle on the side of the
hopper also makes active dust extraction possible. In addition, the lid
of the hopper can be removed and the insulation material can be filled
from above.

1

DS option: Adjustable speed of the airlock rotor
The rotary airlock can be optionally equipped with a speed control,
which is also adjusted by means of cable or radio remote control. In
the EM400 series, the material feed rate can be controlled via the electric airlock feed gate fitted as standard. Extended by the DS option,
the machines of the EM400 series offer various additional adjustment
opportunities. These include, for example:
` Refined material quantity control with small throughput quantities,
e. g. for injection with a small nozzle diameter
` Precise flow rate control when injecting bulk materials
` Increasing the speed when greater demands are made on the
uniformity of the material flow, e.g. with damp spraying
` Reduce the speed when processing highly abrasive insulating
materials (e.g. foam glass) to protect the insulating material and
airlock components.

3

RPM
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

X-Floc Insulation blow-in machine EM400/EM430/EM440

High performance insulation blow-in machines EM400 series
Insulation blow-in machines EM400 | EM430 | EM440
The high-performance insulation blow-in machines of the EM400 series are optimally suited for the professional processing of loose insulation materials approved by the building authorities, such as cellulose,
wood fibre, rock wool and many more.
A two-stage agitator optimally breaks up highly compressed or heavily
matted insulation materials. The blow-in machines of the EM400 series
have a very large material hopper (1000l) and, with the NW90 (3½“)
outlet nozzle, a particularly high throughput of up to 2450kg/h based
on cellulose.
All important settings for the blowing process can be adjusted via
cable or radio remote control (optional) directly at the work site. The
conveying air is also adjusted via remote control. A five-stage turbine and/or several high-performance radial compressors generate the
required air output. The EM440 is also available with 3x230V power
connection.
The complete EM400 series is designed for both stationary and mobile
use. The machines can be used for open/attic blowing, dry injection
(with ventilation) and damp spraying. All machines are characterised
by user-friendly operation and offer a range of technical features that
help you achieve the best work results every day.

Upscale standards
Outlet nozzle
The machines of EM400 series are equipped with a NW90 (3½“) outlet
nozzle (standard). A direct reduction to NW75 (3“) outlet is optionally
available. The EM440 variants have an additional NW63 (2½“) outlet
nozzle for the integrated amplifier unit.
Electrical switchboard
The electrical switchboard is clearly arranged and equipped with easyto-understand operating elements and high-quality components.

Maintenance and all kind of service can be carried out in a very timesaving manner on the EM400 series machines. They are easy to open
up and offer both simple and quick access to all assemblies. For transport in low vehicles, the hopper can be completely removed.

X-Floc Insulation blow-in machine EM400/EM430/EM440

Air filter
The suction hood with snap-in hook fastener can be quickly removed
so that the air filter insert can be easily cleaned.
Attachment points
Four attachment points (lashing eyes) integrated in the frame enable
simple and safe fastening and load suspension.
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High performance insulation blow-in machines EM400 series
Blowing methods and insulation material
The different building styles as well as types of construction require
different working methods. In addition, the amount of air and pressure
required for optimal processing is also depending on the insulation
material, for example.

Open/attic
blowing
A

Dry injection

B

Dry injection
with ventilation
C

The X-Floc blow-in machines of the EM400 series are virtually an allround solution in terms of both the blowing method and the insulation material. There are almost no limits to the processing of loose
insulation materials.

Damp spraying/CSO

D

Cavity wall
insulation
E

Fire protection

F

Blow-in insulation materials product groups
Cellulose
Advanced Fibre cellulose, AislaNat, Applegate, Arbocel Climasafe, Arctic Fiber, Austrozell, Bellouate, Biocell, Biofib Isolation, Cellaouate, Cell Floc, Cellisol, Cel-Pak,
Climacell, Climacell pure, Climacell S, Clima Ouate, Clima-Super, Climatizer Plus, Dämmstatt, Dobry Ekovilla, Dolcea, EC cellulose, Ecocel, Ekofiber, Ecovata, Fiberlite,
Finefloc, Flocomobil, Floci-Cell, Forest Wool, Franceouate, Greenfiber, iCell, Igloo, Isocell, Isodan CI 040, Isofiber, Isofloc eco, Isofloc F, Isofloc L/LM, Isofloc LW, Isofloc neo,
Isol+, Isoprof, Isol’quate, i3-Cellulose, Just Been Green, Klima-Tec-Flock, Klima-Tec-Schütt, Mono-Therm, Nesocell, Northern Fiber, Nu-Wool, Ouateco, Ouateco Premium,
Ouateco Nature, Pavafloc, Poesis-Floc, Renocell, Selluvilla, STEICOfloc, Swissfloc, Tempelan, Termex, Thermocel 040, Thermofloc, Thermopal 35, Thermopal 35/3, United
Fibers, Unifloc, Univercell, Warmcel Thermal, Wolfinger Dämmzellulose, Zimicell etc.
Wood fibre
Airflex, FIBRE Holzfaser, Hoiz, KKS-Woodfibre, KKS-Woodfibre ApS, Lignozell, Jasmin, STEICOzell, Thermofibre, Thermocell, Termoträ, Woodycell, Nativo Trefiberisolasjon
(Hunton) etc.
Mineral fibre
Astratherm, Climastone, Comblissimo, Ecofibre KD, Fibrexpan, Flumroc, Greenguard, Indi-Flock, Insulsafe, Insulsafe33, Insulsafe FI, Insulsafe FR, Inslusafe Plus, Insuver, ISG,
Isomat ISG, Isover Comblissimo, Isover ISOLENE 4, Knauf Insulation LW F, Knauf Insulation ProtectFill, Paroc BLT 5, Paroc BLT 7, Paroc BLT 9, Projiso, Rathiflock, Rockwool,
Stonefloc, Supafil Cavity Wall 034, Supafil Loft Plus, Supafil Timber Frame, Thermacoustic TC-417, Teko-Flock, Trendi-Flock, ISOVER KV 041 etc.
Mineral granules
Bachl Perlit HY, Extraperl, Fillrock KD/RG, Hyperdämm, Hyperlite KD, Liapor F2B/3/4, Paroc Einblaswolle, Paroc BLT 7 Perli-Fill F, Perli-Fill, Schacoulite Roof Top, SLS20,
Thermofill S/S40, Thermo-Floor, Thermoperl, Thermo-Plan, Thermo-Roof, Poraver 2-4, Poraver 4-8, fermacell Perlit, Rockin L etc.
EPS granules
Bodiflock XPS, Conlit Firesafe, Dämmperl 035, Duroperl 35, Easy-Fill 034/033, EPS 033, Granublow 033/035, HK35, HK33, H2 Wall, Isofloc Pearl, Jomaperl, Neopor,
Rigibead 035/033, Rathipur KD, Styrodämm 033, SwissporEPS Perlen, ECO INSUFFLAGGIO R, PoroBead etc.
Fire protection plasters/other
Agricell, Cafco, CEMWOOD CW 2000, Conlit Firesafe, Daussan, Dossolan 3000, Dossolan Thermique, Dossolan Hoeco FII/1 und FII/2, ECOFIBRE Brandschutz - FonaTerm,
ECOFIBRE Installationsschacht Brandschutz - Lehm-Deckenschüttung (Conluto), G+H Hardcap Spray insulation, Knauf MP75 L Fire, Metisse flocon, Neptutherm, Novidem,
Unifirex, BlondGran, RiSughero etc.
The table does not claim to be complete. X-Floc will be glad to test other products on request.
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High performance insulation blow-in machines EM400 series
Which blowing machine for your application?
In principle, you can process almost all available blow-in insulation materials with every machine in the EM 400 series. However, you can choose
from the various insulation blow-in machine types to find the one that best suits your needs. Contact us for detailed and further information - we
will be happy to advise you!

Model series

EM400

EM400

EM400

EM400

EM400

Machine type

EM400-400V/7,5kW

EM430-400V/9,9kW

EM440-3x230V/10,0kW

EM440-400V/11,1kW

EM440-2x400V/11,4kW

amplifier integrated

amplifier integrated

amplifier integrated

3316

5802

6253

4662

11047

2210kg/h

2400kg/h

2250kg/h

2300kg/h

2450kg/h

1,0m3

1,0m3

1,0m3

1,0m3

1,0m3

1300x1020x1800mm

1300x1020x1800mm

1300x1020x1800mm

1300x1020x1800mm

1300x1020x1800mm

410kg

417kg

460kg

424kg

424kg

1260mm

1260mm

1260mm

1260mm

1260mm

z

z

z

z

z

Article number
Power/Material processing speed
Hopper
Airlock outlet ø

NW90 (3½") optional direct reducing to NW75 (3")

Dimensions (LxWxH)
Unladen weight
Filling height
Airlock ventilation
Dust removal/Support for bags

passive (strip curtain) / active (dust extraction)

Machine control

cable remote control KFB2000 (standard) or radio remote control FFB2000/FFB2000-Pro

Material conditioning

4 crusher shafts and 1 shredder unit with 2 shafts
z

Shredder

z

Airlock feed gate adjustable

z

z

z

10 levels (KFB2000/FFB2000) / 19 levels (FFB2000-Pro) / continuously variable manually

Airlock rotational speed adjustable

10 Stufen Kabelsteuerung KFB2000 / 19 Stufen Funkfernsteuerung FFB2000-Pro

Automatic blowing

z

z

z

z

z

Pressure relief valve

optional

optional

optional

optional

optional

turbine 5,5kW

turbine 7,5kW

5 high-powered
radial compressors
2x1,8kW + 3x1,45kW

turbine 5,5kW and highpowered radial compressor
1x1,8kW + 1x1,45kW

turbine 5,5kW and
2 high-powered radial
compressors 1,8kW

680mbar

380 mbar

580mbar

480mbar

Air generator
Max. dynamic pressure (adjustable)

520mbar

Air feed amplification

external amplification optional e. g. X-Floc Amplifier/Vacuum station VS28/VS33, VS55M/VS75M

Air volume (nominal/measured)

450/410m3/h

490/420m3/h

975/850m³/h

800/650m3/h

z

z

z

z

z

>45m

>45m

>70m

>70m

>70m

Aspiration with suction hood
Conveying height (w,w/o amplifier)
Hose length L=max.
Motor

150m

150m

180m

180m

180m

1x3-phase, 1,4 kW and
1x3-phase, 0,75kW

1x3-phase, 1,4 kW and
1x3-phase, 0,75kW

1x3-phase, 1,4 kW and
1x3-phase, 0,75kW

1x3-phase, 1,4 kW and
1x3-phase, 0,75kW

1x3-phase, 1,4 kW and
1x3-phase, 0,75kW

7,5kW

9,9kW

10,0kW

11,1kW

11,4kW
2x400V/50Hz/16A
200kg/m3

Power rating
Power supply

850/710m3/h

400V/50Hz/3x16A/N/PE

400V/50Hz/3x16A/N/PE

3x230V/50Hz/16A

400V/50Hz/3x16A
und 1x230V~/16A

200kg/m3

200kg/m3

200kg/m3

200kg/m3

Max. material packing density
Compatibility table
Cellulose
Wood fibre
Mineral fibre

Application

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

Suitablitity

z

z

z

z

z

-

z

z

z

z

z

-

z

z

z

z

z

-

z

z

z

z

z

-

z

z

z

z

z

F
-

Application

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

Suitablitity

z

z

z

-

z

-

z

z

z

-

z

-

z

z

z

-

z

-

z

z

z

-

z

-

z

z

z

-

z

-

Application

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

Suitablitity

z

z

z

z

z

-

z

z

z

z

z

-

z

z

z

z

z

-

z

z

z

z

z

-

z

z

z

z

z

-

Mineral
granules

Application

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

Suitablitity

z

-

-

-

z

z

z

-

-

-

z

z

z

-

-

-

z

z

z

-

-

-

z

z

z

-

-

-

z

z

EPS granules

Application

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

Suitablitity

-

-

-

-

z

-

-

-

-

-

z

-

-

-

-

-

z

-

-

-

-

-

z

-

-

-

-

-

z

-

Application

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

Suitablitity

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

Fire protection
plasters/other

A = Open/attic blowing | B = Dry injection | C = Dry injection with ventilation | D = Damp spraying/CSO | E = Cavity wall insulation | F = Fire protection
z suitable/yes | z recommended with limitations | - not recommended/no/not specified (all values approximate)
X-Floc Insulation blow-in machine EM400/EM430/EM440
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High performance insulation blow-in machines EM400 series
Equipment options
1 Radio remote control FFB2000-Pro
Bidirectional radio technology with four radio channels and high
transmission security. If required, the radio remote control can
also be used wired. Art. no. 5243

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

2 Additional function AE – blow-off unit
In order to maintain specified installation densities and protect
components, various weight discs can be used to set the pressure at which the unit blows off air. Art. no. 4038

3 Additional function DS – speed control airlock rotor
Remote controlled adjustment (combined with sluice gate
position) of the optimum material feed rate. Art. no. 5060

4 Additional option box wall attachment
The filling attachment serves to increase the supply volume from
approx. 0,72m³ (standard) to approx. 0,914m³. Art. no. 8522

5 Attachment foot

Machine foot for fastening to the vehicle floor (e.g. in an X-Floc
blow-in mobile) or in solid ground. Art. no. 5301

6 Intake connection NW90 / 90°
For the right-angled connection of a NW90 hose to the air filter
bonnet spigot for fresh air supply. Art. no. 5613

7 Direct reducer NW90 > NW75
Reducer for direct insertion into the outlet connection
NW90(3½‘‘) > outlet diameter NW75(3‘‘). Art. no. 8936

8 Accessory set NW75/63 for loose insulation materials
(non-abrasive) with recommended accessories for processing
cellulose, wood fibre, glass wool etc. Art. no. 5246

9 Mains adapter Phase and neutral conductor monitoring
device 400V with interruption protection
For checking 3-phase power supplies 400V/50Hz with neutral
conductor. Art. no. 4553

10 Additional package for integration of the machine into WBS
Required higher-level control and safety equipment for integration of the machine into a factory filling system according to the
Machinery Directive 2006/42/EG. Art. no. 8615

11 Mains voltage indicator
For detecting weak and/or fluctuating power supplies.
Art. no. 4604

12 Mains adapter distributor 400V-CEE>3x230V Schuko
With splash-proof housing made of highly break-resistant
special plastic, suitable for the construction site. Art. no. 9481

13 Intake connection NW75 / 90°
For the right-angled connection of a NW75 hose to the spigot of
the air filter bonnet for fresh air supply. Art. no. 5614

14 Increased power of the additional fans / variant 11,2kW
Modification of the standard air output 10,8kW. Art. no. 8126

19

15 Mains adapter 400V, 25m ring
CEE plug/CEE coupling, 5-pole, 16A. Art. no. 2492

16 Mains adapter socket strip 400V/32A > 2x400V/16A

CEE-plug/32A > output 2x CEE-sockets/16A, with hinged cover,
2x circuit breaker, cable approx. 2m. Art. no. 7273

17 Mains adapter 400V/32A, 10m ring
CEE plug/CEE coupling, 5-pole, 32A. Art. no. 6588

18 Recommended accessories: Power distributor 400V/16A PRCD-S
Type B, all-current sensitive. Art. no. 9271

19 Reducer PE 90>76 with O-ring for insertion into a suction
bonnet with ø 90mm (connection suction barrel). Art. no. 5145
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Machine control
Radio remote control FFB2000-Pro
With the aid of the remote control, many important settings for
the injection process can be made directly from the work site. For
this purpose, the KFB2000 cable control unit is included in the
standard scope of delivery for all machines in the EM400 series.
The bidirectional radio remote control FFB2000-Pro (optional) offers a
number of additional functions over and above the proven functions
of the KFB2000. In addition to its compact size and simple operation,
this control is characterised by very fast response and excellent radio
stability. With an optional connecting cable between the hand control
unit and the receiver, the FFB 2000-Pro radio control unit can also be
used as a cable control unit (e.g. on construction sites with difficult
radio connections).

Long-range interchangeable antenna
with BNC bayonet fitting

Protective rims for control panel

Optical signal:
pressure threshold reached for
activated automatic shut-off and
dynamic pressure control

Technical data
Transmission frequency

Optical signal:
air flow active

434MHz

Operating temperature range

-20°C to +40°C

Voltage supply

24V DC

Optical signal:
material flow active

Radio channels

4 (for construction sides
with source of interference)

Start button with toggle function

Hand control unit
Duration of use

up to 30h

Range

>100m w/o interruption

Overpressure signal

LED (optical)
warning tone (accoustic)

Function buttons

6 (foil keypad)

Parameter levels

10

Parameters adjustable:
Radio channels
Switch-on delay material
Switch-on delay air
Delay time:
Automatic switch-off
Response time:
Dynamic pressure control

Button for material and air stop
and parameter mode

Display air flow rate/
parameter selection

1-4
0, 1, 2, ...9s
0, 1, 2, ...9s

Buttons for air flow rate and
parameter setting selections

0, 1, 2, ...9s

Display material feed rate/
parameter settings

50, 100, ...500ms

Protection class

IP40

Connections

cable control
charging socket
antenna

Power supply

3x AAA NiMH 800mAh

Weight

approx. 400g

Dimensions

approx. 47x154x47mm

Buttons for material feed amount
and parameter value

Charging socket for charging
of the batteries used

Receiver
Protection class

IP40

Connections

control line to
the machine
cable control
antenna

Power supply

24V DC (from
blow-in machine)

Weight

approx. 765g

Dimensions

approx. 83x151x50mm

X-Floc Insulation blow-in machine EM400/EM430/EM440

optional
cable control

Strong magnet
for flexible fastening

Connection for cable mode
with quick-lock system

Machine connection
with twist lock

Robust metal housing
Dust and splash water protected
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High performance insulation blow-in machines EM400 series
Dimensions

1410 mm
390 mm

1260 mm

1800 mm

fol

di

ng

approx. 1710 mm

Switchboard door
Casing doors

approx. 2212 mm

Airlock outlet
NW90 (3 ½“),
(direct reducing
to NW75 (3“)
optionally)

approx. 1510 mm

215 mm

Support for
bags 550 m

Suction hood
main blower unit
NW90 (3 ½“)

.
approx

Suction hood
amplifier
NW75 (3“)

557 mm

Outlet nozzle
emplifier
NW63 (2 ½“)

28°

1300 mm

m
0m
102

530 mm

Dust extraction, cleaning and mobility
The dust produced when loosening the insulation material is retained
by the encapsulated storage container. In addition, the suction nozzle
on the filling attachment makes active dust extraction via the intake
air possible. This requires an EM440 blow-in machine with integrated
amplifier (alternatively an external amplifier/extraction station) and
a suction drum. Using a suction barrel as a collection container also
makes it possible to clean the construction site after the blow-in work

8

has been completed. For this purpose, the injection hose is connected
to the suction barrel, which in turn is connected to the suction bonnet. In combination with a flake diverter, the prerequisites for a quick
changeover between suction and blowing are also created. And if necessary, the machines of the EM400 series are also mobile. Thanks to
the heavy-duty wheels with low rolling resistance, the injection the
blowing machine is easy to move.

X-Floc Insulation blow-in machine EM400/EM430/EM440

High performance insulation blow-in machines EM400 series
Reinforcing, vacuuming and cleaning
The model types EM440 are equipped with an internal amplifier/booster. This allows the throughput potential to be fully utilised even with
large field sizes and air-intensive insulating materials. By means of external introduction of the amplified air after the airlock, the highest
throughput rates are achieved. The two booster fans can be switched
on as required - either at full load or speed-controlled via the remote
control.
Some insulation materials require a particularly high air volume for
professional installation. Occasionally, certain installation situations
also require the overcoming of large rise heights or the use of long
conveyor lines. In the meantime, loose insulation materials also have
to be removed from time to time.
With the X-Floc amplifier/vacuum stations, you can supplement your
blow-in machine or use it in conjunction with a suction drum for active
dust extraction or cleaning. The booster/extractor stations are equipped with equally lightweight, powerful radial fans or turbines. They are
available as standard in the compact portable version (VS28/VS33) or
mobile version with hand truck function (VS55M/VS75M), special versions are also available on request.
Main application areas of the X-Floc VS series:
` Reinforced blowing (with dust extraction)
` For large inclines, heavy materials
` As an extraction station (cleaning or
deconstruction of old building materials)

Amplifier/Vacuum stations

Amplifier/Vacuum station
VS28

VS33

VS55M

Article number

2711

5855

9455

VS75M
9793

Amplification/cleaning

z
/z

z
/z

z
/z

Active dust removal

z

z
/z
z

z

z

Stepless performance regulation

z

z

z

z

Synchronisation with machine

z

z

z

z

Remote control

z

z

z

z

2,8 kW

3,3 kW

5,5 kW

7,5 kW

Max. overpressure

320 mbar

350 mbar

500 mbar

600 mbar

Max. negative pressure

280 mbar

320 mbar

450 mbar

550 mbar

440 / 360 m³/h

420 / 400 m³/h

470 m³/h*

390 m³/h*

high-powered radial compressor

high-powered radial compressor

5-stage turbine

5-stage turbine

NW63 (2½“) / NW75 (3“)

NW63 (2½“) / NW75 (3“)

NW63 (2½“) / NW90 (3½“)

NW63 (2½“) / NW90 (3½“)

482 × 358 × 418 mm

482 × 358 × 418 mm

605 × 560 × 750 mm

605 × 560 × 750 mm

approx.19,5 kg

approx. 19,8kg

approx. 65kg

approx. 88kg

z
z

z
z

-

-

-

-

Power

Max. air volume (nominal/measured)
Air feed unit
Outlet nozzle/intake socket
Dimensions (L×W×H)
Weight
Operating hours counter
Mains voltage display

Special versions on request

Type

* free-blowing z suitable/yes | z recommended with limitation | - not recommended/no/not specified (all values approximate)
X-Floc Insulation blow-in machine EM400/EM430/EM440
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High performance insulation blow-in machines EM400 series
Factory filling
In industrial filling technology, the machines of the EM400 series show
their full performance capability in combination with the big bale cutter. The delivery containers are placed on the pallet in the GBF1050
and the insulation material is automatically conveyed into the supply
container of the blow-in machine as required. No additional manpower is required to continuously load the machine with bagged material.
To fill the machine with bagged material (other insulation material or
reserve material in bags), the longitudinal filling flap on the machine
attachment can be opened if necessary.
Factory filling machines are of modular design. The blowing machine
is the central element. It can already be used for manual filling processes, e.g. with blowing lances, hoses or nozzles. Extended by a big
bale cutter, the system allows the use of big bales and with the blow-in
plate the factory filling procedure is automated.
` For more information, see brochure Factory filling

Modular system design
2

1

1

The insulation blow-in machine (e.g.EM430)
is the heart of the factory filling system.

2

The bale conditioning machine is used to
feed the machine almost without interruption.

3

The injection panel ensures a high degree
of automation and consistently high processing quality.

3

The factory filling systems are designed so that different insulation materials (see: Blow-in insulation material product groups) can be used.
Typical product classes such as wood fibre, cellulose, glass wool and
rock wool have already been extensively tested.
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High performance insulation blow-in machines EM400 series
Blow-in trailers - everything directly on site
If required, the EM400 blowing machine can also be easily separated
from the big bale filling system and taken along on a construction site
job, for example. However, the distinction between stationary and mobile use usually refers to the professional blower‘s workplace.
This is because the EM400 series blow-in machines are ideally suited
for installation in an X-Floc blow-in mobile. In this case, the machine
is optimally placed on the fully equipped trailer, transport vehicle or
container. For this purpose, a system plan with hosing and electrical
installation is worked out. In addition, a secure stowage solution is
prepared for each item of equipment. In many cases, the blow-in trailers also offer storage space for the insulation material. X-Floc realises
customised trailers as well as vehicle superstructures and extensions
according to the customer‘s wishes.
` For more information, see brochure Insulation blowing mobiles

Tarpaulin trailer
Tarpaulin trailers in freely selectable dimensions offer space for the
ergonomic arrangement of the workplace, a variety of configuration
options as well as additional space for further material. They are also
suitable for long distances and, due to their low overall weight, for
smaller towing vehicles. The large exterior surfaces can be printed with
individual customer advertising.

Box trailer
Single-axle box trailers and tandem trailers are also well suited for
small towing vehicles, are approved for speeds of 100 km/h and are
suitable for short and long distances. These trailers also offer increased
theft protection and large exterior surfaces for individual advertising.
As standard, all box trailers are available with a two-wing rear door or
drive-on flap.

Container
Made of rustproof aluminium, weather-resistant wood and whatever
the shape: X-Floc realises system workplaces in containers – tailormade and well thought-out down to the last detail – very suitable for
the blow-in professional as well as for the rental service. On request,
the containers are available with compressed air supply and power generator as well as a solution for flatbed vehicles/trailers.

X-Floc Insulation blow-in machine EM400/EM430/EM440
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High performance insulation blow-in machines EM400 series
Machine accessories

Measurement devices

X-Floc blow-in machines, amplifier/vacuum stations and other products can be operated and combined in a variety of ways. Detailed
information on radio remote controls, cable control, power generators
as well as bag supports, suction drums and other machine accessories
can be found in the relevant product docu.

X-Floc maintains close cooperation with university research and development institutions. This results in an extensive product range in
the field of measuring and testing technology for blow-in technicians,
insulation manufacturers and material testing institutes, and many
more. More info can be found in the relevant product docu.

` Further information, see brochure Machine accessories

` Further information, see brochure Measurement devices

Nozzles and blowing accessories

Damp spraying

For each insulation blow-in principle and each application, tools
and/or accessories are necessary for insertion, sealing and venting.
Detailed information about these accessories and everything about
tools such as injection nozzles, injection needles/lances as well as hole
saws and sealing parts can be found in the relevant product docu.

In the damp spray process, thermal insulation material is moistened
with water after exiting the hose. Detailed information on spray heads
and pipes for the various applications as well as on high-pressure
pumps such as membrane or piston pumps and on wall scrubber for
smooth surfaces can be found in the relevant product docu.

` Further information, see brochure Nozzles and blowing accessories

` Further information, see brochure Damp spraying

Hoses and connectors

Industrial safety and respiratory protection

Hoses and connectors are an essential part of the blow-in equipment
because they can be used to create all conceivable transport lines and
circuits. Detailed information on conveying and injection hoses as well
as hose connectors, hose clamps, Y-pieces and fibre switches can be
found in the relevant product docu.

The special work suit with hood protects the blow-in professional from
contact with skin-irritating insulation materials. Detailed information
on the X-Floc range of workwear, dust masks, professional respirators
with legal approval as well as air filters, rechargeable batteries and
other accessories can be found in the relevant product docu.

` Further information, see brochure Hoses and connectors

` Further information, see brochure Industrial safety/Respirators

X-Floc Dämmtechnik-Maschinen GmbH
Rosine-Starz-Straße 12 · 71272 Renningen · Germany
Telefon: + 49 - 7159 - 80470 - 30 · Fax: -40
E-Mail: info@x-floc.com · www.x-floc.com

www.x-ﬂoc.com/videos
EM400 Serie
Prises on request · Published 09.2022 · Errors and changes expected · PDF: www.x-floc.com/download

Your X-Floc representative

Insulation blow-in machine EM500
Highest throughput rates and ergonomic material feed

Insulation blow-in machine EM500
High-performance blow-in machine
` For highest material throughputs
` Transport in small truck or trailer
` Ergonomic material feed due to
horizontal conveyor belt at table height

Insulation blow-in machine EM500
Structure and functional principle

1

1

Conveyor belt
The insulation material bundle is transported to the agitator via
a horizontal conveyor belt at table height.

2

Agitator
The insulation material bale is broken up into small pieces and
any lumps are broken up with the help of the three-stage material conditioning unit, which consists of a chopping shaft and
two crushing shafts.

3

Airlock feed gate and rotary airlock
The material falls through the feed gate opening into the rotary
airlock. The material feed rate can be adjusted via the position of
the electric airlock feed gate or also the degree of filling of the
chambers can be reduced. This is particularly advantageous for
easy-flowing bulk materials.

4

Airlock outlet
The insulation material is conveyed by the rotation of the rotary
airlock and with the aid of the conveying air flow and it is blown
out of the rotary airlock through the outlet nozzle NW75 (3").

2

3

4

Equipment options
1 Radio remote control FFB2000-Pro
instead of cable remote control. Bidirectional radio communication with FM technology, automatic channel search and plug
system according to EU standard. Art.no. 5243 / 5154

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

2 Additonal option AE
pressure relief valve for pressure limitation. Particularly advantageous for pressure-sensitive cladding materials and airtight
construction (plasterboard or similar). Art.no. 4038

3 Additional option DS
for adjusting the airlock speed via remote control, for optimum
adjustment of the delivery rate. Art.no. 5060

4 Mounting foot
for fastening to the machine base and to the vehicle floor or in
solid ground. Art.no. 5301

5 Intake socket 90° NW90
for the right-angled connection of a NW90 hose to the spigot of
the air filter bonnet for fresh air supply. Art.no. 5613

6 Direct extension NW75>90
conveyor line NW90 required for this. Art.no. 6746

7 Accessory set NW75/63
for loose insulation materials, non-abrasive. Art.no. 5246

8 Accessory set NW75/63/50
for loose insulation materials, non-abrasive. Art.no. 5737

10

9 Mains adapter phase and neutral conductor monitoring
device 400V with interruption protection. Art.no. 4553

10 Power distributor 400V/16A PRCD-S type B, all-current
sensitive. For commercial use, in case of deviating or unknown
protection of the supply poin. Art.no. 9271

2
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Insulation blow-in machine EM500
High-performance blowing machine EM500
The X-Floc EM500 Art.no. 4817 is one of the most powerful blow-in
machines for processing all kind of insulation materials approved by
the building authorities. Its particularly large 32 litre/6-chamber stainless steel airlock ensures a very high material throughput. At the same
time, the machine impresses with its compact dimensions; it can be
easily transported in a small truck or on a trailer. It is equipped with
a 400V connection and is suitable for both stationary factory use and
mobile construction site use.
The material is fed via a horizontal conveyor belt. The compressed fibre insulation material can be unpacked on the feed table and fed to the
machine via the conveyor belt. The EM500 is predestined for magazine
filling or bulk container emptying.
The three-stage agitator unit is capable of easily breaking up and finely
scarifying highly compressed processing materials. Optimum degrees
of loosening are thus achieved for different materials. A five-stage 7.5
kW turbine is used as the air generator. With the aid of the cable or
radio remote control, all important machine settings can be made
directly from the injection point. The desired maximum pressure can
also be set via the optional pressure relief valve (see equipment options) using weight discs. The hinged upper part of the machine facilitates regular cleaning and maintenance work, which ensures perfect
functioning and a long service life for the machine.

Technical data
Article number
Power/mat. processing speed *
Hopper
Airlock outlet ø
Dimensions (LxWxH)
Unladen weight
Filling height
Airlock ventilation
Machine control
Material conditioning
Airlock feed gate adjustable
Airlock material

4817
1800kg/h
0,4m3
NW75 (3“)
1520x800x1300mm
390kg
860mm
z

KFB2000 or FFB2000-Pro
3 horizontal agiator shafts
10 levels (KFB2000) or
19 levels (FFB2000-Pro)
Stainless steel

Blow-in automation

z

Pessure relief valve

optional

Air generator
Max. dynamic pressure (adj.)
Air feed amplification
Air volume (nom./measured)
Suction function via suction hood
Conveying height
Hose length L=max.
Motor

Turbine 7,5kW
500mbar
External (option) e. g. X-Floc VSxx
490/450m3
z

>45m
180m
2x3 phase 1,1kW

Power rating

9,5kW

Power supply

400V/50Hz/3x16A/N/PE

Max. material packing density

175kg/m3

z suitable/yes The values given are approximate.
* Maximum values, depending on the insulation material used and blow-in method.
X-Floc Insulation blow-in machine EM500
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Insulation blow-in machine EM500
Machine accessories

Measurement devices

X-Floc insulation blow-in machines as well as amplifier/vacuum stations and other products can be operated and combined in a variety
of ways. Detailed information on radio remote controls, cable controls, power generators as well as sack supports, suction drums and
other machine accessories can be found in the corresponding product
documentation.
` Further info, see brochure Machine accessories

X-Floc maintains close cooperation with university research and development institutions. This results in an extensive product range in
the field of measuring and testing technology for blow-in technicians,
insulation material manufacturers and material testing institutes. and
many more. Detailed information can be found in the corresponding
product documentation.
` Further info, see brochure Measurement devices

Nozzles and blowing accessories

Damp spraying

For all insulation blow-in methods and any application, there are tools
and/or aids for insertion, sealing and venting necessary. Detailed information about these accessories and everything about tools such as
injection nozzles and rotary nozzles, injection needles and injection
lances as well as hole saws and sealing parts can be found in the corresponding product documentation.
` Further info, see brochure Nozzles and blowing accessories

In the damp spraying process, thermal insulation material is moistened with water after exiting the hose. Detailed information reagarding
spray heads and pipes for the various applications as well as on highpressure pumps such as membrane or piston pumps and on wall scubber for smooth surfaces can be found in the corresponding product
documentation.
` Further info, see brochure Damp spraying

Hoses and connectors

Industrial safety and respiratory protection

Hoses and connections parts are an essential part of the insulation
blow-in equipment because all these units can be used to create conceivable transport lines and circuits. Detailed information regarding
conveying and injection hoses as well as hose connectors and clamps,
Y-connectors and fibre switches can be found in the corresponding
product documentation.
` Further info, see brochure Hoses and connectors

The special work suit with hood protects the insulation blow-in professional from contact with skin-irritating insulation materials. Detailed
information on the entire X-Floc range of work clothing, respirators,
professional respiratory protection equipment, air filters, batteries and
other spare parts and accessories can be found in the corresponding
product documentation.
` Further info, see brochure Industrial safety

X-Floc Dämmtechnik-Maschinen GmbH
Rosine-Starz-Straße 12 · 71272 Renningen · Germany
Telefon: + 49 - 7159 - 80470 - 30 · Fax: -40
E-Mail: info@x-floc.com · www.x-floc.com

www.x-ﬂoc.com/videos
EM500
Prices on request · Published 10.2022 · Errors and changes excepted · PDF: www.x-floc.com/download

Your X-Floc representative

Amplifier/ Vacuum stations

Pneumatic Insulation Technology

For each application the suitable amplifier station

Amplifier/ Vacuum stations
 Reinforced blowing in
 For large gradients, heavy materials
 Can be used as an extraction station
(cleaning or deconstruction)

Our Emplifier / Vacuum stations
Some insulation materials require a particularly high air volume for
professional installation. Occasionally, certain installation situations
require the overcoming high conveying heights or the use of long
conveyor lines. Meanwhile, loose insulation materials occasionally
have to be removed again.
With X-Floc amplifier/vacuum technology, the existing insulation
blowing machine can also be supplemented for amplification or used
for suction. Our amplifier/vacuum stations range from mobile amplifiers for construction site use (VS28/VS33/VS55M/VS75M) to special
designs (VS40) as well as stationary solutions suitable for industrial
filling (VS55).
All X-Floc All amplifier/vacuum stations can significantly increase the
performance of insulation blowing machines and/or, in combination
with suitable accessories, extract small and large quantities of solids
in a short time. For optimal tuning please refer to the instructions
„Amplification of the insulation blowing machines’ air power“.

The advantages at a glance
Perfectly suited for construction sites and as a stationary solution
Easy handling due to low weight
Complete separation of working and cooling air
Easily replaceable air filter fleece due to cover with
bayonet lock
 The suction function is suitable for a wide range of materials
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Features and application examples

Amplifier/Vacuum station
VS28

VS33

VS55M

2711

5855

9455

VS75M
9793

Amplification / Cleaning

/

/

/

/

Active dust removal









Stepless power regulation









Synchronisation with machine









Remote control









2,8 kW

3,3 kW

5,5 kW

7,5 kW

Max. overpressure

320 mbar

350 mbar

500 mbar

600 mbar

Max. negative pressure

280 mbar

320 mbar

450 mbar

550 mbar

440 / 360 m³/h

420 / 400 m³/h

470 m³/h*

390 m³/h*

High powered radial compressor

High powered radial compressor

5-stage turbine

5-stage turbine

NW63 (2½“) / NW75 (3“)

NW63 (2½“) / NW75 (3“)

NW63 (2½“) / NW90 (3½“)

NW63 (2½“) / NW90 (3½“)

482 × 358 × 418 mm

482 × 358 × 418 mm

605 × 560 × 750 mm

605 × 560 × 750 mm

approx.19,5 kg

approx. 19,8kg

approx. 65kg

approx. 88kg

Operating hours counter





-

-

Mains voltage display





-

-

Power

Max. air volume (nominal/measured)
Air feed unit
Outlet connection/intake socket
Dimensions (L×W×H)
Weight

Special designs on request

Type
Product number

* Freeblowing  Included as standard  Optionally available

Amplified blowing injection

Amplifier aspiration function

Insulation material
Insulation blowing machine
(Master)
Y-connector
Amplified
Material flow
material flow

Control cable
Master/Slave
Amplifier/
Vacuum station
(Slave)

Material

Suction drum
Amplifier/
Vacuum station
Amplified air

Supply air

Pneumatic conveying

Suction/Cleaning
Vacuum air

Supply air

Dust removal

Amplified blowing injection with dust removal
Leaking fines are sucked
back in

Suction
drum

Dust removal with
suction drum

Dust removal with
suction drum

Suction
drum

Pneumatic conveying

Amplified air

Pneumatic conveying

X-Floc Amplifier/Vacuum stations

Amplification of the insulation blowing machines‘ air power
< 5m

NW75
pM

Master/
Slave

pA

NW75

vM

vM

pM ≈ pA

vA

vM = max

NW63
< 5m

The insulation blowing machines‘ air power can be optimized by
using an amplifier/vacuum station. For an effective and trouble-free
performance increase of a blowing machine by means of amplifier/
extraction technology, the following principles must be observed:
1.) Performance of the insulation blowing machine
The dynamic pressure (pM) measured at the insulation blowing
machines‘ outlet is decisive for an effective amplification effect. It is
therefore important that the insulation blowing machine is in perfect
maintenance condition. For this purpose, the air filters, hosing, check
valves and airlock seals may need to be checked.
2.) Balancing the back pressure of the insulation blowing machine
and the amplifier/vacuum station
The dynamic pressure (pM) measured at the outlet of the insulation
blowing machine has to correspond approx. with the pressure (pA)
of the amplifier/vacuum station (±10%).
Note: In case of strongly divergent dynamic pressures undesired

backflows towards the insulation blowing machine or towards the
amplifier-/vacuum station can appear. The desired amplification
effect will not be achieved.
3.) Synchronization of the blowing machine and the amplifier/
vacuum station
With the interlinked system consisting of the blowing machine and
the amplifier/vacuum station, synchronous operation (master/slave)
of the two machines is possible. If the machines are not properly
synchronized with each other, malfunctions can occur after a short
time due to undesired material jams (stoppers).
All X-Floc insulation blowing machines have an auxiliary device box
to which the amplifier/vacuum station can be connected via control
cable (master/slave). Via this connection, start and stop signals as
well as the power settings for the supply air units of the machine are
transmitted to the amplifier/vacuum station. When using insulation
blowing machines of other brands, a suitable additional device box
may have to be installed subsequently.

Sets and accessories
Sets

Description
VS28 Complete Set
consisting of amplifier/vacuum station,
all necessary connector parts and
• suction drum 115 L
• suction drum 250 L

VS33 Complete Set
consisting of amplifier/vacuum station,
all necessary connector parts and
• suction drum 115 L
• suction drum 250 L

Connecting Set for Amplifier
consisting of 1x connection control cable,
1x stainless steel Y-piece, 2x 1,5m hose and
4x hose clamp
• NW63/63>63
• NW63/75>75
• NW63/90>90
• NW75/75>75
• NW75/90>90

Prod.no.

2886
5017

5939
5940

4935
4934
7870
9304
9302

Accessories

Description

Prod.no.

Suction Drum
• 115 L
• 250 L
inclusive 5× woven PP sack, 1x 1,5m hose
piece, 4x hose clamp and reducer piece
NW75<63 / NW75<50
Pressure Gauge D=117
Measurement range: 0-0,6 bar
Woven Polypropylene (PP) Sack
• 70 × 100 cm
• 100 × 150 cm
Connection Control Cable
• 2,5 m
• 5m
• 25 m
• 50 m
Stainless steel Y-Piece
• NW63/63>63
• NW63/75>75
• NW63/90>90

1160
3075

7079

1085
801
1351
1856
1192
1193
3955
2221
6670
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X-Floc insulation blowing mobiles
Individual and practical vehicle constructions

Everything directly on site!
` Standard work equipment and
customised solutions
` Trailer, container and transport
vehicles due to your requirements

X-Floc insulation blowing mobiles
Vide range of applications
Thermal and acoustic insulation, fire protection or special effects:
the high processing speed and the clean filling of the cavities make
the blow-in method the first choice for many areas of application.
The insulation blowing mobile makes the blow-in process even more
efficient and also enables flexible working.
X-Floc insulation blowing mobiles are suitable for beginners, but also
for companies with several teams of blow-in technicians. Furthermore, they are an interesting option for building material dealers to
offer a rental vehicle for the introduction of blow-in insulation. With
a blow-in mobile from X-Floc, you have everything directly on site
without long set-up times!
Advantages at a glance:
`
`
`
`
`

Customised trailer, container and vehicle equipment
100 km/h approval (suitable for short and long distances)
Individual exterior design (tarpaulin/box trailers)
Handcrafted, durable products
Individual planning according to customer requirements

Total cost comparison
70

Break-even point
due to shorter set-up times
and higher productivity

60

Costs [t€]
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Investment costs for insulation blowing mobile

Investment costs for insulation blowing machine and accessories

20

250

500

750

1000

1250

Processing quantity [m³]
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X-Floc insulation blowing mobiles

X-Floc insulation blowing mobiles
Highly customisable
The X-Floc insulation blowing mobiles are fully equipped trailers,
transport vehicles and containers for all blow-in technicians.
Your insulation blowing machine is optimally placed on the trailer
or vehicle. For this purpose, a system plan with hosing and electrical
installation is worked out. In addition, a secure stowage solution is
prepared for each piece of equipment.
The numerous equipment options include
among others:
`
`
`
`
`

M95, EM300, EM400 and EM500 series blowing machines
Tarpaulin body or box body
Full electrical installation with lighting
Translucent roofs
Hosing with hose reel, fibre switch, suction drum
and amplifier/vacuum stations
` Stowage solutions (shelves, drawers or suspensions)
` Drive-on ramp (can be folded out)
` Storage space for insulation material

Mobility as desired
Customised trailer, vehicle superstructures or conversion of a motor
vehicle: we realise blow-in mobiles due to customer requirements.

Trailer conversion
`
`
`
`

Box trailers
Tarpaulin trailers
Single or double axle
Dimensions freely selectable

Container extension
` Customised container
` on flatbed truck
` on flatbed trailer

Vehicle extension
` Transporter
` Truck

X-Floc insulation blowing mobiles
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X-Floc insulation blowing mobiles – Vehicle equipment and conversion
Tarpaulin trailer
Advantages at a glance:
` Suitable for long distances
` Light hight: 2 m, gable: 2,10 m
(increase possible in 10 cm steps)
` Permissible total weight: 2000 kg or 2500 kg
(Other permissible total weights possible on request,
low loader max. 3000 kg and high loader max. 3500 kg)
` Due to the low total weight also well suited
for smaller towing vehicles

1

Insulation blowing machine

2

Transport safe fastening

3

Fibre switch

4

Hose reel

5

Equipment cabinet

6

Electrical installation

7

Test element

8

Suction drum

6

1

4
3

7
5
8
2

4

X-Floc insulation blowing mobiles

X-Floc insulation blowing mobiles – Vehicle equipment and conversion
Tarpaulin trailer
Further advantages:
` Length (e.g. 4 m or 5 m) freely selectable
` Bright interior due to translucent tarpaulin
and/or due to the use of LED technology
` Electrical cabling to establish the power supply
` Ergonomic arrangement of the workstation
` Additional space for further material
` Wide range of configuration possibilities
` Large external surfaces for advertising

4,1m

5,1m

Tarpaulin body length

135 cm

165 cm

Advantages when manoeuvring
due to extended drawbar
X-Floc insulation blowing mobiles
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X-Floc insulation blowing mobiles – Vehicle equipment and conversion
Box trailer
Advantages at a glance:
` Due to the low dead weight also well suited
for smaller access vehicles
` Low air resistance
` Approved for speeds up to 100 km/h
` Suitable for short and long distances
` Wide range of configuration options
` Injection tools stowed away clearly and easily accessible
` Permissible total weight (1-axle) up to 1800 kg

3
4

2

5

1

1

Insulation blowing machine

2

Hose mount

3

Intake air

4

Lighting

5

Hose reel

6

Suction drum

7

Equipment cabinet

8

Control box

7
6

Single-axle box trailer, L = approx. 2.5 m
with drive-on flap made of aluminium chequer plate

8

1-axle box body

2-axle box body

6

X-Floc insulation blowing mobiles

X-Floc insulation blowing mobiles – Vehicle equipment and conversion
Box trailer
Further advantages:
`
`
`
`
`
`
`
`

Permissible total weight (2-axle) up to 2700 kg
Optionally with 2-wing rear door or drive-on flap
Weather protection (e.g. can be extended with side flaps)
Increased theft protection
Bright interior lighting
Ergonomic arrangement of the workplace
Additional space for further material
Large exterior surfaces for advertising

Tandem box trailer, L = approx. 3m
with drive-up flap and espagnolette lock

Tandem box trailer, L = approx. 4 m
with 2-wing rear door and espagnolette locking system

Tandem box trailer, L = approx. 4 m
with drive-up flap and espagnolette locking system
X-Floc insulation blowing mobiles
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X-Floc insulation blowing mobiles – Vehicle equipment and conversion
Container
Advantages at a glance:
` Individual injection system thought out down to the last detail
in the container
` Many container shapes possible
` Optional solution for flatbed vehicles / trailers
` Very well suited for rental services
` Compressed air supply and power generator

9
8

4

1

3
6
5

8

Insulation blowing machine

2

Blow-in needles

3

Fibre switch

4

Hose reel

5

Suction drum

6

Equipment cabinet

7

Electrical installation

8

Hose mount

9

Intake air

10

Electrical lighting

7

10

2
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X-Floc insulation blowing mobiles

X-Floc insulation blowing mobiles – Vehicle equipment and accessories
Hose storage
Art. no. 6565

Organisation and storage system
Art. no. 7526

Ready assembled and consisting of:
` Hose reel D1000 plus
` Connection set NW75

The ready-assembled cabinet with
two drawers is perfect for stowing
accessories such as hose and reducer
connectors, hose clamps and other
small parts.

Exhaust system
Art. no. 6566

Interior lighting
Art. no. 6569

Ready assembled and consisting of:
` Fibre switch 2>3 NW75
` Connection set NW75
` Suction drum V=115 L

Pre-installed and consisting of:
` 2x LED damp-proof diffuser luminaire
18W/36W, 1800Im
` 3x 1,5m installation cable

The fibre switch is equipped with two
inputs and three outputs. This enables
switching between blowing and suction
operation. Leftovers and old building
materials from construction side are
collected in the suction barrel.
In addition, an active dust extraction can
be installed on the ventilation socket of
the insulation blowing machine.

Electrical installation
Art. no. 6570 (230V)
Art. no. 6571 (400V)
Art. no. 7865 (230V/400V)
Pre-installed and consisting of:
` Light switch
` Schuko socket (max. 50W)
` 2x wall appliance plug CEE
` 2x surface mounted socket CEE
` Automatic circuit breaker
` LEDs for monitoring main connection
(3 phases) and additional connection
(1 phase)

Suction drum V=115ltr / 250ltr
Art. no. 1160 / 3075
The suction drum enables cleaning of
the work site. It has a hinged lid with
quick-release fastener and thus allows
fast exchange of ribbon fabric bags.

Box lock, 1-piece with lock
Art. no. 8169
The drawbar lock made of galvanised,
robust steel provides increased theft
protection.

Additional accessories:
`
`
`
`
`
`
`
`
`
`
`
`
`

X-Floc insulation blowing mobiles

Insulation blowing needles
Injection nozzles
Rotary nozzles
Hole saws
Density testing sets
Thickness gauges
Sealing sponges
Detachable tubing ports
Injection bezels
Testing units
Aluminium staircases with 2 or 3 steps
Hose clamps
Reducer tube connectors

For more information about the accessories,
see our brochures.
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X-Floc insulation blowing mobiles – Functional principles
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System drawing suction operation

S

System drawing injection mode
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Ansaugluft/Verstärkungsluft
Luft-Materialstrom
Umkehrbarer
Luft-Materialstrom

Umkehrbarer
Luft-Materialstrom

1

Insulation blowing machine

4

Y-piece NW75/63>75

7

Suction drum D1000 plus

10

Intake air filter

2

Outlet socket

5

Fibre switch 2>3 NW75

8

Ribbon fabric bag

11

Air vent

3

Amplification socket

6

Rotary hose connector

9

Suction drum 115L/250L

12

Intake filter

13

Electrical installation

Available with your ad imprint
The large surfaces of the X-Floc insulation blowing mobiles –
especially tarpaulin and box trailers – offer excellent space for
effective advertising.
We will gladly support you with layout suggestions or templates for
advertising designs witch will be done on the part of the customer.
We adapt our ready-made artworks (you will find a few examples on
the next page) to your needs free of charge, and even if you already
have an existing motif, our media communications departement may
assist you to realise it with pleasure.
If you use the X-Floc logo (and our illustrations) for your advertising
message, you will receive a discount!

10
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X-Floc insulation blowing mobiles – Advertising imprint
Would you like to design your ad imprint yourself or commission an
advertising agency of your choice to create the artwork? Our media
communication department will gladly provide you with the standard
file templates as well as our brochure „Layout specifications for the
advertising imprint of insulation blowing mobiles“.
Still no idea for your advertising print? Below you will find a small
selection of our reference motifs. For a larger selection of references
and further information, please visit our website or contact us
directly. We will advise you with pleasure!

X-Floc design (Layout2) for tarpaulin trailer HR

X-Floc design (Layout03) for box trailer with flap

X-Floc design (Layout01) for 2-door box trailer

References

X-Floc insulation blowing mobiles
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X-Floc insulation blowing mobiles – Vehicle equipment examples
References
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X-Floc insulation blowing mobiles – Vehicle equipment examples
References

X-Floc insulation blowing mobiles
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X-Floc insulation blowing mobiles – Vehicle equipment examples
References
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X-Floc insulation blowing mobiles – Vehicle equipment examples
References

X-Floc insulation blowing mobiles
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X-Floc – the brand for quality and innovation in blow-in technology.
Since its foundation in 1994, X-Floc Dämmtechnik-Maschinen GmbH hast been developing, manufacturing and selling
insulation blowing machines and accessories. Our customers include many trades and installation companies, carpentries, roofing companies as well as joineries, drywallers and the like. For prefabricated house manufacturers, we supply
complete filling systems since 2014, which enable the industrial production of elements with blow-in insulation.
Because we have always developed our technology hand in hand with our customers and the manufacturers of loose insulation materials, our products are compatible with almost all blow-in products available on the market. With our great
innovative strength, product diversity and the valued service, we are recognised worldwide as a specialist in pneumatic
conveying. Our high quality standards and the „Made in Germany“ seal are also among the most important criteria for
the choise from our customers.

X-Floc Dämmtechnik-Maschinen GmbH
Rosine-Starz-Straße 12 · 71272 Renningen · Germany
Telefon: + 49 - 7159 - 80470 - 30 · Fax: -40
E-Mail: info@x-floc.com · www.x-floc.com

www.x-ﬂoc.com/videos
X-Floc Einblasmobil

Prices on request · Status 01.2022 · Subject to errors and changes · PDF at www.x-floc.com/download

Your X-Floc representative

Nozzles and blowing accessories
The right injection tool for every application

Nozzles and blowing accessories
` Injection nozzles and rotary nozzles
` Injection needles and lances
` Insertion, sealing and venting
accessories
` Hole saws and sealing parts

X-Floc Injection nozzles
Injection nozzles: One-piece, with adapters and/or ball valve
Rigid injection nozzles are particularly suitable for blowing in doubleskin masonry and for insulating small cavities.
Injection nozzles with nozzle pipe adapters are for applications where
abrasive insulating materials are used that wear out the blow-in
nozzles. With the wing nut lock, the nozzle pipe adapter can be easily
replaced or exchanged for another nozzle outlet.
In the field of cavity wall insulation, they are an indispensable tool.
In stud wall constructions and in renovation, they are the tool for
narrow and hard-to-reach cavities. There are also spatial reasons for
choosing these blowing tools. They require only very small blow-in
openings that are not conspicuous or easy to conceal due to their
small diameter.
Professional blowers often have different versions of these blowing
tools in order to blow in cavities that can otherwise only be filled with
difficulty or not at all. The following applies to all injection nozzles:
the larger the nozzle, the higher the throughput

Injection nozzle

ED50>15

ED50>20

ED50>24

` Cavity wall insulation
Injection nozzles are often used
for cavity walls made of brickwork.

` Stud walls/restoration
Small and difficult-to-access cavities
are another main area of application
for injection nozzles.

ED50>29

ED50>30

ED50>50

ED63>63

ED50>oval

Article number

3637

2688

2826

3961

4037

571

300

6889

5670

1737

Nozzle outlet

straight

straight

angled*

straight

straight

cranked

cranked

45°

angled*

oval

One-piece

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

Nozzle pipe adapter

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

Ball valve

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

Cellulose
Wood fibre
Glass and rock wool
Bulk materials

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

{

z

z

z

z

z

{

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

Pipe diameter (mm)

15

20

20

24

29

30

50

50

63

50>75x14

Total length L1 (mm)

335

340

360

320

320

330

200

250

225

245

{

{

{

Suitability insulation material:

170

187

186

175

190

200

{

NW50 (2")

NW50 (2“)

NW50 (2“)

NW50 (2“)

NW50 (2“)

NW50 (2“)

NW50 (2“)

NW50 (2“)

NW63 (2½“)

NW50 (2“)

Drill hole required (mm)

>15

>20

>23

>24

>29

>30

>50

>50

>68

>77x15

Material

Steel

Steel

Steel

Steel

Steel

Steel

Steel

Insertion depth L2 (mm)
Hose connection

Surface
Weight (kg)

Powder-coated Powder-coated Powder-coated Powder-coated Powder-coated Powder-coated Powder-coated
0,3

0,3

0,3

0,31

0,31

0,31

0,42

Stainless steel Stainless steel Stainless steel
blank

blank

blank

0,42

0,64

0,4

All values approximate. z well-suited/yes z recommended with limitation { unsuitable/no/no details
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X-Floc Injection nozzles
Dimensioning principle injection nozzles
Nozzle body

Optional ball valve with/without
adapter

Pipe with different
nozzle outlets

Insertion depth L2
Total length L1

Characteristics of the different nozzle outlets
straight

cranked

angeld

45°

Ø drill hole = Ø nozzle outlet + 3 mm

ED38>18-AV

ED50>21-WE

ED50>21-AV-WE

ED50>24-AV

ED50>24-WE

5710

6377

4959

6017

5998

6201

5692

6415

11244

straight

45°

straight

45°

straight

45°

straight

45°

straight

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

z

z

z

z

{

{

z

z

z

{

{

z

z

z

z

{

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

{

z

{

z

{

{

{

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

18

18

21

21

21

21

24

24

24

430

430

310

430

370

480

410

410

420

220

220

130

240

250

240

200

200

240

NW38 (1½“)

NW38 (1½“)

NW50 (2“)

NW50 (2“)

NW50 (2“)

NW50 (2“)

NW50 (2“)

NW50 (2“)

NW50 (2“)

>18

>18

>21

>21

>21

>21

>24

>24

>24

Steel/ Stainless
steel

Steel/ Stainless
steel

Steel/ Stainless
steel

Steel/ Stainless
steel

Steel/ Stainless
steel

Steel/ Stainless
steel

Steel/ Stainless
steel

Steel/ Stainless
steel

Steel/Stainless
steel

Powder-coated/
blank

Powder-coated/
blank

Powder-coated/
blank

Powder-coated/
blank

Powder-coated/
blank

Powder-coated/
blank

Powder-coated/
blank

Powder-coated/
blank

Powder-coated/
blank

0,44

0,44

0,4

0,4

0,4

0,4

0,72

0,72

0,47

X-Floc Nozzles and blowing accessories
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X-Floc Rotary nozzles
Rotary nozzles: Injection nozzles with pivot bearing
The nozzle pipe of these injection nozzles is equipped with a pivot
bearing (sliding bearing). With the help of the turning handle, the
nozzle outlet can be turned comfortably.
This function is absolutely necessary for large, high cavities, because
it allows the material flow to be directed in a targeted manner. In this
way, a homogeneous compaction is achieved that complies with the
approval.
In terms of the field of application, rotary nozzles are more or less the
same as injection nozzles. However, in order to blow in elements with
a large height or width professionally, a rotary nozzle is required. All
X-Floc rotary nozzles have a nozzle outlet with shaping.
In combination with the rotating mechanism, the advantages of the
steerable material flow are achieved. When working with rotary
nozzles, it is important to note that the planking thickness is smaller
than the insertion depth.

Rotary nozzle

DD50>24

DD50>24-45° DD50>24-90°

DD50>29

` Cavity wall insulation
Rotary nozzles are often used in
cavity wall insulation, where
insulation material is inserted
through a narrow opening in a
two-shelled masonry wall.

` Stud walls/restauration
Cavities that are difficult to access
with great height or width are
another main area of application for
rotary nozzles.

DD50>29-90°

DD50>35

DD50>35-45°

DD63>35

DD63>35

DD50>29-45°

Article number

852

6291

2828

544

4788

3569

6297

2496

8503

8081

Nozzle outlet

shaped

45°

angled*

shaped

angled*

angled*

45°

angled*

shaped

45°

>4

>4

>4

>4

>4

>4,5

>4,5

>4,5

>4,5

>4

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

{

{

{

z

{

{

{

{

z

{

{

{

{

z

{

{

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

Pipe diameter (mm)

24

24

24

29

29

35

35

35

35

29

Total length L1 (mm)

420

420

380

350

445

337

337

337

337

420

Insulation strength SD (cm)
Suitability insulation materials:
Cellulose
Wood fibre
Glass and rock wool
Bulk materials

Insertion depth L2 (mm)

277

277

235

209

300

195

195

195

195

270

NW50 (2")

NW50 (2“)

NW50 (2“)

NW50 (2“)

NW50 (2“)

NW50 (2“)

NW50 (2“)

NW63 (2½“)

NW63 (2½“)

NW50 (2“)

Hose fastener

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

Spacer

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

>26

>26

>26

>30

>31

>37

>37

>37

>37

>31

Material

steel/alu

steel/alu

steel/alu

steel/alu

steel/alu

steel/alu

steel/alu

steel/alu

steel/alu

steel/alu

Surface

powdercoated/
anodised

powdercoated/
anodised

powdercoated/
anodised

powdercoated/
anodised

powdercoated/
anodised

powdercoated/
anodised

powdercoated/
anodised

powdercoated/
anodised

powdercoated/
anodised

powdercoated/
anodised

1,0

1,0

1,0

1,0

1,0

1,1

1,1

1,1

1,1

1,0

Hose connection

Drill hole required (mm)

Weight (kg)

All values approximate. z well-suited/yes z recommended with limitation { unsuitable/no/no details
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X-Floc Rotary nozzles
Dimensioning principle rotary nozzles

Injection nozzles:
Board thickness SB

Insulation strength SD

Drill hole DR

Insertion depth L2
Total length L1

DD63>35-45°

DD75>50

DD75>50-45°

7146

2997

8128

45°

angled*

45°

>4,5

>5

>5

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

35

50

50

333

360

370

195

213

230

NW63 (2½“)

NW75 (3“)

NW75 (3“)

z

z

z

z

z

z

>37

>52

>52

steel/alu

steel/alu

steel/alu

powdercoated/
anodised

powdercoated/
anodised

powdercoated/
anodised

1,1

1,1

1,1

General information
` Nozzle outlet angled*: 90°
Pipe bend and straight sawn off
ensures good deflection of the
material flow with good insertion
into the drill hole.
` The larger the nozzle, the higher
the flow rate
` With small nozzle cross-sections
(<30mm), the flow of material
must be reduced by means of a
sluice gate on the machine.
` For materials with a high specific
weight (<80kg/m3) hoses with
smaller cross-sections are
preferable to increase the air
speed.
` The cranked or angled nozzle
outlet can be used for abrasive
fluids can wear out wear out in
a short time.

Cavity wall insulation

Manhole filling
X-Floc Nozzles and blowing accessories
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X-Floc Rotary nozzles
Ventilated rotary nozzles
With dry injection, loose insulation material is inserted through a into
fully closed cavities (stud wall constructions) through a injection hole.
The filling takes place by means of a vented rotary nozzle from the
bottom upwards, whereby air transports and distributes the insulation material. An overpressure is created in the cavity during the
blowing process, which compresses the insulation material as the
filling level increases. Excess air is removed in a controlled manner.
With the help of the vented rotary nozzle, the excess air is guided
through the perforated plate cage into the dust bag, filtered and
discharged from the component. This reduces the amount of dust
generated during injection to a minimum. Blowing in with a ventilated rotary nozzle also saves time and effort.
Dry injection with a ventilated rotary nozzle

Passive venting
The excess air is discharged automatically by the overpressure..
Active venting
The excess air is actively removed in a controlled manner by a suction
device at the outlet nozzle of the rotary nozzle.

Rotary nozzle

X-Jet 63

X-Jet 63
with clamping ring

X-Jet 75

X-Jet 75
with clamping ring

J-Jet 75

J-Jet 75>75

S-Jet 631)

Article number

1708

3843

1789

2929

3795

8477

4910

Nozzle outlet

angled*

angled*

angled*

angled*

angled*

angled*

shaped

Passive/active venting

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

ø Nozzle pipe/hose (mm)

35

35

50

50

50

60

NW63

Suitability insulation materials:
Cellulose
Wood fibre
Glass and rock wool
Bulk materials

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

{

{

z

z

z

z

z

{

{

z

z

z

z

z

{

{

{

{

z

z

z

>10

>14

>14

>16

2)

Insulation strength min. SD (cm)

>5,5

Insulation strength max. SD (cm)
Board thickness SB (mm)
Flange adjustable

2)

>7,5

>8,5

<30

<20

<40

<40

<45

<60

<60

<40

15...35

<40

15...35

10...75

10...75

10...75

{

{

{

{

z

z

z

Total length L1 (mm)

333

333

371

371

426

465

390

Insertion depth L2 (mm)

L3-SB

L3-SB

L3-SB

L3-SB

140

160

160

98

82

126

110

{

{

{

NW63 (2½“)

NW63 (2½“)

NW75 (3“)

NW75 (3“)

NW75 (3“)

NW75 (3“)

NW63 (2½“)

z

z

z

z

z

z

{

85...87

106,5

106,5...107,5

106,5

105...115

105...115

105...115

Length L3 (mm)
Hose connection DS
Hose fastener
Drill hole DR (mm)
Pivot bearing
Material

sliding ring and ball bearing

sliding ring

steel/stainless steel/alu/plastic

alu/stainless steel

All values approximate. z well-suited/yes z recommended with limitation { unsuitable/no/no details
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X-Floc Rotary nozzles
Filling concept
The ventilated rotary nozzle is
placed in custom-fit injection
hole which is made with a hole
saw. The element is filled (1) up
to the height of the nozzle outlet. The pressure sound change
from a noisy to a airless, quiet
pressure sound (2). Now the
nozzle outlet must be turned one
after another to both element
corners thus achieving an ideal
insulation density in the upper
area (3).

3

2

1

X-Jet: Vented rotary nozzle with clamping springs or clamping ring
Advantages at a glance
` Reduces the risk of deformation by ventilation
` Fixation in the drill hole with clamping springs
(alternatively with clamping ring)
` Rotary bearing with sliding ring and ball bearing
` Available in two sizes NW63 (2½“) or NW75 (3“),
in each case also available with clamping ring

` Product variants:
X-Jet 63 art.no. 1708 / with clamping ring art.no. 3843
X-Jet 75 art.no. 1789 / with clamping ring art.no. 2929
` Clamping ring, suitable for X-Jet 63 / X-Jet 75 retrofittable
` Technical data: see table on page 6

SD

SB
Handle

Spacer ring
Clamping springs
Nozzle tube, rotatable
DS

DR

Vent cage
L2
Dust bag

L3
L1

X-Jet with clamping springs

Clamping ring

X-Jet with clamping ring

X-Floc Nozzles and blowing accessories

Accessories

Description

Art. no.

Clamping ring

ø 106,5mm

2223

Spacer ring

10mm
15mm
25mm

4372
4374
4373

Hole saw with ejection

ø 106,5mm

4966

Hole saw professional

ø 106,5mm

1733

Hole saw HF with ejection

ø 106,5mm

9145

Sealing corks

ø 106mm

1948

Sealing plugs

ø 106mm

4673

Hole saws ø 85mm as well as sealing corks/plugs ø 85mm and other
accessories can be found unter the heading „Blowing accessories“.
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X-Floc Rotary nozzles
J-Jet: Vented rotary nozzle with adjustable clamping flange
Advantages at a glance
`
`
`
`
`
`

` Product variants:
J-Jet 75 art.no. 3795
J-Jet 75>75 art.no. 8477
` Technical data: see table on page 6

Reduces the risk of deformation by ventilation
Economical by saving of time
Effort-saving operation
Dust-free process
Simple fixing by sash lock
Adjustable clamping flange for different board
thicknesses

Handle

SD

SB

Lever for sash lock
Adjustable clamping flange

Sash recorder

Nozzle tube, rotatable
DS

DR

Vent cage
L2
Dust bag

L1

J-Jet with adjustable clamping flange

Filling concept
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Make the injection opening with the help of a hole saw (1) Adjust the clamping flange (2) Insert the rotary nozzle into the injection opening (3)
Clamp the nozzle (4) and fix it by means of a sash recorder (5) Inject the insulation material (6) Fill up the tool displacement manually (7) Close
the injection opening with a sealing cork (8)

Accessories

Description

Art.no.

Hole saw with ejection

ø 106,5mm

4966

Hole saw professional

ø 106,5mm

1733

Hole saw HF with ejection

ø 106,5mm

9145

Sealing corks

ø 106mm

1948

Sealing plugs

ø 106mm

4673

Other accessories can be found unter the heading „Blowing accessories“.

Vented rotary nozzle X-Floc J-Jet: Optimised for high throughputs
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X-Floc Rotary nozzles
S-Jet: Vented rotary nozzle with integrated hose feed-through
The S-Jet is a logical step in the development of rotary nozzle technology. The fusion of the processes makes it possible to fill deep long
cavities and compress them evenly with only one injection tool.
Thanks to the sealed hose feed-through, there is hardly any loss of
insulation material during injection.
The excellent ventilation also ensures minimal dust development
and low component stress during blowing.
A movable soft NW63 (2½") delivery or blow-in hose is included in
the scope of delivery. However, the S-Jet can also be supplied with
a stiffer blow-in hose on request.

Advantages at a glance
` Combines the advantages of hose and rotary nozzle blowing
due to integrated hose feed-through
` Simple fixing by sash lock
` Adjustable to different planking thicknesses due to
adjustable flange
` Suitable for walls, sloping roofs and ceilings
` S-Jet 63 art.no. 4910
` Technical data: see table on page 6
SD

SB
Lever for sash lock

Spacer ring
Nozzle tube, rotatable

Sash recorder
DS

Injection hose
DR
Vent cage

Dust bag

L2
L1

S-Jet with integrated hose feed-through

Filling concept
Air

Air

1

2

3

4

At the beginning of the injection process, guide the hose to the end of the compartment (1) Pull the hose back gradually during filling. The stop
at the front end of the hose prevents it from slipping out (2) at the hose stop use like a rotary nozzle (3) Fill the compartment corners by turning
the nozzle head (4)
Accessories

Description

Art.no.

Hole saw with ejection

ø 106,5mm

4966

Hole saw professional

ø 106,5mm

1733

Hole saw HF with ejection

ø 106,5mm

9145

Sealing corks

ø 106mm

1948

Sealing plugs

ø 106mm

4673

Other accessories can be found unter the heading „Blowing accessories“.

Venting cage and connected dust bag guarantee excellent venting and minimal dust generation. The sash lock and the adjustable flange with
gasket close the injection opening well and allow comfortable operation.

X-Floc Nozzles and blowing accessories
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X-Floc Injection needles
Injection needles with piercing aid
Accurate filling and compacting: X-Floc injection needles are
primarily bent aluminium tubes for precise insertion of insulation
material, for re-compacting insulation layers and buffer insulation
as well as for blowing in slots and hard-boarded compartments
with a sufficiently large blow-in outlet. The specially shaped pipe
tip facilitates the piercing of foils and boards.
For blowing in horizontal elements and e.g. for blowing in roof
slopes (from the unfinished attic), the blowing needles are also
available in a straight version.

Advantages at a glance
`
`
`
`

Due to the good ergonomics, climbing steps are not necessary
Low weight due to thin-walled aluminium tube
Bending makes it easy to reach even distant corners
Smooth surface for easy sealing and avoidance of insulation
residues when pulling out the needle
` Specially shaped tube tip with coloured marking for easy
shifting or for directing the flow of material.

Straight design

Bend

Hose connection
Pipe tip

Filling concept
2

3

4

Example: stud wall
Insert injection needle (1), swivel (2), pull out and turn upwards (3) Fill
upper area by swivelling (4)
Injection needle

Min. insulation strength SD

Hose connection ø

Injection opening

6

5

Example: Sloping roof (5) and ceiling (6)
Start blowing in at the lower end of the rafter

Total length L

Art.no.

NW50-100

approx. 100mm

NW50 (2")

ø 120mm

approx. 100cm

6180

NW38-130

approx. 120mm

NW38 (1½“)

ø 120mm

approx. 130cm

5304

NW50-140

approx. 170mm

NW50 (2“)

ø 120mm

approx. 140cm

5303

approx. 230mm

NW63 (2½")

ø 120mm

approx. 140cm

5836

approx. 310mm

NW75 (3")

ø 120mm

approx. 140cm

6710

NW50-180

approx. 200mm

NW50 (2“)

ø 120mm

approx. 180cm

5153

NW63-180

approx. 270mm

NW63 (2½“)

ø 120mm

approx. 180cm

6390

NW75-180

approx. 340mm

NW75 (3“)

ø 120mm

approx. 180cm

6711

all insulation
thicknesses

NW38 (1½“)
NW50 (2“)
NW63 (2½“)
NW75 (3“)

ø >38mm
ø >50mm
ø >63mm
ø >75mm

up to 600cm*
Standard length:
300cm

6028
5730
5839
5840

L

NW63-140
NW75-140

SD

Ø

1

NW38-straight
NW50-straight
NW63-straight
NW75-straight

* Specify desired length when ordering.
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X-Floc Injection needles
Comparison of injection needles
` Injection needle NW50-100
Art.no. 6180

` Injection needle NW38-130
Art.no. 5340

` Injection needle NW50-140
Art.no. 5303

` Injection needle NW63-140
Art.no. 5836
ุ

 1

 1

14

14

14

FD



` Injection needle NW75-140
Art.no. 6710

` Injection needle NW50-180
Art.no. 5153

` Injection needle NW63-180
Art.no. 6390

1

` Injection needle NW75-180
Art.no. 6711
ุ

ุ

ุ


FD 
1
FD 1

 
FD 1

FD 

1

FD 11

FD



FD
FD 



 1

1

 4

1

 

1

FD


FD


14

FD



 1





ุ






FD



FD

FD

FD

FD



FD

FD



FD



ื

ื




ื



FD



ื



FD



FD





FD

















The specifications correspond to the minimum insulation strengths for fixed planking with 120 mm drill holes. With foils or long holes (e.g. two
overlapping holes 106,5 mm = approx. 170 mm long hole), the needles can already be used with lower insulation thicknesses.
For optimal handling of the blow-in needles, we recommend the matching connection sets and hose swivel connectors as a supplement.
X-Floc Nozzles and blowing accessories
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X-Floc Injection needles
Connection sets and accessories
The matching connection set is the optimal addition for easy
handling of the injection needle. Each set contains a 4m long flexible
conveying hose, a reducer tube connector, two hose clamps and a
sealing sponge.
Also rotatable hose connectors (SDVxx) are available as an option,
allowing easy handling of the injection and delivery hoses without
creating loops. These connectors are compatible with our entire
range of hoses and can be perfectly combined with the injection
needle and connection set.

Connection recommendation and preparation
We recommend hose swivel connectors, as these allow easy
and make it easier to work with the injection needle.
easier. They are available as an option.
` Good manoeuvrability due to long upstream working hose
` Avoidance of hose blockages
` Highest possible throughput/performance

Seal element
e.g. Injection bezel

rox
.4

m

SDVxx (optional)

app

Reducer
tube connector

Rotary hose connectors (SDV) facilitate working with the injection needle

suitable for injection needle

Art.no.

6180

5304

5303

5836

6710

5153

6390

6711

6028

5730

5839

5840

Connection set NW75>50

6103

z

{

z

{

{

z

{

{

{

z

{

z

Connection set NW63>50

6206

z

{

z

{

{

z

{

{

{

z

{

{

Rotary hose connector SDV50

6522

z

{

z

{

{

z

{

{

{

{

{

{

Connection set NW63>38

6104

{

z

{

{

{

{

{

{

z

{

{

{

Connection set NW75>63

6124

{

{

{

z

{

{

z

{

{

{

z

z

Rotary hose connector SDV63

6896

{

{

{

z

{

{

z

{

{

{

{

{

Connection set NW90>75

10141

{

{

{

{

z

{

{

z

{

{

{

{

Rotary hose onnector SDV75

4451

{

{

{

{

z

{

{

z

{

{

{

{

z suitable/yes { unsuitable/no

Recommended injection openings

Circular hole `
Oval

Oblique bore `
Rectangle
Oblong hole `
Injection needles are also ideally suited for filling hard-boarded compartments
12
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X-Floc Injection needles
Connection sets

Hose connector rotatable

The connection set is an obligatory accessory and indispensable
for effective work with the injection needle. For suitable needle set
combinations, please refer to the table on the previous page. Each
connection set includes the following accessories as standard:

For easy turning and for easy handling of the hoses without looping,
we recommend the use of rotatable hose connectors. The thin-walled,
smooth aluminium connectors are smooth-running. The grooves on
both sides ensure a firm hold of the hoses and a rubber seal provides
an optimal seal.
The connectors can be completely dismantled for cleaning.

1x Transport hose
Transparent spiral hose made of PU/PVC compound for the
material transport of non-abrasive insulation materials.

Rotary hose connector

1x Reducer tube connector
Transition piece made of high-strength aluminium for connecting
injection and transport hoses with different diameters.
Maximum sealing effect, material clogging practically excluded..
2x Hose clamps
Screw clamps for securing hose connections.
The wide steel band protects the hose and provides a firm hold.

for injection needle

Art.no.

SDV50

Art.no. 6180, 5303, 5153

6522

SDV63

Art.no. 5836, 6390

6896

SDV75

Art.no. 6710, 6711

4451

1x Sealing sponge
Foam sponge made of special air-permeable material for sealing
injection openings during injection.

Further accessories
Conveying hose

Art.no.

NW38 (1½")

414

NW50 (2")

329

NW63 (2½")

573

NW75 (3")

284

Reducer tube connector
NW75>50 (3">2")

Art.no.
1262

NW63>50 (2½">2")

1264

NW63>38 (2½">1½")

1970

NW75>63 (3">2½")

1261

NW90>75 (3½">3")

1971

Hose clamps

Accessories

Description

Art.no.

Injection bezel universal

ø 30...60mm
ø 45...70mm
ø 65...100mm

8787
8906
8907

Hole saw

ø 106,5mm
ø 120mm

4966
5282

Hole saw professional

ø 106,5mm

1733

Hole saw HF

ø 106,5mm

9145

Sealing corks

ø 106mm
ø 120mm

1948
4671

Sealing plugs

ø 109mm
ø 120mm

8950
8951

Further accessory details can be found under the heading „Blowing
accessories“.

Art.no.
NW38 (1½")

518

NW50 (2")

175

NW63 (2½")

176

NW75 (3")

177

Sealing sponge

Art.no.

NW38/NW50

7101

NW50/NW63

7100

NW63/NW75

7099

Of course, the accessories are also available individually and the sets
can be adapted to special customer requirements.
Injection needle with specially shaped, colour-marked tube tip as a piercing aid
X-Floc Nozzles and blowing accessories
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X-Floc Injection lances
Vented injection lances
The injection lance is used to fill horizontal or only slightly inclined
wall, roof and ceiling elements. The double pipe construction ensures good drainage of the excess air. The loose insulation material
is blown into the cavity through the inner pipe, the conveying air is
discharged from the cavity via the annular gap between the inner
and outer pipe. This can be done via the venting cage and the dust
bag supplied (passive venting) or via a suction station with suction
drum (active venting).
The material-carrying inner pipe allows a high insulation throughput and can be earthed if required. The electrostatic charge that
can arise from the transport of insulation material is thus effectively
dissipated.

Advantages at a glance
` The lightweight design ensures ease of operation and therefore
also saves time during the injection process
` Rigid design enables controlled blowing-in process as well as
uniform distribution and compaction
` Low stress on the cladding materials due to ventilation
` Hardly any insulation material adheres thanks to the smooth
outer wall
` Small outer diameter, so that e.g. the sill is not unnecessarily
weakened

Industrial-grade element filling with the aid of vented injection lances

Effective lengths up to 5,55 m

Injection lance

Earth
connection
Dust bag

Vent cage

Outer pipe
plastic

Inner pipe
aluminium

Stopper

Telescopic injection lance

Effective lengths up to 11,70 m

Telescopic pipe

Freely selectable lance length
During the filling process, the lance is inserted through an injection
opening in the frame of the element along its entire length.
The rigid injection lance can be used up to a maximum effective
length of 5,55m. For element lengths from 4,00m up to 11,70m
the use of a telescopic injection lance is recommended.
For good handling, the rear space must be sufficiently dimensioned
or larger than the total length of the injection lance.
Injection lance nozzle with dust bag
14

Injection lance optional with pointed needle
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X-Floc Injection lances
Rigid injection lance
Distance to rear wall
Overall length
Effective length
DA

DB

Air

Earth connection
Stud cavity length

Active air extraction
Filtered
air

Determination of the lance length:
Effective length = stud cavity length + frame thickness + thickness of the injection sleeve (optional)
Overall length = effective length + 450 mm

Telescopic injection lance
Overall length
Distance to rear wall
Effective length
Inserted length
DA

DB
Air

Stud cavity length

Aktive air extraction
Filtered
air

Determination of the lance length:
Effective length = stud cavity length + frame thickness + thickness of the injection sleeve (optional)
Overall length (lifted) = effective length + 450 mm
Overall length (inserted) =

effective length
+ 750 mm
2

Accessories (optional)
Injection lance

NW75/50

NW90/63

2675

3740

4626

10254

1,50 - 5,55

1,50 - 5,55

2,00 - 11,70

2,00 - 11,70

z

z

z

z

Hose connection

NW50 (2")

NW63(2½")

NW50 (2“)

NW63(2½“)

ø Inner pipe (mm)

50 x 1,5mm

63 x 1,5mm

50 x 1,5mm

63 x 1,5mm

ø Outer pipe DA (mm)

75 (3")

90 (3½")

75 (3“)

90 (3½“)

Req. drill hole DB (mm)

≥85

≥100

≥85

≥100

Material

outer pipe PE / inner pipe aluminium (stainless steel on request)

Art.no.
Effective length* (m)
Ventilation

Weight

approx. 2kg/m

approx. 2kg/m

Teleskop NW 75/50 Teleskop NW90/63

approx. 2kg/m

Accessories

Description

VS28 Complete set

115l
250l

Art.no.
2886
5017

VS33 Complete set

115l
250l

5939
5940

Hole saw

ø 85,5mm
ø 102mm

4977
7537

Reducing connector

NW 75>50
NW 90>75

1262
1971

Further accessories, see category „Blowing accessories“.

approx. 2kg/m

* freely selectable z yes passive/active

X-Floc Nozzles and blowing accessories
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X-Floc Insertion, sealing and venting accessories
Injection bezel
The injection bezel art.no. 2911 facilitates the blowing injection of
loose insulation materials in wall and ceiling structures. Also formworks with supporting battens with vapour barriers and air tightness
membranes can be injected more secure.
Application: Insert the injection bezel behind the battens. Make a
cross cut in the middle of the injection bezel with a (cutter) knife. The
flexible, tear-resistant membrane ø 30mm / 45mm (standard) / 68mm
encloses blow-in hoses NW50-NW90 almost dust-tight. For seamless
work, the use of two or more injection bezels is recommended.

20...44 mm

Locking bracket
reversed

The advantages/features at a glance
` Dimensions approx. 540x200x50mm (LxWxH), weight approx. 0,8kg
` Application allows quick change of blowing position
` Adjustable locking bracket for lath thicknesses of 20-44mm
(when the stop rail is reversed, the result is 5-28mm) prevents the
geomembranes from being pressed in and damaged

5...28 mm

Detachable tubing port
The handy tubing port art.no. 6737 (planking thicknesses 10-35mm)
and art.no. 7006 (planking thicknesses 30-80mm) is fastening in the
drill hole by means of clamping mechanism.
The dimensions are 250x250mm (LxW). Thanks to the flexible seal
and the multi-layer rubber rosette at the hose entry, it is self-sealing
with respect to the compartment.
The advantages/features at a glance
` Can be used up to a planking thickness of max. 80mm
` Required drill hole ø = 106,5 to 120mm
` Can be used for hose sizes NW50 (2"), NW63 (2½"), NW75 (3")
and NW90 (3½")
` 3-layer rubber rosette for sealing the hose grommet
` Flexible sealing to prevent dust from escaping from the
injection opening
` Ergonomic locking latch for easy opening and locking
as well as for one-hand operation

Injection bezel universal
The injection bezel art.no. 9209 or Art.-Nr. 9209 is suitable for
almost all injection tools, e.g. injection/conveying hoses, injection
needles, injection lances, injection and rotary nozzles.
It is fixed in the drill hole or long hole with the help of the clamping
mechanism (clamping bracket with spring) and is self-sealing. This
leaves the professional‘s hands free to guide the injection tool and
operate the machine control.
An extremely tear-resistant rubber membrane reliably seals against
both smooth surfaces (e.g. injection needles) and hoses (e.g. injection
or conveying hose). Excess air that enters the compartment during injection can escape easily thanks to the air-permeable sealing sponge.
The sponge also compensates for different planking thicknesses.

16
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X-Floc Insertion, sealing and venting accessories
The advantages/features at a glance

Membrane

` Art.no. 9209 for planking thicknesses 12...25mm
` Art.-Nr. 9657 for planking thicknesses 30...80mm
incl. 2x sealing sponge art.no. 9077 (15mm)
and 2x sealing sponge art.no. 9661 (25mm)
` Required drill hole or long hole ø 95 bis 120mm
` Rubber membrane for sealing the injection bezel
Art.no. 8903 Seal ø = 45mm (standard)
Art.no. 8904 Seal ø = 68mm (optional)
 Art.no. 8842 Seal ø = 30mm (optional)
Please specify optional design when ordering.
` Dimensions of injection bezel:
230 x 280mm or incl. bracket handles 354 x 280mm







8903

8904




8842

Clamping socket
The clamping socket art.no. 2462 is used for dust-tight fastening
of a NW75 (3") injection hose in all materials with a wall thickness of
at least 10mm and a drill hole diameter between 106.5 and 108mm.
The clamping socket is pressed into the injection opening, whereby
the rubber seal provides additional hold and the prevention of dust
emissions

Venting clamp connection
The ventilation clamping connector art.no. 8422 with perforated
vent cage is used for passive or active ventilation of components as
well as for air guidance in the compartment. It is mainly used for
airtight pressure-sensitive cladding.
The advantages/features at a glance
`
`
`
`

Vent cage ø approx. 75mm
Total length approx. 85mm (or approx. 184,5mm)
Clamping socket suitable for drill hole 106,5-108mm
Hose connection / venting spigot NW75 (3")

Further application (drawing on the right): Drill a second hole at the
lower end of the field, place the venting clamp socket art.no. 5169
and now blow in as usual. The conveying air is discharged from the
field, thus directing the material flow and minimising the pressure
increase.

Sealing sponges
Sealing sponges are mainly used to seal injection openings during
hose blowing.
Injection hose

Size (LxWxH)

Drill hole

Art.no.

NW38/50 (1½"/2")

250x250x40mm

35mm

7101

NW50/63 (2“/2½“)

250x250x40mm

50mm

7100

NW63/75 (2½“/3“)

250x250x40mm

70mm

7099

NW38/50 (1½"/2")

400x300x40mm

35mm

6336

NW50/63 (2“/2½“)

400x300x40mm

50mm

3947

NW63/75 (2½“/3“)

400x300x40mm

70mm

0292

X-Floc Nozzles and blowing accessories
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X-Floc Blowing accessories
Hole saw HF with ejection
The hole saw HF was specially developed for drilling soft wood fibre
boards (insulation boards, plaster base boards).
Due to the special cutting geometry and the extremely thin cutting
edge without a centring hole, very short drilling times as well as a
distinctly clean drilling result can be achieved.
All HF hole saws have an ejector mechanism that makes it easy to
remove the drill core. The dimensionally accurate drill core can be
reused with glue to seal the hole.
In addition to the hole saw, the scope of delivery includes a plastic
threaded box to protect the cutting edge as well as a sharpening
stone, which is used for easy resharpening of the hole saw according
to the enclosed operating instructions.

Art.no.

9145

9334

Hole saw HF for exact blow-in openings in softwood fibreboards

9335

ø Drill hole

106,5mm

120mm

85mm

Cutting depth

approx. 85mm

approx. 85mm

approx. 85mm

Weight

approx. 0,6kg

approx. 0,6kg

approx. 0,6kg

Recommended speed for all hole saws HF approx. 400-600 U/min.

D r illi

ng d

iam e

te r

Ø 13m

m

Plastic container to
protect the cutting
edge

Cut tin
g

d e p th

≤ 85 m

m

Extremely thin cutting
edge

Ejection system for
easy removal of the
drill core

Application principle

1

2

3

4

5

6

Mark the drill hole (1) Position the hole saw on the marking, switch on the machine and drill with moderate pressure (2) Pull the hole saw with
drill core out of the planking and push out the drill core using the ejection system (3) Remove the drill core (4) Apply wood glue to the drill core
(5) Insert the drill core flat according to the markings and fix it with a wooden board and hammer (6)
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X-Floc Blowing accessories
Hole saw with ejection
This powerful hole saw is ideally suited for professional production
of injection openings in a wide range of materials, such as wood,
softwood fibreboard, chipboard, coated wood board, hardboard,
PVC, glass fibre material, plasterboard, aerated concrete, clay bricks,
Yton bricks and many more.
The carbide-tipped cylinder saw is characterised by short drilling
times. Its excellent tooth geometry enables high cutting speeds as
well as optimum chip removal even at maximum depth and prevents
clogging or burning of the carbide teeth.
With the help of the easy-to-use ejection mechanism, the drill core
can be removed in seconds and without the use of additional tools.
Hole saw with ejection system for injection openings in a variety of materials

The HSS drill bits (art.no. 5032) in all sizes as well as SDS adapters
(art. no. 6492) for the hole saw with ejection system are also available
as optional accessories or spare parts.

Art.no.

10025

4966

5149

5282

4977

5038

8836

ø Drill hole

105mm

106,5mm

108mm

120mm

85,5mm

65mm

52mm

Cutting depth

approx. 58mm

approx. 58mm

approx. 58mm

approx. 58mm

approx. 58mm

approx. 58mm

approx. 58mm

Weight

approx. 0,7kg

approx. 0,7kg

approx. ??? kg

approx. 0,8kg

approx. 0,7kg

approx. 0,5kg

approx. 0,6kg

Carbide tipped drill bit:
Suitable for many materials

D r illi

ng d

iam e

te r

Ejection system
enables easy removal
of drill core

Cut tin
g

d e p th

≤ 58 m

m

No clogging due to
generous chip space
design

Steel drill saw with
deep cutting depths

Application principle
With the sealing corks and
plugs (see next page) from
our range, the injection openings can be perfectly closed.

1

2

3

4

5

Position the hole saw on the marking, switch on the machine and drill with moderate pressure (1) Pull the hole
saw with drill core out of the planking (2) Remove the drill core (3) Blow in (4) Close the drill hole (5)

X-Floc Nozzles and blowing accessories

In addition to the ones listed
here, the X-Floc range also
includes other hole saws.
Please contact us for more
information.
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X-Floc Blowing accessories
Sealing corks for injection openings
With the help of conical corks, drill holes can be sealed effortlessly
and time-savingly in just a few steps. The cork is simply applied and
pressed in until the injection opening is sealed flush. Thanks to the
conical inlet, no gluing is necessary and the closure can be plastered
over directly.

Ø D2

Ø D1

Ø DR

The corks are best used with hard planking materials such as OSB,
hardboard or plasterboard. In combination with suitable materials
and the appropriate drill hole, the injection opening can be sealed
airtight and splash-proof.
Also ideal for permanently visible wood-based panels, such as
cladding for buffer storage tanks, which have been blown in.

S = 25mm

Art.no.

3626

3838

8837

2018

5818

2208

1948

ø Drill hole DR

26 - 32mm

35 - 39mm

52 - 54mm

64 - 67mm

78 - 83mm

84 - 87mm

ø D1

26mm

35mm

51mm

64mm

78mm

84mm

105mm

120mm

ø D2

33mm

40mm

55mm

68mm

84mm

88mm

109mm

123,5mm

105 - 108mm 120 - 122,5mm

Sealing plug made of wood fibre
These plugs are used when drill holes in soft wood fibre boards are
to be sealed. The conical tooth profile facilitates their insertion and
ensures a permanently secure hold. Small drilling tolerances are
compensated for by the conical shape.

Art.no.
ø Drill hole DR

8950

Ø D2

Ø D1

S = 34mm

Ø DR

The plug is made of homogeneous, continuously hydrophobised
wood fibre and ensures immediate weather protection. It also
ensures a clean appearance and facilitates further processing, as it
can be plastered over directly.

8951

104 - 108mm 120 - 122mm

ø D1

102mm

112mm

ø D2

109mm

120mm

X-Floc Dämmtechnik-Maschinen GmbH
Rosine-Starz-Straße 12 · 71272 Renningen · Germany
Telefon: + 49 - 7159 - 80470 - 30 · Fax: -40
E-Mail: info@x-floc.com · www.x-floc.com

www.x-ﬂoc.com/videos
Einblaszubehör

Prices on request · Published 07.2022 · Errors and omissions excepted · PDF: www.x-floc.com/download
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Your X-Floc Representative

Hoses and
Connectors

Hoses: Conveyor and Injection Hoses

Advantages:
consistent polyInjection hoses made of low-wear and
f
ethylene
VC
Conveyor hoses made of flexible PU/P
f
Good rigidity properties
f
carrying
Plus tension belt for convolving and
f

Comparison of the rigidity of red and blue injection hoses
The blow-in pro distinguishes between injection and conveyor hoses.
Injection hoses are available in two rigidity classes: Red injection hoses
(1) are a bit more stiff as the blue ones (2). Both have a good ability
for insertion in stud cavities. Their flexural properties facilitate a good
channel in the cavity and they can be moved over barriers thereat.
The more flexible blue injection hose is, the easier it is to handle in winter temperatures. The smaller bending radius allows the insertion of
elements with little insulation thicknesses. The chequered design on
the inside of the hose loosens the insulation material up more. This raises the productivity of the insulation material.
Conveyor hoses are napless on the inside and relatively soft (3). They
are generally used to bridge distances between the machine and injection hose. Sometimes, they can also be used for injection. The conveyor
hose is also available with a stranded copper wire and can be grounded
against electrostatic charge.
High-strength conveyor hoses have a thick wall and a spiral shielding
made of steel. They wear considerable more after moderate use with
abrasive materials than the conventional injection or conveyor hoses.

1

3

2
AF
AR
AB

´ AR > AB

AF = Bending radius conveyor hose
AR = Bending radius injection hose red
AB = Bending radius injection hose blue

Injection Hose
standard

Conveyor Hose
flexible

chequered

Conveyor hoses, highstrength design

Reinforcement
DI

napless

Conveyor hoses with
flexible earthing lead

Earthing lead

Injection Hoses (standard)
Nominal size

Conveyor Hoses, with High-Strength Design

Ø DI

Ø drill hole

Bending
radius

Length
15 m 20 m

Prod. No.
15 / 20 m

NW38 (1½“)

38 mm

≥ 50 mm

60 mm

z

-

777

NW50 (2“)

50 mm

≥ 65 mm

80 mm

z

-

167

NW63 (2½“)

63 mm

≥ 85 mm

100 mm

z

z

166/5238

NW75 (3“)

75 mm

≥ 106,5 mm

120 mm

z

z

074/4777

NW90 (3½“)

90 mm

≥ 120 mm

160 mm

z

-

1169

Nominal size

Ø DI

Ø drill hole

Bending radius

Length

Prod. No.

NW38 (1½“)

38 mm

≥ 50 mm

38 mm

20 m

3822

NW50 (2“)

50 mm

≥ 65 mm

50 mm

20 m

1061

NW63 (2½“)

63 mm

≥ 85 mm

63 mm

20 m

1001

NW75 (3“)

75 mm

≥ 106,5 mm

75 mm

20 m

1722

Conveyor Hoses with Felxible Earthing Lead
Felxible Injection Hoses
Nominal size

Ø DI

Ø drill hole

Bending
radius

Length
15 m 20 m

Prod. No.
15 / 20 m

NW63 (2½“)

63 mm

≥ 85 mm

100 mm

z

z

4779/5239

NW75 (3“)

75 mm

≥ 106,5 mm

120 mm

z

z

4774/5237

Nominal size

Ø DI

Ø drill hole

Bending radius

Length

Prod. No.

NW38 (1½“)

38 mm

≥ 50 mm

38 mm

20 m

3818

NW50 (2“)

50 mm

≥ 65 mm

50 mm

20 m

3817

NW63 (2½“)

63 mm

≥ 85 mm

63 mm

20 m

3816

NW75 (3“)

75 mm

≥ 106,5 mm

75 mm

20 m

3815

Conveyor Hoses
Nominal size

Ø DI

Ø drill hole

Bending radius

Length

Prod. No.

NW25 (1“)

25 mm

≥ 30 mm

25 mm

20 m

704

NW38 (1½“)

38 mm

≥ 50 mm

38 mm

20 m

414

NW50 (2“)

50 mm

≥ 65 mm

50 mm

20 m

329

NW63 (2½“)

63 mm

≥ 85 mm

63 mm

20 m

573

NW75 (3“)

75 mm

≥ 106,5 mm

75 mm

20 m

284

NW90 (3½“)

90 mm

≥ 108 mm

90 mm

20 m

422

NW102 (4“)

102 mm

≥ 120 mm

102 mm

20m

8878

Tensions belts with clamping lock…
…and additional wrist strap are delivered with
every hose.(Prod. No. 1954)

Connectors

Reducer Tube Connectors

Hose Connectors
Description

Hose reduction with tapered sealing edges made of
corrosion resistant high-strength aluminium.

Prod. No.

NW90, stainless steel

1452

NW75, stainless steel

033

NW63, stainless steel

236

NW50, stainless steel

235

NW38, stainless steel

788

Description

Rotary Hose Connectors
Description

Prod. No.

SDV75, aluminium
rotatable hose connector for twist-free hose connections

4451

SDV63, aluminium
rotatable hose connector for twist-free hose connections

6896

SDV50, aluminium
rotatable hose connector for twist-free hose connections

6522

Prod. No.

NW102>75 (4‘‘>3‘‘)

6642

NW90>75 (3 ½‘‘>3‘‘)

1971

NW75>63 (3‘‘>2 ½‘‘)

1261

NW75>50 (3‘‘>2‘‘)

1262

NW63>50 (2 ½‘‘>2‘‘)

1264

NW63>38 (2 ½‘‘>1 ½‘‘)

1970

NW50>38 (2‘‘>1 ½‘‘)

1263

Y-pieces
For coupling the air from a amplifier/vacuum unit.
Example:NW75/63>75

Description

Prod. No.

NW90/75>90

4523

2. NW63

NW75/75>75

456

3. NW75

NW75/63>75

2221

NW63/63>63

3955

NW63/63>63 (plastic)

1804

1. NW75

1.

3.

2.

Hose Clamps
Description

Prod. No.

NW90 (3 ½‘‘)
for securing injection and conveyor hoses

1923

NW75 (3‘‘), quick fastener clamp
for securing injection and conveyor hoses

223

NW75 (3‘‘) / S 79-85 (Gelenkbolzenschelle)
for securing injection and conveyor hoses

3759

Y-pipes
Stainless steel y-pipes for interconnecting conveyor and injection
hoses, for Twinpack, machine combinations, Twinstar.
Description

Prod. No.

NW63>63

1132

NW50>50

3429

NW75 (3‘‘)
for securing injection and conveyor hoses

177

NW63 (2 ½‘‘)
for securing injection and conveyor hoses

176

NW50 (2‘‘)
for securing injection and conveyor hoses

175

NW38 (1 ½‘‘)
for securing injection and conveyor hoses

512

Description

NW38 (1 ½‘‘)
for securing injection and conveyor hoses

1199

Machine adapter NW75 (3‘‘) R2 ½
suitable for machines M95, EM300, EM400 and EM500

172

NW75 (3‘‘) Kn89

168

NW63 (2½‘‘) Kn89

170

Kn89>Kn66
for reduction to NW50 (Prod. no. 171) or NW38 (Prod. no. 667)

173

Kn66>Kn52
for reduction to NW50 (Prod. no. 171) or NW38 (Prod. no. 667)

668

NW50 (2‘‘) Kn66

171

NW38 (1½‘‘) Kn66

667

Glass Fibre Rods
Reinforces injection and conveyor hoses. Can be adapted by screw
thread with steel connectors. Can be secured to the hose tape in 1 m
intervals.
Ø diameter

Length

Prod. No.

9 mm

1,5 m

6544

9 mm

2,5 m

6543

9 mm

4m

6542

Quick Couplings
Description

Kn89>Kn66
Prod. No. 173

NW75 (3‘‘) R2 ½
Prod. No. 172

NW38 (1 ½‘‘) Kn66
Prod. No. 667

Fibre switch

Compact Fibre Switch
Examples for Usage:
· Uninterrupted filling of wall and roof elements
· Switch option for wide compartments which are loaded with
two hoses
· Combined multiple switches possible
Type

Inlet

Outlet

Prod. No.

NW75>75

1 × NW75 (3“)

2 × NW75 (3“)

2794

NW75>63

1 × NW75 (3“)

2 × NW63 (2 ½“)

2810

NW63>63

1 × NW63 (2 ½“)

2 × NW63 (2 ½“)

2809

Example: NW75>63
1. NW75
2. NW63 2.
3. NW63
1.
3.

Revolver Fibre Switch
Inlet side

Outlet side

Snapper
E1

Inlets
E2

A2
A1

A3

Outlets

Stands

Handle

The revolver fibre switches are equipped with 3 outlets. This facilitates rational preparation of several injection holes. Numerous compartments can be filled quickly. The fibre switches tighten very well
and are easily adjustable. It also allows simple switchovers between
blowing and aspiration mode.
Examples for Usage:
· Quick switchovers between blowing and aspiration mode
· Uninterruptible filling of elements
· Switchover option on wide compartments loaded with two or
three hosesn
· Switchovers between up to three different injection tools, fixed
hose or pipe lines in serial production

Fixed installation on the blowing mobile for switchover between blowing and suction operation.

Technical Details
Type

2 > 3 NW75

Inlet

2 × NW75 (3“)

Outlet

3 × NW75 (3“)

Weight

ca. 4,6 kg

Status

Konsole

Inlet side

6058

Mounting bracket

)

(3“

310 mm

Outlet side
75
NW

Prod. No.

Mobile insertion using switchover function between blowing and suction operation.

197 mm

465 mm

128
mm

250 mm

Pneumatic Fibre Switch
Inlet side

Outlet side
Inlets

E1

E2

A3
A1

A2

Outlets

Connection compressed air

Connection remote control

X-Floc’s pneumatic fibre switch enables seamless switching between
two transport hoses for conveying loose insulation, loose bulkware and
other certified insulation materials.
The pneumatic fibre switch enables the insulation expert to set up hose
systems in advance, to supply many filling stations with one insulation
blowing machine, to switch between blowing and suction functions, to
rapidly depressurise the hose system and much more. With the pneumatic fibre switch, the user can switch seamlessly between blowing/
suction, meaning near-instant pressure-equalization of the blowing
system.
There are a number of different switch control options to choose from.
The fibre switch can be conveniently controlled using a wireless remote control, or connected directly with master-slave to the insulation
blowing machine for synchronised operation. It is also possible to operate the switch using programmable logic control (PLC).
Whether used for stationary element filling in a factory, or for mobile
site use, the pneumatic fibre switch gives the insulation expert the required flexibility.
Inlets

Outlets

Weight

Prod. No.

2 × NW75 (3“)

1 × NW75 (3“)

ca. 8,3 kg

3846

2 × NW75 (3“)

3 × NW75 (3“)

ca. 8,3 kg

5179

Remote control FFB22 unidirectional
Prod. no. 8229

Pneumatic Fibre Switch Cascade
with 4 Outflows
Material sorting gate for uninterruptible switchover from
solid material air flows.
fWith a radio remote control
fConnectable over foreign signals
Prod. no. 5063

Fibre Switch Connection Diagrams

Connection Diagram: Switchover Multiple Hose Lines

Insulation blowing
machine

Swi

tc h

ov

er

Injection holes

i

nj
ec

tio
nh

ole

Revolver fibre switch
Hose for
incoming air in
blowing mode

A3
A2
E2

A1

Connection diagram: Blowing or Aspiration Mode

Hose for
incoming air in
blowing mode

Blowing

A2

Aspiration
Woven polypropylene sack

A3
E1

A2

E2

A1

When vacuuming, there is also a possibility of vacuuming blockages through the supply lines.
Air

Blow the materials

Vacuum the material

Connection Diagram: Flexible Blowing Machine Tools

Blowing Hose

Blowing Nozzle

A3
A2
E2

A1
Insulating Needle

Hose Reel D1000 Plus

Lightweight and compact
f
Remarkable reduced setup times
f
Quick and tidy storage
f
Large storage capacity
f
Reel-lock function
f
Connection side exchangeable
f
a wall
Can be mounted to the floor or on
f

Flexible and space-saving for winding up and unwinding hoses.
A locking device ensures that your hoses do not unwind when being
stored. Note: the capacity of the hose reel depends upon the hose type
used (see table).
With an integrated hose stand, your hoses are ready for use with minimal set-up times and are quickly and easily tidied away, ready for the
next job.
The hose reel can be fitted easily inside construction site vehicles, on
trailers, or at the warehouse. Regardless of their function, this hose reel
ensures your hoses are always ready for use and stored properly in the
right place.
Setup times can also be reduced to a minimum.
The hose reel can be fitted with castors for increased mobility. It is made
of high-quality powder-coated steel with bush bearings.

Hose Reel Capacity
Type

Hose size

Injection hose

NW50 (2”)

Hose length
approx. 110 m

Conveyer hose

NW50 (2”)

approx. 130 m

Injection hose

NW63 (2 ½”)

approx. 70 m

Conveyer hose

NW63 (2 ½”)

approx. 90 m

Injection hose

NW75 (3”)

approx. 45 m

Conveyer hose

NW75 (3”)

approx. 60 m

1

2

Hose connection NW75









The connection side of the hose reel can be changed very fast.

Rotary hose connector SDV75 (Prod.No. 4451)
Hose connection to the
machine/suction drum

Short hose connection

Hose clamps

Connection conveyor
line

Frame can be ordered with swivel/
fixed castors if desired.

Order Data
Description

Prod.No.

D1000 plus hose reel: Hose connection through the side of the reel
NW75 (3“), powder-coated steel with locking system, (fixed/swivel
castors not included)

6464

Heavy duty fixed castors

4766

Heavy duty swivel castors

4767

SDV75 rotary hose connector: Rotatable hose connector for twist
free hose line. Material: Aluminium

4451

Accessories set for connection to the machine:
- SDV75 rotary hose connector
- 10 cm conveyor hose NW75
- 3 m conveyor hose NW75
- 3 hose clamps NW75

5845

Hose and Connection Sets

Hose Sets

Connection Sets for Amplifiers

Every blowing injection method has its own requirements concerning
to hose lines. Furthermore every insulation blowing machine has different airlock outlet sizes. For these reasons we provide complete hose
sets for every machine type and injection method. Just ask us.

Open/attic blowing
Prod. No. 5875 (for NW63) or
5871 (for NW75)

NW63/63>63
Convenient for machines M99 and
EM100.
Prod.No. 4935

Cavity wall insulation with
injection nozzle
Prod.No. 5873 (nonabrasive) or
6015 (abrasive)

NW63/75>75
Convenient for machines M95, EM3XX,
EM4XX and EM5XX.
Prod.No. 4934

Open/attic for timber frame
constructions NW75/63/50
Prod.No. 5876 (for NW63/50) or
5872 (for NW75/63/50)

NW63/90>90
Convenient for machines with a airlock outlet NW90.
Prod.No. 7870

For loose fill insulation (nonabrasive)
Prod.No. 5711 (for NW63),
5712 (for NW63/50),
5246 (for NW75/63),
5737 (for NW75/63/50) or
6765 (for NW90/75/63)

Damp Spraying
Prod.No. 5874

Connection Sets for Insulation Needles

Connection Set NW63>38:
f
Conveyor hose NW38,
L = approx. 4 m (Prod. No. 3822)
f
Reducer tube connector NW63>38
(Prod. No. 1970)
f
Hose clamps NW38, 2 pieces
(Prod. No. 512)
f
Sealing sponge NW38/NW50
(Prod. No. 7100)
Prod. No. 6104
Connection Set NW63>50:
f
Conveyor hose NW50,
L = approx. 4 m (Prod. No. 1061)
f
Reducer tube connector NW63>50
(Prod. No. 1264)
f
Hose clamps NW50, 2 pieces
(Prod. No. 175)
f
Sealing sponge NW50/NW63
(Prod. No. 7100)
Prod. No. 6206
Connection Set NW75>50:
f
Conveyor hose NW50,
L = approx. 4 m (Prod. No. 1061)
f
Reducer tube connector NW75>50
(Prod. No. 1262)
f
Hose clamps NW50, 2 pieces
(Prod. No. 175)
f
Sealing sponge NW50/NW63
(Prod. No. 7100)
Prod. No. 6103
Connection Set NW75>63:
f
Conveyor hose NW63,
L = approx. 4 m (Prod. No. 1001)
f
Reducer tube connector NW75>63
(Prod. No. 1261)
f
Hose clamps NW63, 2 pieces
(Prod. No. 176)
f
Sealing sponge NW50/NW63
(Prod. No. 7100)
Prod. No. 6124

„X-Floc Dämmtechnik-Maschinen GmbH, the brand for
quality and innovation in the field of insulation technology.“

Since its founding in 1994, X-Floc Dämmtechnik Maschinen GmbH
has been developing, manufacturing and selling insulation blowing
machines and insulation accessories. Our typical customers are
craft and assembly companies, such as carpentry and roofing companies, drywall builder and similar. Since 2014, we are manufacturing and supplying complete filling systems for prefabricators,
which enable an efficient, industrial production of elements with
injection insulation.

Since we develop our technology from the beginning together
with our customers and the manufacturers of loose insulation
materials, our products are compatible with almost all available
injection products. This great innovative capacity, our variety of
products and our much praised service have made us a worldwide
recognized specialist in pneumatic conveying, especially for loose
insulation material. This, our high quality standards and the lived
„Made in Germany“ are the most important decision criteria of
our customers.

X-Floc Dämmtechnik-Maschinen GmbH
Rosine-Starz-Straße 12 · 71272 Renningen · Germany
Telephone + 49 - 7159 - 80470 - 30 · Fax -40
E-Mail info@x-floc.com · Web www.x-floc.com

Price on request · Published 03.2022 · Mistakes and changes reserved · PDF: www.x-floc.com/download

Your X-Floc dealer

Damp spraying

The Damp-Spray Principle

The damp spraying method works using water; the insulation material
is dampened with water as it leaves the hose. The humidity causes a
loosening of the Lignin in the insulation material and a conglutination
of the material. The damp insulation material can thereat be applied
permanently on walls and roofs. This isn’t possible with dry material.
Spray heads or pipes with multiple spray nozzles are used for damping
the material.
The insulation material stream can be flawlessly imbrued and bunched
by using two or more spray nozzles. This stream can be built up to the
desired thickness. When glue is added to the water, the binding effect
increases. Higher thicknesses are no longer an obstacle and processing
the thermal-insulation material is a lot easier.

1

Machine settings:

Damp-spray

1

Air power (1 blower, 20 - 50 %)

2

Material flow
(Feed gate 15 - 30 %, M = 6…10)

3

Pressure (15…30 bar)

4

Pump

5

Valve position, amount of liquid
Moisture addition typical

8
A = 60…100 cm

6

10

α

5

Example:
f:
moisture content [%]

7
4

3

mL:

mass liquid [kg]

mDS:

mass insulating material [kg]

mL = 2 kg
mDS = 5 kg
2l

f=

9

mL
=
mL + mDS

5kg

2
5+2

= 29 %

Recommended: 22 %...40 %
6

Angle of inclination spray head α

7

Angle of inclination nozzle β

8

Distance to wall A

9

Liquid optional with glue

10 Guiding spray head: Slow horizontal movements;
building from bottom to top

2
smoothed

desiccation

camber

With the wall scrubber smooth the
excess insulation material.

Closed after desiccation.

Comparison Spray Heads and Pipes

The two different main applications in damp spraying:
f
Wall coating and ceiling elements adding water or water-glue-mix
f
Open blowing with water
Smaller spray heads with up to two spray nozzles are especially suitable
for wall and ceiling coatings. Mostly only water without glue is used
(cellulose). Spray heads with three and more spray nozzles can be used
for wall coatings because of the precise adjustment options. In practice,
these tools are mainly used for open blowing.
Spray pipes (Terminators) have further advantages compared to spray
heads:
f
Improved accuracy by coating with insulation material with high
distance
f
Easier and more comfortable handling thanks to the handles and
rotary connector

Spray heads
Type
Product number

NW63 compressed air with
4 spray nozzles

NW50 inline (aluminium)

NW50 inline (Stainless steel)*

NW50 inline (plastic)

NW63 inline (plastic)

3196

4781

3535

5099

7841

Image

Hose connection
Nozzles
Pressure range
Water output
Adjustment
Typical application
ares

NW63 (2 ½“)

NW50 (2“)

NW50 (2“)

NW50 (2“)

NW63 (2 ½“)

6 piece drilled

4 piece drilled

1 piece screwed

1 piece integrate

1 piece integrate

< 6 bar

< 50 bar

< 25 bar

< 20 bar

< 20 bar

< 10 l/min

< 5 l/min

< 1,6 l/min

< 2,5 l/min

< 2,5 l/min

2 adjusting valves

1 valve

Ball valve and needle valve for fine
regulation

Ball valve

Ball valve

Mineral fibre spray insulation

Mineral fibre spray
insulation

Cover rating, thin wall coatings and acoustics

Cover rating, thin wall
coatings , acoustics and
cover fire protection

Cover rating, thin wall
coatings , acoustics and
cover fire protection

Weight

1,22 kg

0,52 kg

1,42 kg

0,235 kg

0,235 kg

Overall length

300 mm

230 mm

300 mm

130 mm

130 mm

Aluminium / plastic

Aluminium

Stainless steel

Plastic

Plastic

-

-

On request

-

-

Material
Exhange nozzles

All values are approximate.
* NW50 inline (Stainless steel): order-based storage , thereby possibly extended delivery times

Spray pipes
NW75 inline (plastic)

NW50 with 2 spray nozzles

NW63 with 3 spray nozzles

NW63 with 4-8 spray nozzles

NW63 with
4 spray nozzles

NW75 with
4 spray nozzles

7842

1983

3169

5824

1494

1720

NW75 (3“)

NW50 (2“)

NW63 (2 ½“)

NW63 (2 ½“)

NW63 (2 ½“)

NW75 (3“)

1 piece integrate

2 piece exchangeable

3 piece exchangeable with
ball joint

6 piece screwed
(optionally 4-8 piece)

4 piece exchangeable with
ball joint

4 piece exchangeable with
ball joint

< 10 bar

< 50 bar

< 50 bar

< 10 bar

< 50 bar

< 50 bar

< 3,05 l/min

< 1,25 l/min

< 1,9 l/min

< 10 l/min

< 2,5 l/min

< 2,5 l/min

Ball valve

Ball valve and needle valve
for fine regulation

Ball valve and needle valve for
fine regulation

Ball valve and needle valve for
fine regulation

Ball valve and needle valve for
fine regulation

Ball valve and needle valve for
fine regulation

Cover rating, thin wall
coatings , acoustics and
cover fire protection

Cover rating, thin wall
coatings and acoustics

Cover rating, thin wall
coatings and acoustics

Cover rating, thin wall
coatings and acoustics

Open blowing and wall
coatings

Open blowing

0,235 kg

0,96 kg

1,22 kg

0,98 kg

1,22 kg

1,5 kg

200 mm

250 mm

260 mm

180 mm

750 mm

400 mm

Plastic

Aluminium

Aluminium

Aluminium

Aluminium / plastic

Aluminium / plastic

-

Many sizes available

Many sizes available

Auf On request

Many sizes available

Many sizes available

Pumps

Piston pump
The piston pump needs a water-connection making refilling unnecessary. The working pressure can be fine-tuned using the adjustment
wheel and a manometer.
Portable high-pressure piston pump consisting of motor:
· High pressure pump, alternating current motor 230 V~ / 1.5 kW including thumb wheel
· Manometer
· Hose fitting on the pressure side with spray gun and lance
· Pump screwed on support bracket
Technical data:
· pmax : approx. 80 bar
· Weight: approx. 20 kg
· Dimensions (L × W × H): 450 × 300 × 300 mm
· L/min: 9.4
Prod. No. 1577

Diaphragm pump
Using this type of pump, water can be pumped out of a tank (bucket/
drum), thus enabling you to work with your own water-glue-mixes. The
working pressure can be fine-tuned using the adjustment wheel and a
manometer.

Portable vacuum pump with motor consisting of :
· High pressure pump, alternating current motor 230 V~ / 1.5 kW
including thumb wheel
· Manometer
· Hose fitting on the pressure side with spray gun and lance
· Pump screwed on support bracket
Technical data:
· pmax: approx. 20 bar
· Weight: approx. 14 kg
· Dimensions (L × W × H): 400 × 200 × 220 mm
· L/min: 17.2
Prod. No. 206

High pressure hoses
¼ Use 2 high pressure hoses as maximum!
Length

Prod.No.

15 m

715

30 m

5054

50 m

5055

Wall Scrubbers

Wall Scrubber M05

Battery Wall Scrubber

Advantages:
f
With cable connection
f
Low weight
f
Easy and effort-saving operable
f
Roll extension approx. 150 mm on both sides possible
f
Available in 2 lengths

Advantages:
f
Without cable connection
f
Ultra light-weight
f
Easy and effort-saving operable
f
Two batteries, quick charger
f
Roll extension approx. 710 mm possible

Our classic, the wall scrubber M05, is available two widths – 690 mm
and 1000 mm. The M05 model w=690 mm can also be extended to
990 mm width by using the optional extension set (prod. no. 2438).
If the friction lining is worn off due to intensive use with the wall
scrubber, it can be renewed relatively easily by yourself.

The lightweight battery wall scrubber is particularly suitable for the work
hard to reach areas or in constrained posture (e.g. when working overhead). This wall scrubber is driven by cordless angle drill machine. Almost
uninterrupted work is possible by the included additional battery and the
quick charge function. For wider compartments the battery wall scrubber can be extended with the included roll extension to approximately
710 mm. If the friction lining is worn off by intensive use of the wall scrubber, it can be renewed relatively easily by yourself.

Designation

Broad brush

Gear

Gear

Wall scrubber M05 with
4 m cable

690 mm

230 V

2364

ExtensionsSet

+ 150 mm on both side

230 V

2438

Wall scrubber M05 with
4 m cable

1000 mm

230 V

4246

Designation

Broad brush

Gear

Gear

Battery wakk scrubber

400 mm

12 V=

3803

Dust reduction

Dust reduction with
X-Floc Spray Heads/Inline-Humidifier
When processing loose insulation material, disagreeable dust formation can be determined depending on the respective insulation material
and application. In particular, dust formation may be disturbing especially when open blowing with cellulose and wood fibre. By using the
Inline-humidifier, a hose connector with internal spray nozzle, fine dust
particles inside the material flow will be bound by liquid mist. This way,
when the material is leaving the nozzle, less dust will arise.

Inline-Humidifier with Fresh Water Connection
8
9
6

12
4

5

3

approx. hose length: 15m

7 2

hose length: 5m-50m

10

8

Water Tap

11

Conveyor- or Injection Hoses

9

Insulation Blowing Machine

12

Element

10

Conveyor- or Injection Hoses

1

No.

Amount

1

1×

Inline-Humidifier

2
3

1×

Needle shut-off valve 9 mm/1/4“ and double nippel 2x1/4‘‘ AG with
hexagon SW 22 (Optional for better adjustment possibilities)

4

1×

Setting range Water supply:
Fresh water connection= 0,5 - 3,4 L/min

11

Example:
f: moisture content [%]
mL: mass liquid [kg] = 1,8 kg
mDS: mass insulating material [kg] = 10 kg

f=

mL
=
mL + mDS

1,8
= 15 %
1,8 + 10

Recommended: 15 %

Designation

Image

Prod.no.
5099/7841/7842

NW50

NW63

NW75
5199+3478

+

Magnetic Valve 2/2 ways* +
Connecting Control Cable (2.5 m, 5 m, 25 m oder 50 m)

8334 +
1856/1351/1193/1192

+
5

2×

Threaded Nozzle 9 mm/1/4“

6261

6

1×

Fresh Water Tube 9 mm/3/8“ (L=25 m)

6540

7

1×

Kombination Threaded Nozzle 9 mm/1/4“ and
Single-hand-Coupling 9 mm/1/4“

+

* When the material feed is switched on, the magnetic valve opens and the insulation material is moistened. Note: If the air flow is active, the magnetic valve is open.
For this reason, we recommend to start/stop the air- and material flow always at the same time.

6261+576

Inline-Humidifier with Pump Technology
8
7
9
6

4

5

3

12

2

10

hose length: 5m-50m

approx. hose length: 15m

1

11
Setting range Water supply:
pump technology = 0,5 L/min - 8 L/min

9

Insulation Blowing Machine

11

Conveyor- or Injection Hoses

10

Conveyor- or Injection Hoses

12

Element

Example:
f: moisture content [%]
mL: mass liquid [kg] = 1,8 kg
mDS: mass insulating material [kg] = 10 kg

f=

mL
=
mL + mDS

1,8
= 15 %
1,8 + 10

Recommended: 15 %

No.

Amount

1

1×

Designation

Bild

Prod.no.

Inline-Humidifier

5099/7841/7842

NW50
Needle shut-off valve 9 mm/1/4“ and double nippel 2x1/4‘‘ AG with
hexagon SW 22 (Optional for better adjustment possibilities)

NW75

NW63

2

1×

5199+3478

3
4

1×

5

2×

Single-hand-Connector 9 mm/1/4“

6

2×

High pressure hoses 9 mm/1/4“ (L=15 m, 30 m oder 50 m)

7

1×

Diaphragm pump

206

8

1×

Piston pump

1577

+

Magnetic Valve 2/2 ways* +
Connecting Control Cable (2.5 m, 5 m, 25 m oder 50 m)

+

* When the material feed is switched on, the magnetic valve opens and the insulation material is moistened. Note: If the air flow is active, the magnetic valve is open.
For this reason, we recommend to start/stop the air- and material flow always at the same time..

8334
+
1856/1351/1193/1192

577

715/5054/5055

Spray head, Inline/adhesive NW50>24

Spray head with inline nozzle for injection and adhesion of EPS granules. A complete wetting of the
EPS beads enables a permanent solidification of
the hollow layers insulation after the adhesive has
been hardened. Settlements, material trickling out
through gaps and cracks or subsequent changes can
therefore not occur. The thin-walled nozzle pipe with
its special shaped outlet enables a high processing
speed at a relatively small bore diameter.

f
Hose connection for
insulation material: NW
50 (2’’)
f
Nozzle pipe: outer dia
me
approx. 260mm, spoo ter D=24mm, insertion depth
n shaped outlet
f
Easy to change nozzl
e pipe insert
f
Connection for liquid
ad
with shut-off valve (m hesive: single-lever coupling (1/4’’)
ax. pressure 20bar)
f
Material throughput:
approx. 0,25l/min. at
10ba
f
Weight: approx. 0,95k
g

5

4

3

2

1

7

5

Insulation Blowing Machine

6

Conveyor- or Injection Hoses

7

Element

6
No..

Amount

Designation

Image

Prod.no.

1

1×

Spray head, Inline / adhesive- NW50>24

see above

7881

2

1×

High pressure hoses 9 mm/1/4“
(L=15 m, 30 m oder 50 m)

3

1×

Diaphragm pump

206

4

1×

Adhesive XF10 for gluing EPS granules

7976

715/5054/5055

„X-Floc Dämmtechnik-Maschinen GmbH, the brand for
quality and innovation in the field of insulation technology.“

Since its founding in 1994, X-Floc Dämmtechnik Maschinen GmbH
has been developing, manufacturing and selling insulation blowing
machines and insulation accessories. Our typical customers are
craft and assembly companies, such as carpentry and roofing companies, drywall builder and similar. Since 2014, we are manufacturing and supplying complete filling systems for prefabricators,
which enable an efficient, industrial production of elements with
injection insulation.

Since we develop our technology from the beginning together
with our customers and the manufacturers of loose insulation
materials, our products are compatible with almost all available
injection products. This great innovative capacity, our variety of
products and our much praised service have made us a worldwide
recognized specialist in pneumatic conveying, especially for loose
insulation material. This, our high quality standards and the lived
„Made in Germany“ are the most important decision criteria of
our customers.

X-Floc Dämmtechnik-Maschinen GmbH
Rosine-Starz-Straße 12 · 71272 Renningen · Germany
Telephone + 49 - 7159 - 80470 - 30 · Fax -40
E-Mail info@x-floc.com · Web www.x-floc.com

Price on request · Published 10.2020 · Mistakes and changes reserved · PDF: www.x-floc.com/download

Your X-Floc dealer

Test Elements for Checks, Tests and
Demonstrations
Reliable Dry Injection, Open-Blowing and
Cavity Wall Insulation.

www.x-floc.com

0.1 m3 Test Element
ff
Dry injection with hose through the injection rosette
(vertical/ diagonal/ horizontal).
ff
Dry injection with ventilated rotary nozzle through a
drill hole on the back of the element (vertical/diagonal).
ff
Open blowing (horizontal)
ff
Damp spray (vertical/horizontal)
ff
Material settlement testing, thickness measuring,
density testing and weighing
ff
Removable plexiglas door
* Drill holes must be made after purchase, for example with the cylinder saw (Ø = 106.5).

Dry injection with hose

Image

2

Dry injection with
ventilated rotary
nozzle

3

4

1

Open blowing with
hose

Opening the test element Testing the density of
to examine the filling
the filled test element
results.
with the NW100 density testing set.

Description

Prod. no.

Hole saw with core
ejection system,
Ø = 106.5 mm

4966

Thickness gauge / test
panel

1831

NW100 density testing set
with case, mains adaptor
and hole saw

4349

NW63/NW75 sealing
sponge

292

2

537

Testing the thickness of
open blown insulation
with the thickness gauge.

336
Removable lid

920

1

Hoses up to NW90

Technical Data
Product no. 3946
Test volume: 0.1 m³
W × D × H = 537 × 336 × 920 mm
Weight: approx. 26 kg

With its removable lid, the test
element can be easily emptied.

Prices on request · Published 07.2020 · We accept no responsibility for errors or changes.· PDF: www.x-floc.com/download
X-Floc Dämmtechnik-Maschinen GmbH | Rosine-Starz-Straße 12 · 71272 Renningen · Germany | Telefon + 49 - 7159 - 80470 - 30 · Fax - 40
info@x-floc.com · www.x-floc.com

eos:
Demo-Vid om/videos
c.c
www.x-flo

www.x-floc.com

0.0175 m3 Test Element
ff
Test element for testing the installation density for
blown-in mineral fibre cavity wall insulation
according to EN 14064-2, annex C.
ff
Removable front panel for checking the installed
insulation
ff
Practical locking device for quick emptying
ff
Increased stability thanks to an enlarged base.
ff
Handle for easy transport and handling.
ff
Robust multiplex material and reinforced metal
rear wall opposite the injection hole.

1.1

Injection nozzle

1.2

Injection nozzle with
ball valve

2

Opening the test
element and inspecting
the filling results.

3

Quality control with
the digital scales

109

530

Description

Prod. no.

NW50>24 injection nozzle

3961

NW50>24 injection nozzle
with ball valve

5692

Digital scales for the testing basket

4544

530

Image

25

570

130

Technical Data
Product no. 5697
Test volume: 0.0175 m³
W × D × H = 570 × 130 × 530 mm
Weight: approx. 8 kg

Prices on request · Published 07.2020 · We accept no responsibility for errors or changes.· PDF: www.x-floc.com/download
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Occupational safety
Protective equipment for the blow-in technology

Occupational and respiratory protection
` Active blow-in respiratory protection sets
EA1500, EA1800, EA4000, EA5000 and EA5500
` Masks, particle filters and other accessories
` Work clothing for the blow-in technology

Work and respiratory protection equipment
Respiratory protection equipment for the blow-in professional
The filling of blow-in machines and the blow-in process itself are never
completely dust-free. Apart from the sealing options during blowingin, such as sealing sponges and blow-in screens during hose blowing
or when working with the blow-in needle and the seals of vented
blow-in nozzles and blow-in lances, there is the option of using passive
and active respiratory protection masks.
The professional equipment offers many advantages:
`
`
`
`
`

Compact, lightweight blower and handy shape
High wearing comfort and easy handling
Active airflow regulation and automatic monitoring
Robust construction, suitable for construction site use
Easy replacement of spare parts and components
in case of maintenance
` Easily replaceable lithium-ion battery

Professional respirators
X-Floc offers professional respirators with legal approval in a complete set. The versions are robust, suitable for construction sites and approved
for the highest protection class TH3. All units are ideally suited for working with blow-in insulation materials. A respiratory protection blower with
air hose, face shield or helmet, padded comfort belt, filter set, air flow meter and rechargeable battery with charger are included in the standard
scope of delivery. You will also find air filters, batteries and other accessories in our product range. Ask us – we will be happy to advise you.

Blow-in respirators
Art. no.

Application
Main areas of application
Device / IP protection class
Total weight
Certification
Lithium-ion battery
Battery operating time
Charging time
Airflow warning
Battery warning
Filter status display
Air output
(adjustable on the unit)
Noise level
Ambient humidity
Number of filters

Temperature range
Carrying strap
Material half mask

2

EA1500
11086

EA1800
11162

EA5000
10232

EA5500
10234

EA4000
9689

Mobile blow-in respirators for safe working in particle-laden environments
Processing of loose insulation materials such as cellulose, wood fibre, glass and rock wool, perlite, etc.
TH3
TH3
TH3, TM3 / IP67
TH3, TM3 / IP67
TH3, TM3 / IP65
approx. 1080g
approx. 980g
approx. 1100g
approx. 1100g
approx. 1100g
with battery and filter with battery and filter with battery and filter with battery and filter
with battery
EN12941
EN12941
EN12941, EN12942
EN12941, EN12942
EN12941, EN12942
7,2V
14,4V / 2,6Ah
14,4V
14,4V
14,4V
up to 10 hours
up to 10 hours
up to 8 hours
up to 8 hours
up to 8 hours
approx. 4 hours
approx. 3 hours
approx. 2 hours
approx. 2 hours
approx. 2 hours
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
170-240l/min.
160-210l/min.
175-225l/min.
175-225l/min.
80-200l/min.
5 levels adjustable
4 levels adjustable
2 levels adjustable
2 levels adjustable
3 levels adjustable
< 70dB
< 65dB
< 65dB
< 65dB
< 65dB
< 95%
< 95%
< 90%
< 90%
< 70%
1 particle filter
2 particle filters
2 particle filters
2 particle filters
2 particle filters
1 prefilter
2 spark arrestors
2 prefilters
2 prefilters
2 perfilters
2 prefilters
(integrable)
0°C to +60°C
0°C to +60°C
-10°C to +55°C
-10°C to +55°C
-10°C to +40°C
Padded comfort belt: adjustable waist belt with plastic buckle and back plate
PVC visor according to EN 166: 1B
Optional: hard-coated, solvent-resistant and scratch-resistant visor

X-Floc work protection for blow-in technology

Work and respiratory protection equipment
Blow-in working suit Overall X-Floc
When filling the blowing machine and during the blow-in process
itself, insulation materials settle under the clothing and some are very
irritating to the skin. Additional protection is provided by the khakicoloured working suit with hood, which covers all openings. This
makes the work much safer, especially during attic blowing.

Hood with elastic
band in tunnel

Chest pocket with
zip

Zip on centre front

Stretchy arm cuffs

Reach-i pockets
with velcro
fastening
Pocket for folding
rule
Reinforced knee
pads with velcro
pockets to accomodate knee pad

2 side pockets,
sealable

Feed fitting with
stretch cuffs

Blow-in working
suit Overall
X-Floc
Fine dust mask

Size M
Size L
Size XL
Size XXL
FFP2 with exhalation valve

Art.-Nr.
3952
3741
3673
3674
1255

Accessories / Spare parts
Filter
Particle filter
Combination filter A2-P3
Prefilter Pro 2000
Prefilter holder Pro 2000
Masks
Face shield Automask
Lens for Automask, scratch resistant
Protective film for Automask lens
Carrying strap
Shoulder strap

Art. no.
678
830
719
1142
706
3284
3285
4670

Fine dust mask FFP2
The integrated valve makes breathing in and out much easier and
makes the FFP2 fine dust mask comfortable to wear for a long time.
The ergonomic cup shape provides an even better seal around the
face. The mask is certified according to EN 149:2001 and is supplied
in hygienic individual packaging.

Art.-Nr. 678

Art.-Nr. 830

Art.-Nr. 3284

Art.-Nr. 706
Art.-Nr. 1255

X-Floc work protection for blow-in technology

Art.-Nr. 719

Art.-Nr. 1142

Art.-Nr. 3285

Art.-Nr. 4670
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Work and respiratory protection equipment
Machine accessories

Measurement devices

X-Floc blow-in machines, amplifier/vacuum stations and other products can be operated and combined in a variety of ways. Detailed
information on radio remote controls, cable control, power generators
as well as bag supports, suction drums and other machine accessories
can be found in the relevant product docu.

X-Floc maintains close cooperation with university research and development institutions. This results in an extensive product range in
the field of measuring and testing technology for blow-in technicians,
insulation manufacturers and material testing institutes, and many
more. More info can be found in the relevant product docu.

` More info, see brochure Machine accessories

` More info, see brochure Measurement devices

Nozzles and blowing accessories

Damp spraying

For each insulation blow-in principle and each application, tools
and/or accessories are necessary for insertion, sealing and venting.
Detailed information about these accessories and everything about
tools such as injection nozzles, injection needles/lances as well as hole
saws and sealing parts can be found in the relevant product docu.

In the damp spray process, thermal insulation material is moistened
with water after exiting the hose. Detailed information on spray heads
and pipes for the various applications as well as on high-pressure
pumps such as membrane or piston pumps and on wall scrubber for
smooth surfaces can be found in the relevant product docu.

` More info, see brochure Nozzles and blowing accessories

` More info, see brochure Damp spraying

Hoses and connectors

Comparison of insulation blow-in machines

Hoses and connectors are an essential part of the blow-in equipment
because they can be used to create all conceivable transport lines and
circuits. Detailed information on conveying and injection hoses as well
as hose connectors, hose clamps, Y-pieces and fi bre switches can be
found in the relevant product docu.

For more than 25 years, X-Floc Dämmtechnik-Maschinen GmbH has
been considered a centre of competence for the development of blowin technology. We designed a number of innovations and construction
standards that have established themselves as the state of the art and
many are part of the basic equipment of an X-Floc blow-in machine.

` More info, see brochure Hoses and connectors

` More info, see brochure Comparison of insulation blow-in machines

X-Floc Dämmtechnik-Maschinen GmbH
Rosine-Starz-Straße 12 · 71272 Renningen · Germany
Telefon: + 49 - 7159 - 80470 - 30 · Fax: -40
E-Mail: info@x-floc.com · www.x-floc.com

www.x-ﬂoc.com/videos
Atemschutz
Prises on request · Published 11.2022 · Errors and changes expected · PDF: www.x-floc.com/download

Your X-Floc representative

Factory filling

Pneumatic Insulation Technology

Plant technology for the prefabrication of frame elements

Factory filling
Modular plant technology based on
 the injection panel EP800
 the bale conditioning machine GBF1050
 and an insulation blow-in machine
of the EM400 series

2

Industrial filling technology
Factory filling
Factory element production not only offers great advantages for timber
construction companies as well as prefabricated and eco house manufacturers in terms of economic efficiency with consistently high quality.
For reasons of cost and value, manufacturers of timber frame elements,
(prefabricated) houses and carpentry companies are increasingly opting
for the use of loose insulation materials and industrial filling technology.
With the modular X-Floc factory filling system - consisting of the
GBR1050 bale conditioning machine, an EM400 series insulation blowin machine (e.g. EM430) and the EP800 injection panel - the best insulation results can be achieved at minimal cost.
The high degree of automation and the consistently high processing
quality enable an optimal use of resources and give the products industrial quality.
The X-Floc factory filling systems can be adapted to individual customer requirements and can therefore be integrated both in small-scale
operations and in a fully automated production line.
The most important advantages at a glance:
Industrial and homogeneous manufacturing processes
Efficient installation due to automation
Modular and scalable technology
Compatibility with different loose insulation materials
Heigh quality and very good price-performance ratio
Better management of material stocks
Possibility to control the blown quantities

Costs €









Total costs

Minimal
costs

Investment costs

Production costs
Optimal degree
of automation

X-Floc Industrial filling technology

Automatization
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Factory filling
Injection panel EP800
In the basic version, the EP800 injection plate has five large injection nozzles and four pneumatically driven material diverter valves
(ø 3 inches). Depending on the material used and the desired density,
the system enables throughput rates of well over 1 tonne per hour.
The height of the injection nozzles can be adjusted by several centimetres to achieve an optimal injection pattern for each insulation material used. The material diverter valves can be supplied with compressed
air either at the factory or from an air compressor integrated into the
injection panel.

Bale conditioning machine GBF1050
The almost uninterrupted filling of the blow-in machine with insulation material is ensured by the GBF1050 bale conditioning machine.
So-called big bales are used for this purpose, which can be fed to the
GBF1050 by means of a lift truck, forklift or conveyor belt. Depending
on the manufacturer, such delivery bales consist of compressed insulation blocks of corresponding size or loosely stacked, unpacked standard bales.
The milling unit, consisting of 18 milling knives, breaks up the big bale
layer by layer and feeds the pre-loosened material to the blowing machine. The logical control system and the numerous sensors used on
the GBF1050 and the blowing machine ensure almost uninterrupted
matrial transport.

Insulation blow-in machine f. ex. EM430
Consistently high material throughput is achieved by using proven
material shredding units and powerful turbine technology. This makes the EM430 the first choice in factory filling. Its two-stage agitator,
consisting of four rotating shredding shafts and two chaff spindles,
optimally prepares each loose insulation material for pneumatic conveying and professional installation.
The large rotary airlock conveys the loosened material into the air flow
of the five-stage high-performance turbine, which provides the necessary material acceleration and conveyance.
All functions and parameters of the injection machine required for a
successful injection process can, of course, be taken over by the control system of the factory filling system. Manual intervention is no longer necessary.

4
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Factory filling
Injection panel EP800

Injection panel EP800

Die Einblasplatte EP800 sowie die übrigen Maschinen in einem Werksbefüllungssystem werden von einer hochwertigen Industriesteuerung
mit entsprechender Software „Made in Germany“ gesteuert.
After placing the panel on the unplanked element on one side, only
the dimensions (length, width, height) and the type of material used
need to be entered to start the blow-in process. The programme used
and the signal evaluation of the connected measuring sensors ensure
that the injection panel or the system is switched off at the right time.
For archiving purposes and for proof of quality, all settings and results
used during the blow-in process (e.g. the mass of insulation material
placed in the element) are recorded in detail.
Due to its own weight and a replaceable filter foam cover, the injection
plate seals the element, which is open on one side, during the blow-in
process. The solid steel construction with steel sheed cladding gives
the blowing plate the necessary robustness to ensure the reliability
required in daily use.
The EP800 injection panel is operated via a touch screen. The injection
nozzles can be activated or deactivated individually, enabling professional filling of any element geometry.

Dimensions

approx. 3000x900x490mm*

Weight

approx. 300kg

Electrical connection cable

230V/50Hz/10A

Number of injection nozzles

standard: 5 injection nozzles

Filling procedure

by means of 5 vertical filling nozzles, height adjustable 0-6mm

Handling

practical handle
for manual guidance

Control

industrial control with matching
software, touch screen

Communication

via radio, alternatively wired

Pneumatic supply

via integrated compact
air compressor
(alternatively external)

Material compatibility

insulation material based on
cellulose, wood fibre, mineral
fibre, rock wool and similar

Options

quality assurance with load cells
handling system
LAN-to-LAN industry router
line laser module

Processing capacity

300-1000kg/h
depending on insulation
material and application

* Different dimensions on request.

Modular design
Factory filling systems are modular in design. The insulation blow-in
machine is always required as the central element. This means that manual filling processes can already be carried out, e.g. with an injection
lance, hoses or nozzles.

A modular extension with the GBF bale conditioning machine also allows the use of big bales. Alternatively or at the same time, the factory
filling procedure can be automated with a modular extension to include an injection plate.

1

2

1

Bale conditioning machine

X-Floc Industrial filling technology

2

3

Insulation blow-in machine

3

Injection plate
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Factory filling
Quality with a system

Open system

The X-Floc industrial filling system is designed for new equipment as
well as for integration into existing production processes, thus ensuring an optimal production flow without interruptions. The system is
modular and grows with the requirements of the timber construction
company.

The factory filling systems are designed so that different blow-in
insulation materials can be used. Typical product classes such as wood
fibre, cellulose, glass wool and rock wool have already been tested extensively.

1

Insulation blow-in material

2

Bale conditioning machine

3

Insulation blow-in machine

4

Injection plate

1

2

3

4
Suspension: Gantry crane

Simple operation
The entire factory filling system and also individual components are
controlled centrally via a touch screen. After selecting the element
geometry, insulation material and individual parameters, an automatic filling process takes place. The installation densities achieved are
logged together with the parameters used.

Suspension: Slewing crane

Handling technology
For further automation, it is possible to expand the handling technology. Variants with manual control of horizontal, lifting and lowering
movements as well as with fully automatic positioning are possible.
Talk to us about these and other equipment options, we will be happy
to advise you.
Suspension: Multifunctional bridge
6
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Factory filling
Rational prefabrication of timber frame elements
Creating a frame
Cover the first side
Turning
without factory filling

with factory filling

Cut insulation boards

Insert insulation boards

Blow-in insulation material

Fix insulation boards

Cover the second side
Storage and transport

Factory filling
Quality advantage through technology
Optimising individual work processes and maintaining a competitive
position are major challenges for every company. With our flexible factory filling system, we put you in a position to realise high industrial
quality in any size of operation. We offer you exactly the customised
solution that is tailored to your requirements.
Fastest production for shorter cycle times
The X-Floc factory filling system enables an unbeatable filling performance throughout the industry. The system is easy to operate, achieves strong insulation results and allows for short cycle times with minimal manpower.
Factory filling from a single source
In every company, the work processes, the product range, the degree
of automation and the cost structures are different. That‘s why we offer
you competent and individual advice so that you can exploit the maximum benefits of the system.
Feel free to contact us for information on which modular installation
technology is best for you and which of the numerous options are
available to you. We will be glad to advise you.

X-Floc Industrial filling technology
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The customer has the floor:
„The prefabrication filling plant was purchased for economic reasons.
The system enables us to blow out roof and wall and floor elements
quickly and without joints. In the process, all corners are completely
filled. This saves time and costs, as no reworking is necessary. We are
convinced of the high quality of the insulation and the great blowin pattern. This is a quality advantage. We can no longer imagine to
work without an element filling system.“
Visit one of our reference customers (address near you on request)
and convince yourself of the manifold advantages of the X-Floc
factory filling system.

X-Floc Dämmtechnik-Maschinen GmbH
Rosine-Starz-Straße 12 · 71272 Renningen · Germany
Telefon: + 49 - 7159 - 80470 - 30 · Fax: -40
E-Mail: info@x-floc.com · www.x-floc.com

www.x-floc.com/videos
Werksbefüllung
Prises on request · Published 08.2022 · Errors and changes reserved · PDF: www.x-floc.com/download
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Machines, Amplifyer, Generators, Options

EM100-230V/2,0kW compact insulation blowing machine
Compact insulation blowing machine for processing cellulose, loose insulation and bulkware

Art. 3550
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Technical details:
Power supply: 230V / 50Hz / 10-16A (special version 110V on request)
Hopper volume: approx. 150 L
Voltage indicator: on electrical switchboard
Throughput: up to approx. 320 kg/h (max.) cellulose insulation, fiberglass: 75 kg/h
Air feed unit: radial fan (Pmax = 250mbar)
Air flow (nominal/gauged): 220/190m³/h
Dimensions: approx. 1300 x 600 x 500 (H x W x L)
Weight: appr. 117kg
Scope of delivery:
- EM100 Insulation blowing machine incl. Voltage indicator
- Power adapter 230V (L=10m)
- Cable remote control with 25m control cable
- Operating instructions
Advantages:
- Modular and easy to maintain electronics with standard components
- CE compliant
- One year warranty (except wearing parts)
- Detailed operating instructions in the respective language
- Amplified blower with increased lifetime
- Durable polyurethane rubber sealings
- Good material conditioning for open-blowing
- Voltage indicator included
- Can be ordered ready for use with radio remote control
- High-quality air filter, washable, easy to clean
Optional accessories:
- Socket spanner NW13 (prod. No. 832)
- Case for small parts (prod. No. 104)
- Radio remote control FFB500, bidirectional (prod. No. 6708)
- Pressure gauge, D=117mm (prod. No. 7079)
- S shaped hook, aluminium (prod. No. 4367)
- Sack support (prod. No. 4714)

EM 320-2x230V-7,0kW High-powered compact insulation blowing machine
Heavy duty compact insulation blowing machine for processing certified insulation materials, e.g. cellulose, wood fibre,
mineral fibre as well as granules and other materials. Due to its compact design, the machine is ideally suited for mobile
use on-site.

Art. 5760
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Important features:
The innovative 2-stage material conditioning unit with the three shafts and an additional shredding shaft can easily break
up and finely shred highly compacted processing materials (max. 220kg/m³ packing density). The material flow volume
can be set by the airlock feed gate’s position and the airlock rotor’s rotational speed. Three high-powered radial fans

All prices are subject to VAT. Packaging and shipping costs not included. This price list remains valid until a new list is published. Subject to change. We accept no responsibility for errors or changes. Our
"Terms and Conditions" apply exclusively. The contents of this document may not be passed on in part without the express consent to third parties. All technical specifications, drawings etc. are subject to
the law on copyright.
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Machines, Amplifyer, Generators, Options
generate the required air power effortlessly and can be used for suction purposes, too. All important machine settings can
be set directly from the injection point by cable or radio remote control. The machine is equipped with two 230V~/16A
electrical connections. If only one 230V connection is available, the machine can be operated with reduced air power. For
more information, see product data sheet.
Technical details:
- Power/material throughput: up to 1050kg/h (based on cellulose), depending on application, material and delivery
- Hopper volume: 0,315 m³
- Dimensions: 990 x 830 x 1740 (L x W x H)
- Empty weight: 257 kg
- Filling height: 1250 mm
- Conditioning: 3x shafts, 1x shredding shaft
- Material setting: controllable via control by setting the airlock rotor’s rotational speed or manually by setting the airlock
feed gate
- Machine control: cable control KFB2000 (standard) or FFB2000/FFB2000-Pro (optional)
- Electrical connection: 2x 230V/50Hz (+/- 5%), operation with 1x 230V/50Hz possible with reduced air power, each with
16A (type B or C circuit breaker or slow blow screw in plug fuse)
- Inside the insulation blowing machine, frequency guided drives are installed. The electrical connection must be made
according to the applicable national electrical regulations.
- Power rating: 7,0kW
- Blower: 3x high-powered radial fans with 5,1kW total power
- Conveying pressure: max. 360mbar
- Air flow (nominal/gauged): 590/480m³/h
- Airlock volume: 18.5 L
- Outlet: NW75 (3'') (direct reduction to NW63 (2 1/2“) or NW50 (2“) possible)
- Airlock chamber ventilation for optimal processing throughputs
- Incoming air filter with quick fastener, NW90 intake air duct
(All values are approximate)
Scope of delivery:
- Fully functional insulation blowing machine, consisting of machine base, machine top with foldable support and dustreducing attachment
- Basic machine set, consisting of:
1x small-parts case with 1x cable remote control KFB2000 and carrying belt, 1x crank device, 1x pressure gauge, 1x
control cabinet key, 1x open-ended spanner SW13/10, 1x socket spanner SW13, 1x silicone spray, 1x double open-ended
spanner, 2× 230V/10m power cable (earthed-CEE), 1x 50m control cable ring PUR, approx. 2m NW90 air suction hose,
machine folder incl. Operating instructions, inspection records and EC declaration of conformity
Optional equipment:
- Radio remote control FFB2000 -Pro instead of cable remote control (prod. No. 5243 or 5154)
- Additional option airlock feed gate controllable via remote (prod. No. 7448)
- Direct extension NW75>90 (3‘‘>3,5‘‘) (prod. No. 6746, conveyor line NW90 (3,5‘‘) necessary)
- Mains voltage display for 230V connection (prod. No. 4604, up to 2 pieces)
- Accessory set for loose insulation material NW75/63 (3’’/2,5’’) (nonabrasive, prod. No. 5246)
- 400V CEE / 3x 230V earthed power distribution cube (with connection cable) (prod. No. 9481)
- EM3XX: Fastening element set for blowing machine (prod. No. 10372)
- Insulation blowing tools (various prod. No.)
- For more accessories, see price list / available on request

EM 325-3x230V-10,2kW High-powered compact insulation blowing machine
Heavy duty compact insulation blowing machine for processing certified insulation materials, e.g. cellulose, wood fibre,
mineral fibre as well as granules and other materials. Due to its compact design, the machine is ideally suited for mobile
use on-site.

Art. 6971
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Important features:
The innovative 2-stage material conditioning unit with the three shafts and an additional shredding shaft can easily break
up and finely shred highly compacted processing materials (max. 220kg/m³ packing density). The material flow volume
can be set by the airlock feed gate’s position and the airlock rotor’s rotational speed. Three and two additional highpowered radial fans generate the required air power effortlessly and can be used for suction purposes, too. All important
machine settings can be set directly from the injection point by cable or radio remote control. The machine is equipped
with three 230V~/16A electrical connections. If only one or two 230V connections are available, the machine can be
operated with reduced air power. For more information, see product data sheet.
Technical details:
- Power/material throughput: up to 1250kg/h (based on cellulose), depending on application, material and delivery
- Hopper volume: 0,315 m³
- Dimensions: 990 x 830 x 1740 (L x W x H)
- Empty weight: 270kg
- Filling height: 1250 mm
- Conditioning: 3x shafts, 1x shredding shaft
- Material setting: controllable via control by setting the airlock rotor’s rotational speed or manually by setting the airlock
feed gate
- Machine control: cable control KFB2000 (standard) or FFB2000/FFB2000-Pro (optional)
- Electrical connection: 3x 230V/50Hz (+/- 5%), operation with 1x 230V/50Hz (minimum operation mode) and 2x
230V/50Hz possible with reduced air power, each with 16A (type B or C circuit breaker or slow blow screw in plug fuse)
- Inside the insulation blowing machine, frequency guided drives are installed. The electrical connection must be made
according to the applicable national electrical regulations.
- Power rating: 10,2kW

All prices are subject to VAT. Packaging and shipping costs not included. This price list remains valid until a new list is published. Subject to change. We accept no responsibility for errors or changes. Our
"Terms and Conditions" apply exclusively. The contents of this document may not be passed on in part without the express consent to third parties. All technical specifications, drawings etc. are subject to
the law on copyright.
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- Blower: 5x high-powered radial fans with 8,25 kW total power
Main blowers 1 + 2 (each 1,8 kW): controllable via speed controller
Main blower 3 (1,45 kW): not controllable via speed controller (booster)
Amplifier blowers: blower 4 (1,8 kW) and blower 5 (1,4 KW) both controllable via speed controller
- Conveying pressure: max. 375 mbar
- Air flow (nominal/gauged): 995/765 m³/h
- Airlock volume: 18.5 L
- Outlet airlock: NW75 (3'') (direct reduction to NW63 (2½'') or NW50 (2“) possible)
- Outlet amplifier: NW63 (2½'')
- Airlock chamber ventilation for optimal processing throughputs
- Incoming air filter with quick fastener, NW90 intake air duct
(All values are approximate)
Scope of delivery:
- Fully functional insulation blowing machine, consisting of machine base, machine top with foldable support and dustreducing attachment
- Basic machine set, consisting of:
1x small-parts case with 1x cable remote control KFB2000 and carrying belt, 1x crank device, 1x pressure gauge, 1x
control cabinet key, 1x open-ended spanner SW13/10, 1x socket spanner SW13, 1x silicone spray, 1x double open-ended
spanner SW 10x13, 3× 230V/10m power cable (earthed-CEE), 1x 50m control cable ring PUR, approx. 2m NW90 air
suction hose, connection set for amplifier blowers (hoses, Y-piece, clamps), machine folder incl. Operating instructions,
inspection records and EC declaration of conformity
Optional equipment:
- Radio remote control FFB2000 -Pro instead of cable remote control (prod. No. 5243 or 5154)
- Additional option airlock feed gate controllable via remote (prod. No. 7448)
- Direct extension NW75>90 (3‘‘>3,5‘‘) (prod. No. 6746, conveyor line NW90 (3,5‘‘) necessary)
- Mains voltage display for 230V connection (prod. No. 4604, up to 3 pieces)
- Accessory set for loose insulation material NW75/63 (3’’/2,5’’) (nonabrasive, prod. No. 5246)
- 400V CEE / 3x 230V earthed power distribution cube (with connection cable) (prod. No. 9481)
- EM3XX: Fastening element set for blowing machine (prod. No. 10372)
- Insulation blowing tools (various prod. No.)
- For more accessories, see price list / available on request

EM 340-400V-7,3kW High-powered compact insulation blowing machine
Heavy duty compact insulation blowing machine for processing certified insulation materials, e.g. cellulose, wood fibre,
mineral fibre as well as granules and other materials. Due to its compact design, the machine is ideally suited for mobile
use on-site.

Art. 5770
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Important features:
The innovative 2-stage material conditioning unit with the three shafts and an additional shredding shaft can easily break
up and finely shred highly compacted processing materials (max. 220kg/m³ packing density). The material flow volume
can be set by the airlock feed gate’s position and the airlock rotor’s rotational speed. Three high-powered radial fans
generate the required air power effortlessly and can be used for suction purposes, too. All important machine settings can
be set directly from the injection point by cable or radio remote control. The machine is equipped with a 400V/16A threephase power connection (CEKON). For more information, see product data sheet.

Technical details:
- Power/material throughput: up to 1200kg/h (based on cellulose), depending on application, material and delivery
- Hopper volume: 0,315 m³
- Dimensions: 990 x 830 x 1740 (L x W x H)
- Empty weight: 265kg
- Filling height: 1250 mm
- Conditioning: 3x shafts, 1x shredding shaft
- Material setting: controllable via control by setting the airlock rotor’s rotational speed or manually by setting the airlock
feed gate
- Machine control: cable control KFB2000 (standard) or FFB2000/FFB2000-Pro (optional)
- Electrical connection: 1x 400V/50Hz/3x16A-PE (+/- 5%), each with 16A (type B or C circuit breaker or slow blow screw in
plug fuse)
- Inside the insulation blowing machine, frequency guided drives are installed. The electrical connection must be made
according to the applicable national electrical regulations.
- Power rating: 7,3 kW
- Blower: 3x high-powered radial fans with 5,4 kW total power
- Conveying pressure: max. 405 mbar
- Air flow (nominal/gauged): 585/500 m³/h
- Airlock volume: 18.5 L
- Outlet: NW75 (3'') (direct reduction to NW63 (2½'') or NW50 (2“) possible)
- Airlock chamber ventilation for optimal processing throughputs
- Incoming air filter with quick fastener, NW90 intake air duct
(All values are approximate)
Scope of delivery:
- Fully functional insulation blowing machine, consisting of machine base, machine top with foldable support and dustreducing attachment
- Basic machine set, consisting of:
1x small-parts case with 1x cable remote control KFB2000 and carrying belt, 1x crank device, 1x pressure gauge, 1x
control cabinet key, 1x open-ended spanner SW13/10, 1x socket spanner SW13, 1x silicone spray, 1x double open-ended
spanner SW 10x13, 1× 400V/10m power cable (earthed-CEE), 1x 50m control cable ring PUR, approx. 2m NW90 air
All prices are subject to VAT. Packaging and shipping costs not included. This price list remains valid until a new list is published. Subject to change. We accept no responsibility for errors or changes. Our
"Terms and Conditions" apply exclusively. The contents of this document may not be passed on in part without the express consent to third parties. All technical specifications, drawings etc. are subject to
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suction hose, machine folder incl. Operating instructions, inspection records and EC declaration of conformity
Optional equipment:
- Radio remote control FFB2000 -Pro instead of cable remote control (prod. No. 5243 or 5154)
- Additional option airlock feed gate controllable via remote (prod. No. 6356)
- Direct extension NW75>90 (3‘‘>3,5‘‘) (prod. No. 6746, conveyor line NW90 (3,5‘‘) necessary)
- Accessory set for loose insulation material NW75/63 (3’’/2,5’’) (nonabrasive, prod. No. 5246)
- EM3XX: Fastening element set for blowing machine (prod. No. 10372)
- Insulation blowing tools (various prod. No.)
- For more accessories, see price list / available on request
Power supply options:
- 400V phase adaptor and neutral conductor monitor with cut-out protective system (prod. No. 4553)
- Power adaptor 400V, 25m ring (prod. No. 2492)
At on-site feeding point with a 32A connection:
- Power adaptor socket strip 400V / 32A > 2x400V / 16A (prod. No. 7273)
- Power adaptor 400V/32A, 10m ring, CEE (prod. No. 7274)

EM 345-400V/10,5kW High-powered compact insulation blowing machine
Heavy duty compact insulation blowing machine for processing certified insulation materials, e.g. cellulose, wood fibre,
mineral fibre as well as granules and other materials. Due to its compact design, the machine is ideally suited for mobile
use on-site.

Art. 7129
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Important features:
The innovative 2-stage material conditioning unit with the three shafts and an additional shredding shaft can easily break
up and finely shred highly compacted processing materials (max. 220kg/m³ packing density). The material flow volume
can be set by the airlock feed gate’s position and the airlock rotor’s rotational speed. Three and two additional highpowered radial fans generate the required air power effortlessly and can be used for suction purposes, too. All important
machine settings can be set directly from the injection point by cable or radio remote control. The machine is equipped
with one 400V/16A three-phase power connection (CEKON) and one 230V power connection. For more information, see
product data sheet.

Technical details:
- Power/material throughput: up to 1400kg/h (based on cellulose), depending on application, material and delivery
- Hopper volume: 0,315 m³
- Dimensions: 990 x 830 x 1740 (L x W x H)
- Empty weight: 273kg
- Filling height: 1250 mm
- Conditioning: 3x shafts, 1x shredding shaft
- Material setting: controllable via control by setting the airlock rotor’s rotational speed or manually by setting the airlock
feed gate
- Machine control: cable control KFB2000 (standard) or FFB2000/FFB2000-Pro (optional)
- Electrical connection: 1x 400V/ 50Hz/16A (+/- 5%) and 1x 230V~/16 A each with 16A (type B or C circuit breaker or slow
blow screw in plug fuse)
- Inside the insulation blowing machine, frequency guided drives are installed. The electrical connection must be made
according to the applicable national electrical regulations.
- Power rating: 10,5 kW
- Blower: 5x high-powered radial fans with 8,5 kW total power
Main blowers 1 + 2 (each 1,8 kW): controllable via speed controller
Main blower 3 (1,8 kW): not controllable via speed controller (booster)
Amplifier blowers: blower 4 (1,8 kW) and blower 5 (1,4 KW) both controllable via speed controller
- Conveying pressure: max. 400 mbar
- Air flow (nominal/gauged): 960/785 m³/h
- Airlock volume: 18.5 L
- Outlet airlock: NW75 (3'') (direct reduction to NW63 (2½'') or NW50 (2“) possible)
- Outlet amplifier: NW63 (2½'')
- Airlock chamber ventilation for optimal processing throughputs
- Incoming air filter with quick fastener, NW90 intake air duct
(All values are approximate)
Scope of delivery:
- Fully functional insulation blowing machine, consisting of machine base, machine top with foldable support and dustreducing attachment
- Basic machine set, consisting of:
1x small-parts case with 1x cable remote control KFB2000 and carrying belt, 1x crank device, 1x pressure gauge, 1x
control cabinet key, 1x socket spanner SW13, 1x silicone spray, 1x double open-ended spanner SW 10x13, 1× 400V/10m
power cable (earthed-CEE), 1x 230V/10m power cable (earthed-CEE), 1x 50m control cable ring PUR, approx. 2m NW90
air suction hose, connection set for amplifier blowers (hoses, Y-piece, clamps), machine folder incl. Operating instructions,
inspection records and EC declaration of conformity
Optional equipment:
- Radio remote control FFB2000 -Pro instead of cable remote control (prod. No. 5243 or 5154)
- Additional option airlock feed gate controllable via remote (prod. No. 6356)
- Direct extension NW75>90 (3‘‘>3,5‘‘) (prod. No. 6746, conveyor line NW90 (3,5‘‘) necessary)
- 400V phase- and neutral conductor monitor with cut-out protective system (prod. No. 4553)
- EM3XX: Fastening element set for blowing machine (prod. No. 10372)
- Insulation blowing tools (various prod. No.)
All prices are subject to VAT. Packaging and shipping costs not included. This price list remains valid until a new list is published. Subject to change. We accept no responsibility for errors or changes. Our
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- For more accessories, see price list / available on request

EM 360-400V/5,9kW High-powered compact insulation blowing machine
Heavy duty compact insulation blowing machine for processing certified insulation materials, e.g. cellulose, wood fibre,
mineral fibre as well as granules and other materials. Due to its compact design, the machine is ideally suited for mobile
use on-site.

Art. 6007
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Important features:
The innovative 2-stage material conditioning unit with the three shafts and an additional shredding shaft can easily break
up and finely shred highly compacted processing materials (max. 220kg/m³ packing density). The material flow volume
can be set by the airlock feed gate’s position and the airlock rotor’s rotational speed. A 3-stage turbine generates the
required air power effortlessly and can be used for suction purposes, too. All important machine settings can be set
directly from the injection point by cable or radio remote control. The machine is equipped with a 400V/16A three-phase
power connection (CEKON). For more information, see product data sheet.

Technical details:
- Power/material throughput: up to 1200kg/h (based on cellulose), depending on application, material and delivery
- Hopper volume: 0,315 m³
- Dimensions: 990 x 830 x 1740 (L x W x H)
- Empty weight: 280 kg
- Filling height: 1250 mm
- Conditioning: 3x shafts, 1x shredding shaft
- Material setting: controllable via control by setting the airlock rotor’s rotational speed or manually by setting the airlock
feed gate
- Machine control: cable control KFB2000 (standard) or FFB2000/FFB2000-Pro (optional)
- Electrical connection: 1x 400V/50Hz/3x16A-PE (+/- 5%), each with 16A (type B or C circuit breaker or slow blow screw in
plug fuse)
- Inside the insulation blowing machine, frequency guided drives are installed. The electrical connection must be made
according to the applicable national electrical regulations.
- Power rating: 5,9 kW
- Blower: 1x 3-stage turbine, 4,0 kW
- Conveying pressure: max. 400 mbar
- Air flow (nominal/gauged): 380/375 m³/h
- Airlock volume: 18.5 L
- Outlet: NW75 (3'') (direct reduction to NW63 (2½'') or NW50 (2“) possible)
- Airlock chamber ventilation for optimal processing throughputs
- Incoming air filter with quick fastener, NW90 intake air duct
(All values are approximate)
Scope of delivery:
- Fully functional insulation blowing machine, consisting of machine base, machine top with foldable support and dustreducing attachment
- Basic machine set, consisting of:
1x small-parts case with 1x cable remote control KFB2000 and carrying belt, 1x crank device, 1x pressure gauge, 1x
control cabinet key, 1x open-ended spanner SW13/10, 1x socket spanner SW13, 1x silicone spray, 1x double open-ended
spanner SW 10x13, 1× 400V/10m power cable (earthed-CEE), 1x 50m control cable ring PUR, approx. 2m NW90 air
suction hose, machine folder incl. Operating instructions, inspection records and EC declaration of conformity
Optional equipment:
- Radio remote control FFB2000 -Pro instead of cable remote control (prod. No. 5243 or 5154)
- Additional option airlock feed gate controllable via remote (prod. No. 6356)
- Direct extension NW75>90 (3‘‘>3,5‘‘) (prod. No. 6746, conveyor line NW90 (3,5‘‘) necessary)
- EM3XX: Fastening element set for blowing machine (prod. No. 10372)
- Accessory set for loose insulation material NW75/63
- Insulation blowing tools (various prod. No.)
- For more accessories, see price list / available on request
Power supply options:
- 400V phase adaptor and neutral conductor monitor with cut-out protective system (prod. No. 4553)
- Power adaptor 400V, 25m ring (prod. No. 2492)
At on-site feeding point with a 32A connection:
- Power adaptor socket strip 400V / 32A > 2x400V / 16A (prod. No. 7273)
- Power adaptor 400V/32A, 10m ring, CEE (prod. No. 7274)
EM 365-400V/9,2kW High-powered compact insulation blowing machine
Heavy duty compact insulation blowing machine for processing certified insulation materials, e.g. cellulose, wood fibre,
mineral fibre as well as granules and other materials. Due to ist compact design, the machine is ideally suited for mobile
use on-site.

Art. 6268
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Important features:
The innovative 2-stage material conditioning unit with the three shafts and an additional shredding shaft can easily break
up and finely shred highly compacted processing materials (max. 220kg/m³ packing density). The material flow volume
can be set by the airlock feed gate’s position and the airlock rotor’s rotational speed. A 3-stage turbine and two additional
high-powered radial fans generate the required air power effortlessly and can be used for suction purposes, too. All
important machine settings can be set directly from the injection point by cable or radio remote control. The machine is
equipped with one 400V/16A three-phase power connection (CEKON) and one 230V power connection. For more
information, see product data sheet.
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Technical details:
- Power/material throughput: up to 1400kg/h (based on cellulose), depending on application, material and delivery
- Hopper volume: 0,315 m³
- Dimensions: 990 x 830 x 1740 (L x W x H)
- Empty weight: 302kg
- Filling height: 1250 mm
- Conditioning: 3x shafts, 1x shredding shaft
- Material setting: controllable via control by setting the airlock rotor’s rotational speed or manually by setting the airlock
feed gate
- Machine control: cable control KFB2000 (standard) or FFB2000/FFB2000-Pro (optional)
- Electrical connection: 1x 400V/ 50Hz/16A (+/- 5%) and 1x 230V~/16 A each with 16A (type B or C circuit breaker or slow
blow screw in plug fuse)
- Inside the insulation blowing machine, frequency guided drives are installed. The electrical connection must be made
according to the applicable national electrical regulations.
- Power rating: 9,2 kW
- Blower: 1x 3-stage turbine 4,0 kW and 2x high-powered radial fans with 3,3 kW total power
- Conveying pressure: max. 420 mbar
- Air flow (nominal/gauged): 795/660 m³/h
- Airlock volume: 18.5 L
- Outlet airlock: NW75 (3'') (direct reduction to NW63 (2½'') or NW50 (2“) possible)
- Outlet amplifier: NW63 (2½'')
- Airlock chamber ventilation for optimal processing throughputs
- Incoming air filter with quick fastener, NW90 intake air duct
(All values are approximate)
Scope of delivery:
- Fully functional insulation blowing machine, consisting of machine base, machine top with foldable support and dustreducing attachment
- Basic machine set, consisting of:
1x small-parts case with 1x cable remote control KFB2000 and carrying belt, 1x crank device, 1x pressure gauge, 1x
control cabinet key, 1x open-ended spanner SW13/10, 1x socket spanner SW13, 1x silicone spray, 1x double open-ended
spanner SW 10x13, 1× 400V/10m power cable (earthed-CEE), 1x 230V/10m power cable (earthed-CEE), 1x 50m control
cable ring PUR, approx. 2m NW90 air suction hose, connection set for amplifier blowers (hoses, Y-piece, clamps),
machine folder incl. Operating instructions, inspection records and EC declaration of conformity
Optional equipment:
- Radio remote control FFB2000 -Pro instead of cable remote control (prod. No. 5243 or 5154)
- Additional option airlock feed gate controllable via remote (prod. No. 7449)
- Direct extension NW75>90 (3‘‘>3,5‘‘) (prod. No. 6746, conveyor line NW90 (3,5‘‘) necessary)
- Accessory set for loose insulation material NW75/63 (3’’/2,5’’) (nonabrasive, prod. No. 5246)
- Mains voltage display for 230V connection (prod. No. 4604)
- EM3XX: Fastening element set for blowing machine (prod. No. 10372)
- Insulation blowing tools (various prod. No.)
- For more accessories, see price list / available on request
Power supply options:
- 400V phase adaptor and neutral conductor monitor with cut-out protective system (prod. No. 4553)
- Power adaptor 400V, 25m ring (prod. No. 2492)
At on-site feeding point with a 32A connection:
- Power adaptor socket strip 400V / 32A > 2x400V / 16A (prod. No. 7273)
- Power adaptor 400V/32A, 10m ring, CEE (prod. No. 7274)

EM 400-400V/7,5kW High-powered insulation blowing machine
Heavy duty insulation blowing machine for processing certified insulation materials, e.g. cellulose, wood fibre, rock wool
and many more professionally. Due to its design, the machine is ideally suited for both stationary plant use and mobile use
on-site.

Art. 3316
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Important features:
The 2-stage material conditioning unit, consisting of four shredding shafts and one shredder, can easily break up and
finely shred highly compacted processing materials (max. 200kg/m³ packing density). The material flow volume can be
conveniently selected via the cable or radio remote control (optional) in approx. 20 levels by positioning the electric airlock
feed gate. A 5- stage, specially developed high powered turbine (5.5kW) generates the required air power effortlessly. All
important machine settings can be set directly from the injection point by cable or radio remote control. The machine is
equipped with one 400V~/16A power connection. For more information, see product data sheet.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Optimized version from 05/2020 included in standard scope of delivery:
- Revised breaking unit: Increased crushing capacity due to serrated crushing elements inserted at an angle for better
space coverage
- Improved filling attachment: Highly increased storage volume due to optimized bag deposit, which usually allows the
insertion of bagged goods in longitudinal direction
- Optimized turbine performance: Optimized impellers and stators increase the air flow and back pressure, resulting in
higher efficiency due to lower power loss.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Optimized version from 05/2020 included in standard scope of delivery:
- Revised breaking unit: Increased crushing capacity due to serrated crushing elements inserted at an angle for better
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space coverage
- Improved filling attachment: Highly increased storage volume due to optimized bag deposit, which usually allows the
insertion of bagged goods in longitudinal direction
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Technical details:
- Power/material throughput: up to 2.210 kg/h (based on cellulose), depending on application, material and delivery
- Hopper volume: 1,0 m³
- Dimensions: 1300 x 1020 x 1800 (L x W x H)
- Empty weight: 410 kg
- Filling height: 1260 mm
- Conditioning: 4x shredding shafts, 1x shredder
- Material setting: controllable via control by setting the electrical airlock feed gate
- Machine control: cable control KFB2000 (standard) or FFB2000/FFB2000-Pro (optional)
- Electrical connection: 1x 400 V/50 Hz/3x16A/N/PE (+/- 5%) (fuse protection Automat C or safety fuse)
- Inside the insulation blowing machine, frequency guided drives are installed. The electrical connection must be made
according to the applicable national electrical regulations.
- Power rating: 7,5 kW
- Blower: 1x 5-stage turbine 5,5 kW, Pmax. 500 mbar
- Air flow volume: 100-430 m³/h
- Conveying pressure: max. 520 mbar
- Air flow (nominal/gauged): 450/410 m³/h
- Airlock volume: 20 L
- Outlet: NW90 (3 1/2'') (direct reduction to NW75 (3'') optional)
- Airlock chamber ventilation for optimal processing throughputs
- Incoming air filter with quick fastener, NW90 intake air duct
(All values are approximate)
Scope of delivery:
- Fully functional insulation blowing machine, consisting of machine base, machine top with foldable support and dustreducing attachment
- Basic machine set, consisting of:
1x small-parts case with 1x cable remote control KFB2000 and carrying belt, 1x crank tool, 1x pressure gauge, 1x control
cabinet key, 1x open-ended spanner NW13, 1x open-ended spanner NW24, 1x socket spanner NW13, 1x silicone spray,
1x double open-ended spanner, 1x hose clamp NW90, 1x quick-connect clamp NW75, 1x reducer piece 90>76 with Oring, 1× 400V/10m power cable (earthed-CEE), 1x 50m control cable ring PUR, approx. 2m NW90 air suction hose,
machine folder incl. Operating instructions, inspection records and EC declaration of conformity
Optional equipment:
- Radio remote control FFB2000 -Pro instead of cable remote control (prod. No. 5243 or 5154)
- Optional add-on AE - blow-off unit (prod. No. 4038)
- Optional add-on DS - Adjustable airlock rotation speed (prod. No. 5060)
- Additional option hopper top piece V=0,914m³ (prod. No. 8522)
- Mounting foot (prod. No. 5301)
- Intake socket 90° NW90 (prod. No. 5613)
- Direct reducer piece NW90>75 (3½>3'') (EM4XX-NW90 after year 06/2018) (Prod. No. 8936)
- Accessories set NW75/63 for loose-fill insulation (nonabrasive) (prod. No. 5246)
- 400V phase- and neutral conductor monitor with cut-out protective system (prod. No. 4553)
- EM4XX: Reducer tube PE 90>76 with O-Ring (prod. No. 5145)
- Insulation blowing tools (various prod. No.)
- For more accessories, see price list / available on request

EM 430-400V/9.9kW High-powered insulation blowing machine
Heavy duty insulation blowing machine for processing certified insulation materials, e.g. cellulose, wood fibre, rock wool
and many more professionally. Due to its design, the machine is ideally suited for both stationary plant use and mobile use
on-site.

Art. 5802
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Important features:
The 2-stage material conditioning unit, consisting of four shredding shafts and one shredder, can easily break up and
finely shred highly compacted processing materials (max. 200kg/m³ packing density). The material flow volume can be
conveniently selected via the cable or radio remote control (optional) in approx. 20 levels by positioning the electric airlock
feed gate. A 5-stage, specially developed high powered turbine (7.5 kW) generates the required air power effortlessly. All
important machine settings can be set directly from the injection point by cable or radio remote control. The machine is
equipped with one 400V~/16A power connection. For more information, see product data sheet.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Optimized version from 05/2020 included in standard scope of delivery:
- Revised breaking unit: Increased crushing capacity due to serrated crushing elements inserted at an angle for better
space coverage
- Improved filling attachment: Highly increased storage volume due to optimized bag deposit, which usually allows the
insertion of bagged goods in longitudinal direction
- Optimized turbine performance: Optimized impellers and stators increase the air flow and back pressure, resulting in
higher efficiency due to lower power loss.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Technical details:
- Power/material throughput: up to 2.400 kg/h (based on cellulose), depending on application, material and delivery
- Hopper volume: 1,0 m³
- Dimensions: 1300 x 1020 x 1800 (L x W x H)
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- Empty weight: 417kg
- Filling height: 1260 mm
- Conditioning: 4x shredding shafts, 1x shredder
- Material setting: controllable via control by setting the electrical airlock feed gate
- Machine control: cable control KFB2000 (standard) or FFB2000/FFB2000-Pro (optional)
- Electrical connection: 1x 400 V/50 Hz/3x16A/N/PE (+/- 5%) (fuse protection Automat C or safety fuse)
- Inside the insulation blowing machine, frequency guided drives are installed. The electrical connection must be made
according to the applicable national electrical regulations.
- Power rating: 9,9kW
- Blower: 1x 5-stage turbine 7,5 kW
- Conveying pressure: max. 680 mbar
- Air flow (nominal/gauged): 490/420 m³/h
- Airlock volume: 20 L
- Outlet: NW90 (3 1/2'') (direct reduction to NW75 (3'') optional)
- Airlock chamber ventilation for optimal processing throughputs
- Incoming air filter with quick fastener, NW90 intake air duct
(All values are approximate)
Scope of delivery:
- Fully functional insulation blowing machine, consisting of machine base, machine top with foldable support and dustreducing attachment
- Basic machine set, consisting of:
1x small-parts case with 1x cable remote control KFB2000 and carrying belt, 1x crank tool, 1x pressure gauge, 1x control
cabinet key, 1x open-ended spanner NW13, 1x open-ended spanner NW24, 1x socket spanner NW13, 1x silicone spray,
1x double open-ended spanner, 1x hose clamp NW90, 1x quick-connect clamp NW75, 1x reducer piece 90>76 with Oring, 1× 400V/10m power cable (earthed-CEE), 1x 50m control cable ring PUR, approx. 2m NW90 air suction hose,
machine folder incl. Operating instructions, inspection records and EC declaration of conformity
Optional equipment:
- Radio remote control FFB2000 -Pro instead of cable remote control (prod. No. 5243 or 5154)
- Optional add-on AE - blow-off unit (prod. No. 4038)
- Optional add-on DS - Adjustable airlock rotation speed (prod. No. 5060)
- Additional option hopper top piece V=0,914m³ (prod. No. 8522)
- Mounting foot (prod. No. 5301)
- Intake socket 90° NW90 (prod. No. 5613)
- Direct reducer piece NW90>75 (3½>3'') (EM4XX-NW90 after year 06/2018) (Prod. No. 8936)
- Accessories set NW75/63 for loose-fill insulation (nonabrasive) (prod. No. 5246)
- 400V phase- and neutral conductor monitor with cut-out protective system (prod. No. 4553)
- Additional package for integrating the insulation blowing machine into a factory filling system (Prod. No. 8615)
- EM4XX: Reducer tube PE 90>76 with O-Ring (prod. No. 5145)
- Insulation blowing tools (various prod. No.)
- For more accessories, see price list / available on request

EM 440-2x400V/11,4kW High-powered insulation blowing machine
Heavy duty insulation blowing machine for processing certified insulation materials, e.g. cellulose, wood fibre, rock wool
and many more professionally. Due to its design, the machine is ideally suited for both stationary plant use and mobile use
on-site.

Art. 11047
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Important features:
The 2-stage material conditioning unit, consisting of four shredding shafts and one shredder, can easily break up and
finely shred highly compacted processing materials (max. 200kg/m³ packing density). The material flow volume can be
conveniently selected via the cable or radio remote control (optional) in approx. 20 levels by positioning the electric airlock
feed gate. A 5-stage, specially developed high powered turbine (5.5kW) and two additional high performance radial
compressors for amplification generate the required air power effortlessly. For optimum cooling, the amplifier blowers suck
in their cooling air from an external source. The engine room is actively cooled with ambient air with a fan in every
operating condition. All important machine settings can be set directly from the injection point by cable or radio remote
control. The machine is equipped with two 400V~/16A power connections. For more information, see product data sheet.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Optimized version since 05/2020 included in standard scope of delivery:
- Revised breaking unit: Increased crushing capacity due to serrated crushing elements inserted at an angle for better
space coverage
- Improved filling attachment: Highly increased storage volume due to optimized bag deposit, which usually allows the
insertion of bagged goods in longitudinal direction
- Optimized turbine performance: Optimized impellers and stators increase the air flow and back pressure, resulting in
higher efficiency due to lower power loss.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Technical details:
- Power/material throughput: up to 2.300 kg/h (based on cellulose), depending on application, material and delivery
- Hopper volume: 1,0 m³
- Dimensions: 1300 x 1020 x 1800 (L x W x H)
- Empty weight: 424kg
- Filling height: 1260 mm
- Conditioning: 4x shredding shafts, 1x shredder
- Material setting: controllable via control by setting the electrical airlock feed gate
- Machine control: cable control KFB2000 (standard) or FFB2000/FFB2000-Pro (optional)
- Electrical connection: 2x 400V/ 50Hz/16A (+/- 5%) (B or C automatic or slow-blow screw fuse)

All prices are subject to VAT. Packaging and shipping costs not included. This price list remains valid until a new list is published. Subject to change. We accept no responsibility for errors or changes. Our
"Terms and Conditions" apply exclusively. The contents of this document may not be passed on in part without the express consent to third parties. All technical specifications, drawings etc. are subject to
the law on copyright.
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- Inside the insulation blowing machine, frequency guided drives are installed. The electrical connection must be made
according to the applicable national electrical regulations.
- Power rating: 11,4 kW
- Blower: 5-stage high-powered turbine 5,5 kW, High-powered radial fans 2x 1,8 kW
- Conveying pressure: max. 480 mbar
- Air flow (nominal/gauged): 850/710 m³/h
- Airlock volume: 20 L
- Outlet: NW90 (3 1/2'') (direct reduction to NW75 (3'') optional)
- Airlock chamber ventilation for optimal processing throughputs
- Incoming air filter with quick fastener, NW90 intake air duct
(All values are approximate)
Scope of delivery:
- Fully functional insulation blowing machine, consisting of machine base, machine top with foldable support and dustreducing attachment
- Basic machine set, consisting of:
1x small-parts case with 1x cable remote control KFB2000 and carrying belt, 1x crank tool, 1x pressure gauge, 1x control
cabinet key, 1x open-ended spanner NW13, 1x open-ended spanner NW24, 1x socket spanner NW13, 1x silicone spray,
1x double open-ended spanner, 1x hose clamp NW90, 1x quick-connect clamp NW75, 2× 400V/10m power cable, 1x 50m
control cable ring PUR, approx. 2m NW90 air suction hose, approx. 2m NW75 air suction hose, 1x connection set for
amplifier (hoses, clamps, Y-piece) machine folder incl. Operating instructions, inspection records and EC declaration of
conformity
Optional equipment:
- Radio remote control FFB2000 -Pro instead of cable remote control (prod. No. 5243 or 5154)
- Optional add-on AE - blow-off unit (prod. No. 4038)
- Optional add-on DS - Adjustable airlock rotation speed (prod. No. 5060)
- Additional option hopper top piece V=0,914m³ (prod. No. 8522)
- Mounting foot (prod. No. 5301)
- Intake socket 90° NW90 (prod. No. 5613)
- Intake socket 90° NW75 (prod. No. 5614)
- Direct reducer piece NW90>75 (3½>3'') (EM4XX-NW90 after year 06/2018) (Prod. No. 8936)
- Accessories set NW75/63 for loose-fill insulation (nonabrasive) (prod. No. 5246)
- EM4XX: Reducer tube PE 90>76 with O-Ring (prod. No. 5145)
- Insulation blowing tools (various prod. No.)
- For more accessories, see price list / available on request
Power supply options:
- 400V phase- and neutral conductor monitor with cut-out protective system (prod. No. 4553)
- P400V power adapter, 25m coil (prod. No. 2492)
At on-site feeding point with a 32A connection:
- Net adaptor 400V / 32A > 2x400V / 16A (prod. No. 7273)
- Power adaptor 400V/32A, 10m ring, CEE (prod. No. 7274)

EM 440-3x230V/10,0kW High-powered insulation blowing machine
Heavy duty insulation blowing machine for processing certified insulation materials, e.g. cellulose, wood fibre, rock wool
and many more professionally. Due to its design, the machine is ideally suited for both stationary plant use and mobile use
on-site.

Art. 6253
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Important features:
The 2-stage material conditioning unit, consisting of four shredding shafts and one shredder, can easily break up and
finely shred highly compacted processing materials (max. 200kg/m³ packing density). The material flow volume can be
conveniently selected via the cable or radio remote control (optional) in approx. 20 levels by positioning the electric airlock
feed gate. The three primary and two additional high performance radial compressors generate the required air power
effortlessly. For optimum cooling, the amplifier blowers suck in their cooling air from an external source. The engine room
is actively cooled with ambient air with a fan in every operating condition. All important machine settings can be set directly
from the injection point by cable or radio remote control. The machine is equipped with three 230V~/16A power
connections. For more information, see product data sheet.
Technical details:
- Power/material throughput: up to 2.250 kg/h (based on cellulose), depending on application, material and delivery
- Hopper volume: 1,0 m³
- Dimensions: 1300 x 1020 x 1800 (L x W x H)
- Empty weight: 460 kg
- Filling height: 1260 mm
- Conditioning: 4x shredding shafts, 1x shredder
- Material setting: controllable via control by setting the electrical airlock feed gate
- Machine control: cable control KFB2000 (standard) or FFB2000/FFB2000-Pro (optional)
- Electrical connection: 3x 230V/50 Hz/16A (full load) (+/- 5%), operation with 2x 230V/50 Hz/16A or 1x 230V/50 Hz/16A at
reduced air power possible
- Inside the insulation blowing machine, frequency guided drives are installed. The electrical connection must be made
according to the applicable national electrical regulations.
- Power rating: 10,0 kW
- Blower: 5x high-powered radial fans (2x 1,8 kW, 3x 1,45 kW)
- Conveying pressure: max. 380 mbar
- Air flow (nominal/gauged): 975/850 m³/h
- Airlock volume: 20 L

All prices are subject to VAT. Packaging and shipping costs not included. This price list remains valid until a new list is published. Subject to change. We accept no responsibility for errors or changes. Our
"Terms and Conditions" apply exclusively. The contents of this document may not be passed on in part without the express consent to third parties. All technical specifications, drawings etc. are subject to
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- Outlet: NW90 (3 1/2'') (direct reduction to NW75 (3'') optional)
- Airlock chamber ventilation for optimal processing throughputs
- Incoming air filter with quick fastener, NW90 intake air duct
(All values are approximate)
Scope of delivery:
- Fully functional insulation blowing machine, consisting of machine base, machine top with foldable support and dustreducing attachment
- Basic machine set, consisting of:
1x small-parts case with 1x cable remote control KFB2000 and carrying belt, 1x crank tool, 1x pressure gauge, 1x control
cabinet key, 1x open-ended spanner NW13, 1x open-ended spanner NW24, 1x socket spanner NW13, 1x silicone spray,
1x double open-ended spanner, 1x hose clamp NW90, 1x quick-connect clamp NW75, 1x belt tension measuring device,
3× 230V/10m power cable, 1x 50m control cable ring PUR, approx. 2m NW90 air suction hose, approx. 2m NW75 air
suction hose, 1x connection set for amplifier (hoses, clamps, Y-piece) machine folder incl. Operating instructions,
inspection records and EC declaration of conformity
Optional equipment:
- Radio remote control FFB2000 -Pro instead of cable remote control (prod. No. 5243 or 5154)
- Optional add-on AE - blow-off unit (EM440-3x230V/10.0kW only) (prod. No. 6526, obligatory)
- Optional add-on DS - Adjustable airlock rotation speed (prod. No. 5060)
- Additional option hopper top piece V=0,914m³ (prod. No. 8522)
- Mounting foot (prod. No. 5301)
- Intake socket 90° NW90 (prod. No. 5613)
- Intake socket 90° NW75 (prod. No. 5614)
- Direct reducer piece NW90>75 (3½>3'') (EM4XX-NW90 after year 06/2018) (Prod. No. 8936)
- Accessories set NW75/63 for loose-fill insulation (nonabrasive) (prod. No. 5246)
- Mains voltage display (prod. No. 4604, up to 3 pieces)
- 400V CEE / 3x 230V earthed power distribution cube (with connection cable) (prod. No. 9481)
-EM4XX: Reducer tube PE 90>76 with O-Ring (prod. No. 5145)
- Insulation blowing tools (various prod. No.)
- For more accessories, see price list / available on request

EM 440-400V/11,1kW High-powered insulation blowing machine
Heavy duty insulation blowing machine for processing certified insulation materials, e.g. cellulose, wood fibre, rock wool
and many more professionally. Due to its design, the machine is ideally suited for both stationary plant use and mobile use
on-site.

Art. 4662
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Important features:
The 2-stage material conditioning unit, consisting of four shredding shafts and one shredder, can easily break up and
finely shred highly compacted processing materials (max. 200kg/m³ packing density). The material flow volume can be
conveniently selected via the cable or radio remote control (optional) in approx. 20 levels by positioning the electric airlock
feed gate. A 5-stage, specially developed high powered turbine (5.5kW) and two additional high performance radial
compressors for amplification generate the required air power effortlessly. For optimum cooling, the amplifier blowers suck
in their cooling air from an external source. The engine room is actively cooled with ambient air with a fan in every
operating condition. All important machine settings can be set directly from the injection point by cable or radio remote
control. The machine is equipped with one 400V~/16A power connection and one 230V~/16A power connection. For more
information, see product data sheet.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Optimized version from 05/2020 included in standard scope of delivery:
- Revised breaking unit: Increased crushing capacity due to serrated crushing elements inserted at an angle for better
space coverage
- Improved filling attachment: Highly increased storage volume due to optimized bag deposit, which usually allows the
insertion of bagged goods in longitudinal direction
- Optimized turbine performance: Optimized impellers and stators increase the air flow and back pressure, resulting in
higher efficiency due to lower power loss.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Technical details:
- Power/material throughput: up to 2.300 kg/h (based on cellulose), depending on application, material and delivery
- Hopper volume: 1,0 m³
- Dimensions: 1300 x 1020 x 1800 (L x W x H)
- Empty weight: 424kg
- Filling height: 1260 mm
- Conditioning: 4x shredding shafts, 1x shredder
- Material setting: controllable via control by setting the electrical airlock feed gate
- Machine control: cable control KFB2000 (standard) or FFB2000/FFB2000-Pro (optional)
- Electrical connection: 1x 400V/ 50Hz/16A (+/- 5%) and 1x 230V~/16 A (B or C automatic or slow-blow screw fuse)
- Inside the insulation blowing machine, frequency guided drives are installed. The electrical connection must be made
according to the applicable national electrical regulations.
- Power rating: 11,1kW
- Blower: 5-stage high-powered turbine 5,5 kW, High-powered radial fans 1x 1,8kW and 1x 1,45kW
- Conveying pressure: max. 580 mbar
- Air flow (nominal/gauged): 800/650 m³/h
- Airlock volume: 20 L
- Outlet: NW90 (3 1/2'') (direct reduction to NW75 (3'') optional)
- Airlock chamber ventilation for optimal processing throughputs
- Incoming air filter with quick fastener, NW90 intake air duct

All prices are subject to VAT. Packaging and shipping costs not included. This price list remains valid until a new list is published. Subject to change. We accept no responsibility for errors or changes. Our
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(All values are approximate)
Scope of delivery:
- Fully functional insulation blowing machine, consisting of machine base, machine top with foldable support and dustreducing attachment
- Basic machine set, consisting of:
1x small-parts case with 1x cable remote control KFB2000 and carrying belt, 1x crank tool, 1x pressure gauge, 1x control
cabinet key, 1x open-ended spanner NW13, 1x open-ended spanner NW24, 1x socket spanner NW13, 1x silicone spray,
1x double open-ended spanner, 1x hose clamp NW90, 1x quick-connect clamp NW75, 1× 400V/10m power cable, 1×
230V/10m power cable, 1x 50m control cable ring PUR, approx. 2m NW90 air suction hose, approx. 2m NW75 air suction
hose, 1x connection set for amplifier (hoses, clamps, Y-piece) machine folder incl. Operating instructions, inspection
records and EC declaration of conformity
Optional equipment:
- Radio remote control FFB2000 -Pro instead of cable remote control (prod. No. 5243 or 5154)
- Optional add-on AE - blow-off unit (prod. No. 4038)
- Optional add-on DS - Adjustable airlock rotation speed (prod. No. 5060)
- Additional option hopper top piece V=0,914m³ (prod. No. 8522)
- Mounting foot (prod. No. 5301)
- Intake socket 90° NW90 (prod. No. 5613)
- Intake socket 90° NW75 (prod. No. 5614)
- Direct reducer piece NW90>75 (3½>3'') (EM4XX-NW90 after year 06/2018) (Prod. No. 8936)
- Accessories set NW75/63 for loose-fill insulation (nonabrasive) (prod. No. 5246)
- Mains voltage display (prod. No. 4604)
- Variant 10,8kW (prod. No. 8126)
- EM4XX: Reducer tube PE 90>76 with O-Ring (prod. No. 5145)
- Insulation blowing tools (various prod. No.)
- For more accessories, see price list / available on request
Power supply options:
- 400V phase- and neutral conductor monitor with cut-out protective system (prod. No. 4553)
- P400V power adapter, 25m coil (prod. No. 2492)
At on-site feeding point with a 32A connection:
- Net adaptor 400V / 32A > 2x400V / 16A (prod. No. 7273)
- Power adaptor 400V/32A, 10m ring, CEE (prod. No. 7274)

EM 500-400V-9,5kW High-powered insulation blowing machine
Heavy duty insulation blowing machine for processing certified insulation materials, e.g. cellulose, wood fibre, rock wool
and many more professionally. Due to its design, the machine is ideally suited for both stationary plant use and mobile use
on-site.

Art. 4817
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Important features:
Different than conventional insulation blowing machines, the processing material will be fed into the machine at table
height and transported with a conveyor belt to the conditioning unit. The 3-stage material conditioning unit, consisting of
one shredder and two shredding shafts, can easily break up and finely shred highly compacted processing materials (max.
175kg/m³ packing density). The material flow volume can be set by the airlock feed gate’s position. A high-powered
turbine generates the required air power effortlessly. All important machine settings can be set directly from the injection
point by cable or radio remote control. The machine is equipped with one 400V/3x16A power connections. For more
information, see product data sheet.
Technical details:
- Power/material throughput: up to 1800kg/h (based on cellulose), depending on application, material and delivery
- Hopper volume: 0,4 m³
- Dimensions: 1520 x 800 x 1300 (L x W x H)
- Empty weight: 390 kg
- Filling height: 860 mm
- Conditioning: 2x shredding shafts, 1x shredder
- Material setting: controllable via control by setting the electrical airlock feed gate or via the airlock’s rotational speed (DSoption)
- Machine control: cable control KFB2000 (standard) or FFB2000/FFB2000-Pro (optional)
- Electrical connection: 1x 400V/50 Hz/3x16A/N/PE (+/- 5%) (electrical fuse Automat B or C or slow screw-in fuse)
- Inside the insulation blowing machine, frequency guided drives are installed. The electrical connection must be made
according to the applicable national electrical regulations.
- Power rating: 9,5 kW
- Blower: high-powered turbine 7,5 kW
- Conveying pressure: max. 500 mbar
- Air flow (nominal/gauged): 490/450 m³/h
- Airlock volume: 36 L
- Outlet: NW75 (3'') (direct reduction to NW63 (2½'') or NW50 (2“) possible)
- Airlock chamber ventilation for optimal processing throughputs
- Incoming air filter with quick fastener, NW90 intake air duct
(All values are approximate)
Scope of delivery:
- Fully functional insulation blowing machine, consisting of machine base, foldable machine top with dust curtain and dustreducing connection, feed table
- Basic machine set, consisting of:
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1x small-parts case with 1x cable remote control KFB2000 and carrying belt, 1x crank tool, 1x pressure gauge, 1x control
cabinet key, 1x open-ended spanner NW13, 1x open-ended spanner NW24, 1x socket spanner NW13, 1x silicone spray,
1x hose clamp NW90, 1x quick-connect clamp NW75, 1x belt tension measuring device, 1× 400V/10m power cable
(CEKON), 1x control cable on reel 50m, approx. 2m NW90 air suction hose, 1x reducer piece PE 90>76 with O-ring,
machine folder incl. operating instructions, inspection records and EC declaration of conformity
Optional equipment:
- Radio remote control FFB2000 -Pro instead of cable remote control (prod. no. 5243 or 5154)
- Additional option AE - blow-off unit (prod. no. 4038)
- Additional option DS - adjustable airlock rotation speed (prod. no. 5060)
- Mounting foot (prod. no. 5301)
- Intake socket 90° NW90 (prod. no. 5613)
- Direct extension NW75>90 (3‘‘>3,5‘‘) (prod. no. 6746, conveyor line NW90 (3,5‘‘) necessary)
- Accessory set for loose insulation material NW75/63 (3’’/2,5’’) (nonabrasive, prod. no. 5246)
- Accessory set for loose insulation material NW75/63/50 (3’’/2,5’’/2’’) (nonabrasive, prod. no. 5737)
- 400V phase adaptor and neutral conductor monitor with cut-out protective system (prod. no. 4553)
- Insulation blowing tools (various prod. no.)
- For more accessories, see price list / available on request

EM4XX: Additional option hopper top piece V=0,914m³
Hopper top piece with increased storage volume, suitable for the EM4XX series.

Art. 8522
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Technical details:
- Hopper volume: 0,914m³
- Dimensions: 1284 x 950 x 907 (L x W x H)
- Empty weight: 65 kg
(All values are approximate)

EMX250 Special insulation blowing machine
Compact insulation blowing machine for processing certified insulation materials, e.g. rock wool, mineral wool, glas wool,
wood chips, hemp hurds, cellulose and others. Due to its design, the machine is ideally suited for mobile use on-site.

Art. 4679
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Important features:
The 2-stage material conditioning unit, consisting of one screw conveyor and one shredding shaft, can easily break up and
finely shred compacted processing materials. Two high-powered radial fans generate the required air power effortlessly.
All important machine settings can be set directly from the injection point by radio remote control. The machine is
equipped with two 230V/10-16A power connections. For more information, see product data sheet.
Technical details:
- Power/material throughput: up to 500 kg/h (based on cellulose), depending on application, material and delivery
- Hopper volume: 0,26 m³ (with wooden top piece), 0,15 m³ (without wooden top piece)
- Dimensions: 1200 x 600 x 1750 (L x W x H)
- Empty weight: 240 kg
- Filling height: 1630 mm (with wooden top piece), 1370 mm (without wooden top piece)
- Conditioning: 1x screw conveyor, 1x shredding shaft
- Material volume: adjustable, speed regulator screw conveyor (electrical switchboard)
- Machine control: radio remote control FFB500, material ON, air ON, OFF, setting switching on/off-delay times, key lock,
battery status display
- Electrical connection: 2x 230V/50 Hz/10-16A/PE (+/- 5%)
- Inside the insulation blowing machine, frequency guided drives are installed. The electrical connection must be made
according to the applicable national electrical regulations.
- Power rating: 4,2 kW
- Blower: 2x high-powered radial fans 2x 1,45 kW
- Air volume: adjustable, blower regulator (electrical switchboard)
- Conveying pressure: max. 310 mbar
- Air flow (nominal/gauged): 440/370 m³/h
- Outlet: NW63 (2½'') (direct reduction to NW50 (2“) possible)
- Airlock chamber ventilation for optimal processing throughputs
(All values are approximate)

Scope of delivery:
- Fully functional insulation blowing machine, consisting of machine base on wheels, machine top with hopper storage top
piece and foldable sack support
- Basic machine set, consisting of:
1x small-parts case with 1x radio remote control FFB500, 1x control cabinet key, 1x socket spanner NW13, 1x silicone
spray, 2x power adapter 230V 10m ring, approx. 2m NW75 air suction hose, 1x reducer tube 63>50, machine folder incl.
operating instructions, inspection records and EC declaration of conformity
Optional equipment:
- Insulation blowing tools (various prod. no.)
- For accessories, see price list / available on request
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EMX90 Insulation blowing machine for light bulk materials (standard)
Compact insulation blowing machine for processing light, free flowing bulk material based on the Venturi principle.

Art. 5966
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Technical Details:
- Power voltage 230V/10-16A or 110V/15 A (special design)
- Dimensions: approx. 1100x520x520 (HxLxW)
- Holding capacity: approx. 125l
- Weight: approx. 48kg
- Outlet D= approx. 32mm
- Blowing pressure: approx. 330mbar
- Air volume (nominal/gauged): approx. 220/200m³/h
- Rated power approx. 1,5kW
Delivery:
- Insulation blowing machine on 4 rolls with foldable cover
- Switch with ON and OFF function
- Operating instructions
- Net adaptor 230V (L=10m)
Advantages:
- Venturi principle without an airlock
- Conformity according to the CE
- Operating instructions in each country’s language
- Amplified blower with increased lifetime
- Air filter made from high value material, washable

Options:
- Electric switchboard EMX90 (with control connection) (prod. no. 6250)
- KFB 3 - hand control (prod. no. 3821)
- KFB 30 - hand control (prod. no. 2459)
- Control extension cable L=50m on a reel (prod. no. 1882)
- FFB 400 - bidirectional remote control (prod. no. 4568)
- Conveyor hose NW32 smooth, L=20m (prod. no. 6142)
Minifant M99-230V/3.6kW-DS insulation blowing machine
Machine for processing loose insulation material approved by building regulations up to a packing density of approx.
155kg/m³ or loose bulkware up to 100kg/m³ bulk density. Authorised (CE) in all EU member states as well as in
Switzerland.

Art. 3837
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Technical data:
- Hopper volume: approx. 0.26 m³
- Airlock outlet: NW75 (3'')
- Conveying pressure: max. 325 mbar
- Air flow (nominal/gauged): 440/350 m³/h
- Volume of material flow adjustable with airlock slide gate
- Delivery rate: up to 650kg/h
- Blower power 1.4 kW + 1.4 kW
- Motor power: ca. 0.75 kW
- Total power: ca. 3.6 Kw
- Electrical connection: 220-240V~ / 50-60Hz , 16A or 10A with blower
- Inside the insulation blowing machine, frequency guided drives are installed. The electrical connection must be made
according to the applicable national electrical regulations.
- Dimensions: approx. 640mm x 1400 mm (ØxH)
- Unladen weight: appr. 111kg
- Airlock material: steel powder coated / plastic
Scope of delivery:
Insulation blowing machine, 230V / 10m, 2.5 mm² connection cable, radio remote control FFB500 bidirectional and
accessory case with the following:
- KFB3-8p hand-held control (prod. No. 7851)
- Control cabinet key
-Wrench SW24
- Hexagonal socket wrench SW13
- Pressure gauge with protective rubber cap
- Silicone spray
- Operating instructions
- double open-ended spanner SW 10x13
Serial no. M99G_______ (must be specified when placing order), operating hours: 2-6h (test run)
+++++ G-Series +++++++
- Machine control socket Contact 8+1 with rotary lock catch
+++++++++++++++++++
Optional extras:
- Power generator XM4,5kW / 5,0kVA (prod. No. 9583)
- Power generator XM6,0kW / 6,7kVA (prod. No. 9584)
- Wrist carrying strap FFB500 L=26cm (prod. No. 7128)
- Case for hand-held control (prod. No. 4716)
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- Sports case for hand-held control (prod. No. 5016)
- Extension control cable L=25m (prod. No.2015)
- Extension control cable L=50m (prod. No.2166)
- Mains voltage display on the electrical switchboard (prod. No. 4604)
- Suction drum V=115L/V=250L for cleaning/vacuuming purposes (prod. No. 1160/3075)
- Support for bags (prod. No. 3474)
- Intake socket 90° NW75 (3‘‘) (prod. No. 5614)
- Material disturbing element to prevent bridging (prod. No. 6396)
- Direct reduction NW75>63 (M99) (prod. No. 8968)

Minifant M99-230V/3,6kW-DS-Pro Insulation blowing machine
Machine for processing certified loose insulation material up to a packing density of approx. 155kg/m³ or loose bulkware
up to 100kg/m³ bulk density. Authorised (CE) in all EU member states aswell as in Switzerland.

Art. 5416
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Technical data:
- Hopper volume: approx. 0.26 m³
- Airlock outlet: NW75 (3'')
- Conveying pressure: max. 325 mbar
- Air flow (nominal/gauged): 440/350 m³/h
- Volume of material flow adjustable with remote control and with airlock slide gate
- Delivery rate: up to 650kg/h
- Blower power: 1.4 kW + 1.4 Kw
- Motor power: ca. 0.75 Kw
- Total power: ca. 3.6 Kw
- Electrical connection: 220-240V~ / 50-60Hz , 16A or 10A with blower
- Inside the insulation blowing machine, frequency guided drives are installed. The electrical connection must be made
according to the applicable national electrical regulations.
- Dimensions: approx. 640mm x 1400 mm (ØxH)
- Unladen weight: approx. 111kg
- Material: Steel powder coated / plastic

Scope of delivery:
230V / 10m, 2.5 mm² connection cable, radio remote control FFB2000-Pro, control cable for backup operation and
accessory case with the following:
- Control cabinet key
-Wrench SW24
- Hexagonal socket wrench SW13
- Pressure gauge with protective rubber cap
- Silicone spray
- Operating instructions
- Double open-ended spanner SW 10x13
Serial no. M99G_______ (must be specified when placing order), operating hours: 2-6h (test run)
+++++ as from series F +++++
-Improved blower casing
- Fresh air input into machine possible with suction hose
- Easily cleanable filter mats
- Vacuuming possible in conjunction with suction drum (product no. 1160 or 3075)
- Pro special equipment: Material and air volume can be controlled using the FFB2000-Pro radio remote control, directly
from the injection point. Dynamic pressure regulation allows for easy injection into pressure sensitive cavities.
+++++ as from series F +++++
Optional extras:
- Power generator XM4,5kW / 5,0kVA (prod. No. 9583)
- Power generator XM6,0kW / 6,7kVA (prod. No. 9584)
- KFB3-8p hand-held control (prod. No. 7851)
- FFB500 radio remote control (prod. No. 6708)
- Extension control cable L=25m (prod. No.2015)
- Extension control cable L=50m (prod. No.2166)
- Mains voltage display on the electrical switchboard (prod. No. 4604)
- Suction drum V=115L/V=250L for cleaning/vacuuming purposes (prod. No. 1160/3075)
- Support for bags (prod. No. 3474)
- Intake socket 90° NW75 (3‘‘) (prod. No. 5614)
- Material disturbing element to prevent bridging (prod. No. 6396)
- Direct reduction NW75>63 (M99) (prod. No. 8968)
Minifant M99-230V/3,6kW-DS-Pro insulation blowing machine with 8 airlock chambers
Machine for processing certified loose insulation material up to a packing density of approx. 155kg/m³ or loose bulkware
up to 100kg/m³ bulk density. Authorised (CE) in all EU member states aswell as in Switzerland.

Art. 7392
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Technical data:
- Rotary airlock with 8 airlock chambers (optimized for an even material flow)
- Hopper volume: approx. 0.26m³
- Airlock outlet: NW75 (3'')
- Conveying pressure: max. 325mbar
- Air flow (nominal/gauged): 440/350m³/h
- Volume of material flow adjustable with remote control and with airlock feed gate
- Delivery rate: up to 650kg/h
- Blower power: 1.4kW + 1.4kW
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- Motor power: ca. 0.75kW
- Total power: ca. 3.6kW
- Electrical connection: 230V~ / 50Hz, 16A or 230V~/50Hz 10A with blower
- Inside the insulation blowing machine, frequency guided drives are installed. The electrical connection must be made
according to the applicable national electrical regulations.
- Dimensions: approx. 640mm x 1400 mm (ØxH)
- Unladen weight: approx. 111kg
- Material: Steel powder coated / plastic
Scope of delivery:
230V / 10m, 2.5 mm² connection cable, radio remote control FFB2000-Pro, control cable for backup operation and
accessory case with the following:
- Control cabinet key
- Wrench SW24
- Hexagonal socket wrench SW13
- Pressure gauge with protective rubber cap
- Silicone spray
- Operating instructions
Serial no. M99G_______ (must be specified when placing order), operating hours: 2-6h (test run)
+++++ as from series F +++++
- Optimized blower casing
- Fresh air input into machine possible with suction hose
- Easily cleanable filter mats
- Vacuuming possible in conjunction with suction drum (product no. 1160 or 3075)
- Pro special equipment: Material and air volume can be controlled using the FFB2000-Pro radio remote control directly
from the injection point. Dynamic pressure regulation allows an easy injection into pressure sensitive cavities.
+++++ as from series F +++++
Options:
- Power generator XM4,5kW / 5,0kVA (prod. No. 9583)
- Power generator XM6,0kW / 6,7kVA (prod. No. 9584)
- KFB3-8p Hand-held control (prod. No. 7851)
- FFB500 Radio remote control (prod. No. 6708)
- Extension control cable L=25m (prod. No.2015)
- Extension control cable L=50m (prod. No.2166)
- Mains voltage display on the electrical switchboard (prod. No. 4604)
- Suction drum V=115L/V=250L for cleaning/vacuuming purposes (prod. No. 1160/3075)
- Support for bags (prod. No. 3474)
- Intake socket 90° NW75 (3‘‘) (prod. No. 5614)
- Material disturbing element to prevent bridging (prod. No. 6396)
- Direct reduction NW75>63 (M99) (prod. No. 8968)

Stromerzeuger XM: Trolly CTM10
Trolly suitable for power generators from 9,0kW on, retrofit

Art. 10395
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Generator XM11kVA/9,9kW Petrol (IP23)
Power generator for operating an X-Floc insulation blow-in machine and suitable machines and consumers.

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 10392

---------------------------------------------------------------------Features:
- Electric starter with ignition key
- Voltage control (electronic)
- Clear and protected connection and control panel
- Operating hours counter
- Manually controllable throttle valve
- Air control
- Digital display: voltmeter, frequency meter, total hour meter, partial hour meter (resettable)
- (Alarm) signalling oil pressure (LED)
- Engine shuts down if insufficient oil is available
- Automatic fuse
- FI protection switch
- Central (crane) lifting eye
- Thermal protection switch for 230V / 16A socket protection
- Earth terminal
- Conforms to EU directives for noise and safety
---------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
- Power 1-phase LTP: 11kVA (9.9kW), 230V, 47.8A
- Power 1-phase PRP: 10kVA (9kW), 230V, 43.5A
- Connections:
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1x 230V/32A CEE
1x 230V/16A CEE
1x 230V/16A Schuko
- Motor speed: 3000 rpm
- Engine cooling: Air
- Fuel: petrol
- Tank capacity: 18 l
- Running time at 75% PRP: approx. 4.5h
- Sound level: 99 db(A)
- Protection class: IP23
- Dimensions: 935 x 525 x 645 mm (L x W x H)
- Empty weight: approx. 145 kg
---------------------------------------------------------------------For example, suitable for the following machine types:
- EM100, EM100 + VS28, EM100 + VS33
- M99, M99 + VS28, M99 + VS33
- M99-DS, M99-DS + VS28, M99-DS + VS33
- M99-DS-Pro, M99-DS-Pro + VS28, M99-DS-Pro + VS33
- M95, M95 + VS28,
- M95-3x230V/5.1kW, M95-400V/5.5kW, M95-2x230V/6.6kW
- EM360
---------------------------------------------------------------------Optional accessories on request (selection):
- Manual chassis
- Lockable tank lid
- Earthing kit

Power generator XM13kVA/10,4kW Petrol (IP23)
Power generator for operating an X-Floc insulation blow-in machine and suitable machines and consumers.

Art. 11129
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---------------------------------------------------------------------Features:
- Electric starter with ignition key
- Voltage control (electronic)
- Sturdy frame with central lifting bracket
- Clear and protected connection and control panel
- Operating hours counter
- Manually controllable throttle valve
- Air control
- Digital multifunctional element
- Voltmeter
-Frequency
- Oil warning light (LED)
- Engine shutdown in case of insufficient oil quantity
- Automatic fuse
- Ground fault circuit interrupter
- Earth terminal
- Conforms to EU directives for noise and safety

---------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
- Power 3-phase LTP: 13kVA (10.4kW), 400V, 18.7A
- Power 3-phase PRP: 11.5kVA (9.2kW), 400V, 16.6A
- Power 1-phase PRP : 6kVA, 230V, 26A
- Connections:
1x 400V/32A CEE
2x 230V/16A CEE
- Motor speed: 3000 rpm
- Engine cooling: Air
- Fuel: petrol
- Tank capacity: 25 l
- Running time at 75% PRP: approx. 10.4h
- Measured sound level: 99 db(A)
- Guaranteed sound level: 96 db(A)
- Protection class: IP23
- Dimensions: 935 x 525 x 645 mm (L x W x H)
- Empty weight: approx. 142 kg
---------------------------------------------------------------------For example, suitable for the following machine types:
- EM100, EM100 + VS28, EM100 + VS33, EM100 + VS55M
- M99, M99 + VS28, M99 + VS33,
- M99-DS, M99-DS + VS28, M99-DS + VS33,
- M99-DS-Pro, M99-DS-Pro + VS28, M95-DS-Pro + VS33
- M95-230V, M95-230V + VS28, M95-230V + VS33,
- M95-2x230V, M95-400V, M95-400V, M95-400V
All prices are subject to VAT. Packaging and shipping costs not included. This price list remains valid until a new list is published. Subject to change. We accept no responsibility for errors or changes. Our
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- EM 320-2x230V, EM 340-400V, EM 360-400V
- EM400-400V
---------------------------------------------------------------------Optional accessories on request (selection):
- Manual chassis
- Lockable tank cover
- Earthing kit

Power generator XM13kVA/10,4kW petrol (IP54)
Power generator for operating an X-Floc insulation blow-in machine and suitable machines and consumers.

Art. 9585
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---------------------------------------------------------------------Features:
- Electric starter with ignition key
- Voltage control (electronic)
- Sturdy frame with central lifting bracket
- Brushless power generator
- Clear and protected connection and control panel
- Operating hours counter
- Manually controllable throttle valve
- Air control
- Voltmeter
- Oil warning light (LED)
- Engine cut-off in case of insufficient oil pressure
- Automatic fuse
- Magneto-thermal switch (three-phase output)
- Magnetothermal switch (single-phase output)
- Insulation monitoring
- Thermoswitch for protection against 230V earthed sockets: 2x16A
- Earth terminal
- Conforms to EU directives for noise and safety
---------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
- Power 3-phase LTP: 13kVA (10.4kW), 400V, 18.7A
- Power 3-phase PRP: 12kVA (9.6kW), 400V, 17.3A
- Power 3-phase COP: 6kVA, 230V, 26A
- Connections:
1x 400V/16A CEE (IP67)
2x 230V/16A Schuko
- Motor speed: 3000 rpm
- Engine cooling: Air
- Fuel: petrol
- Tank capacity: 18 l
- Running time at 75% PRP: approx. 4.6h
- Sound level: 99 db(A)
- Protection class: IP54
- Dimensions: 935 x 525 x 645 mm (L x W x H)
- Empty weight: approx. 160 kg

---------------------------------------------------------------------For example, suitable for the following machine types:
- EM100, EM100 + VS28, EM100 + VS33, EM100 + VS55M
- M99, M99 + VS28, M99 + VS33
- M99-DS, M99-DS + VS28, M99-DS + VS33
- M99-DS-Pro, M99-DS-Pro + VS28, M99-DS-Pro + VS33
- M95-230V/3.7kW, M95-230V/3.7kW + VS28, M95-230V/3.7kW + VS33
- M95-2x230V/5.1kW, M95-400V/5.5kW, M95-2x230V/6.6kW, M95-400V/7.3kW
- EM320, EM340, EM360
- EM400
---------------------------------------------------------------------Optional accessories on request (selection):
- Manual chassis
- Lockable tank cap
- Earthing kit
Power generator XM15kVA/12kW Diesel (Silent/IP23)
Power generator for operating an X-Floc insulation blow-in machine and suitable machines and consumers with high
starting current. The housing is soundproofed, so this generator is very quiet in operation.

Art. 11128
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Features:
- Electric starter with ignition key
- Voltage control (electronic)
- Clear connection and control panel
- Multiple display/operation:
(Function) preheating
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(Display) e.g. voltage, frequency, speed, hour counter etc.
(Alarm) signalling, e.g. oil pressure, temperature, voltage etc.
- Fuel level display
- Built-in horn
- Emergency stop switch
- Remote control connection
- Central (crane) lifting eye
- Preparation for automatic emergency power supply EAS
- Very easy to maintain, the housing can be opened completely
- Ground fault circuit interrupter
- Earth terminal
- Conforms to EU directives for noise and safety
--------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
- Power 3-phase LTP: 15kVA (12kW), 400V, 21.6A
- Power 3-phase PRP: 14kVA (11.2kW), 400V, 20.2A
- Power 1-phase PRP: 6.5kVA , 230V, 28.3A
- Connections:
1x 400V/32A CEE
1x 400V/16A CEE
1x 230V/16A CEE
1x 230V/16A Schuko
- Motor speed: 1500 rpm
- Engine cooling: Water
- Fuel: Diesel
- Tank capacity: 60 l
- Running time at 75% PRP: approx. 23 h
- Sound level (guaranteed / measured): 92 db(A) / 91 db(A)
- Protection class: IP23
- Dimensions: 1,720 x 1000 x 1,127 mm (L x W x H)
- Empty weight: approx. 565 kg
--------------------------------------------------------------------For example, suitable for the following machine types:
- EM100, EM100 + VS28, EM100 + VS33, EM100 + VS55M
- M99, M99 + VS28, M99 + VS33
- M99-DS, M99-DS +VS28, M99-DS +VS33
- M99-DS-Pro, M99-DS-Pro + VS28, M99-DS-Pro + VS33
- M95-230V, M95-230V + VS28, M95-230V + VS33
- M95-2x230V, M95-2x230V + VS28, M95-2x230V + VS33
- M95-400V, M95-400V + VS28
- M95-2x230V, M95-400V
- EM320, EM340, EM360
- EM400
--------------------------------------------------------------------Optional accessories on request (selection):
- Remote control
- Lockable tank cap
- earthing kit
- site chassis
- road chassis

Power generator XM16.5kVA/13.2kW petrol (IP23)
Power generator for operating an X-Floc insulation blow-in machine and suitable machines and consumers with powersaving idling function.

Art. 11123
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---------------------------------------------------------------------Features:
- Electric starter with ignition key
- Voltage control (electronic)
- Sturdy frame with central lifting handle
- Clear and protected connection and control panel
- Fuel tap
- Hour meter
- Digital multifunctional element
- Voltmeter
- Frequency meter
- Total hour meter / partial hour meter (resettable)
- Oil warning light (LED)
- Idling function
- Earth terminal
- Conforms to EU directives for noise and safety

---------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
- Power 3-phase LTP: 16.5kVA (13.2kW), 400V, 23.8A
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- Power 3-phase PRP: 14.5kVA (11.6kW), 400V, 20.5A
- Power 1-phase PRP : 7.5kVA, 230V, 32.6A
- Connections:
1x 400V/32A CEE
2x 230V/16A CEE
- Motor speed: 3000 rpm
- Engine cooling: Air
- Fuel: petrol
- Tank capacity: 18 l
- Running time at 75% PRP: approx. 3.8 h
- Measured sound level: 99 db(A)
- Protection class: IP23
- Dimensions: 935 x 525 x 645 mm (L x W x H)
- Empty weight: approx. 155 kg
---------------------------------------------------------------------For example, suitable for the following machine types:
- EM100, EM100 + VS28, EM100 + VS33, EM100 + VS55M, EM100 + VS75M
- M99, M99 + VS28, M99 + VS33, M99 + VS55M
- M99-DS, M99-DS + VS28, M99-DS + VS33, M99-DS + VS55M
- M99-DS-Pro, M99-DS-Pro + VS28, M95-DS-Pro + VS33, M99-DS-Pro + VS55M
- M95-230V/3.7kW, M95-230V/3.7kW + VS28, M95-230V/3.7kW + VS33,
M95-230V/3,7kW + VS55M
- M95-2x230V/5,1kW, M95-2x230V/5,1kW + VS25, M95-2x230V/5,1kW + VS33
- M95-400V/5,5kW, M95-400V/5,5kW + VS28, M95-400V/5,5kW + VS33
- M95-2x230V/6.6kW, M95-2x230V/6.6kW + VS28
- M95-400V/7.3kW
- EM320-2x230V, EM340-400V
- EM360-400V, EM360-400V + VS28, EM360-400V + VS33
- EM365-400V
- EM400-400V, EM430-400V, EM500
---------------------------------------------------------------------Optional accessories on request (selection):
- Hand chassis
- Lockable fuel tank cap
- Earthing kit

Power generator XM17kVA/13,6kW petrol (IP54)
Power generator for operating an X-Floc insulation blow-in machine and suitable machines and consumers.

Art. 9915
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Technical data
- Electronic fuel injection
- Automatic starter (auto-choke), electric start
- Auto-idle function as standard
- Electronic voltage regulation "AVR
- Brushless alternator with IP 54 protection
- Insulation monitor
- Air cooling
- Magnetothermal switch
- Differential switch
- Complies with German regulation DGVU-I 203-032
- Conforms to CE directives
- Dimensions [mm]: 935 x 525 x 645 (L x W x H)
- Weight [mm]: approx. 175kg
- Running time (75% of PRP) 3.8h
- Maximum power mains stand-by 16.8 kWm (22.8 hp)
- Maximum power grid PRP 13.3 kWm (18 hp )
- Maximum power mains COP /
- Speed controller Electronic
- Fuel tank capacity 18 lt.
- Fuel Petrol
- Fuel consumption: 110 % (power stand-by) 6.9 lt./h, 100 % of PRP 6.3 lt./h, 75 % of PRP 4.7 lt./h, 50 % of PRP 3.2 lt./h
- Connection sockets: 1x400V/32A (power 21.6A) CEE, 2x 230V/16A Schuko (total power 30.4A)
For example, suitable for the following machine types:
- EM400, EM430, EM440-3x230V, EM440-400V, EM440-400V+230V
- EM3XX
- M95-230V, M95-2x230V, M95-400V
- M99, M99-DS and M99-DS-Pro
- VS28 and VS33
- and many more.

Options:
- Power generator XM: Chassis CTM10 (art. no. 10395)
- Mains adapter 400V/32A>400V/16A, with connection cable 1.5m (art. no. 9115) (required for all machines with 400V/16A
connection)
- Net adaptor 400V / 32A > 2x400V / 16A (art. no 7272)
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- Mains adapter distributor 400V/32A (art. No. 3404)
- Power generator XM: Exhaust hose L=approx. 1m, complete (item no. 10292)

Power generator XM20kVA/16kW Diesel (IP23)
Power generator for operating an X-Floc insulation blowing machine and suitable machines.

Art. 10253
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Features:
- Electric starter with ignition key
- Voltage control (electronic)
- Clearly arranged connection and control panel, can be secured with a lock
- Multiple (alarm) signalling, e.g. oil pressure, temperature, voltage etc.
- Central (crane) lifting eye
- Preparation for automatic emergency power supply EAS
- Very easy to maintain, the housing can be opened completely
- Conforms to EU directives for noise and safety
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
- Power 3-phase LTP: 20kVA (16kW), 400V, 28.9A
- Power 3-phase PRP: 18kVA (14.4kW), 400V, 26A
- Power 1-phase PRP: 7kVA , 230V, 30,4A
- Connections:
1x 400V/32A CEE
1x 400V/16A CEE
1x 230V/16A CEE
1x 230V/16A Schuko
- Engine speed: 1500 rpm
- Engine cooling: water
- Fuel: Diesel
- Tank capacity: 60l
- Running time at 75% PRP: approx. 17.5h
- Sound level (guaranteed / measured): 94 db(A) / 93 db(A)
- Protection class: IP23
- Dimensions: 1,720 x 1000 x 1,127 mm (L x W x H)
- Empty weight: approx. 610 kg
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Optional accessories on request (selection):
- Remote control
- Lockable fuel filler cap
- earthing kit
- construction site chassis
- road chassis

Power generator XM20kVA/16kW Diesel (Silent/IP44)
Power generator for operating an X-Floc insulation blow-in machine and suitable machines and consumers. The housing
is soundproofed, so this power generator is particularly quiet in operation.

Art. 10828
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Features:
- Electric starter with ignition key
- Voltage control (electronic)
- Clearly laid out connection and control panel, can be secured with a lock
- Particularly long running time (29.5h at 75% of PRP)
- Multiple (alarm) signalling, e.g. oil pressure, temperature, voltage etc.
- Central (crane) lifting eye
- Preparation for automatic emergency power supply EAS
- Enclosure shape and tight base provide increased protection against water ingress and liquid run-off (better
environmental protection) and a high protection class (IP44)
- Very easy to maintain, the housing can be opened generously
- Conforms to EU directives for noise and safety
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
- Power 3-phase LTP: 20kVA (16kW), 400V, 28.9A
- Power 3-phase PRP: 18kVA (14.4kW), 400V, 26A
- Power 1-phase PRP: 7kVA , 230V, 30,4A
- Connections:
1x 400V/32A CEE
1x 400V/16A CEE
2x 230V/16A Schuko
- Engine speed: 1500 rpm
- Engine cooling: water
- Fuel: Diesel
- Tank capacity: 100l
- Running time at 75% PRP: approx. 29.5h
- Sound level (guaranteed / measured): 89 db(A) / 88 db(A)
- Protection class: IP44
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- Dimensions: 1,835 x 900 x 1,264 mm (L x W x H)
- Empty weight: approx. 750 kg
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Optional accessories on request (selection):
- Transport sledge
- Remote control
- earthing kit
- construction site chassis
- road chassis

Power generator XM4,5kW / 5,0kVA
Compact, mobile single-phase synchronous generator, self-regulating.

Art. 9583
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Specifications:
- 50 Hz, synchronous, self-exciting, self-regulating, brushless
- Power, 1~phase (stand-by): 5 kVA / 230 V / 21.7 A
- Power, 1~phase (P.R.P.): 4 kVA / 230 V / 17.4 A
- Fuel: petrol
- Reversing start
Power connections: 2x230V 16A 2P + T (Schuko)
- Thermal circuit breaker
- Battery charger 12Vdc - 10A
- Stand-by single-phase power: 5.0 kVA (4.5 kW) / 230 V / 21.7 A
- Dimension mm: 650x490x520
- Weight: Approx. 57 kg
With protective separation without FI
For example, suitable for the following machine types:
- EM100
- M99, M99-DS and M99-DS-Pro
- VS28 and VS33
- M95-230V-3.6kW and M95-230V-3.7kW
Options:
- Power generator XM: Chassis CM8 (Art.-No. 9821)

Power generator XM6,0kW / 6,7kVA
Compact, mobile single-phase synchronous generator, self-regulating.

Art. 9584
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Specifications:
- Engine:Honda GX 390 petrol engine air-cooled
- Power, 1~phase (stand-by): 6kW / 6.7kVA / 230 V / 29.1 A
- Power, 1~phase (P.R.P.): 5kW / 5.5kVA / 230 V / 23.9 A
- Running time (75% load): 2.5h
- Noise level, measured: 99 LWA (74 dB(A) - 7 m
- tank capacity: 6,6 l
- 50 Hz, synchronous, self-exciting, self-regulating, brushless
- Power connections: 2x230V 16A 2P + T (Schuko)
- Three-phase rated power 12KVA / 400V / 17A
- 4-times starting current
- 3-amplified phases
- Thermal circuit breaker
- Protection class IP 23
- Dimension mm: 770x520x650
- Weight: Approx. 75 kg
- Robust frame and construction
- Protective separation with insulation monitoring and shutdown
For example, suitable for the following machine types:
- EM100
- M99, M99-DS and M99-DS-Pro
- VS28 and VS33
- M95-230V-3.6kW, M95-230V-3.7kW, M95-2x230V-5.1kW

Options:
- Power generator XM: FI circuit breaker for XM6.0kW/6.7kVA (art. no. 9822)
- Power generator XM: Chassis CM8 (Art.-No. 9821)
VS: Amplifier/vacuum station VS28_V2
Amplifier/vacuum station in metal casing, completely assembled and ready for use, consisting of:

Art. 2711
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Ideal for the following:
- Construction site cleaning, vacuuming of materials, suction of material dust during blowing-process
- Element removal
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- Amplification of insulation blowing machines
Technical details:
- Dimensions: approx. 482x358x418 (LxWxH)
- Electrical connection: 230V~, 16A (fusing: Type B/Type C/screw-/melting fuse)
- Conveying pressure: approx. 320mbar (adjustable)
- Negative pressure: max. approx. 280mbar (adjustable)
- Air flow (nominal/gauged): 440/360m³/h
- Electrical power requirement: 2.8kW
- Weight: approx. 19,5kg
- Complete separation of working and cooling air, therefore better collector cooling
- Motor and electrical areas less vulnerable to dirt
- Less deformation with high levels of negative pressure (i.e. with suction operation)
- Large filter area with easily replaceable filter mats
Optional:
- Mains voltage display, display of the applied supply voltage (prod. No. 4604)
- Compact amplifier/vacuum unit (2.8kW)- complete set (product no. 2886)
- Connection cable for automatic operation with blowing machine: L=10m, 25m, 50m
- Suction drum V=115l (product no. 1160)
- Suction drum V=250l (product no. 1160)
- Y-piece NW63/75>75 stainless steel (product no. 2221)
- VS: Connecting Set for Amplifier NW63/NW75>NW75 (product no. 4934)
- Preparation for cable / radio operation (prod no. 3864)
- FFB 500 - Radio remote control bidirectional (prod no. 6708 only in connection with prod no. 3864)

VS: Compact amplifier / vacuum unit VS28 complete set 115 l
Consists of:
- 1x compact amplifier/ vacuum unit (incl. 10m power cable) (product no. 2711)
- 1x suction drum (V=115l) with practical hinged lid (product no. 1160)
- 5x bags made out of PP-woven tape fabric 70x110cm (product no. 1085)
- 1.5 m NW 75 hose
- 1.5 m NW 63 hose
- 2x NW75 quick-connect hose clamps (product no. 223)
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- 2x NW63 hose clamps (product no.176)
- 1x Y-piece stainless steel NW75/63>75 (Art.-Nr. 2221 for Zellofant) or NW63/63>63 (Art.-Nr. 3955 for Minifant) (please
specify when ordering)
- 1x NW75>63 plastic reducer tube (product no. 1046) (alternatively NW75>50 (product no. 1045))
- 1x connecting control cable (L= 5 m) (product no. 1856) for Master-Slave operation of any blowing machine (please
specify when ordering)

Art. 2886
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Ideal for the following:
- Construction site cleaning, vacuuming of other materials, suction of insulation material
- Element removal
- Amplification of blowing machine power
Technical Details:
- Electrical connection: 230V~, 16A
- Fusing: Type B / Type C / screw- / melting fuse
- Conveying pressure: max. approx. 320 mbar (adjustable)
- Negative pressure: max. approx. 280 mbar (adjustable)
- Air flow (nominal/gauged): 440/360 m³/h
- Electrical power requirement: 2.8 kW
- Weight: approx. 46 kg
Optional:
Mains voltage display, display of the applied supply voltage (prod. no. 4604)
- Cable/radio remote control
- Control cable (L=2m) or (L=50m) (in exchange)
- Preparation for cable / radio operation (prod no. 3864)
- FFB 500 - Radio remote control bidirectional (prod no. 6708 only in connection with prod no. 3864
VS: Compact amplifier/ vacuum unit (2.8kW)- complete set- 250l
Consists of:
- 1x compact amplifier/ vacuum unit (incl. 10m power cable) (product no. 2711)
- 1x suction drum (V=250l) with practical hinged lid (product no. 3075)
- 5x woven polypropylene sacks- 100 x 150cm (product no. 801)
- 1.5 m NW 75 hose
- 1.5 m NW 63 hose
- 2x NW75 quick-connect hose clamps (product no. 223)
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- 2x NW63 hose clamps (product no.176)
- 1x Y-piece stainless steel NW75/63>75 (Art.-Nr. 2221 for Zellofant) or NW63/63>63 (Art.-Nr. 3955 for Minifant) (please
specify when ordering)
- 1x NW75>63 plastic reducer tube (product no. 1046) (alternatively NW75>50 (product no. 1045)
- 1x connecting control cable (L= 5 m) (product no. 1856) for Master-Slave operation of any blowing machine (please
specify when ordering)

Art. 5017
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Ideal for the following:
- Construction site cleaning, vacuuming of other materials, suction of insulation material
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- Element removal
- Amplification of blowing machine power
Technical Details:
- Electrical connection: 230V~, 16A
- Fusing: Type B / Type C / screw- / melting fuse
- Conveying pressure: max. approx. 320 mbar (adjustable)
- Negative pressure: max. approx. 280 mbar (adjustable)
- Air flow (nominal/gauged): 440/360m³/h
- Electrical power requirement: 2.8 kW
- Weight: approx. 46 kg
- Complete separation of working and cooling air
- Therefore, better collector cooling
- Motor and electrical areas less vulnerable to dirt
- Less deformation with high levels of negative pressure (i.e. with suction operation)
- Large filter area with easily replaceable filter mats
Optional:
- Mains voltage display, display of the applied supply voltage (prod. no. 4604)
- Cable/radio remote control
- Control cable (L=2m) or (L=50m) (in exchange)

VS: Amplifier and vacuum station VS33
Amplifier and vacuum station completely assembled and ready for operation in the sheet steel casing, consists of:

Art. 5855
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- Operating mode selector switch hand- / synchronic- / automatic operation
- Continuous level adjustment of 20-100%
- Light to display the operational readiness
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Ideal for the following applications:
- Suction and ventilation of rotary nozzles
- Site cleaning, vacuuming foreign materials
- Dismantling of elements
- Amplifying the insulation blowing machines

Technical details:
- Dimensions: approx. 482x358x418 (LxWxH)
- Electricity connection: 230V~, 16A (including mains cable 10m, CEE/Schuko, circuit breakers C Series, safety screws
and fuse)
- Connected value: 3,3kW
- Conveying pressure: max. 350mbar (adjustable)
- Underpressure: max. 320mbar (adjustable)
- Air flow (nominal/gauged): appr. 420/400m³/h
- Outlet NW63 (2½")
- Intake air duct NW75 (3")
- Easy to clean suction filter
- Operating hours meter for better maintenance interval monitoring
- Weight approx. 19,8kg
Operation available in three modes: manual, automatic, automatic with power synchronisation for main machine
Options:
- Mains voltage display, display of the applied supply voltage (prod. No. 4604)
- VS: Connecting Set for Amplifier NW63/NW75>NW75 (Art.-Nr. 4934)
- Connection cable for automatic operation with the insulation blowing machine: L=2m, 25m, 50m
- Suction drum V= approx. 115l (prod. No. 1160)
- Preparation for cable / radio operation (prod no. 3864)
- FFB 500 - Radio remote control bidirectional (prod no. 6708 only in connection with prod no. 3864)
VS: Amplifier/ vacuum station VS33 complete set 115 l
Complete set consists of: 3,3kW amplifier/ vacuum station, Suction drum (V=115l) with practical hinged lid incl. 5 woven
polypropylenebags, 10m power cable (earthed plug, CEE socket), approx. 1-1.5 m NW75 hose with two NW75 quickconnect hose clamps, 1.5 m NW 63 hose, two NW63 hose clamps, Y-piece (plastic) for connection to amplifier station
(NW75/63>75 (Zellofant) oder NW63/63>63 (Minifant)), plastic 75>63 (or 75>50) reducer tube, connecting control cable
(L=5m) for Master-Slave operation of any blowing machine (please specify when placing order).

Art. 5939
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Description:
Amplifier/ vacuum station in sheet metal casing, completely assembled and ready for use, with the following control
elements: master switch, manual or automatic operation, stepless power regulation from 20-100%. Ideal for the following:
- Dust extraction from rotary nozzles
- Construction site cleaning, vacuuming of other materials.
- Element removal
- Amplification of blowing machine power
Technical Details:
- Dimensions (WxHxD) amplifier station: 420 x 300 x 330mm
- Dimensions suction drum: Ø450 x 860mm
- Electrical connection: 230V~, 16A including 10m mains connecting cable (CEE/earthed)
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- Fusing: 3,3kW type C circuit breaker, screw- / melting fuse
- Conveying pressure: max. 350mbar (adjustable)
- Negative pressure: max. approx. 320mbar (adjustable)
- Air flow (nominal/gauged): 420/400m³/h
- Electrical power requirement: 3,3kW
- Weight: approx. 45kg
Special features:
- Operating hours meter included for better monitoring of when maintenance work is due
- Complete separation of working and cooling air
- Therefore, better collector cooling
- Motor and electrical areas less vulnerable to dirt
- Less deformation with high levels of negative pressure (i.e. with suction operation)
- Bigger filter box with a filter approx. 2.5 times the size of the old filter
Optional:
- Mains voltage display, display of the applied supply voltage (prod. no. 4604)
- Cable/radio remote control
- Control cable (L=2m or 50m
- Alternatively with 250 l suction drum
- Preparation for cable / radio operation (prod no. 3864)
- FFB 500 - Radio remote control bidirectional (prod no. 6708 only in connection with prod no. 3864

VS: Amplifier / vacuum station VS33 Complete set 250 l
Complete set consists of: 3,3kW amplifier/ vacuum station, Suction drum (V=250l) with practical hinged lid incl. 5 woven
polypropylenebags, 10m power cable (earthed plug, CEE socket), approx. 1-1.5 m NW75 hose with two NW75 quickconnect hose clamps, 1.5 m NW 63 hose, two NW63 hose clamps, Y-piece (plastic) for connection to amplifier station
(NW75/63>75 (Zellofant) oder NW63/63>63 (Minifant)), plastic 75>63 (or 75>50) reducer tube, connecting control cable
(L=5m) for Master-Slave operation of any blowing machine (please specify when placing order).

Art. 5940
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Description:
Amplifier/ vacuum station in sheet metal casing, completely assembled and ready for use, with the following control
elements: master switch, manual or automatic operation, stepless power regulation from 20-100%. Ideal for the following:
- Dust extraction from rotary nozzles
- Construction site cleaning, vacuuming of other materials.
- Element removal
- Amplification of blowing machine power
Technical Details:
- Dimensions (WxHxD) amplifier station 420 x 300 x 330mm
- Dimensions suction drum: Ø450 x 860mm
- Electrical connection: 230V~, 16A, including 10m mains connecting cable (CEE/earthed)
- Fusing: 3.3kW, type C circuit breaker, screw- / melting fuse
- Conveying pressure: max. 350mbar (adjustable)
- Negative pressure: max. 320mbar (adjustable)
- Air flow (nominal/gauged): 420/400m³/h
- Weight: approx. 58kg
Special features:
- Operating hours meter included for better monitoring of when maintenance work is due
- Complete separation of working and cooling air
- Therefore, better collector cooling
- Motor and electrical areas less vulnerable to dirt
- Less deformation with high levels of negative pressure (i.e. with suction operation)
- Bigger filter box with a filter approx. 2.5 times the size of the old filter
Optional:
- Mains voltage display, display of the applied supply voltage (prod. no. 4604)
- Cable/radio remote control
- Control cable (L=2m or 50m
- Alternatively with 115 l suction drum
- Preparation for cable / radio operation (prod no. 3864)
- FFB 500 - Radio remote control bidirectional (prod no. 6708 only in connection with 3864)

VS: Amplifier-/ vacuum station VS40
Amplifier-/ vacuum station completely mounted and ready for use. Stable base frame with machine feet, 3-level highperformance turbine made of aluminium with motor and belt drive, suction filter and check valve. Electrical switchboard
incl. master-slave connection, main switch and operating elements.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Suitable for:
- Amplifying the insulation blowing machines
- Construction site cleaning, vacuuming foreign materials, dismantling of elements
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Dust removal from insulation blowing machines
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages:
- Strong air performance in a compact design
- Due to contact-free drive, suitable for even high action time
- Cheap maintenance
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Art. 8336
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Technical details:
Dimensions (LxWxH): approx. 600x650x600mm
Weight: approx. 61kg
Power supply: approx. 400V
Inside the amplifier-/ vacuum station, frequency guided drives are installed. The electrical connection must be made
according to the applicable national electrical regulations.
Rated power: 4,0kW
Conveying pressure (max.): approx. 440mbar
Negative pressure (max.): approx. 330mbar
Air volume: approx. 360m³/h
Intake socket: NW63
Outlet: NW50 (expandable to NW63)
Control/operation: Mode selector switch (selection between synchronised and manual operation), continuously level
control between 20-100%, master-slave control possible
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Scope of delivery:
- 1x Amplifier-/ vacuum station VS37
- 1x Mains adapter 400V/16A, 10m ring, CEE (prod. No. 348)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Optional accessories:
- VS: Connecting control cable for controlling via an insulation blowing machine, L= approx. 5/25/50m (prod. No.
1856/1192/1193)
- VS: Connecting Set for amplifier NW63/NW75>NW75 (prod. No. 4934)
- VS: Suction drum V=115l/250l (prod. No. 1160/3075)
- Reducer tube connector NW75>63 (aluminium) (prod. No. 1261)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Alternative articles:
- VS: Amplifier-/ vacuum station VS55 (prod. No. 6348)
- VS: Amplifier-/ vacuum station VS33 (prod. No. 5855)

VS: Verstärker-/ Absaugstation VS55 (auf Grundrahmen)
English version in preparation: Verstärker- / Absaugstation komplett montiert und betriebsbereit bestehend aus:
- Stabiler Grundrahmen mit Maschinenfüßen
- 5-stufige Hochleistungs-Turbine aus Aluminium mit Motor und Riemenantrieb, Ansaugfilter und Rückschlagventil
- Elektrische Schaltanlage inkl. Master-Slave Anschluss, 5m Netzkabel mit CEE-Stecker, Hauptschalter und
Bedienelementen

Art. 6348
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Ideal für folgende Anwendungen:
- Verstärkung von Einblasmaschinen
- Baustellenreinigung, Absaugung von Fremdmaterialien, Rückbau von Elementen
- Entstaubung von Einblasmaschinen

Technische Daten:
- Abmessungen: ca. 785×700×580 mm
- Gewicht: ca. 101kg
- Ansaugstutzen: NW75
- Ausblasstutzen: NW75
- Spannungsversorgung: 400 V / 50 Hz / 3× 16 A
- In der Verstärker-/ Absaugstation sind frequenzgeführte Antriebe integriert. Der elektrische Anschluss muss nach den
geltenden, nationalen elektrischen Vorschriften erfolgen.
- Bemessungsleistung: 5,5 kW
- Max. Überdruck: ca. 420 mbar (einstellbar)
- Max. Unterdruck: ca. 380 mbar (einstellbar)
- Max. Luftmenge: ca. 470 m³/h (freiblasend)
- Betriebsartenschalter Hand- / Synchronbetrieb
- Stufenlose Niveauregulierung von 20-100%
- Leuchte zur Anzeige der Betriebsbereitschaft
Betrieb wahlweise in drei Modi:
- Manuell "Ein/", "
- Automatik Ein 100%",
- Automatik Ein mit Leistungs-Synchronisation zur Hauptmaschine
Optionen:
- Anschlusskabel für Automatik-Betrieb mit Einblasmaschine: L=2m, 25m, 50m (z.B. Art.-Nr. 1856)
- VS: Anschluss-Set für Verstärker NW63/NW63>NW63 (Art.-Nr. 4935)
- VS: Anschluss-Set für Verstärker NW63/NW75>NW75 (Art.-Nr. 4934)
- VS: Anschluss-Set für Verstärker NW63/NW90>NW90 (Art.-Nr. 7870)
- VS: Saugfass V=115L (Art.-Nr. 1160)
- VS: Stahlteile Saugfaß V=250 l (Art.-Nr. 3076)
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VS: Amplifier- / Suction station VS55 mobil
High-performance turbine booster/exhaust station completely assembled and ready for operation. Flexible use on
construction sites or in the factory. Good manageability by means of sack truck function.

Art. 9455
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Ideally suited for the following applications:
- Reinforcement of blow-in machines
- Site cleaning, suction of foreign materials, dismantling of elements (in connection with a suction barrel)
- Dedusting of blowing machines
Technical data:
- Intake manifold: NW90 (3½'')
- Blow-out nozzle: NW63 (2½'')
- Power supply: 400V/50Hz/3x16A/N/PE (+/- 5%)
- Rated power 5,5kW
- Max. overpressure: approx. 470 mbar (adjustable)
- Max. negative pressure: approx. 430 mbar (adjustable)
- Max. air volume: approx. 355 m³/h (free blowing)
- Operating mode switch manual / synchronous operation
- Infinitely variable level control from 20-100% (via potentiometer or blow-in machine)
- Control lamp for indicating operational readiness
- Dimensions: approx. 605 x 560 x 750mm (LxWxH)
- Weight: approx. 65kg

Note on the power connection: Frequency-controlled drives are integrated in the amplifier/suction station. The electrical
connection must be made in accordance with the applicable national electrical regulations.
- Stable, practical transport frame
- 5-stage high-performance turbine made of aluminium with motor and belt drive, intake filter and check valve
- Electrical switchgear incl. Master-slave connection, mains connection with CEE plug and connecting cable approx.
L=1m, main switch, ready indicator and operating elements
Options:
- VS: Connecting control cable for control from the blowing machine (L=approx. 5m) (Prod. No. 1856)
- VS: Connecting Set for Amplifier NW63/NW63>NW63 (Prod. No. 4935)
- VS: Connecting Set for Amplifier NW63/NW75>NW75 (Prod. No. 4934)
- VS: Connection set for amplifier NW63/NW90>NW90 (Prod. No. 7870)
- VS: Suction drum V = 115L (Prod. No. 1160)
- VS: Suction drum V=250L (Prod. No. 3075)
VS: Amplifier and vacuum station VS75
English version in preparation:
Amplifier / exhaust station completely assembled and ready for use, consisting of:
- Stable base frame with machine feet
- 5-speed aluminum high-performance turbine with motor and belt drive, intake filter and check valve
- Electrical switchboard incl. Master-slave connection, 5m power cable with CEE plug, main switch and controls

Art. 9010
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Ideal for the following applications:
- Reinforcement of blowing machines
- Construction site cleaning, extraction of foreign materials, dismantling of elements
- dedusting of blowing machines

Technical specifications:
- Dimensions: about 785 × 700 × 580 mm
- Weight: about 108kg
- Intake manifold: NW75
- Air outlet: NW75
- Power supply: 400 V / 50 Hz / 3 × 16 A
- Frequency-controlled drives are integrated in the amplifier / extraction station. The electrical connection must be made in
accordance with the applicable national electrical regulations.
- Rated power: 7.5 kW
- Max. Overpressure: approx. 650 mbar (adjustable)
- Max. Negative pressure: approx. 600 mbar (adjustable)
- Max. Air volume: approx. 470 m³ / h (free-blowing)
- Operating mode switch manual / synchronous operation
- Stepless level control from 20-100%
- Light to indicate readiness for operation
Operation in three
modes:- Manual "On /", "
- Automatic One 100% ",
- Automatic on with power synchronization to the main engine
options:
- Connection cable for automatic operation with blow-in machine: L = 2m, 25m, 50m (for example Item No. 1856)
- VS: Suction barrel V = 115L (Item No. 1160)
- VS: Suction barrel V = 250l (Item No. 3075)
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VS: Amplifier- / Suction station VS75 mobil
High-performance turbine booster/exhaust station completely assembled and ready for operation. Flexible use on
construction sites or in the factory. Good manageability by means of sack truck function.

Art. 9793
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Ideally suited for the following applications:
- Reinforcement of blow-in machines
- Site cleaning, suction of foreign materials, dismantling of elements (in connection with a suction barrel)
- Dedusting of blowing machines
Technical data:
- Intake manifold: NW90 (3½'')
- Blow-out nozzle: NW63 (2½'')
- Power supply: 400V/50Hz/3x16A/N/PE (+/- 5%)
- Rated power 7,5kW
- Max. overpressure: approx. 600 mbar (adjustable)
- Max. negative pressure: approx. 550 mbar (adjustable)
- Max. air volume: approx. 390 m³/h (free blowing)
- Operating mode switch manual / synchronous operation
- Infinitely variable level control from 20-100% (via potentiometer or blow-in machine)
- Control lamp for indicating operational readiness
- Dimensions: approx. 605 x 560 x 750mm (LxWxH)
- Weight: approx. 88kg

Note on the power connection: Frequency-controlled drives are integrated in the amplifier/suction station. The electrical
connection must be made in accordance with the applicable national electrical regulations.
- Stable, practical transport frame
- 5-stage high-performance turbine made of aluminium with motor and belt drive, intake filter and check valve
- Electrical switchgear incl. Master-slave connection, mains connection with CEE plug and connecting cable approx.
L=1m, main switch, ready indicator and operating elements
Options:
- VS: Connecting control cable for control from the blowing machine (L=approx. 5m) (Prod. No. 1856)
- VS: Connecting Set for Amplifier NW63/NW63>NW63 (Prod. No. 4935)
- VS: Connecting Set for Amplifier NW63/NW75>NW75 (Prod. No. 4934)
- VS: Connection set for amplifier NW63/NW90>NW90 (Prod. No. 7870)
- VS: Suction drum V = 115L (Prod. No. 1160)
- VS: Suction drum V=250L (Prod. No. 3075)
Zellofant M95-230V/3,7kW
Insulation blowing machine for processing certified insulation materials, e.g. cellulose, wood fibre, mineral fibre as well as
granules and other materials. Due to its compact design, the machine is ideally suited for mobile use on-site.

Art. 7139
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Important features:
The 3-stage material conditioning unit with one rotating shredding arm, one replacement grid and one rotating rake unit
can easily break up and finely shred highly compacted processing materials (max. 155 kg/m³ packing density, humidity
according to the limits given in the certification, but less than 15%.). The material flow volume can be set by the airlock
rotor’s rotational speed (Optionally, an airlock feed gate is available.). Two high-powered radial fans generate the required
air power effortlessly. All important machine settings can be set directly from the injection point by cable or radio remote
control. The machine is equipped with one 230V/16A electrical connection.
For more information, see product data sheet.

Technical details:
- Power/material throughput: up to 650 kg/h, depending on application, material and delivery
- Hopper volume: 0,44 m³
- Dimensions: 800 x 1425 (D x H)
- Empty weight: 155 kg
- Filling height: 1425 mm
- Conditioning: 1x shredding arm, 1x replacement grid, 1x rake unit
- Material setting: controllable via control by setting the airlock rotor’s rotational speed or manually by setting the airlock
feed gate (optional)
- Machine control: cable control KFB2000 (standard) or FFB2000/FFB2000-Pro (optional)
- Electrical connection: 1x 230V/50Hz (+/- 5%), 16A (type B or C circuit breaker or slow blow screw in plug fuse)
- Inside the insulation blowing machine, frequency guided drives are installed. The electrical connection must be made
according to the applicable national electrical regulations.
- Power rating: 3,7kW
- Blower: 2x high-powered radial fans with 2,4kW total power
- Conveying pressure: max. 300 mbar
- Air flow (nominal/gauged): 320/250 m³/h
- Outlet: NW75 (3'') (direct reduction/extension to NW63 (2,5“), NW50 (2“) or NW90 (3,5‘‘) possible)
- Airlock chamber ventilation for optimal processing throughputs
- Incoming air filter with quick fastener, NW90 intake air duct
(All values are approximate)
Scope of delivery:
- Fully functional insulation blowing machine, consisting of machine base with wheels and hopper
- Basic machine set, consisting of:
1x small-parts case with 1x cable remote control KFB2000 and carrying belt, 1x pressure gauge, 1x control cabinet key,
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1x open-ended spanner SW24, 1x socket spanner SW13, 1x silicone spray, 1x double open-ended spanner SW 10x13,
1× 230V/10m power cable (earthed-CEE), 1x 50m control cable ring , approx. 2m NW90 air suction hose, 1x hose clamp
NW90, 1x quick-connect hose clamp NW75, 1x spare air filter, machine folder incl. Operating instructions, inspection
records and EC declaration of conformity
Optional equipment:
- NW90 discharge nozzle (instead of NW75): This increases the output or material throughput by approx. 35% to 880 kg/h.
(prod. No. 7109)
- Radio remote control FFB2000 -Pro instead of cable remote control (prod. No. 5243 or 5154)
- Direct extension NW75>90 (3‘‘>3,5‘‘) (prod. No. 6746, conveyor line NW90 (3,5‘‘) necessary)
- Direct reducer NW75>63 (3‘‘>2,5‘‘) (prod. No. 526) or NW75>50 (3’’>2’’) (prod. No. 1972)
- Mains voltage display for 230V connection (prod. No. 4604)
- Airlock feed gate (prod. No. 3194)
- Quick coupling for outlet (prod. No. 172)
- Reinforced rotary airlock (prod. No. 6719)
- Amplifier-/vacuum stations
- Insulation blowing tools (various prod. No.)
- For more accessories, see price list / available on request

Zellofant M95-2x230V/5,1kW-SE insulation blowing machine
Insulation blowing machine for processing certified insulation materials, e.g. cellulose, wood fibre, mineral fibre as well as
granules and other materials. Due to its compact design, the machine is ideally suited for mobile use on-site.

Art. 6906
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Important features:
The 3-stage material conditioning unit with one rotating shredding arm, one replacement grid and one rotating rake unit
can easily break up and finely shred highly compacted processing materials (max. 165 kg/m³ packing density, humidity
according to the limits given in the certification, but less than 15%.). The material flow volume can be set by the airlock
rotor’s rotational speed (Optionally, an airlock feed gate is available.). Two high-powered radial fans generate the required
air power effortlessly. All important machine settings can be set directly from the injection point by cable or radio remote
control. The machine is equipped with two 230V/16A electrical connections.
For more information, see product data sheet.

Technical details:
- Power/material throughput: up to 750 kg/h, depending on application, material and delivery
- Hopper volume: 0,44 m³
- Dimensions: 800 x 1425 (D x H)
- Empty weight: 160 kg
- Filling height: 1425 mm
- Conditioning: 1x shredding arm, 1x replacement grid, 1x rake unit
- Material setting: controllable via control by setting the airlock rotor’s rotational speed or manually by setting the airlock
feed gate (optional)
- Machine control: cable control KFB2000 (standard) or FFB2000/FFB2000-Pro (optional)
- Electrical connection: 2x 230V/50Hz (+/- 5%), each 16A (type B or C circuit breaker or slow blow screw in plug fuse)
- Inside the insulation blowing machine, frequency guided drives are installed. The electrical connection must be made
according to the applicable national electrical regulations.
- Power rating: 5,1kW
- Blower: 2x high-powered radial fans with 3,6kW total power
- Conveying pressure: max. 375 mbar
- Air flow (nominal/gauged): 390/370 m³/h
- Outlet: NW75 (3'') (direct reduction/extension to NW63 (2,5“), NW50 (2“) or NW90 (3,5‘‘) possible)
- Airlock chamber ventilation for optimal processing throughputs
- Incoming air filter with quick fastener, NW90 intake air duct
(All values are approximate)
Scope of delivery:
- Fully functional insulation blowing machine, consisting of machine base with wheels and hopper
- Basic machine set, consisting of:
1x small-parts case with 1x cable remote control KFB2000 and carrying belt, 1x pressure gauge, 1x control cabinet key,
1x open-ended spanner SW24, 1x socket spanner SW13, 1x silicone spray, 1x double open-ended spanner SW 10x13,
1× 230V/10m power cable (earthed-CEE), 1x 50m control cable ring , approx. 2m NW90 air suction hose, 1x hose clamp
NW90, 1x quick-connect hose clamp NW75, 1x spare air filter, machine folder incl. Operating instructions, inspection
records and EC declaration of conformity
Optional equipment:
- NW90 discharge nozzle (instead of NW75): This increases the output or material throughput by approx. 35% to 1,010
kg/h. (prod. No. 7109)
- Radio remote control FFB2000 -Pro instead of cable remote control (prod. No. 5243 or 5154)
- Direct extension NW75>90 (3‘‘>3,5‘‘) (prod. No. 6746, conveyor line NW90 (3,5‘‘) necessary)
- Direct reducer NW75>63 (3‘‘>2,5‘‘) (prod. No. 526) or NW75>50 (3’’>2’’) (prod. No. 1972)
- Mains voltage display for 230V connection (prod. No. 4604)
- Airlock feed gate (prod. No. 3194)
- Quick coupling for outlet (prod. No. 172)
- Reinforced rotary airlock (prod. No. 6719)
- 400V CEE / 3x 230V earthed power distribution cube (with connection cable) (prod. No. 9481)
- Amplifier-/vacuum stations
- Insulation blowing tools (various prod. No.)
- For more accessories, see price list / available on request
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Zellofant M95-2x230V/6,6kW-SE insulation blowing machine
Insulation blowing machine for processing certified insulation materials, e.g. cellulose, wood fibre, mineral fibre as well as
granules and other materials. Due to its compact design, the machine is ideally suited for mobile use on-site.

Art. 10919
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Important features:
The 3-stage material conditioning unit with one rotating shredding arm, one replacement grid and one rotating rake unit
can easily break up and finely shred highly compacted processing materials (max. 165 kg/m³ packing density, humidity
according to the limits given in the certification, but less than 15%.). The material flow volume can be set by the airlock
rotor’s rotational speed (Optionally, an airlock feed gate is available.). Three high-powered radial fans generate the
required air power effortlessly. All important machine settings can be set directly from the injection point by cable or radio
remote control. The machine is equipped with two 230V/16A electrical connections.
For more information, see product data sheet.

Technical details:
- Power/material throughput: up to 980 kg/h, depending on application, material and delivery
- Hopper volume: 0,44 m³
- Dimensions: 800 x 1425 (D x H)
- Empty weight: 170 kg
- Filling height: 1425 mm
- Conditioning: 1x shredding arm, 1x replacement grid, 1x rake unit
- Material setting: controllable via control by setting the airlock rotor’s rotational speed or manually by setting the airlock
feed gate (optional)
- Machine control: cable control KFB2000 (standard) or FFB2000/FFB2000-Pro (optional)
- Electrical connection: 2x 230V/50Hz (+/- 5%), each 16A (type B or C circuit breaker or slow blow screw in plug fuse)
- Inside the insulation blowing machine, frequency guided drives are installed. The electrical connection must be made
according to the applicable national electrical regulations.
- Power rating: 6.6kW
- Blower: 3x high-powered radial fans with 5.1kW total power
- Conveying pressure: max. 420 mbar
- Air flow (nominal/gauged): 590/540 m³/h
- Outlet: NW75 (3'') (direct reduction/extension to NW63 (2,5“), NW50 (2“) or NW90 (3,5‘‘) possible)
- Airlock chamber ventilation for optimal processing throughputs
- Incoming air filter with quick fastener, NW90 intake air duct
(All values are approximate)
Scope of delivery:
- Fully functional insulation blowing machine, consisting of machine base with wheels and hopper
- Basic machine set, consisting of:
1x small-parts case with 1x cable remote control KFB2000 and carrying belt, 1x pressure gauge, 1x control cabinet key,
1x open-ended spanner SW24, 1x socket spanner SW13, 1x silicone spray, 1x double open-ended spanner SW 10x13,
1× 230V/10m power cable (earthed-CEE), 1x 50m control cable ring , approx. 2m NW90 air suction hose, 1x hose clamp
NW90, 1x quick-connect hose clamp NW75, 1x spare air filter, machine folder incl. Operating instructions, inspection
records and EC declaration of conformity
Optional equipment:
- NW90 discharge nozzle (instead of NW75): This increases the output or material throughput by approx. 35% to 1,320
kg/h (art. no. 7109)
- Radio remote control FFB2000 -Pro instead of cable remote control (prod. No. 5243 or 5154)
- Direct extension NW75>90 (3‘‘>3,5‘‘) (prod. No. 6746, conveyor line NW90 (3,5‘‘) necessary)
- Direct reducer NW75>63 (3‘‘>2,5‘‘) (prod. No. 526) or NW75>50 (3’’>2’’) (prod. No. 1972)
- Mains voltage display for 230V connection (prod. No. 4604)
- Airlock feed gate (prod. No. 3194)
- Quick coupling for outlet (prod. No. 172)
- Reinforced rotary airlock (prod. No. 6719)
- Airlock with outlet socket NW90 (3,5") (prod. No. 7109)
- 400V CEE / 3x 230V earthed power distribution cube (with connection cable) (prod. No. 9481)
- Amplifier-/vacuum stations
- Insulation blowing tools (various prod. No.)
- For more accessories, see price list / available on request
Zellofant M95-400V/5,5kW-SE insulation blowing machine
Insulation blowing machine for processing certified insulation materials, e.g. cellulose, wood fibre, mineral fibre as well as
granules and other materials. Due to its compact design, the machine is ideally suited for mobile use on-site.

Art. 6907
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Important features:
The 3-stage material conditioning unit with one rotating shredding arm, one replacement grid and one rotating rake unit
can easily break up and finely shred highly compacted processing materials (max. 165 kg/m³ packing density, humidity
according to the limits given in the certification, but less than 15%.). The material flow volume can be set by the airlock
rotor’s rotational speed (Optionally, an airlock feed gate is available.). Two high-powered radial fans generate the required
air power effortlessly. All important machine settings can be set directly from the injection point by cable or radio remote
control. The machine is equipped with one 400V/3x 16A electrical connection.
For more information, see product data sheet.
Technical details:
- Power/material throughput: up to 1080 kg/h, depending on application, material and delivery
- Hopper volume: 0,44 m³
- Dimensions: 800 x 1425 (D x H)
- Empty weight: 165 kg

All prices are subject to VAT. Packaging and shipping costs not included. This price list remains valid until a new list is published. Subject to change. We accept no responsibility for errors or changes. Our
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- Filling height: 1425 mm
- Conditioning: 1x shredding arm, 1x replacement grid, 1x rake unit
- Material setting: controllable via control by setting the airlock rotor’s rotational speed or manually by setting the airlock
feed gate (optional)
- Machine control: cable control KFB2000 (standard) or FFB2000/FFB2000-Pro (optional)
- Electrical connection: 1x 400V/50Hz (+/- 5%) (three phase current, with earthing and neutral conductor), 3x 16A (type B
or C circuit breaker or slow blow screw in plug fuse), incl. Phase inverter switch
- Inside the insulation blowing machine, frequency guided drives are installed. The electrical connection must be made
according to the applicable national electrical regulations.
- Power rating: 5,5kW
- Blower: 2x high-powered radial fans with 3,6kW total power
- Conveying pressure: max. 390 mbar
- Air flow (nominal/gauged): 390/370 m³/h
- Outlet: NW75 (3'') (direct reduction/extension to NW63 (2,5“), NW50 (2“) or NW90 (3,5‘‘) possible)
- Airlock chamber ventilation for optimal processing throughputs
- Incoming air filter with quick fastener, NW90 intake air duct
(All values are approximate)
Scope of delivery:
- Fully functional insulation blowing machine, consisting of machine base with wheels and hopper
- Basic machine set, consisting of:
1x small-parts case with 1x cable remote control KFB2000 and carrying belt, 1x pressure gauge, 1x control cabinet key,
1x open-ended spanner SW24, 1x socket spanner SW13, 1x silicone spray, 1x double open-ended spanner SW 10x13,
1× 230V/10m power cable (earthed-CEE), 1x 50m control cable ring, approx. 2m NW90 air suction hose, 1x hose clamp
NW90, 1x quick-connect hose clamp NW75, 1x spare air filter, machine folder incl. Operating instructions, inspection
records and EC declaration of conformity
Optional equipment:
- NW90 discharge nozzle (instead of NW75): This increases the output or material throughput by approx. 35% to 1,460
kg/h. (prod. No. 7109)
- Radio remote control FFB2000 -Pro instead of cable remote control (prod. No. 5243 or 5154)
- Direct extension NW75>90 (3‘‘>3,5‘‘) (prod. No. 6746, conveyor line NW90 (3,5‘‘) necessary)
- Direct reducer NW75>63 (3‘‘>2,5‘‘) (prod. No. 526) or NW75>50 (3’’>2’’) (prod. No. 1972)
- Airlock feed gate (prod. No. 3194)
- Quick coupling for outlet (prod. No. 172)
- Reinforced rotary airlock (prod. No. 6719)
- Amplifier-/vacuum stations
- Insulation blowing tools (various prod. No.)
- For more accessories, see price list / available on request

Zellofant M95-400/7,0kW-SE insulation blowing machine
Insulation blowing machine for processing certified insulation materials, e.g. cellulose, wood fibre, mineral fibre as well as
granules and other materials. Due to its compact design, the machine is ideally suited for mobile use on-site.

Art. 6908
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Important features:
The 3-stage material conditioning unit with one rotating shredding arm, one replacement grid and one rotating rake unit
can easily break up and finely shred highly compacted processing materials (max. 165 kg/m³ packing density, humidity
according to the limits given in the certification, but less than 15%.). The material flow volume can be set by the airlock
rotor’s rotational speed (Optionally, an airlock feed gate is available.). Three high-powered radial fans generate the
required air power effortlessly. All important machine settings can be set directly from the injection point by cable or radio
remote control. The machine is equipped with one 400V/3x 16A electrical connection.
For more information, see product data sheet.

Technical details:
- Power/material throughput: up to 1080 kg/h (with version 7,3 kW up to 1255 kg/h), depending on application, material
and delivery
- Hopper volume: 0,44 m³
- Dimensions: 800 x 1425 (D x H)
- Empty weight: 185 kg
- Filling height: 1425 mm
- Conditioning: 1x shredding arm, 1x replacement grid, 1x rake unit
- Material setting: controllable via control by setting the airlock rotor’s rotational speed or manually by setting the airlock
feed gate (optional)
- Machine control: cable control KFB2000 (standard) or FFB2000/FFB2000-Pro (optional)
- Electrical connection: 1x 400V/50Hz (+/- 5%) (three phase current, with earthing and neutral conductor), 3x 16A (type B
or C circuit breaker or slow blow screw in plug fuse), incl. Phase inverter switch
- Inside the insulation blowing machine, frequency guided drives are installed. The electrical connection must be made
according to the applicable national electrical regulations.
- Power rating: 7,0 kW (optional 7,3 kW)
- Blower: 3x high-powered radial fans with 5,0kW total power
- Conveying pressure: max. 400 mbar
- Air flow (nominal/gauged): 590/540 m³/h
- Outlet: NW75 (3'') (direct reduction/extension to NW63 (2,5“), NW50 (2“) or NW90 (3,5‘‘) possible)
- Airlock chamber ventilation for optimal processing throughputs
- Incoming air filter with quick fastener, NW90 intake air duct
(All values are approximate)
Scope of delivery:
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- Fully functional insulation blowing machine, consisting of machine base with wheels and hopper
- Basic machine set, consisting of:
1x small-parts case with 1x cable remote control KFB2000 and carrying belt, 1x pressure gauge, 1x control cabinet key,
1x open-ended spanner SW24, 1x socket spanner SW13, 1x silicone spray, 1x double open-ended spanner SW 10x13,
1× 230V/10m power cable (earthed-CEE), 1x 50m control cable ring, approx. 2m NW90 air suction hose, 1x hose clamp
NW90, 1x quick-connect hose clamp NW75, 1x spare air filter, machine folder incl. Operating instructions, inspection
records and EC declaration of conformity
Optional equipment:
- NW90 discharge nozzle (instead of NW75): This increases the output or material throughput by approx. 35% to 1,460
kg/h. (prod. No. 7109)
- Radio remote control FFB2000 -Pro instead of cable remote control (prod. No. 5243 or 5154)
- Direct extension NW75>90 (3‘‘>3,5‘‘) (prod. No. 6746, conveyor line NW90 (3,5‘‘) necessary)
- Direct reducer NW75>63 (3‘‘>2,5‘‘) (prod. No. 526) or NW75>50 (3’’>2’’) (prod. No. 1972)
- Airlock feed gate (prod. No. 3194)
- Quick coupling for outlet (prod. No. 172)
- Reinforced rotary airlock (prod. No. 6719)
- Airlock with outlet socket NW90 (3,5") (prod. No. 7109)
- Zellofant M95-400V-7,0kW Update to 7,3kW - Var.2 (prod. No. 6909)
- Amplifier-/vacuum stations
- Insulation blowing tools (various prod. No.)
- For more accessories, see price list / available on request

Zellofant M95-400/7,3kW-SE insulation blowing machine
Insulation blowing machine for processing certified insulation materials, e.g. cellulose, wood fibre, mineral fibre as well as
granules and other materials. Due to its compact design, the machine is ideally suited for mobile use on-site.

Art. 10581
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Important features:
The 3-stage material conditioning unit with one rotating shredding arm, one replacement grid and one rotating rake unit
can easily break up and finely shred highly compacted processing materials (max. 165 kg/m³ packing density, humidity
according to the limits given in the certification, but less than 15%.). The material flow volume can be set by the airlock
rotor’s rotational speed (Optionally, an airlock feed gate is available.). Three high-powered radial fans generate the
required air power effortlessly and can be used for suction purposes, too. All important machine settings can be set
directly from the injection point by cable or radio remote control. The machine is equipped with one 400V/3x 16A electrical
connection.
For more information, see product data sheet.

Technical details:
- Power/material throughput: up to 1255 kg/h, depending on application, material and delivery
- Hopper volume: 0,44 m³
- Dimensions: 800 x 1425 (D x H)
- Empty weight: 185 kg
- Filling height: 1425 mm
- Conditioning: 1x shredding arm, 1x replacement grid, 1x rake unit
- Material setting: controllable via control by setting the airlock rotor’s rotational speed or manually by setting the airlock
feed gate (optional)
- Machine control: cable control KFB2000 (standard) or FFB2000/FFB2000-Pro (optional)
- Electrical connection: 1x 400V/50Hz (+/- 5%) (three phase current, with earthing and neutral conductor), 3x 16A (type B
or C circuit breaker or slow blow screw in plug fuse), incl. phase inverter switch
- Inside the insulation blowing machine, frequency guided drives are installed. The electrical connection must be made
according to the applicable national electrical regulations.
- Power rating: 7,3 kW
- Blower: 3x high-powered radial fans with 5,4kW total power
- Conveying pressure: max. 400 mbar
- Air flow (nominal/gauged): 585/500 m³/h
- Outlet: NW75 (3'') (direct reduction/extension to NW63 (2,5“), NW50 (2“) or NW90 (3,5‘‘) possible)
- Airlock chamber ventilation for optimal processing throughputs
- Incoming air filter with quick fastener, NW90 intake air duct
(All values are approximate)
Scope of delivery:
- Fully functional insulation blowing machine, consisting of machine base with wheels and hopper
- Basic machine set, consisting of:
1x small-parts case with 1x cable remote control KFB2000 and carrying belt, 1x pressure gauge, 1x control cabinet key,
1x open-ended spanner SW24, 1x socket spanner SW13, 1x silicone spray, 1x double open-ended spanner SW 10x13,
1× 230V/10m power cable (earthed-CEE), 1x 50m control cable ring, approx. 2m NW90 air suction hose, 1x hose clamp
NW90, 1x quick-connect hose clamp NW75, 1x spare air filter, machine folder incl. operating instructions, inspection
records and EC declaration of conformity
Optional equipment:
- NW90 discharge nozzle (instead of NW75): This increases the output or material throughput by approx. 35% to 1,690
kg/h. (prod. No. 7109)
- Radio remote control FFB2000 -Pro instead of cable remote control (prod. No. 5243 or 5154)
- Direct extension NW75>90 (3‘‘>3,5‘‘) (prod. No. 6746, conveyor line NW90 (3,5‘‘) necessary)
- Direct reducer NW75>63 (3‘‘>2,5‘‘) (prod. No. 526) or NW75>50 (3’’>2’’) (prod. No. 1972)
- Airlock feed gate (prod. No. 3194)
- Quick coupling for outlet (prod. No. 172)
- Reinforced rotary airlock (prod. No. 6719)
All prices are subject to VAT. Packaging and shipping costs not included. This price list remains valid until a new list is published. Subject to change. We accept no responsibility for errors or changes. Our
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- Amplifier-/vacuum stations
- Insulation blowing tools (various prod. No.)
- For more accessories, see price list / available on request

03

Machine accessories

Controls, exhibition models, adapters, etc.

Direct reducer piece NW63>50 (2½>2'') (M99-NW63 before year 02/2018)
Reducer piece for direct insertion into the outlet of Minfant M99 blowing machines with a outlet size NW63 (2½'')
(applicable before year 02/2018)
Outlet diameter: NW50 (2'')

Art. 2862
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Notes or for retrofitting:
- For fitting, if necessary, the internal weld of the outlet nozzle on the blow-in machine must be ground down.
- For attachment, a through-hole for the supplied fastening screw (M6) must be made at the outlet of the machine. The
location of the hole must be selected so that the pipe end is flush with the inside surface (tread) of the airlock
- The direct reduction extends the existing outlet of the blowing machine by about 60mm

Direct reducer piece NW75>50 (3>2'')
Reducer piece for direct insertion into the outlet of Minfant M99 blowing machines with a outlet size NW75 (3'') (e.g.
EM5XX-NW75, EM4XX-NW75, EM3XX-NW75, M95-NW75)
Outlet diameter: NW50 (2'')

Art. 1972
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Notes or for retrofitting:
- For fitting, if necessary, the internal weld of the outlet nozzle on the blow-in machine must be ground down.
- For attachment, a through-hole for the supplied fastening screw (M6) must be made at the outlet of the machine. The
location of the hole must be selected so that the pipe end is flush with the inside surface (tread) of the airlock
- The direct reduction extends the existing outlet of the blowing machine by about 60mm

Direct reducer piece NW75>63 (3>2½'')
Reducer piece for direct insertion into the outlet of Minfant M99 blowing machines with a outlet size NW75 (3'') (e.g.
EM5XX-NW75, EM4XX-NW75, EM3XX-NW75, M95-NW75)
Outlet diameter: NW63 (2½'')

Art. 526
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Notes or for retrofitting:
- For fitting, if necessary, the internal weld of the outlet nozzle on the blow-in machine must be ground down.
- For attachment, a through-hole for the supplied fastening screw (M6) must be made at the outlet of the machine. The
location of the hole must be selected so that the pipe end is flush with the inside surface (tread) of the airlock
- The direct reduction extends the existing outlet of the blowing machine by about 60mm

EM100: Support for bags

Art. 4714
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Use: Support for bags and cover, suitable for the EM100 blowing machine.
Incl. support bracket, ready for attachment to the hopper.
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EM400/500: Optional add-on AE - blow-off unit
Pressure control unit consisting of weighted pistons and air outlet holes in the cylinder. With the adjustable weighted discs,
desired maximum pressure can be selected.
Responsive pressure control. This is especially advantageous for pressure sensitive retaining board material and airtight
construction (plaster board, etc.)..
Consists of:
- Fully assembled blower unit.
- Slide gate weight: 3 x 0,4 kg, 3 x 1,0 kg, 1 x 2,0 kg
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Safety catch
- Scatter diagram of weight loading / Maximum pressure

Art. 4038

+++++
This item can NOT be added to an EM440-3x230V-10kW
For this model please use Art.-Nr. 6526
+++++
SW13 combination spanner with ratchet
SW13

Art. 3000
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KFB 30-7p - Hand-held control
Hand-held control for the insulation blowing machines EMX90, EMX250, EM100 and M99-Standard and -DS up to and
including series F.

Art. 2459
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With toggle switch for:
- Air ON
- Air and material ON
- OFF (center position)

Including connection cable (approx. L=0,5m) and plug (Contact 7+1)
Optional accessories:
- Extension cable L=25m (prod. no. 1655)
- Extension cable L=50m (prod. no. 1814)
KFB 3-7p - Hand-held control
Hand-held control for the insulation blowing machines EMX90, EMX250, EM100 and M99-Standard and -DS up to and
including series F.

Art. 3821
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With toggle switch for:
- Air ON
- Air and material ON
- OFF (center position)

Including connection cable (approx. L=0,5m) and plug (Contact 7+1)
Optional accessories:
- Extension cable L=25m (prod. no. 1655)
- Extension cable L=50m (prod. no. 1814)
KFB2000 - operating unit

Art. 1497
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Can be adapted to radio remote control FFB-FM.
Equipped with: 0.2 to 0.5m protected control cable; 8-pole circular contact plug
++++++++++++++ Note: system change ++++++++++++
From 2009 onwards we will only use lock-twist plugs.
Please check the thread of existing cable and extension sockets.
Sockets with damaged threads must be replaced.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Options:
- Velcro return fastener L=350mm, black (Art.-No. 10950. 2 pieces)
- Control cable 25m PUR, ring (7-core, contact-plug/-socket) (Prod.-Nr. 2015)
- Control cable 50m PUR, ring (7-core, contact-plug/-socket) (Prod.-Nr. 2166)
- Control cable 5m PUR, ring (7-core, contact-plug/-socket) (Prod.-Nr. 5217)

Master-slave control 24V= / 230V~
Spec.: Control side connection with 4-pin plug and attachment device M95 Zellofant, M99 Minifant, M03 Turbofant (can
also be used with other machines), length of plug-end of cable. approx. 1.5m, length of socket-end of cable approx. 0.5m
Output 1x230V, 12 A with IN/OUT blower function
with loose cable ends, earthed coupling and plug.
Maximum power requirement: 3kW

Art. 1057
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Exhibition model Zellofant M95/EM300
Model for demonstrating the blow-in process.
Attaches to Zellofant M95/EM3X0, suitable for cellulose and wood fibre.
Optimal Zellofant-adjustment: automatic shut down at 120 mbar
Included:
- 2,5m conveyor hose NW75
- 2x hose clamps NW75
- 1x socket spanner SW13
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 3020

Required / recommended accessories:
- Short hopper top piece. Product no. 4812
- KFB control cable L=5m, product no. 5217
Optional: customer specific advertising sticker upon request
Dimensions: Approx.: (L x W x H) 112 x 86 x 118
Exhibition Model, Compact
Model for demonstrating the blow-in process.
Attachment for Minifant M99 or Zellofant M95 with adapter plate, suitable for cellulose and wood-fibre and other freeflowing bulk materials.
Necessary / recommended accessories:
- Minifant M99 or Zellofant M95
- For Zellofant, medium-height hopper top piece where necessary, product. no. 2848
- KFB control cable L=5m, product no. 1119
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Zellofant adapter plate (product no. 3135)

Art. 3132
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- Transport crate (product no. 3134)
Optional: customer-specific advertising label on request – graphic data must be supplied
Dimensions: ( L x W x H ) 86 x 100 x 120cm
Exhibition Model, compact: adapter plate
Adapter plate for 'Exhibition Model, Compact'. (For Zellofant M95)
Dimensions (approx.).: (D x H) 85 x 2.5 cm

Art. 3135
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Minifant: Retention grid for M99 hopper
Optionally, when processing bulk materials. Serves as a contact protection as well.
Powder coating red.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Without finely woven insertion grid.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Finely woven insertion grid (prod. no. 8148)

Art. 2940
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Minifant: Sack support

Art. 3474

Use: Practical support for bags and hopper cover suitable for the M99 Minifant.
Ready for attachment to the hopper top piece. Extension including support bracket.

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Mains voltage display

Art. 4604

Suitable for use with the following machines:
- M99, all models
- M95, 230V
- EM320-2x230V
- EM325, EM345, EM365 (230V- additional connection)
- EM440-400V (up to 3 pieces)

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Use:
Detects fluctuating or low voltage supplies.
Sometimes power supplies collapse under load, which means, that at a standstill of the machine its full voltage is
available, but as soon as the (additional) fans are switched on the supply voltage collapses. Recognizing this isn’t possible
with a simple stand-by LED.
Digital display of the supply voltage of to the 230V connection.
Large, easy to read and a bright LED digital display from 85 to 264 volts.

100 x 150 cm woven polypropylene bag
100 x150cm woven polypropylene bag, blue/white or blue/blue, made of PP 80/I (hem at top)
+++10% discount when purchasing more than 20 sacks +++
+++15% discount when purchasing more than 50 sacks+++

Art. 801
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100 x 150 cm woven polypropylene bag
100 x150cm woven polypropylene bag, blue/white or blue/blue, made of PP 80/I (hem at top)
+++10% discount when purchasing more than 20 sacks +++
+++15% discount when purchasing more than 50 sacks+++

Art. 10614

Klick me! (Image similiar)

70x110cm woven polypropylene bag
Bag made out of high-strength, air permeable and filterable woven polypropylene, with top seam (suitable for suction drum
V=115l prod. no. 1160)
+++ 10% discount when purchasing more than 20 bags +++
+++ 15% discount when purchasing more than 50 bags +++

Art. 1085

Klick me! (Image similiar)
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SW13 hexagonal socket spanner
Hexagonal socket spanner with square handle, wrench size: 13, blade length: 125mm

Art. 832
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VS: Suction drum V=115l
Suction drum for cleaning or deconstruction in connection with a suitable blow-in machine or an amplifier suction station
consisting of:
- Swivelling lid with quick release fastener
- Dimensions: approx. 460x910mm (DxH)
- Weight: approx. 20kg
- Max. permissible negative pressure: -0.5bar
- Material suction connection: NW75 (3'')
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Connection air suction: NW75 (3'')
- Bag made of PP-tape fabric 70x110cm (5 pieces art.-no. 1085)
- 1,5m delivery hose NW75
- Hose clamp NW75 (3''), quick-release clamp with hook (2 pieces item no. 223)
- Reducing piece PE NW75>63 (item no. 3768)

Art. 1160

Notes:
- In conjunction with the suction drum, all injection machines with sealed suction filter system (example M99, EM3XX,
EM4XX, EM5XX) can be used for cleaning or deconstruction work.
- On request, reducer PE NW75>63 (art. No. 3768) can be replaced by reducer PE NW75>50 (art. No. 3769) (please
specify when ordering).
Options:
- EM4XX: Reducer tube PE 90>76 with O-Ring (prod. No. 5145)
Typical key figures for the suction of cellulose:
Filling of approx. 12kg/bag is achieved after approx. 2.5 minutes, bag change requires approx. 20 seconds. This
corresponds to a suction capacity of approx. 255 kg/h.
VS: Suction drum V=250L
Dimensions: 63 x 100 cm (D x H)
Comfortable processing of large volumes of material.
Ready for use with woven polypropylene sacks. Incl:
- Hinged lid with quick seal
- Material suction connection: 3"'
- Air extraction connection: 3''
- Five 100 x 150 woven polypropylene sacks
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- 1.5 m NW 75 conveyor hose
- Two NW 75 quick-connect clamps
- One 75>63 plastic reducer tube (Standard) or alternatively 75>50
- Weight: approx. 31kg
- Max. permissible negative pressure: -0.5bar

Art. 3075
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Standard suction speed for cellulose:
One 19 kg sack is filled within 3.5 minutes (approx.). Approx. 20 seconds is required to change sack.
Therefore suction rate is approx. 280 kg/h.
MW100-50 replacement grid
Description: Replacement grid for cellulose, rock wool and similar, suitable for the zellofant M95.
The new grid geometry allows for better material conditioning.
The narrow mesh opening above the airlock prevents insufficiently shredded material from falling into the airlock.
Powder coated finish
Colour: fiery red RAL3000, glossy

Art. 4164
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Zellofant: Upgrade outlet connection NW90 (3½'') instead of NW75 (3'')
Optimised discharge nozzle for direct connection of hose lines with NW90 (3½'').
Power increase measured up to 35% compared to the standard with NW75(3'').

Art. 11018

Note/options:
- Direct reduction NW90>75 or NW90>63 on request.

Klick me! (Image similiar)
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Zellofant: Retention grid for M95 hopper
Optional accessory for processing loose bulkware. With a fine wire mesh for insertion into the hopper top piece.
Red, powder coated finish

Art. 2941
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Zellofant support for bags
Ergonomic support for bags allows comfortable and easy bag loading.
Consists of:
- Sturdy aluminium support for bags with support bracket.

Art. 4791

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Zellofant: Airlock slide gate
When ordered with a new machine, kit comes ready installed.
When ordered as an upgrade set, consists of 3 parts:
- Mounting bracket with chains and securing bolts (material: steel).
- Adjusting lever with 14 adjustment holes (material: steel)
Airlock cover (material: stainless steel)
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Note: tools and installation materials necessary

Zellofant: Short hopper top piece
Shorter hopper top piece, suitable for M95 Zellofant
H=approx. 75 cm (with bottom section of M95 machine, H= approx. 100cm)
Hopper volume V =approx.. 0.3m³,
Powder coated finish, incl. four handles, 3 securing clips and comes complete with stickers.
Optional extras:
-Support for bags (product no. 4791)
- Support for bags with dust reducing cover (product no. 3218)
Klick me! (Image similiar)
+++ Important safety information: +++
The short hopper top piece is only CE approved when used in conjunction with a module which prevents reaching in to the
machine (e.g. Support for bags with dust-reducing cover-product no. 3218) and with a health and safety policy in place.
Safety without such a module is not guaranteed- the machine does not meet CE requirements because of the unsafe
distance between the top of the machine and the material conditioning areas.
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Nozzles, rotary nozzles, lances, needles, core cutters, etc.

Sealing sponge NW50/NW63, 400x300x40
For sealing injection holes when using hoses NW50 or NW63

Art. 3947
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Technical details:
Material: foam, anthracite
Dimensions: 400 x 300 x 40 mm
Hole: d = approx. 50 mm

Klick me! (Image similiar)

+++ discount of 15% when purchasing 5 or more pieces +++

Sealing sponge NW63/NW75, 400x300x40
For sealing injection holes when using hoses NW63 or NW75

Art. 292

Technical details:
Material: foam, anthracite
Dimensions: 400 x 300 x 40 mm
Hole: d = approx. 60 mm

Klick me! (Image similiar)

+++ discount of 15% when purchasing 5 or more pieces +++

DD: Rotary nozzle 50>24mm
Rotary nozzle for injecting insulation material.

Art. 852

Well suited for insulation works at critical connections (roof windows lining), cavities with rough surfaces (old mineral wool,
coconut etc.), thin insulation layers, in case of rough surfaces e.g. plasters, on already existing insulations (mineral wool),
large filling radii and the processing of loose bulkware (e.g. SLS20, Rigibead, HK35, Thermofill S, Knauf Perlite and many
more.). Enables a good suggestibility of the material flow.

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Technical details:
- Material: aluminium, steel
- Insertion depth: max. 280 mm
- Overall length: 420 mm
- Nozzle pipe: inner diameter 21 mm, outer diameter 24 mm
- Hose connection: NW50 (2‘‘), rotatable
- Nozzle outlet: angled
- Bore hole: 25 mm

All prices are subject to VAT. Packaging and shipping costs not included. This price list remains valid until a new list is published. Subject to change. We accept no responsibility for errors or changes. Our
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Scope of delivery:
- Rotary nozzle with carrying belt, distance ring and operating instructions
DD: Drehdüse 50>24mm 90° sawn-off
Rotary nozzle for injecting insulation material.

Art. 2828
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Well suited for insulation works at critical connections (roof windows lining), cavities with rough surfaces (old mineral wool,
coconut etc.), thin insulation layers, in case of rough surfaces e.g. plasters, on already existing insulations (mineral wool),
large filling radii and the processing of loose bulkware (e.g. SLS20, Rigibead, HK35, Thermofill S, Knauf Perlite and many
more.). Enables a good suggestibility of the material flow.

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Technical details:
- Material: aluminium, steel
- Insertion depth: max. 235 mm
- Overall length: 380 mm
- Nozzle pipe: inner diameter 22 mm, outer diameter 24 mm
- Hose connection: NW50 (2‘‘), rotatable
- Nozzle outlet: 90°
- Bore hole: 30 mm

Scope of delivery:
- Rotary nozzle with carrying belt, distance ring and operating instructions
DD: Rotary nozzle 50>29mm 90° sawn-off
Rotary nozzle for injecting insulation material.

Art. 4788
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Well suited for insulation works at large filling radii and when processing loose bulkware (e.g. SLS20, Rigibead, HK35,
Thermofill S, Knauf Perlite and many more.). Enables a good suggestibility of the material flow.

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Technical details:
- Material: aluminium, steel
- Insertion depth: max. 302 mm
- Overall length: 445 mm
- Nozzle pipe: inner diameter 26 mm, outer diameter 30 mm
- Hose connection: NW50 (2‘‘), rotatable
- Nozzle outlet: 90°
- Bore hole: 35 mm

Scope of delivery:
- Rotary nozzle with carrying belt, distance ring and operating instructions
DD: Rotary nozzle 50>29mm outlet spoon shape
Rotary nozzle for injecting insulation material.

Art. 544
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Well suited for insulation works at large filling radii and when processing loose bulkware (e.g. SLS20, Rigibead, HK35,
Thermofill S, Knauf Perlite and many more.). Enables a good suggestibility of the material flow.

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Technical details:
- Material: aluminium, steel
- Insertion depth: max. 209 mm
- Overall length: 350 mm
- Nozzle pipe: inner diameter 26 mm, outer diameter 29 mm
- Hose connection: NW50 (2‘‘), rotatable
- Nozzle outlet: Spoon shape
- Bore hole: 30 mm

Scope of delivery:
- Rotary nozzle with carrying belt, distance ring and operating instructions
DD: Rotary nozzle 50>35mm
Rotary nozzle for injecting insulation material.

Art. 3569
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Well suited for insulation works at large filling radii and when processing loose bulkware (e.g. SLS20, Rigibead, HK35,
Thermofill S, Knauf Perlite and many more.). Enables a good suggestibility of the material flow.
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Technical details:
- Material: aluminium, steel
- Insertion depth: max. 195 mm
- Overall length: 337 mm
- Nozzle pipe: inner diameter 32 mm, outer diameter 35 mm
- Hose connection: NW50 (2‘‘), rotatable
- Nozzle outlet: angled
- Bore hole: 36-40 mm

Scope of delivery:
- Rotary nozzle with carrying belt, distance ring and operating instructions
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DD: Rotary nozzle 75>50mm
Rotary nozzle for injecting insulation material.

Art. 2997
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Well suited for insulation works at large filling radii and when processing loose bulkware (e.g. SLS20, Rigibead, HK35,
Thermofill S, Knauf Perlite and many more.). Enables a good suggestibility of the material flow.
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Technical details:
- Material: aluminium, steel
- Insertion depth: max. 214 mm
- Overall length: 360 mm
- Nozzle pipe: inner diameter 47 mm, outer diameter 50 mm
- Hose connection: NW75 (3‘‘), rotatable
- Nozzle outlet: angled
- Bore hole: 52 mm

Scope of delivery:
- Rotary nozzle with carrying belt, distance ring and operating instructions
DDE: Rotary nozzle "X-Jet 63" for insulation thickness 40-300 mm
Ventilated rotary nozzle for injecting insulation material into stud wall constructions whilst suctioning excess air out of the
cavity.

Art. 1708
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Advantages:
- Reduced risk of compartment deformation due to ventilation
- Time saving
- Effort saving operation
- Dust-free process
Technical details:
- Dimensions: approx. 340 mm x 120 (L x D)
- Weight: approx. 1,5 kg
- Insulation thickness: 40-300 mm
- Hose connection: 63 mm (2,5'')
- Suction connection: 40 mm
- Drill hole: 85 mm

Scope of delivery:
Rotary nozzle with sawn-off 90° pipe bend, dust sack with zipper, carrying belt and operating instructions
For a more detailed description: see flyer or visit www.x-floc.com
Optional accessories:
- Hole saw with ejection system complete D=85,5mm (prod. no. 4977)
- Clamping ring system for fixing the rotary nozzle into the drill hole (prod. no. 2223)
- Tools- and storage case (prod. no. 534)
- Sealing corks VK85 s=25 (prod. no. 2208)
- Sealing plugs VS85 (wood fiber) (prod. no. 4675)
DDE: Rotary nozzle "X-Jet 63" with clamping ring for insulation thickness 40-300 mm
Ventilated rotary nozzle for injecting insulation material into stud wall constructions whilst suctioning excess air out of the
cavity.

Art. 3843
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Advantages:
- Reduced risk of compartment deformation due to ventilation
- Time saving
- Effort saving operation
- Dust-free process
- Clamping ring for fixation of the rotary nozzle into the drill hole
Technical details:
- Dimensions: approx. 340 mm x 120 (L x D)
- Weight: approx. 2,2 kg
- Insulation thickness: 40-300 mm
- Hose connection: 63 mm (2,5'')
- Suction connection: 40 mm
- Drill hole: 106,5 mm

Scope of delivery:
Rotary nozzle with sawn-off 90° pipe bend, clamping ring, dust sack with zipper, carrying belt and operating instructions
For a more detailed description: see flyer or visit www.x-floc.com
Optional accessories:
- Hole saw with ejection system complete D=85,5mm (prod. no. 4977)
- Hole saw HF (suited for wood fiber) 106,5mm (prod. no. 5917)
- Tools- and storage case (prod. no. 534)
- Sealing corks VK85 s=25 (prod. no. 2208)
- Sealing plugs VS85 (wood fiber) (prod. no. 4675)
All prices are subject to VAT. Packaging and shipping costs not included. This price list remains valid until a new list is published. Subject to change. We accept no responsibility for errors or changes. Our
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DDE: Rotary nozzle "X-Jet 75" for insulation thickness 120-400 mm
Ventilated rotary nozzle for injecting insulation material into stud wall constructions whilst suctioning excess air out of the
cavity.

Art. 1789
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Advantages:
- Reduced risk of compartment deformation due to ventilation
- Time saving
- Effort saving operation
- Dust-free process

Technical details:
- Dimensions: approx. 410 mm x 160 (L x D)
- Weight: approx. 2,1 kg
- Insulation thickness: 120-400 mm, with distance ring up to 100 mm
- Hose connection: 75 mm (3'')
- Suction connection: 50 mm
- Drill hole: 106,5 mm
Scope of delivery:
Rotary nozzle with sawn-off 90° pipe bend, dust sack with zipper, carrying belt and operating instructions
For a more detailed description: see flyer or visit www.x-floc.com
Optional accessories:
- Hole saw with ejection system complete D=106,5mm (prod. no. 4966)
- Hole saw HF (suited for wood fiber) 106,5mm (prod. no. 9145)
- Sealing corks VK106 (prod. no. 1948)
- Sealing plugs VS106 (wood fiber) (prod no. 4673)
DDE: Rotary nozzle "X-Jet 75" with clamping ring for insulation thickness 105-400 mm
Ventilated rotary nozzle for injecting insulation material into stud wall constructions whilst suctioning excess air out of the
cavity.

Art. 2929
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Advantages:
- Reduced risk of compartment deformation due to ventilation
- Time saving
- Effort saving operation
- Dust-free process
- Clamping ring for fixation of the rotary nozzle into the drill hole
Technical details:
- Dimensions: approx. 410mm x 160 (L x D)
- Weight: approx. 2,8kg
- Insulation thickness: 105-400mm
- Hose connection: 75mm (3'')
- Suction connection: 50mm
- Required drill hole: 106,5mm

Scope of delivery:
Rotary nozzle with sawn-off 90° pipe bend, clamping ring, dust sack with zipper, carrying belt and operating instructions
For a more detailed description: see flyer or visit www.x-floc.com
Optional accessories:
- Hole saw with ejection system complete D=106,5mm (prod. No. 4966)
- Hole saw Pro D= 106,5 mm complete (prod. No. 6182)
DDE: Rotary nozzle J-Jet 75>60 for 145-500 mm insulation thickness
Ventilated rotary nozzle for injecting insulation material into stud wall constructions whilst suctioning excess air out of the
cavity.

Art. 3795
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Advantages:
- Reduced risk of compartment deformation due to ventilation
- Time saving
- Effort saving operation
- Dust-free process

Technical details:
- Dimensions: approx. 360 mm x 105 (L x D)
- Weight: approx. 2,6 kg
- Insulation thickness: 145-500 mm with sash lock as fixation, 105-145 mm applicable without fixation
- Panelling thickness: 0-75 mm due to adjustable flange
- Hose connection: 75 mm (3'')
- Drill hole: 105-120 mm
- Pipe: outer diameter 60 mm
Scope of delivery:
Rotary nozzle with sawn-off pipe bend, sash lock as fixation in the drill hole, dust sack with zipper, carrying belt and
operating instructions
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For a more detailed description: see flyer or visit www.x-floc.com
Optional accessories:
- Hole saw with ejection system complete D=106,5mm (prod. No. 4966)
DDE: Rotary nozzle S-Jet 63 combined injection nozzle
Ventilated special hose rotary nozzle for injecting insulation material into stud wall constructions whilst suctioning excess
air out of the cavity.

Art. 4910
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Advantages:
- Reduced risk of compartment deformation due to ventilation
- Time saving
- Effort saving operation
- Dust-free process
- Combination of hose- and rotary nozzle blowing
- Optimized for injecting stud wall constructions and roof slopes

Technical details:
- Weight: approx. 2,7 kg (without hose)
- Insulation thickness: Can be used for insulation thicknesses of approx. 160 mm and more.
- Panelling thickness: up to approx. 80 mm due to adjustable flange
- Conveyor hose: NW63 (2,5''), L= 6,5 m
- Drill hole: 105-120 mm
Scope of delivery:
Rotary nozzle with conveyor hose (6,5 m), sash lock as fixation in the drill hole, dust sack with zipper, carrying belt and
operating instructions
For a more detailed description: see flyer or visit www.x-floc.com
Optional accessories:
- Hole saw with ejection system complete D=106,5mm (prod. No. 4966)
- Hole saw HF (wood fiber) D=106,5mm (prod. No. 5917)
- Reducer tube NW75>63 (prod. No. 1261)
- Rotary connector NW75 (prod. No. 4451)
- Sealing corks 106 (prod. No. 1948)
- Sealing plugs 106 (prod. No. 4673)
- Injection hose soft NW63 (2,5''), L= 15 m (prod. No. 4779)
DDE: Clamping ring 106,5
Clamping ring for fixing the rotary nozzle into the drill hole (D= 106,5 mm) by using two tension levers. Suitable for rotary
nozzles of type X-Jet 63 and X-Jet 75.

Art. 2223
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Advantages:
- Reduced risk of compartment deformation due to ventilation
- Time saving
- Effort saving operation
- Dust-free process
- Combination of hose- and rotary nozzle blowing
- Optimized for injecting stud wall constructions and roof slopes

Technical details:
- Material: aluminium, levers made of galvanized steel
- Weight: approx. 0,8 kg
- Clamping range: 106,5-108 mm, extended clamping range 108-109 mm for oversized drill holes
Scope of delivery:
Clamping ring with each 6 fastening screws, washers, locknuts and installation instructions
Optional accessories:
- Hole saw with ejection system complete D=106,5mm (prod. no. 4966)
- Hole saw HF (wood fiber) D=106,5mm (prod. no. 5917)
- Hole Saw Pro D=1 06,5mm complete (prod. no. 6182)
DDE: Hole saw with ejection system complete D= 106,5 mm
Hole saw for drilling injection holes. Suitable for drillings fit for injection hoses, rotary nozzles of type X-Jet, J-Jet, S-Jet,
exhaust pipes and more.

Art. 4966
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Advantages:
- Unique shaft system
- Quick and easy removing of the drill core
- Short drilling times
- Big tooth pitches enable an optimum chip removal even at maximum depth
- No clogging or burning of the hard metal teeth
- Optimized for wood, wood fiber panels, chipboards, coated wood panels, hardboard, PVC, glass fiber material,
plasterboard, aerated concrete, clay tiles, Yton stones and many more
Technical details:
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- Material: hard metal
- Weight: approx. 0,7 kg
- Cutting depth: approx. 58 mm
- Diameter: 106,5 mm with complete seating
Note:
- Not suitable for percussion drilling
- Always to be tensioned on the 3-clamping surfaces of the shaft
- To be used with manual feeding and on hand drills only
For a more detailed description: see flyer or visit www.x-floc.com
Optional accessories / spares:
- HSS Drill bit for ejection system (Prod. No. 5032)
- Hole saw with ejection system: SDS adaptor (prod. No. 6492)
DDE: Hole saw with ejection system complete D= 85,5 mm
Hole saw for drilling injection holes. Suitable for drillings fit for injection hoses, rotary nozzles of type X-Jet, J-Jet, S-Jet,
exhaust pipes and more.

Art. 4977
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Advantages:
- Unique shaft system
- Quick and easy removing of the drill core
- Short drilling times
- Big tooth pitches enable an optimum chip removal even at maximum depth
- No clogging or burning of the hard metal teeth
- Optimized for wood, wood fiber panels, chipboards, coated wood panels, hardboard, PVC, glass fiber material,
plasterboard, aerated concrete, clay tiles, Yton stones and many more
Technical details:
- Material: hard metal
- Weight: approx. 0,7 kg
- Cutting depth: approx. 58 mm
- Diameter: 85,5 mm with complete seating
Note:
- Not suitable for percussion drilling
- Always to be tensioned on the 3-clamping surfaces of the shaft
- To be used with manual feeding and on hand drills only
For a more detailed description: see flyer or visit www.x-floc.com
Optional accessories / spares:
- HSS Drill bit for ejection system (Prod. No. 5032)
- Hole saw with ejection system: SDS adaptor (prod. no. 6492)

DDE: Hole saw with ejection system: Drill body D=106.5mm
Drill body with integrated ejection mechanism.

Art. 4983
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages:
- Unique shank system
- Easy removal of the drill core in seconds
- Short drilling times
- Large tooth pitch enables optimum chip removal even at maximum depth
- No clogging or burning of the carbide teeth
- Especially for wood, softwood fibreboards, chipboards, coated wood boards, hardboard, PVC, glass fibre material,
plasterboard, aerated concrete, clay bricks, Yton bricks and many more.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
- Material: hard metal
- Weight: approx. 0.5 kg
- Cutting depth: approx. 58 mm
- Diameter: 106.5 mm
-------------------------------------------------------------------------Hints:
- Unsuitable for percussion drilling
- Always clamp on the 3 clamping surfaces of the shank
- Use only with hand feed and only on hand drills
-------------------------------------------------------------------------Suitable for:
- DDE: Hole saw with ejector system complete D=106.5mm (art.-no. 4966)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------Accessories:
- DDE: Hole saw with ejection system: HSS drill bit (all sizes) (art.-no. 5032)
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- Hole saw with ejection system: SDS adapter (art.-no. 6492)
DDE: Drill bit 85,5mm with ejection system
Use: Hole saw with ejection system, d = 85,5mm

Art. 4984
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DDE: Hole saw Pro HF D= 120mm / T= 75mm complete
Cylinder saw for drilling injection holes. Suitable for drillings fit for injection hoses and rotary nozzles.

Art. 4026

Advantages:
- Quick and easy removing of the drill core
- Short drilling times
- Optimized for wood fiber panels

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Technical details:
- Material: hard metal
- Weight: approx. 1,1 kg
- Cutting depth: approx. 75 mm
- Diameter: 120 mm

Note:
- Not suitable for percussion drilling
- Always to be tensioned on the 3-clamping surfaces of the shaft
- To be used with manual feeding and on hand drills only
For a more detailed description: see flyer or visit www.x-floc.com
DDE: Hole saw Pro HF D= 85mm / T= 75mm complete
Cylinder saw for drilling injection holes. Suitable for drillings fit for injection hoses and rotary nozzles.

Art. 3716
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Advantages:
- Quick and easy removing of the drill core
- Short drilling times
- Optimized for wood fiber panels
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Technical details:
- Material: hard metal
- Weight: approx. 0,8 kg
- Cutting depth: approx. 75 mm
- Diameter: 85 mm

Note:
- Not suitable for percussion drilling
- Always to be tensioned on the 3-clamping surfaces of the shaft
- To be used with manual feeding and on hand drills only
For a more detailed description: see flyer or visit www.x-floc.com
DDE: Dust bag with connection up to D=50 mm
Dust bag for passive ventilation of rotary nozzles, injection lances and wall studs.

Art. 1543
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Technical details:
- Material: cotton, with zipper
- Weight: approx. 0,1 kg
- Hose connection: 35-51 mm
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+++ discount of 10% when purchasing 3 or more pieces +++
+++ discount of 15% when purchasing 5 or more pieces +++

DDE: Dust bag with connection up to D=76 mm
Dust bag for passive ventilation of rotary nozzles, injection lances and wall studs.

Art. 3445
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Technical details:
- Material: cotton, with zipper
- Weight: approx. 0,1 kg
- Hose connection: 50-76 mm
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+++ discount of 10% when purchasing 3 or more pieces +++
+++ discount of 15% when purchasing 5 or more pieces +++
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Injection bezel NW50-75 (2''-3'')
Blow-in orifice with tear-resistant membrane for dust-tight insertion of NW50-NW90 blow-in and delivery hoses. Ideally
suited for blow-in hose NW63 (2½'').

Art. 2911
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Advantages:
- Easy blowing into wall and ceiling constructions with vapour control and air sealing membranes.
- Quick change of the blowing position by fixing the screen behind battens
- Adjustable stop rail for batten thicknesses of 20-44 mm (when the stop rail is turned upside down, the result is 5-28 mm)
prevents the sealing membranes from being pressed in and damaged
- Flexible diaphragm with 30, 45 or 68mm (standard is D=45mm) allows insertion of hose sizes from NW50 to NW90
Technical data:
- Dimensions: 540 x 200 x 50 (L x W x H)
- Material: aluminium, plastic
- Weight: approx. 0,80 kg
Other versions possible, please specify when ordering:
- Diaphragm D=30mm for NW50 (2'') (Art.-No. 2914, D=30)
- Diaphragm D=68mm for NW75 (3'') (Art.-No. 2914, D=68)

Injection nozzle NW50>15
Injection nozzle for injection and post-compaction of core insulation materials such as perlite, EPS-granulate, possibly also
rock wool or glass wool.

Art. 3637
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Note: A very small and steady flow of material is required for the injection nozzle to function without blockages. Unsteady
or too high material flow can lead to plugging.
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Technical data:
- Outer/inner diameter: 15/13 mm
- Nozzle tube with straight end
- Piercing length: approx. 175 mm
- Material: steel, powder-coated
- Weight: approx. 0.3 kg
- Hose connection: NW50 (2'')
- Required drill hole: >15 mm

Injection nozzle for injecting and repressing core insulation materials.
Technical details:
- Diameter outer/inner: 15/13 mm
- Insertion length: approx. 175 mm
- Material: steel, powder-coated
- Weight: approx. 0,3 kg
- Hose connection: D=50 mm
- Required bore hole: >15 mm
Optional accessories:
- Hammer drill SDS+ 16mm (Art.-Nr. 11219)
Injection nozzle NW50>20
Injection nozzle for injecting and repressing core insulation materials. (Hose reduction from NW50 to NW20)

Art. 2688
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Technical details:
- Diameter outer/inner: 20/17 mm
- Insertion length: approx. 185 mm
- Material: steel, powder-coated
- Weight: approx. 0,3 kg
- Hose connection: D=50 mm
- Required bore hole: >20 mm

Optional accessories:
- Hammer drill SDS+ 21mm (Art.-Nr. 11113)
Injection nozzle NW50>21 WE (with interchangeable insert pipe NW21, straight outlet)
Rigid injection nozzle for injecting and repressing loose insulation materials.

Art. 4959
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Advantages:
- Interchangeable nozzle pipe via wing screw
- In case of large insertion depths, extra long pipes can be inserted
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Technical details:
- Outer diameter: 21,3 mm
- Insertion length: approx. 240 mm (other lengths on request)
- Material: steel, stainless steel
- Weight: approx. 0,4 kg
- Hose connection: NW50 (2‘‘)
- Required bore hole: >21,5 mm
Options:
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- Injection nozzle NW50>21 WE: Pipe NW21 / 45° outlet (prod. No. 6018)
Optional accessories:
- Hammer drill SDS+ 22mm (Art.-Nr. 11221)
Injection nozzle NW50>24
Injection nozzle for injecting and repressing loose insulation materials.
(Hose reduction from NW50 to NW24)
----------------------------------------------------------------------Technical details:
- Diameter inner/outer: 21/24 mm
- Insertion length: approx. 175 mm
- Material: steel, powder coated
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Weight: approx. 0,3 kg
- Hose connection: D=50 mm
- Required bore hole: >24 mm
----------------------------------------------------------------------Optional accessories:
- Hammer drill SDS+ 25mm (Art.-Nr. 11222)

Art. 3961
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Injection nozzle NW50>21 WE (with interchangeable insert pipe NW21, straight outlet)
Rigid injection nozzle for injecting and repressing loose insulation materials.

Art. 11244
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Advantages:
- Interchangeable nozzle pipe via wing screw
- In case of large insertion depths, extra long pipes can be inserted
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Technical details:
- Outer diameter: 21,3 mm
- Insertion length: approx. 240 mm (other lengths on request)
- Material: steel, stainless steel
- Weight: approx. 0,4 kg
- Hose connection: NW50 (2‘‘)
- Required bore hole: >21,5 mm

Options:
- Injection nozzle NW50>21 WE: Pipe NW21 / 45° outlet (prod. No. 6018)
Optional accessories:
- Hammer drill SDS+ 22mm (Art.-Nr. 11221)
Injection nozzle NW50>29
Injection nozzle for injecting and repressing loose insulation materials.
(Hose reduction from NW50 to NW29)

Art. 4037
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Technical details:
- Diameter inner/outer: 26/29 mm
- Insertion length: approx. 185 mm
- Material: steel, powder coated
- Weight: approx. 0,3 kg
- Hose connection: D=50 mm
- Required bore hole: >29 mm

Injection nozzle NW50>oval
Injection nozzle for injecting and repressing bulk materials.

Art. 1737
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Technical details:
- Pipe length: 250 mm
- Pipe outlet: oval, approx. 75 x 14 mm (other dimensions available on request)
- Material: VA (stainless steel)
- Weight: approx. 0,4 kg
- Hose connection: NW50 (2'')

Injection lance NW75, telescopeVentilated telescope injection lance for the filling of lying or slightly inclined wall- and roof elements
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages:
- The expendable telescope injection lance enables a filling of very long elements
- Wide selection of lengths
- Easy to operate
- Enables an uniform distribution and compression of the insulation material
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Active/passive ventilation
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical details:
- Useful lengths: 2000mm up to max. 11300mm
The desired length needs to be specified when ordering
- Outer pipe made of PE black, D=75
- Inner pipe made of aluminium, 50x1,5 (if required, optionally available as made of stainless steel)
- Ventilation connection for an active (vacuum station) or passive (dust bag) ventilation
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Art. 4626
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Scope of delivery:
- Injection lance
- Dust bag
- Operating instructions
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Optional accessories:
- VS: Amplifier-/vacuum station VS28 complete set 115 l (prod. No. 2886)
- VS: Amplifier-/vacuum station VS28 complete set 250 l (prod. No. 5017)
- VS: Amplifier-/vacuum station VS33 complete set 115 l (prod. No. 5939)
- VS: Amplifier-/vacuum station VS33 complete set 250 l (prod. No. 5940)
- DDE: Hole saw with ejection system complete D=85,5mm (prod. No. 4977)
- Reducer tube connector NW 75>50 (aluminium) (prod. No. 1262)
Injection lance round, D=75mm
Ventilated injection lance for the filling of lying or slightly inclined wall- and roof elements
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages:
- Wide selection of lengths
- Easy to operate
- Enables an uniform distribution and compression of the insulation material
- Active/passive ventilation
Klick me! (Image similiar)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical details:
- Useful lengths: 2500 / 2800 / 3200 / 3500 / 3800 / 4700 / 5550 (all figures in mm)
- Overall lengths: 2950 / 3250 / 3650 / 3950 / 4250 / 5150 / 6000 (all figures in mm) The desired length needs to be
specified when ordering.
- Outer pipe made of PE black, D=75
- Inner pipe made of aluminium, 50x1,5 (if required, optionally available as made of stainless steel)
- Ventilation connection for an active (vacuum station) or passive (dust bag) ventilation
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Scope of delivery:
- Injection lance
- Dust bag
- Operating instructions
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Optional accessories:
- VS: Amplifier-/vacuum station VS28 complete set 115 l (prod. no. 2886)
- VS: Amplifier-/vacuum station VS28 complete set 250 l (prod. no. 5017)
- VS: Amplifier-/vacuum station VS33 complete set 115 l (prod. no. 5939)
- VS: Amplifier-/vacuum station VS33 complete set 250 l (prod. no. 5940)
- DDE: Hole saw with ejection system complete D=85,5mm (prod. no. 4977)
- Reducer tube connector NW 75>50 (aluminium) (prod. no. 1262)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Alternative article:
- Injection lance NW75, Telescope- (prod. no. 4626)

Art. 2675

Injection lance round, D=90mm
Ventilated injection lance for the filling of lying or slightly inclined wall- and roof elements
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages:
- Wide selection of lengths
- Easy to operate
- Enables an uniform distribution and compression of the insulation material
- Active/passive ventilation
Klick me! (Image similiar)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical details:
- Standard length: 3000mm
- Overall length: 3300 mm
The desired length needs to be specified when ordering
- Outer pipe made of PE black, D=90
- Inner pipe made of aluminium, 63,5x1,5 (if required, optionally available as made of stainless steel)
- Ventilation connection for an active (vacuum station) or passive (dust bag) ventilation
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Scope of delivery:
- Injection lance
- Dust bag
- Operating instructions
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Optional accessories:
- VS: Amplifier-/vacuum station VS28 complete set 115 l (prod. no. 2886)
- VS: Amplifier-/vacuum station VS28 complete set 250 l (prod. no. 5017)
- VS: Amplifier-/vacuum station VS33 complete set 115 l (prod. no. 5939)
- VS: Amplifier-/vacuum station VS33 complete set 250 l (prod. no. 5940)
- DDE: Hole saw with ejection system complete D=102mm (prod. no. 7537)
- Reducer tube connector NW90>75 (aluminium) (prod. no. 1971)

Art. 3740
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Clamping socket NW75 Ø 106.5mm
Dust free system for securing an injection hose to a drill hole (D=106,5 mm). The injection hose is clamped by pressing a
rubber profile into the drill hole walls. It can therefore be used in all materials and from a minimum wall thickness of
approx. 10mm and a drill hole diameter of between 106.8 and 108 mm.
Required cylinder saw: D=106.5 mm

Art. 2462
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Sealing cork VK106

Art. 1948

Sealing cork for closing injection holes.

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Advantages:
- Best suitability for hard planking materials such as OSB, hard fiber, gypsum board, etc.
- Easy to use due to conical inlet
- Good hold and sealing due to cylindrical sealing surface
- Air and splash water tight
Technical data:
- Diameter: 105/109 mm
- Thickness: 25 mm
- Recommended drill hole: D=105…108mm
Quantity discount:
- from 100 pieces 3% discount
- from 250 pieces 5% discount
- from 500 pieces 8% discount
- from 1000 pieces 10% discount
- from 5000 pieces 12% discount

Remark:
From many years of experience, we know that the sealing corks are well suited for use with gypsum fiberboard and other
planking materials. Discoloration or the like after plastering is not expected even after many years. There is no separate
approval for the use of sealing corks in conjunction with gypsum fiberboard.
Sealing cork VK120

Art. 4671
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Sealing cork for closing injection holes.
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Advantages:
- Best suitability for hard planking materials such as OSB, hard fiber, gypsum board, etc.
- Easy to use due to conical inlet
- Good hold and sealing due to cylindrical sealing surface
- Air and splash water tight
Technical data:
- Diameter: 120/123 mm
- Thickness: 25 mm
- Recommended drill hole: D=120…122,5mm
Quantity discount:
- from 100 pieces 3% discount
- from 250 pieces 5% discount
- from 500 pieces 8% discount
- from 1000 pieces 10% discount
- from 5000 pieces 12% discount

Remark:
From many years of experience, we know that the sealing corks are well suited for use with gypsum fiberboard and other
planking materials. Discoloration or the like after plastering is not expected even after many years. There is no separate
approval for the use of sealing corks in conjunction with gypsum fiberboard.
Sealing cork VK30

Art. 3626
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Sealing cork for closing injection holes.
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Advantages:
- Best suitability for hard planking materials such as OSB, hard fiber, gypsum board, etc.
- Easy to use due to conical inlet
- Good hold and sealing due to cylindrical sealing surface
- Air and splash water tight
Technical data:
- Diameter: 26/33 mm
- Thickness: 25 mm
- Recommended drill hole: D=26…32mm
Quantity discount:
- from 100 pieces 3% discount
- from 250 pieces 5% discount
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- from 500 pieces 8% discount
- from 1000 pieces 10% discount
- from 5000 pieces 12% discount
Remark:
From many years of experience, we know that the sealing corks are well suited for use with gypsum fiberboard and other
planking materials. Discoloration or the like after plastering is not expected even after many years. There is no separate
approval for the use of sealing corks in conjunction with gypsum fiberboard.
Sealing cork VK38

ab Anzahl:
Art. 3838
500 Stück
700 Stück 5,00%
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Sealing cork for closing injection holes.
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Advantages:
- Best suitability for hard planking materials such as OSB, hardboard, plasterboard etc.
- Easy to use due to conical inlet
- Good hold and sealing due to cylindrical sealing surface
- Air- and splash-proof
Technical data:
- Diameter: 35/40 mm
- Thickness: 25 mm
- Recommended drill hole: D=36...38mm
Quantity discount:
- from 100 pieces 3% discount
- from 250 pieces 5% discount
- from 500 pieces 8% discount
- from 1000 pieces 10% discount
- from 5000 pieces 12% discount

Remark:
From many years of experience, we know that the sealing corks are well suited for use with gypsum fibreboard and other
planking materials. Discolouration or similar after plastering is not to be expected even after many years. A separate
approval for the use of sealing corks in combination with gypsum fibre boards is not available.
Sealing cork VK65

Art. 2018
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Sealing cork for closing injection holes.
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Advantages:
- Best suitability for hard planking materials such as OSB, hard fibre, plasterboard etc.
- Easy to use due to conical inlet
- Good hold and sealing due to cylindrical sealing surface
- Air- and splash-proof
Technical data:
- Diameter: 64/68 mm
- Thickness: 25 mm
- Recommended drill hole: D=64…67mm
Quantity discount:
- from 100 pieces 3% discount
- from 250 pieces 5% discount
- from 500 pieces 8% discount
- from 1000 pieces 10% discount
- from 5000 pieces 12% discount

Remark:
From many years of experience, we know that the sealing corks are well suited for use with gypsum fibreboard and other
planking materials. Discolouration or similar after plastering is not to be expected even after many years. A separate
approval for the use of sealing corks in combination with gypsum fibre boards is not available.
Sealing cork VK85

Art. 2208
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Sealing cork for closing injection holes.
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Advantages:
- Best suitability for hard planking materials such as OSB, hard fibre, plasterboard etc.
- Easy to use due to conical inlet
- Good hold and sealing due to cylindrical sealing surface
- Air- and splash-proof
Technical data:
- Diameter: 84/88 mm
- Thickness: 25 mm
- Recommended drill hole: D=84...87mm
Quantity discount:
- from 100 pieces 3% discount
- from 250 pieces 5% discount
- from 500 pieces 8% discount
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- from 1000 pieces 10% discount
- from 5000 pieces 12% discount
Remark:
From many years of experience, we know that the sealing corks are well suited for use with gypsum fibreboard and other
planking materials. Discolouration or similar after plastering is not to be expected even after many years. A separate
approval for the use of sealing corks in combination with gypsum fibre boards is not available.
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Injection hose NW38 (1½ '), L=15m
Made completely from PE, for injecting non-abrasive insulation materials. Ideally suited for insulating rafter spaces,
flooring spaces, walls and other cavities, good stiffness properties. Tension belt included.
Colour: flame red
Advantages
- rigid design so can therefore be easily passed through barriers
- greater rigidity makes positioning the hose end to the cavity noticeably easier
++ 10% discount when purchasing more than 3 hoses ++
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 777

Injection hose NW50 (2''), L=15m
Made completely from PE, for injecting non-abrasive insulation materials. Ideally suited for insulating rafter spaces,
flooring spaces, walls and other cavities, good stiffness properties. Tension belt included.
Colour: flame red
Advantages
- rigid design so can therefore be easily passed through barriers
- greater rigidity makes positioning the hose end to the cavity noticeably easier
++ 10% discount when purchasing more than 3 hoses ++
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 167

Injection hose NW63 (2½ ''), L=15m
Made completely from PE, for injecting non-abrasive insulation materials. Ideally suited for insulating rafter spaces,
flooring spaces, walls and other cavities, good stiffness characteristics. Tension belt included.
Colour: flame red
Advantages:
- high stiffness, obstacles can be passed easily
- higher stiffness enables a better positioning inside the cavity, the cavity’s end can be sensed

Art. 166
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++ 10% discount when purchasing 3 or more hoses ++

Injection hose NW75 (3''), L=15m
Made completely from PE, for injecting non-abrasive insulation materials. Ideally suited for insulating rafter spaces,
flooring spaces, walls and other cavities, good stiffness properties. Tension belt included.
Colour: flame red
Advantages
- rigid design so can therefore be easily passed through barriers
- greater rigidity makes positioning the hose end to the cavity noticeably easier
++ 10% discount when purchasing more than 3 hoses ++
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 074

Injection hose NW75 (3''), L=20m
Made completely from PE, for injecting non-abrasive insulation materials. Ideally suited for insulating rafter spaces,
flooring spaces, walls and other cavities, good stiffness properties. Tension belt included.
Colour: flame red
Advantages
- rigid design so can therefore be easily passed through barriers
- greater rigidity makes positioning the hose end to the cavity noticeably easier
++ 10% discount when purchasing more than 3 hoses ++
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 4777

flexible injection hose NW63 (2½''), L=15m (blue)
Made completely from PE, for injecting non-abrasive insulation materials. Ideally suited for insulating rafter spaces,
flooring spaces, walls and other cavities, good stiffness properties. Tension belt included.
Colour: sky blue
Advantages
- Facilitates hose insertion into small insulation thicknesses or small injection holes.
- Better processing at low temperatures.
++ 10% discount when purchasing more than 3 hoses ++
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 4779

flexible injection hose NW75 (3''), L=15m (blue)
Made completely from PE, for injecting non-abrasive insulation materials. Ideally suited for insulating rafter spaces,
flooring spaces, walls and other cavities, good stiffness properties. Tension belt included.
Colour: sky blue
Advantages
- Facilitates hose insertion into small insulation thicknesses or small injection holes.
- Better processing at low temperatures.
++ 10% discount when purchasing more than 3 hoses ++
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 4774
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Fibre switch/material switch/pipe switch compact NW63>63
Fibre switch designed for an interruption-free filling of wall and roof elements
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages
- Easy operation, diverting the material flow via hand lever
- Interruption-free filling of elements
- Possibility of switching over wide fields which are equipped with two hoses
- Possibility of multiple switching
Klick me! (Image similiar)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical details
Dimensions: approx. 22cm
Weight: approx. 1,5kg
Material: stainless steel
Inlet: 1x NW63 (2½‘‘)
Outlet: 2x NW63 (2½‘‘)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Useful accessories
- Hose clamp NW63 (2½‘‘) (prod. no. 176)
- Injection hose NW63 (2½‘‘) (prod. no. 166/5238)

Art. 2809

Fibre switch/material switch/pipe switch compact NW75>63
Fibre switch designed for an interruption-free filling of wall and roof elements
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages
- Easy operation, diverting the material flow via hand lever
- Interruption-free filling of elements
- Possibility of switching over wide fields which are equipped with two hoses
- Possibility of multiple switching
Klick me! (Image similiar)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical details
Dimensions: approx. 22cm
Weight: approx. 1,75kg
Material: stainless steel
Inlet: 1x NW75 (3’‘)
Outlet: 2x NW63 (2½‘‘)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Useful accessories
- Hose clamp NW63 (2½‘‘) (prod. no. 176)
- Hose clamp NW75 (3‘‘) (prod. no. 177)
- Injection hose NW63 (2½‘‘) (prod. no. 166/5238)
- Conveyor hose NW75 (3‘‘) (prod. no. 284)

Art. 2810

Fibre switch/material switch/pipe switch compact NW75>63
Fibre switch designed for an interruption-free filling of wall and roof elements
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages
- Easy operation, diverting the material flow via hand lever
- Interruption-free filling of elements
- Possibility of switching over wide fields which are equipped with two hoses
- Possibility of multiple switching
Klick me! (Image similiar)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical details
Dimensions: approx. 22cm
Weight: approx. 1,75kg
Material: stainless steel
Inlet: 1x NW75 (3’‘)
Outlet: 2x NW63 (2½‘‘)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Useful accessories
- Hose clamp NW63 (2½‘‘) (prod. no. 176)
- Hose clamp NW75 (3‘‘) (prod. no. 177)
- Injection hose NW63 (2½‘‘) (prod. no. 166/5238)
- Conveyor hose NW75 (3‘‘) (prod. no. 284)

Art. 2810

Fibre switch/material switch/pipe switch compact NW75>75
Fibre switch designed for an interruption-free filling of wall and roof elements
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages
- Easy operation, diverting the material flow via hand lever
- Interruption-free filling of elements
- Possibility of switching over wide fields which are equipped with two hoses
- Possibility of multiple switching
Klick me! (Image similiar)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical details
Dimensions: approx. 22cm
Weight: approx. 1,8kg
Material: stainless steel
Inlet: 1x NW75 (3’‘)
Outlet: 2x NW75 (3‘‘)

Art. 2794
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Useful accessories
- Hose clamp NW75 (3‘‘) (prod. no. 177)
- Injection hose NW75 (3‘‘) (prod. no. 074/4777)
Fibre switch/material switch/pipe switch pneumatic, 1-inlet
Fibre switch designed for an interruption-free filling of elements
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages
- Easy operation, quick diverting of the material flow via remote control or an insulation blowing machine
- Interruption-free filling of elements
- Powerful drive, switches even in case of back pressure inside the hose
- Quick diverting between conveying and suctioning material
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Possibility of multiple switching
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical details
Dimensions: approx. 480x275x130 (LxHxW)
Weight: approx. 8,3kg
Material: aluminium
Inlet: 1x NW75 (3’‘)
Outlet: 2x NW75 (3‘‘)
Control input: 24V DC (standard)
Compressed air connection: Compressed air supply 6-10 bar/min. 55l/min.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Options
- Control input: deviating execution with 24V AC, 12V DC, 230V AC possible on demand
- Limit switch for connecting a SPS (prod. no. 4022)
- FFB 22 - 2-channel radio remote control, unidirectional (prod. no. 8229)
- Master-Slave cable for controlling via an insulation blowing machine (prod. no. 4341)
- Air compressor, small (prod. no. 4049)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Alternative and replacement articles
- Fibre switch/material switch/pipe switch pneumatic, 3-outlets (prod. no. 5179)
- Fibre switch/material switch/pipe switch compact NW75>75 (prod. no. 2794)

Art. 3846
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Conveying hose smooth NW38 (1½ ''), L=20m
PU/PVC transparent spiral coil hose. For conveying non-abrasive insulation materials.
Tension belt included.
++ 10% discount when purchasing more than 3 hoses ++

Art. 414
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Conveying hose NW38 (1½''), L=20m, extra strong version
Type: Delivery hose NB38, L=20m, extra strong
Temp.: -40°C to 100°C
Applications: extraction and transport of abrasive, granular media
Features: very smooth bore, high abrasion resistance, good cold flexibility, oil and petrol-resistant, free of halogens and
softeners
Minimum bending radius: ca. 100mm
Weight: ca. 0.8 kg/m
Klick me! (Image similiar)
Max. working pressure / vacuum: 1.2bar / 0.5bar
Size: D=38.0 mm
Material: PU / steel wire
Including retaining belt.
Conveying hose smooth NW50 (2"), L=20m
PU/PVC transparent spiral coil hose. For conveying non-abrasive insulation materials.
Tension belt included.
++ 10% discount when purchasing more than 3 hoses ++

Art. 3822

Art. 329
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Conveying hose with earthing braid NW50 (2"), L=20m
Spiral coil hose made of PU/PVC composite with earthing braids, transparent. For the transport of non-abrasive insulation
material.
Lashing strap included. With proper connection, the earthing braid can establish a continuous grounding. The risk of
potential electrostatic charging will be greatly reduced.

Art. 3817

++ 10% discount when ordering 3 or more hoses ++

Klick me! (Image similiar)
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Conveying hose NW50 (2"), L=20m, extra robust design
Model: NW50 extra strong conveyor hose, L = 20 m
Temp.: -40° C to 90° C
Field of application: Suction and conveying of abrasive and granular materials.
Features: Very smooth flow channel, high abrasion resistance, fliexible when cold, oil and fuel resistance, halogen and
diluent free.
Bend radius: approx. 100 mm
Weight: approx. 0.8 kg/m
Klick me! (Image similiar)
max. operating pressure / vacuum: 1.2 bar / 0.5 bar
Inner diameter: Di = 50.8mm
Outer diameter: approx. Da = 55.5mm
Material: PU / steel wire
Tension belt included.
++ 10% discount when purchasing more than 3 hoses ++

Art. 1061
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Conveying hose smooth NW63 (2½''), L=20m
PU/PVC transparent spiral coil hose. For conveying non-abrasive insulation materials.
Tension belt included.
++ 10% discount when purchasing more than 3 hoses ++

Art. 573
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Conveying hose with flexible earthing lead NW63 (2 1/2''), L=20m
Spiral-coil hose made of PU/PVC composite transparent. With flexible earthing lead. Incl. tension belt.
++ from 3 hoses upwards 10% discount ++

Art. 3816

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Conveyor hose NW63 (2½''), L = 20 m, extra strong version
Model: NW63 extra strong conveyor hose, L = 20 m
Temp.: -40° C to 90° C
Field of application: Suction and conveying of abrasive and granular materials.
Features: Very smooth flow channel, high abrasion resistance, fliexible when cold, oil and fuel resistance, halogen and
diluent free.
Bend radius: approx. 100 mm
Weight: approx. 0.8 kg/m
Klick me! (Image similiar)
max. operating pressure / vacuum: 1.2 bar / 0.5 bar
Dimensions.: D = 50,8 mm
Material: PU / steel wire
Tension belt included.
++ 10% discount when purchasing more than 3 hoses ++
Conveying hose smooth NW75 (3''), L=20m
PU/PVC transparent spiral coil hose. For conveying non-abrasive insulation materials.
Tension belt included.
++ 10% discount when purchasing more than 3 hoses ++

Art. 1001

Art. 284
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Conveyor hose with flexible earthing braids NW75 (3''), L = 20m
Spiral-coil hose made of PU/PVC composite transparent. With flexible earthing lead. Incl. Tension belt.
++ from 3 hoses upwards 10% discount ++

Art. 3815

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Conveying hose NW75 (3''), L=20m, extra strong version
Model: NW75 extra strong conveying hose, L = 20 m
Temp.: -40° C to 100° C
Field of application: Suction and conveying of abrasive and granular materials.
Features: Very smooth flow channel, high abrasion resistance, fliexible when cold, oil and fuel resistance, halogen and
diluent free.
Bend radius: approx. 100 mm
Weight: approx. 0.9 kg/m
Klick me! (Image similiar)
max. operating pressure / vacuum: 1.2 bar / 0.5 bar
Dimensions.: D = 76.1 mm
Material: PU / steel wire
Tension belt included.

Art. 1722
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Conveying hose smooth NW90 (3½''), L=20m
PU/PVC transparent spiral coil hose. For conveying non-abrasive insulation materials.
Tension belt included.
++ 10% discount when purchasing more than 3 hoses ++

Art. 422
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Y-connector NW63/63>63 (2½/2½''>2½'') stainless steel
Y-pipe made of stainless steel with approx. 30 ° inlet angle (on both sides). Typical use for coupling an air amplifier into a
conveyor line. The use of thin-walled pipe material virtually eliminates material stoppers.
Dimensions:
Branch: 2 x NW63 (2½'')
Outflow: NW63 (2½'')
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 1132

Options:
- Hose clamp NW63 (2½'') (prod. no. 176)
- Hose clamp NW63 (2½'') 68-73mm (hinged bolt clamp) (prod. No. 2822)

Reducer tube connector NW50>38 (2''>1½'') Aluminium
Precisely manufactured aluminum reducer piece for connecting injection- and conveying hoses of different sizes.
Maximum sealing effect due to tapered hose connections and special sealing contour. Specially shaped inlet and outlet
edges virtually eliminate the possibility of material dropouts.
Dimensions: 1st side: NW50 (2'') / 2nd side: NW38 (1½'')

Art. 1263
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Options:
- Hose clamp NW50 (2'') (prod. no. 175)
- Hose clamp NW50 (2'') 56-59mm (hinged bolt clamp) (prod. no. 5097)
- Injection hose NW38 (1½'') hose clamp (prod. no. 1199)
- Conveyor hose NW38 (1½'') hose clamp (prod. no. 512)

Reducer tube connector NW63>38 (2½''>1½'') Aluminium
Precisely manufactured aluminum reducer piece for connecting injection- and conveying hoses of different sizes.
Maximum sealing effect due to tapered hose connections and special sealing contour. Specially shaped inlet and outlet
edges virtually eliminate the possibility of material dropouts.
Dimensions: 1st side: NW63 (2½') / 2nd side: NW38 (1½'')

Art. 1970
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Options:
- Hose clamp NW63 (2½'') (prod. no. 176)
- Hose clamp NW63 (2½'') 68-73mm (hinged bolt clamp) (prod. no. 2822)
- Injection hose NW38 (1½'') hose clamp (prod. no. 1199)
- Conveyor hose NW38 (1½'') hose clamp (prod. no. 512)

Reducer tube connector NW63>50 (2½''>2'') Aluminium
Precisely manufactured aluminum reducer piece for connecting injection- and conveying hoses of different sizes.
Maximum sealing effect due to tapered hose connections and special sealing contour. Specially shaped inlet and outlet
edges virtually eliminate the possibility of material dropouts.
Dimensions: 1st side: NW63 (2½'') / 2nd side: NW50 (2'')

Art. 1264
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Options:
- Hose clamp NW63 (2½'') (prod. no. 176)
- Hose clamp NW63 (2½'') 68-73mm (hinged bolt clamp) (prod. no. 2822)
- Hose clamp NW50 (2'') (prod. no. 175)
- Hose clamp NW50 (2'') 56-59mm (hinged bolt clamp) (prod. no. 5097)

Reducer tube connector NW75>50 (3''>2'') Aluminium
Precisely manufactured aluminum reducer piece for connecting injection- and conveying hoses of different sizes.
Maximum sealing effect due to tapered hose connections and special sealing contour. Specially shaped inlet and outlet
edges virtually eliminate the possibility of material dropouts.
Dimensions: 1st side: NW75 (3'') / 2nd side: NW50 (2'')

Art. 1262
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Options:
- Hose clamp NW75 (3'') (prod. no. 177)
- Hose clamp NW75 (3'') 79-85mm (hinged bolt clamp) (prod. no. 3759)
- Hose clamp NW75 (3''), quick-connect clamp with hook (prod. no. 223)
- Hose clamp NW50 (2'') (prod. no. 175)
- Hose clamp NW50 (2'') 56-59mm (hinged bolt clamp) (prod. no. 5097)

Reducer tube connector NW75>63 (3''>2½'') Aluminium
Precisely manufactured aluminum reducer piece for connecting injection- and conveying hoses of different sizes.
Maximum sealing effect due to tapered hose connections and special sealing contour. Specially shaped inlet and outlet
edges virtually eliminate the possibility of material dropouts.
Dimensions: 1st side: NW75 (3 '') / 2nd side: NW63 (2½ '')

Art. 1261
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Options:
- Hose clamp NW75 (3'') (prod. no. 177)
- Hose clamp NW75 (3'') 79-85mm (hinged bolt clamp) (prod. no. 3759)
- Hose clamp NW75 (3''), quick-connect clamp with hook (prod. no. 223)
- Hose clamp NW63 (2½'') (prod. no. 176)
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- Hose clamp NW63 (2½'') 68-73mm (hinged bolt clamp) (prod. no. 2822)
Injection hose NW38 (1½'') hose clamp
Hose clamp for comfortable and secure fastening of injection hoses NW38 (1½'')
Fastening: six-sided screw (SW13) and slot
Band width: s=20mm
Max. Tightening torque: 12Nm
Material: Steel (galvanised)
+++ 10% discount when purchasing more than 5 items +++
+++ 15% discount when purchasing more than 10 items +++
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 1199

Conveyor hose NW38 (1½'') hose clamp.
Hose clamp for comfortable and secure fastening of conveyor hoses NW38 (1½'')
Fastening: six-sided screw (SW13) and slot
Band width: s=20mm
Max. Tightening torque: 12Nm
Material: Steel (galvanised)
+++ 10% discount when purchasing more than 5 items +++
+++ 15% discount when purchasing more than 10 items +++
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 512

Hose clamp NW50 (2'')

Art. 175
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Hose clamp for comfortable and secure fastening of injection and conveyor hoses NW50 (2'')
Fastening: six-sided screw (SW13)
Band width: s=20mm
Max. Tightening torque: 12Nm
Material: Steel (galvanised)
+++ 10% discount when purchasing more than 5 items +++
+++ 15% discount when purchasing more than 10 items +++

Hose clamp NW63 (2½'')

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 176

Hose clamp for comfortable and secure fastening of injection and conveyor hoses NW63 (2½'')
Fastening: six-sided screw (SW13) and slot
Band width: s=20mm
Max. Tightening torque: 12Nm
Material: Steel (galvanised)
+++ 10% discount when purchasing more than 5 items +++
+++ 15% discount when purchasing more than 10 items +++

Hose clamp NW75 (3'')

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 177

Hose clamp for comfortable and secure fastening of injection and conveyor hoses NW75 (3'')
Fastening: six-sided screw (SW13) and slot
Band width: s=20mm
Max. Tightening torque: 12Nm
Material: Steel (galvanised)
+++ 10% discount when purchasing more than 5 items +++
+++ 15% discount when purchasing more than 10 items +++

Hose clamp NW75 (3'') 79-85mm (hinged bolt clamp)
Joint bolt clamp for optimal sealing fastening of injection and conveyor hoses NW75 (3'')
Fastening: six-sided screw (SW13)
Band width: s=24mm
Max. Tightening torque: 25Nm
Material: Steel (galvanised)
+++ 10% discount when purchasing more than 5 items +++
+++ 15% discount when purchasing more than 10 items +++
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Hose clamp NW75 (3''), quick-connect clamp with hook
Adjustable quick-lock clamp for comfortable and secure fastening of injection and conveyor hoses NW75 (3'')
Fastening: cylinder head screw (M6) and slot
Band width: s=20mm
Material: steel (galvanised)
+++ 10% discount when purchasing more than 5 items +++
+++ 15% discount when purchasing more than 10 items +++

Art. 3759

Art. 223

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Hose connector turnable SDV75 (3'')
Turnable hose connector for a twist-free hose line.

Art. 4451

- Hose connection: NW75 (3'') on both sides
- Material: Aluminium
- Sealed to maintain injection pressure.
- Can be taken apart for cleaning

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Options:
- Hose clamp NW75 (3'') (prod. no. 177)
- Hose clamp NW75 (3'') 79-85mm (hinged bolt clamp) (prod. no. 3759)
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- Hose clamp NW75 (3''), quick-connect clamp with hook (prod. no. 223)
Hose connector NW50 (2'') stainless steel
Pipe section made of stainless steel for connecting injection- and delivery hoses. The use of thin-walled pipe material
virtually eliminates material stoppers.
Dimensions: NW50 (2''), length approx. 70mm

Art. 235
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Options:
- Hose clamp NW50 (2'') (prod. no. 175)
- Hose clamp NW50 (2'') 56-59mm (hinged bolt clamp) (prod. no. 5097)

Hose connector NW63 (2½'') stainless steel
Pipe section made of stainless steel for connecting injection- and delivery hoses. The use of thin-walled pipe material
virtually eliminates material stoppers.
Dimensions: NW63 (2½''), length approx. 90mm

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Options:
- Hose clamp NW63 (2½'') (prod. no. 176)
- Hose clamp NW63 (2½'') 68-73mm (hinged bolt clamp) (prod. no. 2822)

Hose connector NW75 (3'') stainless steel
Pipe section made of stainless steel for connecting injection- and delivery hoses. The use of thin-walled pipe material
virtually eliminates material stoppers.
Dimensions: NW75 (3''), length approx. 90mm

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 236

Art. 033

Options:
- Hose clamp NW75 (3'') (prod. no. 177)
- Hose clamp NW75 (3'') 79-85mm (hinged bolt clamp) (prod. no. 3759)
- Hose clamp NW75 (3''), quick-connect clamp with hook (prod. no. 223)

NW38 (1 ½ '') quick coupling
NW38 Storz coupling with long hose nipple D=38 L=90, cleat spacing =52, for NW38 (1 1/2'') hoses.
+++10% discount when purchasing more than 3 items +++

Art. 667

Klick me! (Image similiar)

NW50 (Kn66) quick coupling
NW50(C) Storz coupling with long hose nipple, cleat spacing = 66.
+++10% discount when purchasing more than 3 items +++

Art. 171

Klick me! (Image similiar)

NW63 (Kn89) quick coupling
NW63(B) Storz coupling with long hose nipple, cleat spacing = 89.
+++10% discount when purchasing more than 3 items +++

Art. 170
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NW75 (Kn89) quick coupling
NW75(B) Storz coupling with long hose nipple, cleat spacing = 89.
+++10% discount when purchasing more than 3 items +++

Art. 168
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NW75-R2 ½ " quick coupling - fixed
NW75(B) Storz coupling
with internal screw thread R2 ½"
cleat spacing = 89.
+++10% discount when purchasing more than 3 items +++

Art. 172
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Quick coupling hose clamp adaptor, internal screw thread 66/52 (NW50>40).
Storz coupling adaptor 52-C / 38, internal screw thread 66/52 (NW50>40).
+++10% discount when purchasing more than 3 items +++

Art. 668
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Quick coupling-adapter Kn89>Kn66
Storz coupling adaptor B to C, internal screw thread 89/66 (NW50>40).
+++10% discount when purchasing more than 3 items +++

Art. 173
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1.3m tension belt with loop and x-floc Logo
Use: for bundling hoses together
Description: Tension belt, L=1.3m with clamping lock
and loop.
Tension: 250daN
Strapped 45°, sloped.
+++10% discount when purchasing more than 10 items+++

Art. 1954
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VS: Connecting Set for Amplifier NW63/NW63>NW63
Accessories for connecting an amplifier station with an outlet size of NW63 to an insulation blowing machine with an outlet
size of NW63.
Inlet: NW63(2½'')/NW63(2½'')
Outlet: NW63(2½'')

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 4935

Consists of:
- 1x VS: Connecting control cable for control from the blowing machine (L=approx. 5m) (prod. no. 1856)
- 1x Y-Piece NW63/63>63 (stainless steel) (prod. no. 3955)
- 2x 1.5m NW63 conveying hose (2½"), smooth
- 4x Hose clamp NW63(2½'') (prod. no. 176)

Options:
- Extension with check valve to avoid return flows in the direction of the connected amplifier respectively to avoid operator
error, consists of:
1. Check valve (butterfly), NW63 (prod.-No. 8833)
2. Conveying hose NW63 (2½''), smooth, L=20m (0,01 piece, prod.-No. 573)
3. Hose clamp NW63 (2½'') (2 pieces prod.-No. 176)
VS: Connecting set for amplifier NW63/NW75>NW75
Accessories for connecting an amplifier station with an outlet size of NW63 to an insulation blowing machine with an outlet
size of NW75.
Inlet: NW63(2½'')/NW75(3'')
Outlet: NW75(3'')

Art. 4934
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Consisting of:
- 1x VS: Connecting control cable for control from the blowing machine (L=approx. 5m) (prod. no. 1856)
- 1x Y-Piece NW75/63>75 (stainless steel) (prod. no. 2221)
- 1.5m NW63 conveying hose (2½''), smooth
- 1.5m NW75 conveying hose (3''), smooth
- 2x Hose clamp NW63(2½'') (prod. no. 176)
- 2x Hose clamp NW75(3'') (prod. no. 177)

Options:
- Extension with check valve to avoid return flows in the direction of the connected amplifier respectively to avoid operator
error, consists of:
1. Check valve (butterfly), NW63 (prod.-No. 8833)
2. Conveying hose NW63 (2½''), smooth, L=20m (0,01 piece, prod.-No. 573)
3. Hose clamp NW63 (2½'') (2 pieces prod.-No. 176)
Y-Piece NW63/63>63 (2½''/2½''>2½'') stainless steel
Lateral pipe fitting made of stainless steel with approx. 30 ° branch angle. Typical use for coupling an air amplifier into a
conveyor line. The use of thin-walled pipe material virtually eliminates material stoppers.
Dimensions:
Straight tube: NW63 (2½'')
Branch: NW63 (2½'')

Art. 3955
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Options:
- Hose clamp NW63 (2½'') (prod. no. 176)
- Hose clamp NW63 (2½'') 68-73mm (hinged bolt clamp) (prod. no. 2822)
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Y-Piece NW75/63>75 (3''/2½''>3'') stainless steel
Lateral pipe fitting made of stainless steel with approx. 30 ° branch angle. Typical use for coupling an air amplifier into a
conveyor line. The use of thin-walled pipe material virtually eliminates material stoppers.
Dimensions:
Straight tube: NW75 (3'')
Branch: NW63 (2½'')

Art. 2221
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Options:
- Hose clamp NW75 (3'') (prod. no. 177)
- Hose clamp NW75 (3'') 79-85mm (hinged bolt clamp) (prod. no. 3759)
- Hose clamp NW75 (3''), quick-connect clamp with hook (prod. no. 223)
- Hose clamp NW63 (2½'') (prod. no. 176)
- Hose clamp NW63 (2½'') 68-73mm (hinged bolt clamp) (prod. no. 2822)

Y-Piece NW75/75>75 (3''/3''>3'') stainless steel
Lateral pipe fitting made of stainless steel with approx. 30 ° branch angle. Typical use for coupling an air amplifier into a
conveyor line. The use of thin-walled pipe material virtually eliminates material stoppers.
Dimensions:
Straight tube: NW75 (3'')
Branch: NW75 (3")

Art. 456
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Options:
- Hose clamp NW75 (3'') (prod. no. 177)
- Hose clamp NW75 (3'') 79-85mm (hinged bolt clamp) (prod. no. 3759)
- Hose clamp NW75 (3''), quick-connect clamp with hook (prod. no. 223)

Y-Piece NW90/75>90 (3½''/3''>3½'') stainless steel
Lateral pipe fitting made of stainless steel with approx. 30 ° branch angle. Typical use for coupling an air amplifier into a
conveyor line. The use of thin-walled pipe material virtually eliminates material stoppers.
Dimensions:
Straight tube: NW90 (3½'')
Branch: NW75 (3'')

Art. 4523
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Options:
- Hose clamp NW90 (3½'') (prod. no. 1923)
- Hose clamp NW90 (3½'') 97-104mm (hinged bolt clamp) (prod. no. 3811)
- Hose clamp NW90 (3½''), quick-connect clamp with hook (prod. No. 8816)
- Hose clamp NW75 (3'') (prod. No. 177)
- Hose clamp NW75 (3'') 79-85mm (hinged bolt clamp) (prod. No. 3759)
- Hose clamp NW75 (3''), quick-connect clamp with hook (prod. No. 223)

Damp spray

Spray guns, pumps, wall scrubbers, etc.

FSE: High pressure hose, L=15 m, suitable for high pressure pumping system
Pressure hose with pressed nipples on each sides DKOL M14x1.5m for connecting spray heads to high pressure pumping
systems, consists of:
- Hose
- One hand coupling M14x1.5
- One hand closure plug 1/4''
Hose ready assembled

Art. 715
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Dimensions hose: Di=6mm, Da=13.5mm L=15m
Pressure: max. 180bar

Alternatives:
- High pressure hose L=30m, suitable for high pressure pump system (prod. no. 5054)
- High pressure hose L=50m, suitable for high pressure pump system (prod. no. 5055)
FSE: Diaphragm pump p=20bar
Pump for damp spray applications, flow can be directed through container with suction hose, pump rubber membrane also
suitable for use with adhesive.
Technical data
0.75 kW, 600 U/min, 17.2 l/min, pmax = 20 bar, including manometer, operating instructions, tools and connecting
components.

Art. 206
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Options / Accessories:
- FSE: Diaphragm pump connection set (Art.-Nr.:9281)
- FSE: High pressure hose, L=15 m, suitable for high pressure pumping system (Art.-Nr. 715)
- FSE: High pressure hose L=30m compatible with a high pressure pump system (Art.-Nr. 5054)
- FSE: High pressure hose, L=50m, suitable for high pressure pumping system (Art.-Nr. 5055)
Note:
- Container not included
Alternative articles:
- FSE: Diaphragm pump 2.20kW, p=30bar (Art.-Nr. 10840)
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FSE: Diaphragm pump p=20bar
Pump for damp spray applications, flow can be directed through container with suction hose, pump rubber membrane also
suitable for use with adhesive.
Technical data
0.75 kW, 600 U/min, 17.2 l/min, pmax = 20 bar, including manometer, operating instructions, tools and connecting
components.

Art. 206
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Options / Accessories:
- FSE: Diaphragm pump connection set (Art.-Nr.:9281)
- FSE: High pressure hose, L=15 m, suitable for high pressure pumping system (Art.-Nr. 715)
- FSE: High pressure hose L=30m compatible with a high pressure pump system (Art.-Nr. 5054)
- FSE: High pressure hose, L=50m, suitable for high pressure pumping system (Art.-Nr. 5055)
Note:
- Container not included
Alternative articles:
- FSE: Diaphragm pump 2.20kW, p=30bar (Art.-Nr. 10840)

FSE: Diaphragm pump p=20bar
Pump with 2 piston diaphragms, semi-hydraulically supported. Pressure control valve flange-mounted, well suited for
damp spraying application. Liquid supply via container with suction hose and return. Adhesive can be added if compatible
with diaphragm rubber.

Art. 10840
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Technical data:
- Power supply: 230V/50-60Hz
- Rated power: approx. 2.2kW
- Protection class: IP55
- Gear ratio: 1:5
- max. delivery rate: 33 l/min
- Max. Pressure: 30 bar
- Weight: approx. 32,8kg
- Incl. Manometer and operating instructions in several languages
- Incl. adapter with one-hand coupling for connecting high-pressure hoses
Note:
- Tank, suction and return hoses not included in the scope of delivery

FSE: Wall scrubber M05 B=690
Wall scrubber for smoothing out cellulose insulation between stud work applied by damp spraying.
Features:
-Brush width: 690 mm
-Brush length: 610 mm
-Brush weight: ca. 7,5 kg
-Drive: 220 VAC 100 Watt carbon brush motor,
-Cellulose is rubbed off with the super grip profile.
Klick me! (Image similiar)
-Belt: RL1202 standard v-belt.
-Protective cover for belt pulley
Optional:
-Possible to widen brush to up to 900mm
-Removable covering (super grip profile)
-Carbon brushes for the drive motor

Art. 2364

FSE: Wall scrubber extension set
Extension set for extending M05 scrubbing brush by 150mm on both sides. For extra wide stud walls.
Set consists of:
- RH extension (150mm)
- LH extension (150mm)

Art. 2438
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FSE: Spray head NW63 compressed with 4 spray nozzles
Spray head with compressed air nebulisation
- Connection for compressed air (max. 10 bar) with two adjustable valves
- Water connection (1-25 bar) with two adjustable valves
Area of application:
- Spraying rock and glass wool
- Spraying cellulose on to walls and surfaces
Features:
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Good wetting with circular spray nozzles
- Suitable for use with fresh water (with sufficient line pressure)
- Air compressor required of up to 400 l/min

Art. 3196
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FSE: Spray head NW50 with 2 spray nozzles
Double jet spray head for damp spray system.
Aluminium spray console with aluminium body and injector body, stainless steel nozzle, 15°- 25° spray angle nozzle
model, copper pressure pipes, gate valve for limiting flow and precise adjustment, ¼'' connection point, thus adaptable to
any pumping system, pressure resistance of up to 50bar
Optional:
- Case with foam material lining for spray head
- Alternative nozzle set, other nozzle models.
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 1983

FSE: Spray head NW63 with 3 spray nozzles
Triple jet spray head for damp spray system.
Stainless steel spray console with aluminium body and injector body, stainless steel nozzle (Standard: 2x1501, 1x
150067), 15°- 25° spray angle, gate valve for limiting flow and precise adjustment, ¼'' connection point, thus adaptable to
any pumping system, pressure resistance of up to 50bar

Art. 3169
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Optional:
- Case with foam material lining for spray head
- Alternative nozzle set, other nozzle models.

FSE: NW50 inline spray head (stainless steel)
Spray head with internal spray nozzle.
Use: Coating ceilings, walls, basement ceilings with mineral wool, cellulose or other damp spray insulation materials.
Hose connection: NW50
Water connection: Hose connector with a diameter of 6 mm
Recommended water pressure: 10-25 bar
Water nozzle.
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 3535

Options:
Various nozzle inserts for smaller or larger water flow rate
- FSE: Axial full-cone nozzle 1.0 l/min (art. no. 3541)
- FSE: Axial full-cone nozzle 1.25 l/min (art. no. 3540)
- FSE: Axial full-cone nozzle 1.6 l/min (art. no. 3537)
- FSE: Axial full-cone nozzle 2.5 l/min (art. no. 3538)

FSE: NW50 typII inline spray head (Aluminium)
Inline spray head with 6 inline spray holes suitable for spray plasters (typically mineral wool), damp spraying and similar
applications.

Art. 4781
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Technical data:
- Hose connection: NW50
- Material: aluminium
- Weight: approx. 0.52 kg
- Dimensions: approx. 230 x 65 (L x D)

Typical accessories:
- FSE: High-pressure hose L=15 m suitable for high-pressure pump system (art. no. 715)
- FSE: High pressure hose L=30 m suitable for high pressure pump system (Art.-No. 5054)
- FSE: High-pressure hose L=50 m suitable for high-pressure pump system (art. no. 5055)
- FSE: One-hand coupling 1/4" (Art.-No. 576)
- FSE: diaphragm pump 0.75kW, p=20bar (art. no. 206 or 10840)
FSE: Spray pipe / Terminator NW63 (2½''), M03
Spray head with handle, one gate valve for opening, closing and regulating, completely assembled stainless steel nozzle
set with ball-and-socket joint, ready for connection to a high pressure pumping system of up to 50bar, operating
instructions.
Dimensions.: L=approx. 750mm, D=63mm
Area of application:
- Damp open spraying of domed roofs.
- open spraying on to a wall
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- open spraying on to ceilings possible in conjunction with adhesive.
Moisture input can be regulated by approx. 15-20% (based on cellulose) (before approx. 10-12%, after approx. 25-30%
moisture content)
Function desciption:
The material flow (NW63, 2 ½'' hose connection) is aligned through the 2 ½'' terminator main pipe and then moistened and
accelerated by the externally mounted spray nozzles (approx. 10-40 bar water pressure is recommended). It is then
possible to spray the evenly moistened material over long distances with minimal dust creation.
Field of application: Large open partitions, church arches, stud walls, termoträ spraying, etc.

Art. 1494

FSE: Spray pipe / terminator NW75 (3''), M03
Spray head with handle, one gate valve for opening, closing and regulating, completely assembled stainless steel nozzle
set with ball-and-socket joint, ready for connection to a high pressure pumping system of up to 50bar, operating
instructions. Warranty in conjunction with the X-Floc high pressure piston pump.
Dimensions: L=approx. 400mm (variable), D=75mm
Area of application:
- Damp open spraying of domed roofs.
- open spraying on to a wall
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- open spraying on to ceilings in conjunction with adhesive.
Moisture input can be regulated by approx. 15-20% (based on cellulose) (before approx. 10-12%, after approx. 25-30%
moisture content)

Art. 1720
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Function desciption:
The material flow (NW75, 3" hose connection) is aligned through the terminator main pipe and then moistened and
accelerated by the externally mounted spray nozzles (approx. 10-40 bar water pressure is recommended). It is then
possible to spray the evenly moistened material over long distances with minimal dust creation.
Field of application: Large open partitions, church arches etc.
See operating instructionsB

07

Measurement devices

Density checking set, pressure gauge, test boxes, settlement rigs, etc.

Measurement equipment: NW100 density testing set
Density test set for checking the local installation density of loose fill insulation material such as cellulose, wood fibre,
mineral fibre and ohter insulation materials.
Including operating instructions on the scale and operating manual.

Art. 3770
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Technical data:
Measuring range insulation thickness: 40-470mm (or 1½''-18½'').
Measuring range installation density: 20-155kg/m³ (or 1.6-6.4lb/ft³).

Consists of:
- Corrision-resistant graduated tube with special serrated bevel D=100, L= approx. 500mm and printed scale and
operating instructions in iso-unit system (deviating version with Imperial units possible), own weight approx. 1.8kg or 4lbs.
- Scale, electronic compact scale (item no. 2341), measuring range up to 2.2kg resp. 4.85lbs
Notes on determining the average installation density related to an element:
A sufficient number of local installation densities with subsequent averaging is required to determine an average
installation density. If the local measurements deviate only slightly from each other, fewer samples are already sufficient
for averaging, while for large deviations correspondingly more samples must be selected.
Note: The scales show internationally valid SI units: [g], [cm] and [kg/m³]
Scales with Anglo-American units can be supplied on request: [g], [inch] and [lb/ft³].
Please specify when ordering.
Options:
- Piercing tube with special serrated edge D=100, L= approx. 800mm (on request, prod. No. 6885, not compatible with
case)
- Case for density test set, without contents (prod. No. 8243)
- Scale: Net adaptor for electronic compact weighing (prod. No. 2342)
- DDE: Hole saw with ejection system complete D= 106,5 mm (prod. No. 4966) or DDE: Hole saw with ejection system
complete D= 105 mm (prod. No. 10025)
Measuring equipment: NW100 density testing set with case
Density test set for checking the local installation density of loose fill insulation material such as cellulose, wood fibre,
mineral fibre and ohter insulation materials.
Including operating instructions on the scale and operating manual.

Art. 4348
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Technical data:
Measuring range insulation thickness: 40-470mm (or 1½''-18½'').
Measuring range installation density: 20-155kg/m³ (or 1.6-6.4lb/ft³).

Consists of:
- Corrision-resistant graduated tube with special serrated bevel D=100, L= approx. 500mm and printed scale and
operating instructions in iso-unit system (deviating version with Imperial units possible), own weight approx. 1.8kg or 4lbs.
- Scale, electronic compact scale (prod. No. 2341), measuring range up to 2.2kg resp. 4.85lbs
- Case for density test set, without contents (orod. No. 8243)
Notes on determining the average installation density related to an element:
A sufficient number of local installation densities with subsequent averaging is required to determine an average
installation density. If the local measurements deviate only slightly from each other, fewer samples are already sufficient
for averaging, while for large deviations correspondingly more samples must be selected.
Note: The scales show internationally valid SI units: [g], [cm] and [kg/m³]
Scales with Anglo-American units can be supplied on request: [g], [inch] and [lb/ft³].
Please specify when ordering.
Options:
- Piercing tube with special serrated edge D=100, L= approx. 800mm (on request, prod. No. 6885, not compatible with
case)
- Scale: Net adaptor for electronic compact weighing (prod. No. 2342)
- DDE: Hole saw with ejection system complete D= 106,5 mm (prod. No. 4966) or DDE: Hole saw with ejection system
complete D= 105 mm (prod. No. 10025)
Measuring equipment: NW100 density testing set with case, hole saw and mains adapter
Density test set for checking the local installation density of loose fill insulation material such as cellulose, wood fibre,
mineral fibre and ohter insulation materials.
Including operating instructions on the scale and operating manual.

Art. 4349
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Technical data:
Measuring range insulation thickness: 40-470mm (or 1½''-18½'').
Measuring range installation density: 20-155kg/m³ (or 1.6-6.4lb/ft³).
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Density checking set, pressure gauge, test boxes, settlement rigs, etc.

Consists of:
- Corrision-resistant graduated tube with special serrated bevel D=100, L= approx. 500mm and printed scale and
operating instructions in iso-unit system (deviating version with Imperial units possible), own weight approx. 1.8kg or 4lbs.
- Scale, electronic compact scale (item no. 2341), measuring range up to 2.2kg resp. 4.85lbs
- Case for density test set, without contents (orod. No. 8243)
- DDE: Hole saw with ejection system complete D= 106,5 mm (prod. No. 4966)
- Scale: Net adaptor for electronic compact weighing (prod. No. 2342)
Notes on determining the average installation density related to an element:
A sufficient number of local installation densities with subsequent averaging is required to determine an average
installation density. If the local measurements deviate only slightly from each other, fewer samples are already sufficient
for averaging, while for large deviations correspondingly more samples must be selected.
Note: The scales show internationally valid SI units: [g], [cm] and [kg/m³]
Scales with Anglo-American units can be supplied on request: [g], [inch] and [lb/ft³].
Please specify when ordering.
Options:
- Piercing tube with special serrated edge D=100, L= approx. 800mm (on request, prod. No. 6885, not compatible with
case)
Measurement equipment: Thickness gauge / Test panel for loose insulation (80g) acc. EN15101 and
EN14064
Thickness gauge for determining installation thickness with open blowing of insulation material (in-situ formed loose fill
cellulose -LFCI- and mineral wool -MW) according norm EN15101 and EN14064, consisting of:
- Test panel approx. 80g
- Test rod, L= approx. 500mm

Art. 4932
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Notes:
- Smooth out any unevenness
- Insert the test rod through the test panel, so there is a maximum distance between the test panel and the test probe
- Pierce the test rod to the bottom of the insulation layer
- Carefully lay the test panel on the insulation layer
- Let the weight of the test panel rest
- Measure the length of the test rod from the test probe to the test panel
- Repeat the test in different areas of the insulation (for example in 10 different places), calculate the average

Measurement device: 0.1 m³ testing unit - Removable lid
Sturdy and airtight testing unit with removable door and plexiglass for the following applications:
- Test / demonstration of dry injection through an injection rosette with a hose (vertical/ angled/ horizontal).
- Test / demonstration of dry injection with a rotary nozzle through a drill hole (vertical).
- Test / demonstration of open blowing.
- Test / demonstration of damp-spraying.
- Test / demonstration lance injection (lance required).
Test volume: 0.10 cbm
Klick me! (Image similiar)
Dimensions: W x D x H = approx. 550 x 334 x 920 mm
Unladen weight with doors: approx. 26 kg
Lid can be removed for easy emptying.
Recommended accessories:
- Measurement device: Scales for testing unit 0,1 m³ (prod. No. 9392)
- Cylinder saws D=106.5 (product no. 1506)
- Thickness gauge (product no. 1831)
- Density testing set (product no. 3770, 4348, 2348, 4349)
- Sealing sponge (product no. 292)

Art. 3946
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Shipping information:
- When shipping with the parcel service additional costs accrue for the packaging.
Measurement devices: Testing basket (perforated metal crate) V=0.1m³
Testing basket for loose insulation materials, made from galvanised steel. Confirms to certification standards.
V=0.1 cbm
Material: Electrolyte perforated sheet. or hot-dip galvanised.
Removable lid, two handles and two quick fasteners, drill hole of D=90mm
Weight: approx. 10 kg
Recommended accessories:
- Digital scales 0-40 kg (product no. 4544)
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Bent-lever balance, 0-22 kg (product no. 5983)

Art. 315
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Impact Excitation Test Bench
Test rig for settling for the determination of settlement of loose fill insulation respective open blow insulating material.
Suitable for test basket 0,1 m³ or other test bodies. Test rig follows the specifications in the draft of the technical standard
ISO/CD 18393 resp.. prEN 15101-1:2010

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 4179

Lift table with 4 pieces linear units maintained.
Lift: 10 to 110 mm, adjustable in 5 steps.
Power supply: 230V / 50 Hz / PN
Power rating: Appr. 0,8kW
Lift velocity: stepless adjustable
Test cycles adjustable from 1…1000 (and more)
Maximum load: appr. 60 kg
Inclusive butt strap to clamp the test body
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Density checking set, pressure gauge, test boxes, settlement rigs, etc.

Rugged frame made of steel profiles, surface coated
Dimensions: appr. 750 x 750 x 670 (L x W x H)
Weight: appr. 101kg
Options:
- Measurement devices: Testing basket (perforated metal crate) V=0.1m³ (Art.-Nr. 315)
- Measurement device: 0.1 m³ testing unit (Art.-Nr. 3946)
Measurement device: Digital scale for testing basket.
Digital scales for weighing the testing basket / determining the density.
Measurement range: 0-40kg
Accuracy: +/-1% with >10 kg, +/-100g with 10kg.
Batteries: 2 x AAA LR03
Dimensions: 58 x 25 x 112 mm
Weight: approx. 0.2 kg

Art. 4544
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08

Electrical accessories

Cables, control cables, distributors, etc.

230V earthed-CEE power adapter, 10m coil
10m coil, H07RN-F 3G2,5
On one end: Rubber two pin earthed plug with dual earthing, 16A
On the other end: CEE-coupling, 3 pole, blue, 16A

Art. 066
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230V power adapter, two pin earthed Swiss coupling plug, 0.5m
0.5m, H07RN-F 3G2,5
On one end: Rubber Swiss plug, 10A
On the other end: Rubber Swiss coupling, 16A

Art. 4555
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230V power adapter, 25m reel with 3x earthed socket.
25m coil on a hard rubber reel with sturdy double pipe frame, cable: H07RN-F 3G2.5
One end: 230V two pin earthed plug, 3 pole, 16A
Other end: 3 x earthed socket, 3 pole, 16A

Art. 1174
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230V power adapter, 25m reel, CEE-CEE
25m on blue/black reel, H07RN-F 3G2.5
One end: CEE-plug, 3 pole, blue, 16A
On the other end: CEE-coupling, 3 pole, blue, 16A

Art. 2934
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230V power adapter, 25m reel, earthed-CEE
25m on a reel, red/black
H07RN-F 3G2,5
One end: Rubber two pin earthed plug, 16A
On the other end: CEE-coupling, 3 pole, blue, 16A

Art. 349
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230V-400V 16A power adapter, 0.5m
Adapter cable, consists of H07RN-F 3G2.5
1. One one end: 230V, 16A rubber plug, earthed
2. Other end: 400V CEE coupling, 16A, red
Length: 0.50m
Please note: Connect phase to L1 and L2 on the CEE coupling.
Please note: Only suitable for EM400: Additional blower extension module (product no.: 4048)

Art. 4561
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Cables, control cables, distributors, etc.

400V power adapter, 10m coil, CEE
10m as coil, H07RN-F 5G2.5
One end: CEE-plug, 5 pole, red, 16A
Other end: CEE-coupling, 5 pole, red, 16A

Art. 348
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400V power adapter, 25m coil
H07RN-F 5G2.5
One end: CEE-plug, 5 pole, red, 16A
Other end: CEE-coupling, 5 pole, red, 16A

Art. 2492
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400V>230V power adapter, 0.50m
Adapter cable, H07RN-F 3G2.5
1. On one end: 400V CEE plug, 16A, red
2. On the other end: 230V earthed rubber coupling.
Length: 0.50m
Please note: Only connect to one phase

Art. 776
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400V phase- and neutral conductor monitor with cut-out protective system.
for checking the 3 phase 400V/50Hz (max. 7,5kW) power requirement with neutral conductor.
Function desciption:
Power supply monitoring with disconnection if faults occur. Robust IP65 metal casing construction, approx.
150x150x120mm with a control lamp.
Description:
Indicator light lights up: Neutral conductor, phase L1, L2, L3 available, rotating field clockwise.
Indicator lamp off:
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Rotating field anticlockwise and/or
- Neutral conductor missing, or not potential free and/or
- Phase L1 and/or L2 and/or L3 are missing.
Phase sequence can be changed at the plug.
Connection with a length of cable with CEE-male coupling and a length of cable with a CEE female coupling, both approx.
0.5m.
400V/3x16A~/N/PE construction.

Art. 4553

Power adapter power distribution unit, 400V-32A
Power distribution unit with plastic casing and tubular frame, suitable for all purposes, with circuit breaker.
Inlet: CEE plug, 400V, 32A, 5-pin with 2m H07RN-F 5G4 sq.mm
Outlet:
2 x CEE sockets 400V, 32A, 5-pin
2 x CEE-sockets 400V, 16A, 5-pin
4 x 230V, 16A grounding socket
1 x Fi-40A, 4-pole 0.03A covering all outlets
Klick me! (Image similiar)
1 x LS 16A, 3P
2 x LS 16A, 1-pole

Art. 3404
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10m, 230V extension power cable.
Description: 10m extension cable, adapter cable H07RN-F3G2.5
1. On one end: 230V rubber plug
2. On the other end: 230V rubber coupling

Art. 395
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Control cable 25m, ring (7-core, contact plug/socket)
Extension cable for X-Floc remote control for insulation blowing machines
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------This extension cable can be used to increase the range of a cable or radio remote control for controlling an X-Floc
insulation blowing machine.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Compatible with all X-Floc insulation blowing machines and cable or radio remote controls with matching plug system,
such as
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- M95, M99 (certain models only), EM300, EM400, EM500
- KFB2000, FFB2000, FFB2000-Pro
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Functional restrictions are possible when operating insulation blow-in machines of the EM300, EM400 and EM500 series
in conjunction with a FFB2000-Pro radio remote control. In this case, please ask our customer service for possible
alternatives.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Art. 2015
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Cables, control cables, distributors, etc.

Technical data:
- Cable length: 25m
- Cable: PUR hose line 7 x 0,34mm²
- Plug/socket: Contact 8+1, plug with twist lock
- Weight: approx. 1.7kg
++++++++++++++++++ Attention, system change +++++++++++++++++++++
Since 2009 we only use plugs with twist lock.
Please check the thread of existing cable or mounting sockets.
A socket with a damaged thread must be replaced.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Control cable 50m PUR, ring (7-core, contact-plug/-socket)
Extension cable for X-Floc insulation blowing machines’ remote controls
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------This extension cable increases the range of a cable- or radio remote control for controlling a X-Floc insulation blowing
machine.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Compatible with all X-Floc insulation blowing machines and cable- or radio remote controls with matching plug system as
- M95, M99 (certain models only), EM300, EM400, EM500
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- KFB2000, FFB2000, FFB2000-Pro
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Functional limitations when operating the insulation blowing machines of type EM300, EM400 and EM500 in combination
with a radio remote control FFB2000-Pro are possible. In this case, please ask our customer service for possible
alternatives.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
- Cable length: 50m
- Cable: PUR sheated cable 7 x 0,34mm²
- Plug/socket: Contact 8+1, plug with twistlock
- Weight: approx. 3,2kg

Art. 2166
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++++++++++++++++++ Attention, system change +++++++++++++++++++++
Since 2009, we only use plugs with twistlock.
Please check the thread at existing cable- or connection socket.
A socket with damaged thread must be replaced.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Minifant: Extension control cable L=25
Extension control cable for minifant M99 for the following uses:
- Connection and extension of receiver.
- Connection and extension of hand held controls

Art. 1655
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Attention, different design depending on the series version:
A series: 4-wire cable
B series: 7-wire cable
Please specify when ordering!

Minifant: Extension control cable L=50m
Extension control cable for minifant M99 for the following uses:
- Connection and extension of receiver.
- Connection and extension of hand held controls

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 1814

Attention, different design depending on the series version:
A series: 4-wire cable
B series: 7-wire cable
Please specify when ordering!

VS: Connection control cable for controlling via insulation blowing machine, L= 25 m
Connection control cable for operating an amplifier-/vacuum station via an insulation blowing machine.

Art. 1192

Consisting of:
- Plug with female insert, 3+1 poles
- Cable, L= approx. 25.0 m
- Plug with male insert, 3+1 poles (machine’s side)

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Notes:
- Modifiable by customer, for adaptation to other machines
- Control voltage supply 24V- (+/-5%)

VS: Connecting control cable for control from the blowing machine (L = 5m)
Connection control cable for operating an amplifier/extractor station, a blow-in refiner or a suitable 24VDC auxiliary device
with an X-Floc insulation blow-in machine.
--------------------------------------------------------------------Configuration/technical data:
Input: 1x plug with pin insert 3+1 poles
Output: 1x plug with socket insert 3+1 pole
Cable: 5.0m (4x 1.5qmm)
Klick me! (Image similiar)
--------------------------------------------------------------------Hint:

Art. 1856
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Cables, control cables, distributors, etc.

Can also be adapted to non-X-Floc machines ("third-party machines")
Caution: Power supply for control voltage 24V- (+/-5%)
VS: Connection control cable for controlling via insulation blowing machine, L= 50 m
Connection control cable for operating an amplifier-/vacuum station via an insulation blowing machine.

Art. 1193
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Consisting of:
- Plug with female insert, 3+1 poles
- Cable, L= approx. 50.0 m
- Plug with male insert, 3+1 poles (machine’s side)

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Notes:
- Modifiable by customer, for adaptation to other machines
- Control voltage supply 24V- (+/-5%)

VS: Twin-control adapter

Art. 1739
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For controlling multiple auxiliary devices (slaves, e.g. amplifier/vacuum unit) from one control unit (master, e.g. Zellofant
M95 or Minifant M99).

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Zellofant: KFB-twin-pack control adapter
Adapter cable for simultaneous operation of two M95 zellofant machines with a radio or cable remote control.
Connection:
1. Connect the radio or cable remote control to the twin-pack control adapter.
2. Connect machine 1 to the M connection point (master machine)
3. Connect machine 2 to the S connection point (slave machine)
Note: Motor protection for the slave machine is not possible. The fault will be displayed, but the machine will not cut out.
++++++++++++++ Note: system change ++++++++++++
Klick me! (Image similiar)
From 2009 onwards we will only use lock-twist plugs.
Please check the thread of existing cable and extension sockets.
Sockets with damaged threads must be replaced.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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Sealings, filters, wering parts, etc.

Sealing sponge NW38/NW50, 250x250x40
For sealing injection holes when using hoses NW38 or NW50

Art. 7101
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Technical details:
Material: foam, anthracite
Dimensions: 250 x 250 x 40 mm
Hole: d = approx. 35 mm

Klick me! (Image similiar)

+++ discount of 15% when purchasing 5 or more pieces +++

Sealing sponge NW38/NW50, 400x300x40
For sealing injection holes when using hoses NW38 or NW50

Art. 6336

Technical details:
Material: foam, anthracite
Dimensions: 400 x 300 x 40 mm
Hole: d = approx. 35 mm

Klick me! (Image similiar)

+++ discount of 15% when purchasing 5 or more pieces +++

Sealing sponge NW50/NW63, 250x250x40
For sealing injection holes when using hoses NW50 or NW63

Art. 7100

Technical details:
Material: foam, anthracite
Dimensions: 250 x 250 x 40 mm
Hole: d = approx. 50 mm

Klick me! (Image similiar)

+++ discount of 15% when purchasing 5 or more pieces +++

Sealing sponge NW50/NW63/NW75, 750x300x40
Suitable for sealing of flat injection openings.

Art. 7309

Technical details:
Material: tear resistant foam, anthracite
Dimensions: variable length, up to 750 x 300 x 40mm (LxWxH)

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Remark:
Other dimension on request possible
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Sealings, filters, wering parts, etc.

Sealing sponge NW63/NW75, 250x250x40
For sealing injection holes when using hoses NW63 or NW75
Technical details:
Material: foam, anthracite
Dimensions: 250 x 250 x 40 mm
Hole: d = approx. 60 mm

Art. 7099
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+++ discount of 15% when purchasing 5 or more pieces +++

6.7KW zellofant suction hood
Suction hood for 6.7KW zellofants, for suction of air with a hose (D=90mm / 3'') in low dust environments.
Powder coated finish
Colour: Flame red RAL 3000

Art. 4906

Klick me! (Image similiar)

AS: Disposable respirator mask FFP without ventex valve
Normes: CE, EN 149:2001 + A1:2009
Automatically fits to the face, 100% PVC-FREE
Protection against harmful dusts, smoke and aerosols based on water and oil.
Up to 10 times the AGW.

Art. 10300

Klick me! (Image similiar)

AS: Insulation respiratory protection EA1500 complete set
Insulation respiratory protection EA1500 in a complete set

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 11086

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Mobile respiratory protection for safe working in particle-laden environments.
Approved for the highest protection class TH3. Ideal for use when working with loose insulation materials such as
cellulose, wood fibre, glass wool, rock wool, perlite and many more.
Examples of use:
- Cavity wall blowing of loose insulation materials
- Open (Attic) blowing of loose insulation materials
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages:
- Compact, lightweight blower
- Ergonomic, high comfort
- Easy operation and handy shape
- Active airflow regulation and automatic monitoring function
- Robust construction, ideally suited for construction site use
- Easy replacement of spare parts and components in case of maintenance
- Exchangeable lithium-ion battery
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
- Blower Approvals: CE certified according to EN 12941 (TH3)
- Air output: Adjustable on the unit in five steps (170-240l/min.)
- Alarm system: Audible and visual alarm
- Alarms: Air flow, battery capacity
- Battery: Lithium-ion battery: 7.2V / 5.2Ah
- Battery operating time: up to 10 hours (depending on pollutant concentration and set air flow)
- Battery charging time: approx. 4 hours
- Temperature range: 0°C to 60°C
- Weight: approx. 880g (with battery / with filter / without belt)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Scope of delivery:
- Breathing air blower
- Breathing air hose
- Comfort belt
- UniMask face shield
- 1x particle filter, 10 pre-filters
- Air flow indicator
- Battery incl. Battery charger
- Instruction manual

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Recommendation:
- We strongly recommend the use of a pre-filter, otherwise the service life of the particle filter will be considerably
shortened.
Note:
- the battery is partially charged when delivered, it is recommended to fully charge the battery before first use.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------Matching accessories:
- AS: EA1500/1800 Bag (art. No. 11125)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Consumables/spare parts:
- AS: EA1500/1800 Face shield UniMask (art.- no. 11085)
- AS: EA1500/1800 Replacement lens for face shield UniMask (art.-No. 11126)
- AS: EA1500/1800 Face seal for face shield UniMask (art.-No. 11127)
- AS: EA1500/1800 Breathing air hose for UniMask (Art.-No. 1826)
- AS: EA1500 Particle filter P3 (2 pcs.) (Art.-No. 1838)
- AS: EA1500 Prefilter (10 pcs.) (Art.-No. 1860)
- AS: EA1500 Rechargeable battery (item no. 11087)
- AS: EA1500 Battery charger (art.-no. 11088)

AS: Insulation respiratory protection EA1800 complete set
Insulation respiratory protection EA1800 in a complete set

Art. 11162
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Mobile respiratory protection for safe working in particle-laden environments.
Approved for the highest protection class TH3. Ideal for use when working with loose insulation materials such as
cellulose, wood fibre, glass wool, rock wool, perlite and many more.
Examples of use:
- Compressed blowing in of loose insulating materials
- Open blowing of loose insulation materials
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages:
- Compact, lightweight blower
- Very slim profile, depth 65 mm only
- Ergonomic, high comfort
- Easy operation and handy shape
- Active airflow regulation and automatic monitoring function
- Robust construction, ideally suited for construction site use
- Easy replacement of spare parts and components in case of maintenance
- Exchangeable lithium-ion battery
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
- Blower Approvals: CE certified according to EN 12941 (TH3)
- Air output: Adjustable on the unit in four steps (160-210l/min.)
- Alarm system: Audible, visual and vibration alarm
- Alarms: Air flow, battery capacity
- Battery: Lithium-ion battery: 14.4V / 2.6Ah
- Battery operating time (standard): up to 10 hours
(depending on pollutant concentration and set airflow)
- Battery charging time: approx. 3 hours
- Temperature range: 0°C to 60°C
- Dimensions: 235 x 126 x 65 mm
- Weight: approx. 980g (with standard battery / with filter / without belt)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Scope of delivery:
- Breathing air blower
- Breathing air hose
- Comfort belt
- Unimask face shield
- 2 pcs. Particle filters, 2 pcs. Spark arrestor, 2 pcs. Pre-filters
- Airflow indicator
- Standard battery incl. Battery charger
- Instruction manual

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Recommendation:
- we strongly recommend the use of a pre-filter, otherwise the service life of the particle filter will be considerably shortened
Note:
- the battery is partially charged when delivered, it is recommended to fully charge the battery before first use.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Matching accessories:
- AS: EA1500/1800 bag (art.-no. 11125)
- AS: EA1800 Rechargeable battery (high capacity) (art.-no. 11183)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Consumables/spare parts:
- AS: EA1800 Particle filter P3 (2 pcs.) (art.-no. 11170)
- AS: EA1800 Prefilter (10 pcs.) (art.-no. 11176)
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- AS: EA1800 Blower unit (art.-no. 11163)
- AS: EA1500/1800 Face shield UniMask (art.-no. 11085)
- AS: EA1500/1800 Replacement lens for face shield UniMask (art.-no. 11126)
- AS: EA1500/1800 Face seal for face shield UniMask (art.-no. 11127)
- AS: EA1500/1800 Breathing air hose for UniMask (art.-no. 1826)
- AS: EA1800 Rechargeable battery (standard) (art.-no. 11181)
- AS: EA1800 Battery charger (art.-no. 11184)

AS: Insulation respiratory protection EA1800 R2W (Case)
Blow-in breathing protection EA1800 complete set in a in robust plastic case

Art. 11167
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Mobile respiratory protection for safe working in particle-laden environments.
Approved for the highest protection class TH3. Ideal for use when working with loose insulation materials such as
cellulose, wood fibre, glass wool, rock wool, perlite and many more.
Examples of use:
- Compressed blowing in of loose insulating materials
- Open blowing of loose insulation materials
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages:
- Compact, lightweight blower
- Very slim profile, depth 65 mm only
- Ergonomic, high comfort
- Easy operation and handy shape
- Active airflow regulation and automatic monitoring function
- Robust construction, ideally suited for construction site use
- Easy replacement of spare parts and components in case of maintenance
- Exchangeable lithium-ion battery
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
- Blower Approvals: CE certified according to EN 12941 (TH3)
- Air output: Adjustable on the unit in four steps (160-210l/min.)
- Alarm system: Audible, visual and vibration alarm
- Alarms: Air flow, battery capacity
- Battery: Lithium-ion battery: 14.4V / 2.6Ah
- Battery operating time (standard): up to 10 hours
(depending on pollutant concentration and set airflow)
- Battery charging time: approx. 3 hours
- Temperature range: 0°C to 60°C
- Dimensions: 235 x 126 x 65 mm
- Weight: approx. 980g (with standard battery / with filter / without belt
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Scope of delivery:
- Breathing air blower
- Breathing air hose
- Comfort belt
- Unimask face shield
- 2 pcs. Particle filters, 2 pcs. Spark arrestor, 2 pcs. Pre-filters
- Airflow indicator
- Standard battery incl. Battery charger
- Instruction manual
- Plastic case

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Recommendation:
- We strongly recommend the use of a pre-filter, otherwise the service life of the particle filter will be considerably
shortened.
Note:
- the battery is partially charged when delivered, it is recommended to fully charge the battery before first use.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Matching accessories:
- AS: EA1800 Rechargeable battery (high capacity) (art.-no. 11183)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Consumables/spare parts:
- AS: EA1800 Particle filter P3 (2 pcs.) (art.-no. 11170)
- AS: EA1800 Prefilter (10 pcs.) (art.-no. 11176)
- AS: EA1800 Blower unit (art.-no. 11163)
- AS: EA1500/1800 Face shield UniMask (art.-no. 11085)
- AS: EA1500/1800 Replacement lens for face shield UniMask (art.-no. 11126)
- AS: EA1500/1800 Face seal for face shield UniMask (art.-no. 11127)
- AS: EA1500/1800 Breathing air hose for UniMask (art.-no. 1826)
- AS: EA1800 Rechargeable battery (standard) (art.-no. 11181)
- AS: EA1800 Battery charger (art.-no. 11184)
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AS: Insulation respiratory protection EA3000 complete set
Insulation respiratory protection EA3000 in complete set
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Mobile respiratory protection for safe work in environments with particle loads. Released for the highest protection class
TH3.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Suitable for:
- Safe work in environments with particle loads
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Daily work assignment
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages:
- Easy to operate and handy form
- Pleasant wearing comfort
- Ultralight
- Active air flow adjustment and automatic monitoring function
- Average operating time of up to approx. 9 hours, depending on the operation intensity
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical details:
- Dimensions blower (LxBxT): approx. 21x21x6cm
- Weight blower (without filter and battery): approx. 640g
- Type of battery: Li-Ion battery
- Battery operating time: up to approx. 9 hours, depending on the operation intensity
- Battery charging time: approx. 6 hours
- Air performance: min. 160l/min., automatic adjustment
- Control panel: status display, battery display, alarm status (small amount of airflow, low battery charge)
- Volume of the blowers in during operation: <70dB
- Temperature range: -10°C to +50°C
- Protection class: TH3
- Approvals: EN12941 - CE0086
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Scope of delivery:
- Respiratory protection blower
- Standard belt (overall length approx. 120cm)
- Face shield with anti-fogging viewing glass, face seal and wide elastic headband
- Breathing hose with bajonet catch
- 2x particle filters incl. Prefilter sets (prefilter holders and prefilters)
- Rechargeable battery incl. Charging cradle, charger and several connectors
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Optional accessories:
- Long-life rechargeable battery with an operating time up to approx. 18 hours (prod. No. 8321)
- Standard rechargeable battery (prod. No. 8322)
- Comfort belt (prod. No. 8323)
- AS: Automask face seal (prod. No. 701)
- AS: protective films for Multimask (10 pieces) (prod. No. 10337)

Art. 9613

AS: Insulation respiratory protection EA4000 complete set Size M/L
Blow-in respiratory protection EA4000 as complete set
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Mobile breathing protection for safe working in particle-laden environments. Approved for the highest protection class TH3.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Suitable for:
- safe working in particle-laden environments
- the daily work input
Klick me! (Image similiar)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages:
- Low noise level
- Simple operation and handy shape
- Ergonomic, high wearing comfort
- Active airflow regulation and automatic monitoring function
- Intelligent 2-step warning system
- Robust construction suitable for construction site use with protection class IP 65
- Can be combined with different filter attachments
- Easy replacement of spare parts and components in case of maintenance
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
- Blower operating mode: CE certified according to EN 12941 (TH3)
- Approvals: CE certified according to EN 12942 (TM3) / EN 138: Class B / PPE regulation
- Air flow rate: Adjustable on the unit in three stages (automatic readjustment)
- Airflow warning
- Battery warning
- Battery: Lithium-ion battery: 14.4V / 3.4Ah / 49WH
- Battery operating time: approx. 8 to 10 hours (depending on the concentration of pollutants and the set air flow)
- Battery charging time: approx. 2.5 hours (quick charge function charges the battery up to 80% in 1 hour)
- Temperature range: -10°C to +40°C
- Weight: approx. 1100g (with battery / without filter / without belt)
- Alarm system: Optical alarm (indicated on the colour display with error code)
- Audible alarm (> 75 dB )
- Vibrating alarm

Art. 9689
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- IP Protection class: IP65
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Scope of delivery:
- Respirator blower
- Standard belt (total length approx. 120cm)
- Face shield with anti-fogging lens, face seal and wide rubber headband
- Breathing air hose with bayonet lock
- 2x particle filter incl. pre-filter
- Battery incl. charger, charger and various connection plugs
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Optional accessories:
- AS: particulate filter P3 R/PSL (prod. No. 9690)
- AS: protective films for Multimask (10 pieces) (prod. No. 10337)

AS: Breathing Protection EA5000 Complete Set for insulation blowing applications
EA5000 blow-in breathing protection in a complete set
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Mobile respiratory protection for safe working in particle-laden environments.
Approved for the highest protection class TH3. Ideal for use when working with loose insulation materials such as
cellulose, wood fibre, glass wool, rock wool, perlite and many more.
Examples of use:
- Retrofit of insulation blowing materials
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Open blowing of insulation blowing materials
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages:
- Compact, lightweight blower
- Ergonomic, high comfort
- Easy to operate and handy shape
- Active airflow regulation and automatic monitoring function
- Intelligent 2-step warning system
- Robust construction suitable for construction site use with protection class IP67
- Easy replacement of spare parts and components in case of maintenance
- Easily replaceable lithium-ion battery
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
- Blower Approvals: CE certified according to EN 12941 (TH3) / CE certified according to EN 12942 (TM3)
- Air output: Adjustable on the unit in two stages
- Airflow warning
- Battery warning
- Battery: Lithium-ion battery: 14.4V / 2.25Ah / 30.4Wh
- Battery operating time: up to 8 hours (depending on pollutant concentration and airflow setting)
- Battery charging time: approx. 2 hours
- Temperature range: -10°C to +55°C
- Weight: approx. 1100g (with battery / with filter / without belt)
- Alarm system: Acoustic and optical alarm (shown on colour display with symbols)
- IP protection class: IP67
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Scope of delivery:
- Breathing blower
- belt
- Fold-up face shield with breathing tube
- particle filter 2 pieces, pre-filter 10 pieces, pre-filter holder 2 pieces, filter adapter 2 pieces
(To increase the service life of the particle filter, we recommend the use of prefilters).
- Air flow meter
- Cleaning cloth
- Set of sealing plugs
- Battery incl. battery charger
- Operating instructions

Art. 10232
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Recommendation: The battery is partially charged when delivered, it is recommended to fully charge the battery before
first use.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Consumables/spare parts (specify when ordering):
- AS: EA5000 face shield (item no. 10218).
- AS: EA5000 Face shield sweatband (item no. 10219)
- AS: EA5000 Exhalation membrane for face shield (Art.-No. 10220)
- AS: EA5000 Visor for face shield (Art.-No. 10221)
- AS: EA5000 Breathing tube for face shield (Art.-No. 10222)
- AS: EA5000 Protective foils for face shield (PU=10 pcs) (Art.-No. 10224)
- AS: EA5000/EA5500 particle filter (with connection adapter) (item no. 10229)
- AS: EA5000/EA5500 particle filter (without connection adapter) (item no. 10628)
- AS: EA5000/5500 pre-filter (PU=5 pcs.) (Art.-No. 10225)
- AS: EA5000/5500 rechargeable battery (item no. 10231)
- AS: EA5000/5500 bag (item no. 10546)
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AS: Breathing Protection EA5000 Complete Set for insulation blowing applications
EA5000 blow-in breathing protection in a complete set
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Mobile respiratory protection for safe working in particle-laden environments.
Approved for the highest protection class TH3. Ideal for use when working with loose insulation materials such as
cellulose, wood fibre, glass wool, rock wool, perlite and many more.
Examples of use:
- Retrofit of insulation blowing materials
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Open blowing of insulation blowing materials
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages:
- Compact, lightweight blower
- Ergonomic, high comfort
- Easy to operate and handy shape
- Active airflow regulation and automatic monitoring function
- Intelligent 2-step warning system
- Robust construction suitable for construction site use with protection class IP67
- Easy replacement of spare parts and components in case of maintenance
- Easily replaceable lithium-ion battery
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
- Blower Approvals: CE certified according to EN 12941 (TH3) / CE certified according to EN 12942 (TM3)
- Air output: Adjustable on the unit in two stages
- Airflow warning
- Battery warning
- Battery: Lithium-ion battery: 14.4V / 2.25Ah / 30.4Wh
- Battery operating time: up to 8 hours (depending on pollutant concentration and airflow setting)
- Battery charging time: approx. 2 hours
- Temperature range: -10°C to +55°C
- Weight: approx. 1100g (with battery / with filter / without belt)
- Alarm system: Acoustic and optical alarm (shown on colour display with symbols)
- IP protection class: IP67
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Scope of delivery:
- Breathing blower
- belt
- Fold-up face shield with breathing tube
- particle filter 2 pieces, pre-filter 10 pieces, pre-filter holder 2 pieces, filter adapter 2 pieces
(To increase the service life of the particle filter, we recommend the use of prefilters).
- Air flow meter
- Cleaning cloth
- Set of sealing plugs
- Battery incl. battery charger
- Operating instructions

Art. 10660
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Recommendation: The battery is partially charged when delivered, it is recommended to fully charge the battery before
first use.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Consumables/spare parts (specify when ordering):
- AS: EA5000 face shield (item no. 10218).
- AS: EA5000 Face shield sweatband (item no. 10219)
- AS: EA5000 Exhalation membrane for face shield (Art.-No. 10220)
- AS: EA5000 Visor for face shield (Art.-No. 10221)
- AS: EA5000 Breathing tube for face shield (Art.-No. 10222)
- AS: EA5000 Protective foils for face shield (PU=10 pcs) (Art.-No. 10224)
- AS: EA5000/EA5500 particle filter (with connection adapter) (item no. 10229)
- AS: EA5000/EA5500 particle filter (without connection adapter) (item no. 10628)
- AS: EA5000/5500 pre-filter (PU=5 pcs.) (Art.-No. 10225)
- AS: EA5000/5500 rechargeable battery (item no. 10231)
- AS: EA5000/5500 bag (item no. 10546)
AS: Einblasatemschutz EA5500 Komplett-Set
English version in preparation: Einblasatemschutz EA5500 im Komplett-Set
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Mobiler Atemschutz für ein sicheres Arbeiten in partikelbelasteter Umgebung.
Freigegeben für die höchste Schutzklasse TH3. Optimale Eignung zur Verwendung beim Verarbeiten von losen
Dämmstoffen wie z.B. Zellulose, Holzfaser, Glaswolle, Steinwollem, Perlite u.v.m.
Verwendungsbeispiele:
- Verdichtetes Einblasen von losen Dämmstoffen
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Offenes Aufblasen von losen Dämmstoffen
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Geeignet für:
- ein sicheres Arbeiten in partikelbelasteter Umgebung
- den täglichen Arbeitseinsatz
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Vorteile:
- Einfaches Bedienen und handliche Form

Art. 10234
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- Ergonomischer, hoher Tragekomfort
- Aktive Luftstromregulierung und automatische Überwachungsfunktion
- Intelligentes 2-Stufen Warnsystem
- Robuste Bauweise geeignet für Baustelleneinsatz mit Schutzklasse IP67
- Einfacher Austausch von Ersatzteilen und Komponenten im Wartungsfall
- Leicht wechselbarer Lithium-Ionen Akku
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technische Daten:
- Gebläse Zulassungen: CE zertifiziert nach EN 12941 (TH3) / CE zertifiziert nach EN 12942 (TM3)
- Luftleistung: Einstellbar am Gerät in zwei Stufen
- Luftstromwarnung
- Akkuwarnung
- Akku: Lithium-Ionen Akku: 14,4V / 2,25Ah / 30,4Wh
- Akku-Betriebsdauer: bis zu 8 Stunden (abhängig von der Schadstoffkonzentration und dem eingestellten Luftstrom)
- Akkuladezeit: circa 2 Stunden
- Temperaturbereich: -10°C bis +55°C
- Gewicht: ca. 1100g (mit Akku / mit Filter / ohne Gurt)
- Alarmsystem: Akustischer und optischer Alarm (Anzeige am Farbdisplay mit Symbolen)
- IP Schutzklasse: IP67
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Lieferumfang:
- Atemschutzgebläse
- Gürtel
- Helm mit hochklappbarem Gesichtsschild und Atemluftschlauch
- Partikelfilter 2 Stück, Vorfilterset 10 Stück, Vorfilterhalter 2 Stück, Filteradapter 2 Stück
(Zur Erhöhung der Standzeit des Partikelfilters empfehlen wir den Einsatz von Vorfiltern.)
- Luftstrommesser
- Reinigungstuch
- Verschlussstöpselsatz
- Akku inkl. Akkuladegerät
- Betriebsanleitung
Empfehlung: Der Akku ist bei Anlieferung teilgeladen, es wird empfohlen vor der ersten Verwendung den Akku vollständig
zu laden.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Verbrauchsartikel / Ersatzteile (ggf. bei Bestellung spezifizieren):
- AS: EA5500 Helm mit Gesichtsschild (Art.-Nr. 10230)
- AS: EA5500 Schweißband für Gesichtsschild (Art.-Nr. 10226)
- AS: EA5500 Ausatmungsmembransatz für Gesichtsschild (Art.-Nr. 10263)
- AS: EA5500 Sichtscheibe für Gesichtsschild (Art.-Nr. 10260)
- AS: EA5500 Atemschlauch für Gesichtsschild (Art.-Nr. 10261)
- AS: EA5500 Schutzfolien für Gesichtsschild (VPE=10 St) (Art.-Nr. 10262)
- AS: EA5000 / EA5500 Partikelfilter für Gebläse (Art.-Nr. 10229)
- AS: EA5000 / EA5500 Vorfilter (VPE=5 St.) (Art.-Nr. 10225)
- AS: EA5000 / EA5500 Akku (Art.-Nr. 10231)
Wichtiger Hinweis (Stand 17.11.2021):
Mitgliedsbetriebe der Berufsgenossenschaft Bau (BG Bau) können eine Arbeitsschutzprämie in Höhe von bis zu 50% der
Anschaffungskosten oder maximal 500,-- EUR beantragen. Weitere Informationen dazu siehe z.B.
https://www.bgbau.de/service/angebote/arbeitsschutzpraemien/praemie/geblaeseunterstuetzte-filtergeraete-mit-helm/

AS: protective films for Multimask (10 pieces)
Tear-off protective films to protect the visor from scratches.

Art. 10337
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Protective films suitable for:
- AS: Multimask - Complete set size M (Art.-no. 9763)
- AS: Multimask - Complete set size M/L (Art.-no. 7090)
- AS: Multimask Pro face shield, silicone - universal size (Art.-no. 9764)
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Air outlet NW90 (3½") Upgrade from NW75 to NW90
Due to the blow-out console, the machine has a blow-out nozzle with connection NW90 (3½''). This allows an increase in
material flow of up to 35%.

Art. 7109

Can be used for:
- Zellofant M95 with blow-out connection NW75 (3''), all variants.
- EM3XX with outlet connection NW75 (3''), all variants.
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Options:
- Measuring devices: Pressure gauge, D=117mm (art. no. 7079)
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Auswertegerät 82b-1: Addon-Card analog output
Addon-card for Display-unit 82b-1
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Adjustable voltage- or power-output
- analog signal according to the gross or net weight value

Art. 9833
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Mains adapter test plug, 400V/32A
CEE test plug for checking a three-phase current supply.
---------------------------------------------------Wiring errors and errors in the rotating field, as well as the lack of a phase at a CEE socket, can be detected easily and
safely with this test plug.
The plug’s housing is made of impact-resistant polyamide, the plug itself is splash-proof.
---------------------------------------------------Technical details:
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Suitable for: 400V/32A
- Protective earthing position: 6h
- Protection class: IP44
- Test mark/test: CE, IEC 60309
DD: Rotary nozzle 50>18mm / 45° outlet (increased wear-resistance)
Rotary nozzle for injecting insulation material.

Art. 9565
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Well suited for insulation works at large filling radii and when processing loose bulkware (e.g. SLS20, Rigibead, HK35,
Thermofill S, Knauf Perlite and many more.). Enables a good suggestibility of the material flow.
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Technical details:
- Material: aluminium, steel
- Insertion depth: max. 278 mm
- Overall length: 390 mm
- Nozzle pipe: outer diameter 18 mm
- Hose connection: NW50 (2‘‘), rotatable
- Nozzle outlet: 45°
- Bore hole: 18 mm

Scope of delivery:
- Rotary nozzle with carrying belt, distance ring and operating instructions
DD: Rotary nozzle 50>24mm / 45° outlet (increased wear-resistance)
Rotary nozzle for injecting insulation material.

Art. 6291
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Well suited for insulation works at large filling radii and when processing loose bulkware (e.g. SLS20, Rigibead, HK35,
Thermofill S, Knauf Perlite and many more.). Enables a good suggestibility of the material flow.
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Technical details:
- Material: aluminium, steel
- Insertion depth: max. 278 mm
- Overall length: 390 mm
- Nozzle pipe: outer diameter 24 mm
- Hose connection: NW50 (2‘‘), rotatable
- Nozzle outlet: 45°
- Bore hole: 24 mm

Scope of delivery:
- Rotary nozzle with carrying belt, distance ring and operating instructions
DD: Rotary nozzle 50>29mm / 45° outlet (increased wear-resistance)
Rotary nozzle for injecting insulation material.

Art. 8081
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Well suited for insulation works at large filling radii and when processing loose bulkware (e.g. SLS20, Rigibead, HK35,
Thermofill S, Knauf Perlite and many more.). Enables a good suggestibility of the material flow.
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Technical details:
- Material: aluminium, steel
- Insertion depth: max. 300 mm
- Overall length: 420 mm
- Nozzle pipe: inner diameter 26 mm, outer diameter 30 mm
- Hose connection: NW50 (2‘‘), rotatable
- Nozzle outlet: 45°
- Bore hole: 30 mm

Scope of delivery:
- Rotary nozzle with carrying belt, distance ring and operating instructions
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DD: Rotary nozzle 50>35mm / 45° outlet (increased wear-resistance)
Rotary nozzle for injecting insulation material.

Art. 6297
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Well suited for insulation works at large filling radii and when processing loose bulkware (e.g. SLS20, Rigibead, HK35,
Thermofill S, Knauf Perlite and many more.). Enables a good suggestibility of the material flow.
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Technical details:
- Material: aluminium, steel
- Insertion depth: max. 195 mm
- Overall length: 337 mm
- Nozzle pipe: inner diameter 32 mm, outer diameter 35 mm
- Hose connection: NW50 (2‘‘), rotatable
- Nozzle outlet: angled, 45°
- Bore hole: 35 mm

Scope of delivery:
- Rotary nozzle with carrying belt, distance ring and operating instructions
DD: Rotary nozzle 63>35mm / 45° outlet (increased wear-resistance)
Rotary nozzle for injecting insulation material.

Art. 7146
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Well suited for insulation works at large filling radii and when processing loose bulkware (e.g. SLS20, Rigibead, HK35,
Thermofill S, Knauf Perlite and many more.). Enables a good suggestibility of the material flow.
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Technical details:
- Material: aluminium, steel
- Insertion depth: max. 195 mm
- Overall length: 333 mm
- Nozzle pipe: inner diameter 32 mm, outer diameter 35 mm
- Hose connection: NW63 (2,5‘‘), rotatable
- Nozzle outlet: angled, 45°
- Bore hole: 35 mm

Scope of delivery:
- Rotary nozzle with carrying belt, distance ring and operating instructions
DD: Rotary nozzle 63>35mm outlet spoon shape
Rotary nozzle for injecting insulation material.

Art. 8503
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Well suited for insulation works at large filling radii and when processing loose bulkware (e.g. SLS20, Rigibead, HK35,
Thermofill S, Knauf Perlite and many more.). Enables a good suggestibility of the material flow.
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Technical details:
- Material: aluminium, steel
- Insertion depth: max. 195 mm
- Overall length: 337 mm
- Nozzle pipe: inner diameter 21 mm, outer diameter 35 mm
- Hose connection: NW63 (2,5‘‘), rotatable
- Nozzle outlet: spoon shape
- Bore hole: min. 35 mm

Scope of delivery:
- Rotary nozzle with carrying belt, distance ring and operating instructions
DD: Rotary nozzle 75>50mm / 45° outlet (increased wear-resistance)
Rotary nozzle for injecting insulation material.

Art. 8128
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Well suited for insulation works at large filling radii and when processing loose bulkware (e.g. SLS20, Rigibead, HK35,
Thermofill S, Knauf Perlite and many more.). Enables a good suggestibility of the material flow.
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Technical details:
- Material: aluminium, steel
- Insertion depth: max. 223 mm
- Overall length: 370 mm
- Hose connection: NW75 (3‘‘), rotatable
- Nozzle outlet: 45°
- Bore hole: 52 mm

Scope of delivery:
- Rotary nozzle with carrying belt, distance ring and operating instructions
DDE: Rotary nozzle J-Jet 75>75 for 145-800 mm insulation thickness
Ventilated rotary nozzle J-Jet 75>75 for injecting insulation material into stud wall constructions.

Art. 8477
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Product description:
Rotatable nozzle pipe d=60 for filling the corners with insulation material. Hose connection NW75 (3'') with easily rotatable
coupling piece. Ventilation via perforated sheet metal cage made of aluminum and dust sack. Fixation in the injection hole
by sash lock (adjustable via lever). Adjustable flange for different panelling thicknesses (10….75 mm).

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Applicability in regard to insulation thickness:
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>145 mm: ideal for use, fixable with sash lock
120….160 mm: can be used without fixation
Drill diameter for fixation: Ø 105..120mm
Dimensions: approx. 360 mm x 105 mm (LxD)
Hose connection: NW75 (3'')
Pipe diameter: 60 mm (outer)
Weight: approx. 2,6 kg
Optional accessories:
- Cylinder saw, hard-tipped D=105 mm (prod. No. 4966)

hole saw 106mm with quick change adapter for wood materials, plastics
Applications:
- Injection openings in any wood materials
- Installation and series drilling with high precision
- Solid wood, OSB, chipboard, veneered chipboard, plywood, screen printing plates, laminate, MDF, HDF
- Plastics (PVC, PE, PP, GFRP, acrylic glass, polycarbonate synthetic resin, for example Pertinax, Trespa, Formica etc.)

Art. 9290
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Advantages
- short drilling times and associated time savings
- excellent smoothness, precise concentricity, high dimensional stability
- fast hole saw change and easy core removal by quick change adapter
- very good surface quality of the drilling, often no deburring required
- optimal chip removal due to extra large chip spaces
- low heat development, no catching, secure centering
- very long service life
- Drilling depth 70 mm

Scope of delivery:
Complete hole saw consisting of holder, center drill, bayonet lock and drill bit
Spare parts:
- Quick change adapter for hole saw (prod. No. 9286)
- Hole saw 85 mm for plastic, wood and wood-based materials (prod. No. 9288)
hole saw 85mm with quick change adapter for wood materials, plastics
Applications:
- Injection openings in any wood materials
- Installation and series drilling with high precision
- Solid wood, OSB, chipboard, veneered chipboard, plywood, screen printing plates, laminate, MDF, HDF
- Plastics (PVC, PE, PP, GFRP, acrylic glass, polycarbonate synthetic resin, for example Pertinax, Trespa, Formica etc.)

Art. 9289
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Advantages
- short drilling times and associated time savings
- excellent smoothness, precise concentricity, high dimensional stability
- fast hole saw change and easy core removal by quick change adapter
- very good surface quality of the drilling, often no deburring required
- optimal chip removal due to extra large chip spaces
- low heat development, no catching, secure centering
- very long service life
- Drilling depth 70 mm

Scope of delivery:
Complete hole saw consisting of holder, center drill, bayonet lock and drill bit
Spare parts:
- Quick change adapter for hole saw (prod. No. 9286)
- Hole saw 85 mm for plastic, wood and wood-based materials (prod. No. 9287)
DDE: Hole saw HF 106,5mm with Ejection System
Especially developed hole saw for drilling wood fiber insulation boards*), manufactured with dry process. Suitable for
drillings fit for injection hoses, rotary nozzles of type X-Jet, J-Jet, S-Jet, exhaust pipes and more.

Art. 9145
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Advantages:
- Special cutting geometry
- Extremely thin cutting edge, perfect drilling result
- Drill core can be reused for closing the drill hole
- Easy removal of the drilling core through practical ejection mechanism
- Resharpening with sharpening stone possible
- Short drilling times
Technical details:
- Weight: approx. 0,6 kg
- Cutting depth: approx. 85 mm
- Drill hole: 106,5 mm
- Clamping spigot for drill chuck: 11 mm
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Scope of delivery:
Hole saw in plastic threated box and operating instructions
Note: When drilling water-repellent material, the use of water-resistant sealant adhesive will be recommended.
*) Examples: Multitherm,Top, Room, Floor, Wall, Flex, Multiplex-Top, Ultratherm, Thermosafe, Thermoflex, Thermoflat,
Thermoinstal, Thermoroom, Thermofloor, Thermowall, Isolair, Diffuboard, Pavatherm, Pavawall, Universal dry, Special
dry, Safe, Protect dry, Duo dry, Flex, Roof dry, Therm dry, Install, Top, Steico Universal, etc.
For a more detailed description: see flyer or visit www.x-floc.com
+++ discount of 10% when purchasing 2 or more, discount of 15% when purchasing 5 or more +++

DDE: Hole saw HF 120mm with Ejection System
Especially developed hole saw for drilling wood fiber insulation boards*) manufactured with dry process. Suitable for
drillings fit for injection hoses, rotary nozzles of type X-Jet, J-Jet, S-Jet, exhaust pipes and more.

Art. 9334
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Advantages:
- Special cutting geometry
- Extremely thin cutting edge, perfect drilling result
- Drill core can be reused for closing the drill hole
- Resharpening with sharpening stone possible
- Short drilling times
Technical details:
- Weight: approx. 0,5 kg
- Cutting depth: approx. 85 mm
- Drill hole: 120 mm
- Clamping spigot for drill chuck: 13 mm

Scope of delivery:
Hole saw in plastic threated box and operating instructions
Note: When drilling water-repellent material, the use of water-resistant sealant adhesive will be recommended.
*) Examples: Multitherm,Top, Room, Floor, Wall, Flex, Multiplex-Top, Ultratherm, Thermosafe, Thermoflex, Thermoflat,
Thermoinstal, Thermoroom, Thermofloor, Thermowall, Isolair, Diffuboard, Pavatherm, Pavawall, Universal dry, Special
dry, Safe, Protect dry, Duo dry, Flex, Roof dry, Therm dry, Install, Top, Steico Universal, etc.
For a more detailed description: see flyer or visit www.x-floc.com
+++ discount of 10% when purchasing 2 or more, discount of 15% when purchasing 5 or more +++
DDE: Hole saw HF 85mm with Ejection System
Especially developed hole saw for drilling wood fiber insulation boards*), manufactured with dry process. Suitable for
drillings fit for injection hoses, rotary nozzles of type X-Jet, J-Jet, S-Jet, exhaust pipes and more.

Art. 9335
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Advantages:
- Special cutting geometry
- Extremely thin cutting edge, perfect drilling result
- Drill core can be reused for closing the drill hole
- Easy removal of the drilling core through practical ejection mechanism
- Resharpening with sharpening stone possible
- Short drilling times
Technical details:
- Weight: approx. 0,6 kg
- Cutting depth: approx. 85 mm
- Drill hole: 85 mm
- Clamping spigot for drill chuck: 13 mm
Scope of delivery:
Hole saw in plastic threated box and operating instructions

Note: When drilling water-repellent material, the use of water-resistant sealant adhesive will be recommended.
*) Examples: Multitherm,Top, Room, Floor, Wall, Flex, Multiplex-Top, Ultratherm, Thermosafe, Thermoflex, Thermoflat,
Thermoinstal, Thermoroom, Thermofloor, Thermowall, Isolair, Diffuboard, Pavatherm, Pavawall, Universal dry, Special
dry, Safe, Protect dry, Duo dry, Flex, Roof dry, Therm dry, Install, Top, Steico Universal, etc.
For a more detailed description: see flyer or visit www.x-floc.com
+++ discount of 10% when purchasing 2 or more, discount of 15% when purchasing 5 or more +++
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DDE: Hole saw with ejection system complete D= 102 mm
Hole saw for drilling injection holes. Suitable for drillings fit for injection hoses, rotary nozzles of type X-Jet, J-Jet, S-Jet,
exhaust pipes and more.

Art. 7537
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Advantages:
- Unique shaft system
- Quick and easy removing of the drill core
- Short drilling times
- Big tooth pitches enable an optimum chip removal even at maximum depth
- No clogging or burning of the hard metal teeth
- Optimized for wood, wood fiber panels, chipboards, coated wood panels, hardboard, PVC, glass fiber material,
plasterboard, aerated concrete, clay tiles, Yton stones and many more
Technical details:
- Material: hard metal
- Weight: approx. 0,8 kg
- Cutting depth: approx. 58 mm
- Diameter: 102 mm with complete seating
Note:
- Not suitable for percussion drilling
- Always to be tensioned on the 3-clamping surfaces of the shaft
- To be used with manual feeding and on hand drills only
For a more detailed description: see flyer or visit www.x-floc.com
Optional accessories / spares:
- HSS Drill bit for ejection system (Prod. No. 5032)
- Hole saw with ejection system: SDS adaptor (prod. No. 6492)

DDE: Hole saw with ejection system complete D= 105 mm
Due to its unique shaft system, drill cores can easily be removed in seconds!

Art. 10025
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Characteristics:
- Carbide tipped cylinder saw, D=105mm with complete drill spindle
- Drill holes suitable for injection hoses, rotary nozzles of type x-jet, j-jet, s-jet or e.g. exhaust pipes and others
- Cutting depth approx. 58mm
- Especially suited for wood, chip board, coated particle boards, hardboard, PVC, prepreg, plaster board, aerated
concrete, clay tiles, ytong stone and many more
- Large tooth pitch enables an optimal chip removal even at maximum depth. Clogging or seizures of the carbide teeth is
excluded.
Notes:
- Unsuitable for percussion drilling
- Always tighten the three clamping surfaces of the shaft
- Only use with hand-feed and hand drills
Optional accessories / spares:
- HSS Drill bit for ejection system (Prod. No. 5032)
- Hole saw with ejection system: SDS adapter (prod. no. 6492)

DDE: Hole saw with ejection system complete D= 120 mm
Hole saw for drilling injection holes. Suitable for drillings fit for injection hoses, rotary nozzles of type X-Jet, J-Jet, S-Jet,
exhaust pipes and more.

Art. 5282
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Advantages:
- Unique shaft system
- Quick and easy removing of the drill core
- Short drilling times
- Big tooth pitches enable an optimum chip removal even at maximum depth
- No clogging or burning of the hard metal teeth
- Optimized for wood, wood fiber panels, chipboards, coated wood panels, hardboard, PVC, glass fiber material,
plasterboard, aerated concrete, clay tiles, Yton stones and many more
Technical details:
- Material: hard metal
- Weight: approx. 0,8 kg
- Cutting depth: approx. 58 mm
- Diameter: 120 mm with complete seating
Note:
- Not suitable for percussion drilling
- Always to be tensioned on the 3-clamping surfaces of the shaft
- To be used with manual feeding and on hand drills only
For a more detailed description: see flyer or visit www.x-floc.com
Optional accessories / spares:
- HSS Drill bit for ejection system (Prod. No. 5032)
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- Hole saw with ejection system: SDS adaptor (prod. No. 6492)

DDE: Hole saw with ejection system complete D= 138 mm
Hole saw for drilling injection holes. Suitable for drillings fit for injection hoses, rotary nozzles of type X-Jet, J-Jet, S-Jet,
exhaust pipes and more.

Art. 7901
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Advantages:
- Unique shaft system
- Quick and easy removing of the drill core
- Short drilling times
- Big tooth pitches enable an optimum chip removal even at maximum depth
- No clogging or burning of the hard metal teeth
- Optimized for wood, wood fiber panels, chipboards, coated wood panels, hardboard, PVC, glass fiber material,
plasterboard, aerated concrete, clay tiles, Yton stones and many more
Technical details:
- Material: hard metal
- Weight: approx. 0,8 kg
- Cutting depth: approx. 58 mm
- Diameter: 138 mm with complete seating
Note:
- Not suitable for percussion drilling
- Always to be tensioned on the 3-clamping surfaces of the shaft
- To be used with manual feeding and on hand drills only
For a more detailed description: see flyer or visit www.x-floc.com
Optional accessories / spares:
- HSS Drill bit for ejection system (Prod. No. 5032)
- Hole saw with ejection system: SDS adaptor (prod. no. 6492)

DDE: Hole saw with ejection system complete D= 160 mm
Hole saw for drilling injection holes. Suitable for drillings fit for injection hoses, rotary nozzles of type X-Jet, J-Jet, S-Jet,
exhaust pipes and more.

Art. 7538
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Advantages:
- Unique shaft system
- Quick and easy removing of the drill core
- Short drilling times
- Big tooth pitches enable an optimum chip removal even at maximum depth
- No clogging or burning of the hard metal teeth
- Optimized for wood, wood fiber panels, chipboards, coated wood panels, hardboard, PVC, glass fiber material,
plasterboard, aerated concrete, clay tiles, Yton stones and many more
Technical details:
- Material: hard metal
- Weight: approx. 0,8 kg
- Cutting depth: approx. 58 mm
- Diameter: 160 mm with complete seating
Note:
- Not suitable for percussion drilling
- Always to be tensioned on the 3-clamping surfaces of the shaft
- To be used with manual feeding and on hand drills only
For a more detailed description: see flyer or visit www.x-floc.com
Optional accessories / spares:
- HSS Drill bit for ejection system (Prod. No. 5032)
- Hole saw with ejection system: SDS adaptor (prod. no. 6492)

DDE: Hole saw with ejection system complete D= 185 mm
Advantages:
- Unique shank system
- Easy removal of the drill core in seconds
- Short drilling times
- Large tooth pitch allows optimum chip removal even at maximum depth
- No clogging or burning of the carbide teeth
- Especially for wood, soft wood fiberboard, chipboard, coated wood board, hardboard, PVC, fiberglass material, gypsum
Klick me! (Image similiar)
plasterboard, aerated concrete, clay bricks, Yton bricks and much more.

Art. 11026
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Technical data:
- Material: carbide
- weight: approx. 1,5 kg
- Cutting depth: approx. 52 mm
- Diameter: 185 mm with complete holder
Notes:
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- Unsuitable for percussion drilling
- Always clamp on the 3 clamping surfaces of the shank
- Use only with hand feed and only on hand drills
Optional accessories / spare parts:
- DDE: HSS drill bit for hole saw with ejection system (all sizes) (part no. 5032).
- Hole saw with ejection system: SDS adapter (Art.-No. 6492)

DDE: Hole saw with ejection system complete D= 200 mm
Hole saw for drilling injection holes. Suitable for drillings fit for injection hoses, rotary nozzles of type X-Jet, J-Jet, S-Jet,
exhaust pipes and more.

Art. 7539
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Advantages:
- Unique shaft system
- Quick and easy removing of the drill core
- Short drilling times
- Big tooth pitches enable an optimum chip removal even at maximum depth
- No clogging or burning of the hard metal teeth
- Optimized for wood, wood fiber panels, chipboards, coated wood panels, hardboard, PVC, glass fiber material,
plasterboard, aerated concrete, clay tiles, Yton stones and many more
Technical details:
- Material: hard metal
- Weight: approx. 0,8 kg
- Cutting depth: approx. 58 mm
- Diameter: 200 mm with complete seating
Note:
- Not suitable for percussion drilling
- Always to be tensioned on the 3-clamping surfaces of the shaft
- To be used with manual feeding and on hand drills only
For a more detailed description: see flyer or visit www.x-floc.com
Optional accessories / spares:
- HSS Drill bit for ejection system (Prod. No. 5032)
- Hole saw with ejection system: SDS adaptor (prod. no. 6492)

DDE: Hole saw with ejection system complete D= 225 mm
Hole saw for drilling injection holes. Suitable for drillings fit for injection hoses, rotary nozzles of type X-Jet, J-Jet, S-Jet,
exhaust pipes and more.

Art. 7540
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Advantages:
- Unique shaft system
- Quick and easy removing of the drill core
- Short drilling times
- Big tooth pitches enable an optimum chip removal even at maximum depth
- No clogging or burning of the hard metal teeth
- Optimized for wood, wood fiber panels, chipboards, coated wood panels, hardboard, PVC, glass fiber material,
plasterboard, aerated concrete, clay tiles, Yton stones and many more
Technical details:
- Material: hard metal
- Weight: approx. 0,8 kg
- Cutting depth: approx. 58 mm
- Diameter: 225 mm with complete seating
Note:
- Not suitable for percussion drilling
- Always to be tensioned on the 3-clamping surfaces of the shaft
- To be used with manual feeding and on hand drills only
For a more detailed description: see flyer or visit www.x-floc.com
Optional accessories / spares:
- HSS Drill bit for ejection system (Prod. No. 5032)
- Hole saw with ejection system: SDS adaptor (prod. no. 6492)

DDE: Hole saw with ejection system complete D= 250 mm
Hole saw for drilling injection holes. Suitable for drillings fit for injection hoses, rotary nozzles of type X-Jet, J-Jet, S-Jet,
exhaust pipes and more.

Art. 7541
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Advantages:
- Unique shaft system
- Quick and easy removing of the drill core
- Short drilling times
- Big tooth pitches enable an optimum chip removal even at maximum depth
- No clogging or burning of the hard metal teeth
- Optimized for wood, wood fiber panels, chipboards, coated wood panels, hardboard, PVC, glass fiber material,
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plasterboard, aerated concrete, clay tiles, Yton stones and many more
Technical details:
- Material: hard metal
- Weight: approx. 0,8 kg
- Cutting depth: approx. 58 mm
- Diameter: 250 mm with complete seating
Note:
- Not suitable for percussion drilling
- Always to be tensioned on the 3-clamping surfaces of the shaft
- To be used with manual feeding and on hand drills only
For a more detailed description: see flyer or visit www.x-floc.com
Optional accessories / spares:
- HSS Drill bit for ejection system (Prod. No. 5032)
- Hole saw with ejection system: SDS adaptor (prod. no. 6492)

DDE: Hole saw with ejection system complete D= 270 mm
Hole saw for drilling injection holes. Suitable for drillings fit for injection hoses, rotary nozzles of type X-Jet, J-Jet, S-Jet,
exhaust pipes and more.

Art. 7542
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Advantages:
- Unique shaft system
- Quick and easy removing of the drill core
- Short drilling times
- Big tooth pitches enable an optimum chip removal even at maximum depth
- No clogging or burning of the hard metal teeth
- Optimized for wood, wood fiber panels, chipboards, coated wood panels, hardboard, PVC, glass fiber material,
plasterboard, aerated concrete, clay tiles, Yton stones and many more
Technical details:
- Material: hard metal
- Weight: approx. 0,8 kg
- Cutting depth: approx. 58 mm
- Diameter: 270 mm with complete seating
Note:
- Not suitable for percussion drilling
- Always to be tensioned on the 3-clamping surfaces of the shaft
- To be used with manual feeding and on hand drills only
For a more detailed description: see flyer or visit www.x-floc.com
Optional accessories / spares:
- HSS Drill bit for ejection system (Prod. No. 5032)
- Hole saw with ejection system: SDS adaptor (prod. no. 6492)

DDE: Hole saw with ejection system complete D= 330 mm
Hole saw for drilling injection holes. Suitable for drillings fit for injection hoses, rotary nozzles of type X-Jet, J-Jet, S-Jet,
exhaust pipes and more.

Art. 7543
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Advantages:
- Unique shaft system
- Quick and easy removing of the drill core
- Short drilling times
- Big tooth pitches enable an optimum chip removal even at maximum depth
- No clogging or burning of the hard metal teeth
- Optimized for wood, wood fiber panels, chipboards, coated wood panels, hardboard, PVC, glass fiber material,
plasterboard, aerated concrete, clay tiles, Yton stones and many more
Technical details:
- Material: hard metal
- Weight: approx. 0,8 kg
- Cutting depth: approx. 58 mm
- Diameter: 330 mm with complete seating
Note:
- Not suitable for percussion drilling
- Always to be tensioned on the 3-clamping surfaces of the shaft
- To be used with manual feeding and on hand drills only
For a more detailed description: see flyer or visit www.x-floc.com
Optional accessories / spares:
- HSS Drill bit for ejection system (Prod. No. 5032)
- Hole saw with ejection system: SDS adaptor (prod. no. 6492)
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DDE: Hole saw with ejection system, complete D=52mm
Due to ist unique shaft system, drill cores can easily be removed in seconds!

Art. 8836
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Characteristics:
- Carbide tipped cylinder saw, D=52mm with complete drill spindle
- Drill holes suitable for injection hoses, rotary nozzles of type x-jet, j-jet, s-jet or e.g. exhaust pipes and others
- Cutting depth approx. 58mm
- Especially suited for wood, chip board, coated particle boards, hardboard, PVC, prepreg, plaster board, aerated
concrete, clay tiles, ytong stone and many more
- Large tooth pitch enables an optimal chip removal even at maximum depth. Clogging or seizures of the carbide teeth is
excluded.
Notes:
- Unsuitable for percussion drilling
- Always tighten the three clamping surfaces of the shaft
- Only use with hand-feed and hand drills
Optional accessories / spares:
- HSS Drill bit for ejection system (Prod. No. 5032)
- Hole saw with ejection system: SDS adapter (prod. no. 6492)

DDE: Hole saw with ejection system complete D= 65 mm
Hole saw for drilling injection holes. Suitable for drillings fit for injection hoses, rotary nozzles of type X-Jet, J-Jet, S-Jet,
exhaust pipes and more.

Art. 5038
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Advantages:
- Unique shaft system
- Quick and easy removing of the drill core
- Short drilling times
- Big tooth pitches enable an optimum chip removal even at maximum depth
- No clogging or burning of the hard metal teeth
- Optimized for wood, wood fiber panels, chipboards, coated wood panels, hardboard, PVC, glass fiber material,
plasterboard, aerated concrete, clay tiles, Yton stones and many more
Technical details:
- Material: hard metal
- Weight: approx. 0,5 kg
- Cutting depth: approx. 58 mm
- Diameter: 65 mm with complete seating
Note:
- Not suitable for percussion drilling
- Always to be tensioned on the 3-clamping surfaces of the shaft
- To be used with manual feeding and on hand drills only
For a more detailed description: see flyer or visit www.x-floc.com
Optional accessories / spares:
- HSS Drill bit for ejection system (Prod. No. 5032)
- Hole saw with ejection system: SDS adaptor (prod. no. 6492)

DDE: Hole saw with ejection system complete D= 68 mm
Hole saw for drilling injection holes. Suitable for drillings fit for injection hoses, rotary nozzles of type X-Jet, J-Jet, S-Jet,
exhaust pipes and more.

Art. 8059
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Advantages:
- Unique shaft system
- Quick and easy removing of the drill core
- Short drilling times
- Big tooth pitches enable an optimum chip removal even at maximum depth
- No clogging or burning of the hard metal teeth
- Optimized for wood, wood fiber panels, chipboards, coated wood panels, hardboard, PVC, glass fiber material,
plasterboard, aerated concrete, clay tiles, Yton stones and many more
Technical details:
- Material: hard metal
- Weight: approx. 0,5 kg
- Cutting depth: approx. 58 mm
- Diameter: 68 mm with complete seating
Note:
- Not suitable for percussion drilling
- Always to be tensioned on the 3-clamping surfaces of the shaft
- To be used with manual feeding and on hand drills only
For a more detailed description: see flyer or visit www.x-floc.com
Optional accessories / spares:
- HSS Drill bit for ejection system (Prod. No. 5032)
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- Hole saw with ejection system: SDS adaptor (prod. no. 6492)

DDE: Hole saw with ejection system complete D= 98 mm
Hole saw for drilling injection holes. Suitable for drillings fit for injection hoses, rotary nozzles of type X-Jet, J-Jet, S-Jet,
exhaust pipes and more.

Art. 7536
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Advantages:
- Unique shaft system
- Quick and easy removing of the drill core
- Short drilling times
- Big tooth pitches enable an optimum chip removal even at maximum depth
- No clogging or burning of the hard metal teeth
- Optimized for wood, wood fiber panels, chipboards, coated wood panels, hardboard, PVC, glass fiber material,
plasterboard, aerated concrete, clay tiles, Yton stones and many more
Technical details:
- Material: hard metal
- Weight: approx. 0,8 kg
- Cutting depth: approx. 58 mm
- Diameter: 98 mm with complete seating
Note:
- Not suitable for percussion drilling
- Always to be tensioned on the 3-clamping surfaces of the shaft
- To be used with manual feeding and on hand drills only
For a more detailed description: see flyer or visit www.x-floc.com
Optional accessories / spares:
- HSS Drill bit for ejection system (Prod. No. 5032)
- Hole saw with ejection system: SDS adaptor (prod. no. 6492)

HSS Drill bit for ejection system
Use: For all pad saws with ejection systems

Art. 10647
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HSS Drill bit for ejection system
Use: For all pad saws with ejection systems

Art. 10648

Klick me! (Image similiar)

DDE: Hole saw with ejection system: Drill body D=105.0mm
Drill body with integrated ejection mechanism.

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 11242

-------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages:
- Unique shank system
- Easy removal of the drill core in seconds
- Short drilling times
- Large tooth pitch enables optimum chip removal even at maximum depth
- No clogging or burning of the carbide teeth
- Especially for wood, softwood fibreboards, chipboards, coated wood boards, hardboard, PVC, glass fibre material,
plasterboard, aerated concrete, clay bricks, Yton bricks and many more.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
- Material: hard metal
- Weight: approx. 0.5 kg
- Cutting depth: approx. 58 mm
- Diameter: 106.5 mm
-------------------------------------------------------------------------Hints:
- Unsuitable for percussion drilling
- Always clamp on the 3 clamping surfaces of the shank
- Use only with hand feed and only on hand drills
-------------------------------------------------------------------------Suitable for:
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- DDE: Hole saw with ejector system complete D=105.0mm (art.-no. 10225)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------Accessories:
- DDE: Hole saw with ejection system: HSS drill bit (all sizes) (art.-no. 5032)
- Hole saw with ejection system: SDS adapter (art.-no. 6492)

HSS Drill bit for ejection system
Use: For all pad saws with ejection systems

Art. 5032
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DDE: Pad saw with ejection system: SDS drill
Use: For all pad saws with ejection systems and SDS brackets.

Art. 6492

Klick me! (Image similiar)

DDE: Hole saw Pro D= 85 mm complete
Multipurpose hole saw for drilling injection holes. Suitable for drillings fit for injection hoses, rotary nozzles of type X-Jet, JJet, S-Jet, exhaust pipes and more.

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 7544

Advantages:
- Quick and easy removing of the drill core due to new chip space design
- Short drilling times
- In case of tooth break (chipping), replaceable
- No clogging or burning of the hard metal teeth
- Resharpenable
- Optimized for wood, chipboards (raw, veneered or coated), plywood, laminated paper, PVC, acryl, GFK, aerated
concrete, Yton stones, plasterboard, clay tiles and hollow blocks, tiles up to scratch hardness 6. Suitable for drilling wood
substitute materials as well.
Technical details:
- Material: hard metal
- Weight: approx. 0,6 kg
- Cutting depth: approx. 62 mm
- Diameter: 85 mm
Note:
- Recommended machine performance: 600-800 Watt
- To be used in machines with safety coupling and additional handle only
- To be inserted in a rotary movement, when drill hammer has been switched off
- Ensure a tight workpiece clamping
- Wearing protective clothing is recommended
- Impacts and shocks on the hard metal teeth can cause chipping in small areas and therefore may lead to power loss
- To not be tilted in the drill hole
- Remove the drill core after each drilling. In case of wood substitute materials, remove the bore dust.
For a more detailed description: see flyer or visit www.x-floc.com
Optional accessories:
- Hole Saw Pro: drilling bit Ø 7,2mm (prod. no. 6184)

DDE: Hole saw Pro D= 85 mm complete T= 90 mm
Multipurpose hole saw for drilling injection holes. Suitable for drillings fit for injection hoses, rotary nozzles of type X-Jet, JJet, S-Jet, exhaust pipes and more.

Art. 7829
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Advantages:
- Quick and easy removing of the drill core due to new chip space design
- Short drilling times
- In case of tooth break (chipping), replaceable
- No clogging or burning of the hard metal teeth
- Resharpenable
- Optimized for wood, chipboards (raw, veneered or coated), plywood, laminated paper, PVC, acryl, GFK, aerated
concrete, Yton stones, plasterboard, clay tiles and hollow blocks, tiles up to scratch hardness 6. Suitable for drilling wood
substitute materials as well.
Technical details:
- Material: hard metal
- Weight: approx. 1,0 kg
- Cutting depth: approx. 90 mm
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- Diameter: 85 mm
Note:
- Recommended machine performance: 600-800 Watt
- To be used in machines with safety coupling and additional handle only
- To be inserted in a rotary movement, when drill hammer has been switched off
- Ensure a tight workpiece clamping
- Wearing protective clothing is recommended
- Impacts and shocks on the hard metal teeth can cause chipping in small areas and therefore may lead to power loss
- To not be tilted in the drill hole
- Remove the drill core after each drilling. In case of wood substitute materials, remove the bore dust.
For a more detailed description: see flyer or visit www.x-floc.com
Optional accessories:
- Hole Saw Pro: drilling bit Ø 7,2mm (prod. no. 6184)

Dichtlappensatz für Krendl 1000 (313x166) Gummi hochfest
English version in preparation: bestehend aus 6 Stück Dichtungslappen, aus Gummi (schwarz) mit 2 Einlagen

Art. 5441
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Dichtlappensatz für Krendl 1000 (313x166) Gummi hochfest
English version in preparation: bestehend aus 6 Stück Dichtungslappen, aus Gummi (schwarz) mit 2 Einlagen

Art. 9268

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Gasket set EM100 (L=475 mm) High-strength rubber
Suitable for EM100 with long airlock (length inside: L= 472 mm) up to S/N M99A0584.

Art. 3782

Consisting of 6 x rubber piece for sealing flap set EM100 (Art. 4810) with improved sealing and longer service life.
Temp.: -10°C...50°C
+++ Installation instructions must be observed! Impart seals during installation, run-in time at least 2h! +++

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Gasket set EM4XX, L=307 made from rubber
Compatible with the EM400, rubber seals (6 pieces) with improved sealing and longer service life.
Temperature: -10°C...50°C
6 pieces finished for installation in the airlock

Art. 3762

+++ Pay attention to the installation information! Run-in period after exchange at least 2h! +++
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Durable rubber gaskets, force/2 (206x140,5)
Consists of 6 durable rubber gaskets.

Art. 1871
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M95 durable rubber gasket set (L=230 mm).
Suitable for M95H zellofant (L=230). Six rubber gaskets with improved sealing and longer operating life.
Temperature: -10°C - 50°C
6 units ready to be fitted into the M95H airlock, +++ Installation information must be adhered to! Centre gaskets when
fitting them. The machine should be warmed up for at least 2 hours before use! +++

Art. 8238
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Gasket set ISOblow Profi / 5 chambers, high-strength
Gasket set compatible with the ISOblow Profi / 5 chamber
(machine product: ISOCELL)
Consisting of 5 piece sealing lips with holes out of high-strength, extremely low-wear insulation material with a very high
service life.

Art. 2909
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Gasket set ISOblow Standard / Standard Plus, 6 chambers, high-strength
Gasket set ideal for ISOblow Standard / Standard Plus / 6 chambers
(Machine manufacturer: ISOCELL)
Consists of 6 piece sealing lips with holes made from high-strength, extremely low-wear sealing material with very high
service life.

Art. 5915
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Isofloccer / Force 1 / Minifloc gasket set (169x122), made from durable rubber
Gasket set (6 pieces), made of high-strength rubber with fabric insert.

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 4795

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Important notes:
- Sealing tabs are not identical to the original silicone seals moulded in all three spatial directions.
- Gaskets must be aligned during installation (off-centre gaskets cause leaks).
- The seals may have to be chamfered for an exact fit on the side facing the rotor shaft.
- If the holes in the sealing flaps do not match the existing hole pattern, corresponding holes must be punched.
- If necessary, additional sealing towards the shaft with silicone, possibly chamfering, is required during installation.
+++++++++++++++++++++++

Kematherm gasket set - 6 chambers (295x123), durable rubber
Gasket set for kematherm / 6 chambers
Material.: Rubber, s=approx. 5.5mm (replica)

Art. 3167
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Krendl 1000 durable rubber gasket set (313x166).
consists of 6 rubber gaskets (black), with two fabric layers.

Art. 2602
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Krendl 2000/2100/2300 durable rubber gasket set (413x165mm)
consists of 6 rubber gaskets (black), with two fabric layers

Art. 2920
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Krendl 500 gasket set (258x167) made from durable rubber
Rubber seals (6 pcs.) with improved sealing and longer service life
Temp.: -10°C...50°C
6 pieces ready for installation in the airlock.
+++ Installation instructions must be observed! Impart seals during installation, run-in time at least 2h! +++

Art. 1989
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Rubber gasket set M95/EM300 (L=200 mm), rubber high strength
Set of sealing flaps suitable for rotary valves with a width of B=200mmm.
Consisting of 6 sealing flaps with perforation for stud bolt/clamp plate fastening.
Material: High-strength rubber with fabric insert
- Good sealing properties
- High abrasion resistance, therefore long service life
- Temperature resistant (-15°C...80°C)
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 1503

Please note (see also operating instructions of the blow-in machine):
- Impart gaskets during installation
- Run-in time at least 2h
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Rubber gasket set M95/EM300 (L=230 mm), rubber high strength
Set of sealing flaps suitable for rotary valves with a width of B=230mmm.
Consisting of 6 sealing flaps with perforation for stud bolt/clamp plate fastening.
Material: High-strength rubber with fabric insert
- Good sealing properties
- High abrasion resistance, therefore long service life
- Temperature resistant (-15°C...80°C)

Art. 1760
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Please note (see also operating instructions of the blow-in machine):
- Impart gaskets during installation
- Run-in time at least 2h

M99 Minifant durable rubber gasket set.
Rubber seals (6 pieces) with improved sealing and longer service life
Temp.: -10°C...50°C
6 pieces ready for installation in the airlock.
+++ Please observe the installation instructions! Centre seals during installation, run-in time at least 2h! +++

Art. 1504
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M99 Minifant durable rubber gasket set.
Use: Minifant M99-Standard -DS or -DS-Pro with 8-chamber rotary valve.
8 pcs. Rubber seals with excellent sealing of the airlock chambers and long service life
Recommended temperature range: -10°C…50°C
------------------------------------------Please be sure to observe the installation instructions.
Place the seals centrally on the sash plate and fix them with the clamping plate.
After installation, the seals should be allowed to run in for at least 2 hours (let the machine run empty).
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 8976

Dichtlappensatz Maxifloc (6 Stück)
English version in preparation: Gummidichtungen (6 Stück) mit verbesserter Abdichtung und längerer Standzeit
Temp.: -10°C...50°C
6 Stück fertig zum Einbau in die Schleuse.
+++ Einbauhinweise unbedingt beachten! Dichtungen beim Einbau vermitteln, Einlaufzeit mindestens 2h! +++

Art. 7739
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SHS 1 - 6 chambers (168x113.5) durable rubber gasket set
SHS 1 / 6 chambers gasket set.
Material.: Felt, s=approx. 5.5mm (replica)
Optional / accessories: Sheet steel base plate, completely assembled, ready for fitting into the airlock.

Art. 2538
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SHS 1 - 8 chambers (168x113.05) durable rubber gasket set
SHS 1 / 8 chambers gasket set.
Material.: Felt, s=approx. 5.5mm (replica)
Optional / accessories: Sheet steel base plate, completely assembled, ready for fitting into the airlock.

Art. 1912
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SHS 2 - 6 chambers (207x113,5) felt gasket set.
Gasket set for SHS 2 / 6 chambers
Mat: Felt s=approx. 5.5mm (replica)

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 3617

Hints:
1. The geometry or hole pattern of the required/available base plates can differ from machine to machine. For this reason
we recommend a hole pattern adjustment when ordering WITHOUT base plates.
2. it is recommended to replace the front side rotor seals when replacing the airlock seals (felt ring 69x29x8 suitable for
SHS1 / SHS2 and Z2 (230V and 400V), 2 pieces art. no. 1944)

SHS 2 - 8 chambers (207x113.5) durable rubber gasket set.
Washer set for SHS 2 / 8 chambers.
Material.: Rubber, s=approx. 5.5mm (replica)

Art. 11274
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SHS 2 - 8 chambers (207x113.5) durable rubber gasket set.
Washer set for SHS 2 / 8 chambers.
Material.: Rubber, s=approx. 5.5mm (replica)

Art. 4763
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SHS 2 - 8 chambers (207x113.5) rubber gasket set.
SHS 2 / 8 chambers washer set including completely assembled base plate.
Material.: Rubber, s=approx. 5.5mm (replica)
Material Base plate: Sheet steel, s= 3.0mm

Art. 4762

Klick me! (Image similiar)

SHS 2 (207x112) felt gasket set, screwed.
For SHS2-airlocks, screwed gasket and clamp sheet models.

Art. 3963

Klick me! (Image similiar)

SHS 2.5 - 8 chambers (302x112) felt gasket set.
Gasket set for SHS 2.5 / 8 chambers
Material.: Felt, s=approx. 5.5mm (replica)

Art. 1761

Klick me! (Image similiar)

SHS 2.5 - 8 chambers (302x113) durable rubber gasket set.
Washer set for SHS 2 / 8 chambers.
Material.: Rubber, s=approx. 5.5mm (replica)

Art. 2151

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Gasket set SHS 3 - 6 chambers (383x112mm) rubber, complete

Art. 5152

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Gasket set SHS 3 - 6 chambers (386x111mm) high-strength rubber
Sealing set for SHS3 / 6 chambers
Mat.: rubber s= approx. 5.5mm
For screwed version

Art. 3405

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Gasket set SHS 3 - 8 chambers (383x112mm) high-strength rubber
Sealing set for SHS3 / 8 chambers
Material: rubber s= approx. 5.5mm
for screwed version

Art. 3506

Klick me! (Image similiar)
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Gasket Set SHS 3-8 chambers 383x112mm complete rubber
English version in preparation:

Art. 5791
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SHS Minifloc gasket set with chamfered edges.
Airlock washer set consists of:
6 piece felt airlock washer set suitable for minifloc.

Art. 4459

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Dichtlappensatz ISOblow Standard / Standard Plus, hochfest
English version in preparation: Dichtlappensatz passend für ISOblow Standard / Standard Plus / 6 Kammern
(Maschinenfabrikat: ISOCELL)
Bestehend aus 6 Stück Dichtlippen mit Lochungen aus hochfestem, extrem verschleißarmen Dichtmaterial mit sehr hoher
Standzeit.

Art. 6073

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Dichtlappensatz ISOblow Standard / Standard Plus, hochfest
English version in preparation: Dichtlappensatz passend für ISOblow Standard / Standard Plus / 6 Kammern
(Maschinenfabrikat: ISOCELL)
Bestehend aus 6 Stück Dichtlippen mit Lochungen aus hochfestem, extrem verschleißarmen Dichtmaterial mit sehr hoher
Standzeit.

Art. 10509
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Direkterweiterung NW75>90 (3''>3½'')
Discharge connection for extension from NW75 (3'') to NW90 (3½)
Suitable for machines with NW75 threaded connection: M95, EM3XX, EM4XX, EM5XX and others if necessary).
Side outlet: NW90 (3½'') with thread (suitable for delivery line NW90) or Storz coupling

Art. 6746

Options:
- Measuring devices: Pressure gauge, D=117mm (art. no. 7079)

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Direct reducer piece NW63>38 (2½>1½'')
Reducer piece for direct insertion into the outlet of Minfant M99 blowing machines with a outlet size NW63 (2½'') (e.g. M99NW63 before year 02/2018)
Outlet diameter: NW38 (1½'')

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 6224

Notes or for retrofitting:
- For fitting, if necessary, the internal weld of the outlet nozzle on the blow-in machine must be ground down.
- For attachment, a through-hole for the supplied fastening screw (M6) must be made at the outlet of the machine. The
location of the hole must be selected so that the pipe end is flush with the inside surface (tread) of the airlock
- The direct reduction extends the existing outlet of the blowing machine by about 60mm

Direct reducer piece NW75>50 (3>2'') (M99-NW75 after year 02/2018)
Reducer piece for direct insertion into the outlet of Minfant M99 blowing machines with a outlet size NW75 (3'') (applicable
after year 02/2018)
Outlet diameter: NW50 (2'')

Art. 8969
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Notes or for retrofitting:
- For fitting, if necessary, the internal weld of the outlet nozzle on the blow-in machine must be ground down.
- For attachment, a through-hole for the supplied fastening screw (M6) must be made at the outlet of the machine. The
location of the hole must be selected so that the pipe end is flush with the inside surface (tread) of the airlock
- The direct reduction extends the existing outlet of the blowing machine by about 60mm

Direct reducer piece NW75>63 (3''>2½'') (M99-NW75 after year 02/2018)
Reducer piece for direct insertion into the outlet of Minfant M99 blowing machines with a outlet size NW75 (3'') (applicable
after year 02/2018)
Outlet diameter: NW63 (2½'')

Art. 8968
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Notes or for retrofitting:
- For fitting, if necessary, the internal weld of the outlet nozzle on the blow-in machine must be ground down.
- For attachment, a through-hole for the supplied fastening screw (M6) must be made at the outlet of the machine. The
location of the hole must be selected so that the pipe end is flush with the inside surface (tread) of the airlock
- The direct reduction extends the existing outlet of the blowing machine by about 60mm
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Direct reducer piece NW90>63 (3½''>2½'') (EM4XX-NW90 after year 06/2018)
Reducer piece for direct insertion into the outlet of Minfant M99 blowing machines with a outlet size NW90 (3½'') (e.g.
EM5XX-NW90, EM4XX-NW90, EM3XX-NW90)
Outlet diameter: NW63 (2½'')

Art. 6706
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Notes or for retrofitting:
- For fitting, if necessary, the internal weld of the outlet nozzle on the blow-in machine must be ground down.
- For attachment, a through-hole for the supplied fastening screw (M6) must be made at the outlet of the machine. The
location of the hole must be selected so that the pipe end is flush with the inside surface (tread) of the airlock
- The direct reduction extends the existing outlet of the blowing machine by about 60mm

Direct reducer piece NW90>75 (3½''>3'') (EM4XX-NW90 after year 06/2018)
Reducer piece for direct insertion into the outlet of Minfant M99 blowing machines with a outlet size NW90 (3½'') (e.g.
EM5XX-NW90, EM4XX-NW90, EM3XX-NW90)
Outlet diameter: NW75 (3'')

Art. 8936
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Notes or for retrofitting:
- For fitting, if necessary, the internal weld of the outlet nozzle on the blow-in machine must be ground down.
- For attachment, a through-hole for the supplied fastening screw (M6) must be made at the outlet of the machine. The
location of the hole must be selected so that the pipe end is flush with the inside surface (tread) of the airlock
- The direct reduction extends the existing outlet of the blowing machine by about 60mm

Injection bezel foldable for panel thickness t=10..35mm
Handy tubing port for fastening in the drill hole with clamping mechanism and locking latch. Self-sealing against the
structure element through breathable sealing sponges and dustproof rubber membrane.

Art. 9179
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Technical details/Features:
-Can be used with paneling depth s= approx. 10 to 35mm
-Required drilling hole: D=106,5 to 120mm
-Rubber membrane to seal the injection bezel
-Default: Rubber membrane D=45 mm best suitable for hoses and injection needles NW50(2") to NW63(2½")
-Flexible sealing for avoiding dust emissions from the blowing port
-Ergonomic locking latch for easy opening and unlocking / useful for single handed operation
-Powder and electrogalvanized coating offer rust protection
-Including 1 x sealing sponge NW50/NW63, 250x250x20 (Art.No. 7160)
-Including 1 x sealing sponge NW50/NW63, 250x250x40 (Art.No. 7100)

Note / Option / Different versions possible (please specify when ordering)
-> Rubber membrane D=68 mm (Art.No. 9181) best suitable for hoses and injection needles NW63(2½") to NW75(3")
-> Rubber membrane D=30 mm (Art.No. 9180) best suitable for hoses and injection needles NW38(1½") to NW50(2")
Further Options:
-DDE: Hole saw with release system complete D=106,5mm (Art.No. 4966)
-DDE: Hole saw professional D=106,5mm (Art.No. 6182)
-DDE: Hole saw with release system complete D=120mm (Art.No. 5282)
-Sealing sponge with larger clearance hole (on request)
-Modifiable with "Fixierwinkel, L165, B60>20" (L-shaped hook, Art.No. 7005) to Injection bezel foldable for panel thickness
T=3565mm (Art.No. 9183)
Injection bezel foldable for panel thickness t=35..65 mm
Handy tubing port for fastening in the drill hole with clamping mechanism and locking latch. Self-sealing against the
structure element through breathable sealing sponges and dustproof rubber membrane.

Art. 9183
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Technical details/Features:
-Can be used with paneling depth s= approx. 35 to 65mm
-Required drilling hole: D=106,5 to 120mm
-Rubber membrane to seal the injection bezel
-Default: Rubber membrane D=45mm best suitable for hoses and injection needles NW50(2") to NW63(2½")
-Flexible sealing for avoiding dust emissions from the blowing port
-Ergonomic locking latch for easy opening and unlocking / useful for single handed operation
-Powder and electrogalvanized coating offer rust protection
-Including 1 x sealing sponge NW50/NW63, 250x250x20 (Art.No. 7160)
-Including 2 x sealing sponge NW50/NW63, 250x250x40 (Art.No. 7100)

Note / Option / Different versions possible (please specify when ordering)
-> Rubber membrane D=68mm (Art.No. 9181) best suitable for hoses and injection needles NW63(2½") to NW75(3")
-> Rubber membrane D=30mm (Art.No. 9180) best suitable for hoses and injection needles NW38(1½") to NW50(2")
Further Options:
-DDE: Hole saw with release system complete D=106,5 mm (Art.No. 4966)
-DDE: Hole saw professional D=106,5 mm (Art.No. 6182)
-DDE: Hole saw with release system complete D=120 mm (Art.No. 5282)
-Sealing sponge with larger clearance hole (on request)
-Modifiable with "Fixierwinkel, L122, B60>20" (L-shaped hook, Art.No. 6741) to Injection bezel foldable for panel thickness
T=35..65mm (Art.No. 9179)
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Universal injection bezel for panelling t=12..25mm
The universal injection bezel is a handy tubing port for fastening in the drill hole by clamps. Due to the clamping
mechanism, the injection bezel can be easily fixed in a drill hole or long hole. When used eliminates the need to manually
seal the injection port against unwanted material or dust outlet.
The hands remain free to guide the hose or the injection tool and the operation of the machine control. The extremely tearresistant rubber membrane reliably seals against both smooth surfaces (e.g., insulating needles) or hoses (e.g., injection
or delivery hose). The air-permeable sealing sponge compensates for different planking thicknesses and allows the
excess air coming into the compartment to be easily vented.
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 9209
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Depending on the version can be used for:
- All injection nozzles of diameter D=30 to 75mm
- All rotary nozzles of diameter D=45 to 75mm
- Insulating needles NW38(1½''), NW50(2''), NW63(2½'') and NW75(3'')
- Injection hoses and delivery hoses NW38(1½''), NW50(2''), NW63(2½''), NW75(3'') and NW90(3½'')
Technical data:
- Can be used with panelling depth s= approx. 12 to 25mm
- Required drilling hole: D=95 to 120mm
- Rubber membrane to seal the injection bezel
- Default: rubber membrane D=45mm best suitable for hoses and injection needles NW50(2") to NW63(2½")
Note / Option / Different versions possible (please specify when ordering):
-> Rubber membrane D=68mm (Art.No. 8904) best suitable for hoses and injection needles NW63(2½") to NW75(3")
-> Rubber membrane D=30mm (Art.No. 8842) best suitable for hoses and injection needles NW38(1½") to NW50(2")
Universal injection bezel for panelling t=30..80mm
The universal injection bezel is a handy tubing port for fastening in the drill hole by clamps. Due to the clamping
mechanism, the injection bezel can be easily fixed in a drill hole or long hole. When used eliminates the need to manually
seal the injection port against unwanted material or dust outlet.
The hands remain free to guide the hose or the injection tool and the operation of the machine control. The extremely tearresistant rubber membrane reliably seals against both smooth surfaces (e.g., insulating needles) or hoses (e.g., injection
or delivery hose). The air-permeable sealing sponge compensates for different planking thicknesses and allows the
excess air coming into the compartment to be easily vented.
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 9657
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Depending on the version can be used for:
- All injection nozzles of diameter D=30 to 75mm
- All rotary nozzles of diameter D=45 to 75mm
- Insulating needles NW38(1½"), NW50(2''), NW63(2½'') and NW75(3'')
- Injection hoses and delivery hoses NW38(1½''), NW50(2''), NW63(2½''), NW75(3'') and NW90(3½'')
Technical data:
- Can be used with panelling depth s= approx. 30 to 80mm
- Required drilling hole: D=95 to 120mm
- Rubber membrane to seal the injection bezel
- Default: rubber membrane D=45mm best suitable for hoses and injection needles NW50(2") to NW63(2½")
Note / Option / Different versions possible (please specify when ordering):
-> Rubber membrane D=68mm (Art.No. 8904) best suitable for hoses and injection needles NW63(2½") to NW75(3")
-> Rubber membrane D=30 mm (Art.No. 8842) best suitable for hoses and injection needles NW38(1½") to NW50(2")
Injection bezel universal for soft wood fibre boards or wood beams T=30..120mm
The injection bezel universal is a convenient hose entry for fastening in a blowing hole. The attachment of the bezel is
given via claw strips, which go behind the panelling by force of the installed compression springs.
Due to the special shape of the claws, the aperture can be optimally used both in frontal wood and in soft wood fiber
boards.
With the practical bezel, you have your hands free for working with the injection tool. The bezel is self-sealing against the
cavity, by flexible and dust-tight rubber membrane and by a flexible and dust tight sealing sponge.

Art. 9079
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Depending on version compatible for:
- Injection hoses and transport hoses and blowing needles NW38, NW560, NW63, NW75 and NW90 (depending on the
selected rubber membrane)
- Can be used for a planking thickness of d = approx. 30..120 mm
- Required diameter of the bore hole 95..120mm
- Pre-configured rubber membrane: Rubber membrane with diameter D = 45mm (suitable for hose / blowing needle 45..70)

Different versions possible (please specify when ordering):
- The bezel can be modified in conjunction with a "membrane, sealing D = 68 (prod. No. 8903) (suitable for hose / injection
needle 65..100mm)
- The bezel can be modified in conjunction with a "membrane, sealing D = 30 (prod. No. 8842) (suitable for hose / injection
needle 38..60mm)
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Injection nozzle NW38>14 AV (with shut-off valve)
Injection nozzle with shut-off valve for injecting and repressing fiber- and core insulation materials, cellulose insulation
material, EPS granules, expanded mineral stone, cellular glass and similar.

Art. 8835
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Technical details:
- Dimensions pipe: 14 x 220 (D x L)
- Material: steel, stainless steel
- Weight: approx. 0,45 kg
- Hose connection: NW38 (1,5'')
- Required diameter: >14 mm
- Valve: ball valve

Optional accessories:
- Hammer drill SDS+ 15mm (Art.-Nr. 11218)
Injection nozzle NW38>18 AV (with shut-off valve / 45° outlet (increased wear-resistance))
Injection nozzle with shut-off valve for injecting and repressing fiber- and core insulation materials, cellulose insulation
material, EPS granules, expanded mineral stone, cellular glass and similar.

Art. 6377
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Technical details:
- Dimensions pipe: 18 x 300 (D x L)
- Material: steel, stainless steel
- Weight: approx. 0,45 kg
- Hose connection: NW38 (1,5'')
- Angle insert: 45°
- Required diameter: 19 mm
- Valve: ball valve

Optional accessories:
- Hammer drill SDS+ 19mm (Art.-Nr.: 11220)
Injection nozzle NW38>18 AV (with shut-off valve)
Injection nozzle with shut-off valve for injecting and repressing fiber- and core insulation materials, cellulose insulation
material, EPS granules, expanded mineral stone, cellular glass and similar.

Art. 5710
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Technical details:
- Dimensions pipe: 18 x 220 (D x L)
- Material: steel, stainless steel
- Weight: approx. 0,45 kg
- Hose connection: NW38 (1,5'')
- Required diameter: 19 mm
- Valve: ball valve

Optional accessories:
- Hammer drill SDS+ 19mm (Art.-Nr. 11220)
Injection nozzle NW50>18 AV-WE (with shut-off valve, interchangeable insert pipe NW18, straight outlet)
Rigid injection nozzle with shut-off valve for injecting and repressing loose insulation materials.

Art. 11109
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Technical details:
- Outer diameter: 18,0 mm
- Insertion length: approx. 120 mm (other lengths on request)
- Material: steel, stainless steel
- Weight: approx. 0,9 kg
- Hose connection: NW50 (2‘‘)
- Required bore hole: >18,0 mm
- Valve: ball valve
Optional accessories:
- Hammer drill SDS+ 19mm (Art.-Nr. 11220)

Injection nozzle NW50>21 AV-WE (with shut-off valve, interchangeable insert pipe NW21, 45° outlet)
Rigid injection nozzle with shut-off valve for injecting and repressing loose insulation materials.

Art. 6201
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- Interchangeable nozzle pipe via wing screw
- In case of large insertion depths, extra long pipes can be inserted
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Technical details:
- Outer diameter: 21,3 mm
- Insertion length: approx. 250 mm (other lengths on request)
- Material: steel, stainless steel
- Weight: approx. 0,4 kg
- Hose connection: NW50 (2‘‘)
- Required bore hole: >21,5 mm
- Valve: ball valve
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Options:
- Injection nozzle NW50>21 WE: Pipe NW21 straight (prod. no. 5104)
Optional accessories:
- Hammer drill SDS+ 22mm (Art.-Nr. 11221)

Injection nozzle NW50>21 AV-WE (with shut-off valve, interchangeable insert pipe NW21, straight outlet)
Rigid injection nozzle with shut-off valve for injecting and repressing loose insulation materials.

Art. 5998
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- Interchangeable nozzle pipe via wing screw
- In case of large insertion depths, extra long pipes can be inserted
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Technical details:
- Outer diameter: 21,3 mm
- Insertion length: approx. 120 mm (other lengths on request)
- Material: steel, stainless steel
- Weight: approx. 0,4 kg
- Hose connection: NW50 (2‘‘)
- Required bore hole: >21,5 mm
- Valve: ball valve

Options:
- Injection nozzle NW50>21 WE: Pipe NW21 / 45° outlet (prod. no. 6018)
Optional accessories:
- Hammer drill SDS+ 22mm (Art.-Nr. 11221)
Injection nozzle NW50>21 WE (with interchangeable insert pipe NW21, 45° outlet (increased wearresistance))
Rigid injection nozzle for injecting and repressing loose insulation materials.

Art. 6017
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Technical details:
- Outer diameter: 21,3 mm
- Insertion length: approx. 250 mm (other lengths on request)
- Material: steel, stainless steel
- Weight: approx. 0,5 kg
- Hose connection: NW50 (2‘‘)
- Required bore hole: >21,5 mm

Options:
- Injection nozzle NW50>21 WE: Pipe NW21 straight (prod. no. 5104)
Optional accessories:
- Hammer drill SDS+ 22mm (Art.-Nr. 11221)
Injection nozzle NW50>24 AV (with shut-off valve)
Injection nozzle with shut-off valve for injecting and repressing fiber- and core insulation materials, cellulose insulation
material, EPS granules, expanded mineral stone, cellular glass and similar.

Art. 5692
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Technical details:
- Dimensions pipe: 24 x 200 (D x L)
- Material: steel, stainless steel
- Weight: approx. 0,7 kg
- Hose connection: NW50 (2'')
- Required diameter: approx. 25 mm
- Valve: ball valve

Optional accessories:
- Hammer drill SDS+ 25mm (Art.-Nr. 11222)
Injection nozzle NW50>24 AV (with shut-off valve), 45° outlet (increased wear-resistance)
Injection nozzle with shut-off valve for injecting and repressing fiber- and core insulation materials, cellulose insulation
material, EPS granules, expanded mineral stone, cellular glass and similar.

Art. 6415
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Technical details:
- Dimensions pipe: 24 x 200 (D x L)
- Pipe outlet with 45° insert, wear-resistant, enables lateral deflection of the material flow
- Material: steel, stainless steel
- Weight: approx. 0,7 kg
- Hose connection: NW50 (2'')
- Required diameter: approx. 25 mm
- Valve: ball valve
Optional accessories:
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- Hammer drill SDS+ 25mm (Art.-Nr. 11222)

Injection nozzle NW50>50, 45° outlet (increased wear-resistance)
Injection nozzle for injecting and repressing fiber- and core insulation materials, cellulose insulation material, EPS
granules, expanded mineral stone, cellular glass and similar.

Art. 6889
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Technical details:
- Dimensions pipe: 47 x 250 (D x L)
- Pipe outlet with 45° insert, wear-resistant, enables lateral deflection of the material flow
- Material: steel, stainless steel
- Weight: approx. 0,7 kg
- Hose connection: NW50 (2'')
- Required diameter: from 50 mm

Injection nozzle, angled NW63>63, 90° sawn off
Injection nozzle for injecting and repressing insulation materials.

Art. 5670
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Technical details:
- Diameter inner/outer: approx. 60/63 mm
- Insertion length: approx. 300 mm
- Pipe outlet: angled, 90° sawn off
- Weight: approx. 0,6 kg
- Hose connection: NW63 (2,5'')
- Required drill hole: from approx. 63 mm

Einblaslanze NW90/63, TeleskopEnglish version in preparation: Entlüftete Teleskop-Einblaslanze zur Befüllung von liegenden oder leicht geneigten Wandund Dachelementen bei der Elementbefüllung
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Vorteile:
- Die ausfahrbare Teleskoplanze ermöglicht eine Befüllung von sehr langen Elementen
- Große Längenauswahl
- Leichte Bedienbarkeit
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Ermöglicht eine gleichmäßige Verteilung und Verdichtung des Dämmmaterials
- Aktive/passive Entlüftung
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technische Daten:
- Nutzlängen: 2000…11300 mm
Die gewünschte Länge ist bei der Bestellung anzugeben
- Außenrohr aus PE schwarz, D=90
- Innenrohr aus Aluminium, 63x1,5 (auf Wunsch alternativ aus Edelstahl)
- Entlüftungsanschluss für eine aktive (Absaugstation) oder passive (Staubsack) Entlüftung
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Lieferumfang:
- Einblaslanze
- Staubsack
- Bedienungsanleitung
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Optionales Zubehör:
- VS: Verstärker-/ Absaugstation VS28 Komplettset 115 l (Art.-Nr. 2886)
- VS: Verstärker-/ Absaugstation VS28 Komplettset 250 l (Art.-Nr. 5017)
- VS: Verstärker-/ Absaugstation VS33 Komplettset 115 l (Art.-Nr. 5939)
- VS: Verstärker-/ Absaugstation VS33 Komplettset 250 l (Art.-Nr. 5940)
- DDE: Lochsäge mit Auswurfsystem komplett D=106,5mm (Art.-Nr. 4966)
- Reduzierverbinder NW75>63 (Aluminium) (Art.-Nr. 1261)

Art. 10254
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Blowing mobile - Sample Article
Professional trailer, fully equipped and ready for use
(without blowing machine).

Art. 8948
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We deliver customized and practical vehicle structures tailored to customer needs and thought through in every detail.
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Advantages:
- Tailored vehicle development
- Crafted, durable products
- Individual planning
- Available with your advertisement
- Short and long distance suitable
- Complete equipment ready for insulation blowing purposes
- Short make-ready times
- Weather protection (expandable by side flaps and the like)
- Increased theft security
- Bright interior lighting
- Blowing tools clear and easily accessible stored
- Electrical wiring to produce the power supply
- Ergonomic arrangement of the workplace
- Additional space for additional material
- Various configuration options
Blowing mobile consisting of:
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I. trailer vehicle, tuned to the equipment with blowing machine and accessories.
II. Hose storage
Professional solution for the practical winding and storage of hoses up to 110m in length (depending on hose diameter).
III. suction
Professional solution for fast switching between blowing and suction operation of a blowing machine or amplifier /
extraction station.
IV. Ordering and storage system
Arrangement system for Einblasmobil
V. Interior lighting
Professional Interior Lighting of a one-way mobile
VI. Electrical installation
Professional electrical pre-installation 230V or 400V for one-shot mobile, including surveillance LED's and additional
connection, light switch, Schuko socket (max 50W). Fully wired and assembled.
VII. Other accessories
Individually applicable blowing-in accessories, securely lashed or in drawers.
++++++++++ Offer on request ++++++++++++++++

Insulating needle NW38-130
Curved tube for injecting through vapour barriers etc, as well as for filling hard boarded cavities when a sufficiently large
injection hole is available. Enables precise material insertion and redensification of the insulation material. Specially
shaped tip for piercing the foil.

Art. 5304
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Connection: 38.1mm (1½"), for NW38 hose
Material: Aluminium
Length: approx. 130.0cm
Insulation thickness: from approx. 120.0cm (hard boarded cavities when injection hole diameter is 120.0mm)
Optional accessories:
- Insulating needle: connection set NW63>38 (2½''>1½'') (prod. no. 610)

More products:
Curved needles
NW50-100 (prod. no. 6180) | NW50-140 (prod. no. 5303) | NW50-180 (prod. no. 5153) | NW63-140 (prod. no. 5836) |
NW63 -180 (prod. no. 6390) | NW75-140 (prod. no. 6710) | NW75 -180 (prod. no. 6711)
Straight needles (L= up to 6.0m):
NW38-straight (prod. no. 6028) | NW50-straight (prod. no. 5730) | NW63-straight (prod. no. 5839) | NW75-straight (prod.
no. 5840)
Insulating needle, straight NW38
Straight insulating needle with slantwise outlet for blowing lying elements. Enables a pinpoint insertion and repressing of
the insulation material. A special shaped top with continuous tagging attracts the material current.

Art. 6028
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Hose connection and diameter: NW38
Material: stainless steel
Max. total length: up to 6m
Required blow-in opening: >Ø=38mm

(Price applies to all blowing needles with a length up to a maximum 3m; more special lengths (max. 6m) are to be
calculated as follows: price divided through 3 x the desired length in meters.).
Optional Accessories:
- Insulating needle: connection set NW63>38 (prod. No. 6104)
Similar articles:
Insulating needles, bent
- NW38-90 (prod. No. 5304) | NW50-80 (prod. No. 6180)
- NW50-144 (prod. No. 5303) | NW50-184 (prod. No. 5153)
- NW63-124 (prod. No. 5836) | NW63 -184 (prod. No. 6390)
- NW75-120 (prod. No. 6710) | NW75 -180 (prod. No. 6711)
Insulating needles, straight (L=up to 6 m)
NW50-straight (prod. No. 5730) | NW63-gerade (prod. No. 5839)
NW75-straight (prod. No. 5840)
Notes:
- Max. usable length that can be ordered L= approx. 5.85m
- Total length = insertion depth +15cm
- From approx. 1.5m total length upwards, the goods are bulky goods and, depending on the length, must be sent in
separate parcels or as general cargo with a forwarding agent.
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+++Deviating version +++
Useful length: L = _______ (Please specify when ordering)
++++++++++++++++++++++++

Insulating needle NW50-100
Curved tube for injecting through vapour barriers etc, as well as for filling hard boarded cavities when a sufficiently large
injection hole is available. Enables precise material insertion and redensification of the insulation material. Specially
shaped tip for piercing the foil.

Art. 6180
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Connection: 50.8mm (2"), for NW50 hose
Material: Aluminium
Length: approx. 100.0cm
Insulation thickness: from approx. 100.0cm (hard boarded cavities when injection hole diameter is 120.0mm)
Optional accessories:
- Insulating needle: Connection-set NW75>50 (3''>2'') (prod. no. 6103)
- Insulating needle: connection set NW63>50 (2½''>2'') (prod. no. 6206)
- Hose connector turnable SDV50 (2'') (prod. no. 6522)

More products:
Curved needles
NW38-130 (prod. no. 5304) | NW50-140 (prod. no. 5303) | NW50-180 (prod. no. 5153) | NW63-140 (prod. no. 5836) |
NW63 -180 (prod. no. 6390) | NW75-140 (prod. no. 6710) | NW75 -180 (prod. no. 6711)
Straight needles (L= up to 6.0m):
NW38-straight (prod. no. 6028) | NW50-straight (prod. no. 5730) | NW63-straight (prod. no. 5839) | NW75-straight (prod.
no. 5840)
Insulating needle NW50-140
Curved tube for injecting through vapour barriers etc, as well as for filling hard boarded cavities when a sufficiently large
injection hole is available. Enables precise material insertion and redensification of the insulation material. Specially
shaped tip for piercing the foil.

Art. 5303
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Connection: 50.8mm (2"), for NW50 hose
Material: Aluminium
Length: approx. 140.0cm
Insulation thickness: from approx. 170.0cm (hard boarded cavities when injection hole diameter is 120.0mm)
Optional accessories:
- Insulating needle: Connection set NW75>50 (3''>2'') (prod. no. 6103)
- Insulating needle: Connection set NW63>50 (2½''>2'') (prod. no. 6206)
- Hose connector turnable SDV50 (2'') (prod. no. 6522)

More products:
Curved needles
NW38-130 (prod. no. 5304) | NW50-100 (prod. no. 6180) | NW50-180 (prod. no. 5153) | NW63-140 (prod. no. 5836) |
NW63 -180 (prod. no. 6390) | NW75-140 (prod. no. 6710) | NW75 -180 (prod. no. 6711)
Straight needles (L= up to 6.0m):
NW38-straight (prod. no. 6028) | NW50-straight (prod. no. 5730) | NW63-straight (prod. no. 5839) | NW75-straight (prod.
no. 5840)
Insulating needle NW50-180
Curved tube for injecting through vapour barriers etc, as well as for filling hard boarded cavities when a sufficiently large
injection hole is available. Enables precise material insertion and redensification of the insulation material. Specially
shaped tip for piercing the foil.

Art. 5153
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Connection: 50.8mm (2"), for NW50 hose
Material: Aluminium
Length: approx. 180.0cm
Insulation thickness: from approx. 200.0cm (hard boarded cavities when injection hole diameter is 120.0mm)
Optional accessories:
- Insulating needle: Connection-set NW75>50 (3''>2'') (prod. no. 6103)
- Insulating needle: connection set NW63>50 (2½''>2'') (prod. no. 6206)
- Hose connector turnable SDV50 (2'') (prod. no. 6522)

More products:
Curved needles
NW38-130 (prod. no. 5304) | NW50-100 (prod. no. 6180) | NW50-140 (prod. no. 5303) | NW63-140 (prod. no. 5836) |
NW63 -180 (prod. no. 6390) | NW75-140 (prod. no. 6710) | NW75 -180 (prod. no. 6711)
Straight needles (L= up to 6.0m):
NW38-straight (prod. no. 6028) | NW50-straight (prod. no. 5730) | NW63-straight (prod. no. 5839) | NW75-straight (prod.
no. 5840)
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Insulating needle, straight NW50
Straight insulating needle with slantwise outlet for blowing lying elements. Enables a pinpoint insertion and repressing of
the insulation material. A special shaped top with continuous tagging attracts the material current.

Art. 5730
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Hose connection and diameter: NW50
Material: Aluminium
Weight: approx. 0,6kg/m
Max. total length: up to 6m.
Required blow-in opening: >Ø=50mm

(Price applies to all blowing needles with a length up to a maximum 3m; more special lengths (max. 6m) are to be
calculated as follows: price divided through 3 x the desired length in metres.)
Optional accessories:
- Insulating needle: connection set NW75>50 (prod. No. 6103)
- Insulating needle: connection set NW63>50 (prod. No. 6206)
More products:
Curved insulating needles
- NW38-90 (prod. No. 5304) | NW50-80 (prod. No. 6180)
- NW50-144 (prod. No. 5303) | NW50-184 (prod. No. 5153)
- NW63-124 (prod. No. 5836) | NW63 -184 (prod. No. 6390)
- NW75 -180 (prod. No. 6711) | NW75-120 (prod. No. 6710)
Straight insulating needles (L= up to 6m)
NW38-straight (prod. No. 6028) | NW63-straight (prod. No. 5839)
NW75-straight (prod. No. 5840)
Notes:
- Max. usable length that can be ordered L= approx. 5.85m
- Total length = insertion depth +15cm
- From approx. 1.5m total length upwards, the goods are bulky goods and, depending on the length, must be sent in
separate parcels or as general cargo with a forwarding agent.
+++Deviating version +++
Useful length: L = _______ (Please specify when ordering)
++++++++++++++++++++++++
Insulating needle NW63-140
Curved tube for injecting through vapour barriers etc, as well as for filling hard boarded cavities when a sufficiently large
injection hole is available. Enables precise material insertion and redensification of the insulation material. Specially
shaped tip for piercing the foil.

Art. 5836
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Connection: 63.5mm (2½"), for NW63 hose
Material: Aluminium
Length: approx. 140.0cm
Insulation thickness: from approx. 230.0cm (hard boarded cavities when injection hole diameter is 120.0mm)
Optional accessories:
- Hose connector turnable SDV63 (2½'') (prod. no. 6896)

More products:
Curved needles
NW38-130 (prod. no. 5304) | NW50-100 (prod. no. 6180) | NW50-140 (prod. no. 5303) | NW50-180 (prod. no. 5153) |
NW63 -180 (prod. no. 6390) | NW75-140 (prod. no. 6710) | NW75 -180 (prod. no. 6711)
Straight needles (L= up to 6.0m):
NW38-straight (prod. no. 6028) | NW50-straight (prod. no. 5730) | NW63-straight (prod. no. 5839) | NW75-straight
(prod. no. 5840)
Insulating needle NW63-180
Curved tube for injecting through vapour barriers etc, as well as for filling hard boarded cavities when a sufficiently large
injection hole is available. Enables precise material insertion and redensification of the insulation material. Specially
shaped tip for piercing the foil.

Art. 6390
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Connection: 63.5mm (2½"), for NW63 hose
Material: Aluminium
Length: approx. 180.0cm
Insulation thickness: from approx. 270.0cm (hard boarded cavities when injection hole diameter is 120.0mm)
Optional accessories:
- Hose connector turnable SDV63 (2½'') (prod. no. 6896)

More products:
Curved needles
NW38-130 (prod. no. 5304) | NW50-100 (prod. no. 6180) | NW50-140 (prod. no. 5303) | NW50-180 (prod. no. 5153) |
NW63 -140 (prod. no. 5836) | NW75-140 (prod. no. 6710) | NW75 -180 (prod. no. 6711)
Straight needles (L= up to 6.0m):
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NW38-straight (prod. no. 6028) | NW50-straight (prod. no. 5730) | NW63-straight (prod. no. 5839) | NW75-straight
(prod. no. 5840)

Insulating needle, straight NW63
Straight insulating needle with slanting outlet for blowing lying elements. Enables a pinpoint insertion and repressing of the
insulation material. A special shaped top with continuous tagging directs the material current.

Art. 5839
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Hose connector and diameter: NW63
Material: Aluminium
Weight: approx. 0,9kg/m
Max. total length: up to 6m
Required blow-in opening: >Ø=63mm

(Price applies to all insulating needles with a length of up to 3m max, more special lengths (max. 6m) are to be calculated
as follows: price divided through 3 x the desired length in metres (max. 6m))
Optional Accessories:
- Insulating needle: connector set NW75>63 (prod. no. 6124)
More products:
Curved needles
- NW50-80 (product no. 6180) | NW50-144 (product no. 5303)
- NW50-184 (product no. 5153) | NW63-124 (product no. 5836)
- NW63 -184 (product no. 6390) | NW75 -180 (product no. 6711)
- NW75-120 (product no. 6710) | NW38-90 (Art.-Nr. 5304)
Straight needles (L= up to 6m)
NW38-straight (product no. 6028) | NW50-straight (product no. 5730)
NW75-straight (product no. 5840)
Notes:
- Max. usable length that can be ordered L= approx. 5.85m
- Total length = insertion depth +15cm
- From approx. 1.5m total length upwards, the goods are bulky goods and, depending on the length, must be sent in
separate parcels or as general cargo with a forwarding agent.
+++Deviating version +++
Useful length: L = _______ (Please specify when ordering)
++++++++++++++++++++++++
Insufflation needle NW75-140
Curved tube for injecting through vapour barriers etc, as well as for filling hard boarded cavities when a sufficiently large
injection hole is available. Enables precise material insertion and redensification of the insulation material. Specially
shaped tip for piercing the foil.

Art. 6710
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Connection: 76.1mm (3"), for NW75 hose
Material: Aluminium
Length: approx. 140.0cm
Insulation thickness: from approx. 310.0cm (hard boarded cavities when injection hole diameter is 120.0mm)
Optional accessories:
- Insulating needle: connection set NW90>75 (3½''>3'') (prod. no. 10141)
- Hose connector turnable SDV75 (3'') (prod. no. 4451)

More products:
Curved needles
NW38-130 (prod. no. 5304) | NW50-100 (prod. no. 6180) | NW50-140 (prod. no. 5303) | NW50-180 (prod. no. 5153) |
NW63 -140 (prod. no. 5836) | NW63-180 (prod. no. 6390) | NW75 -180 (prod. no. 6711)
Straight needles (L= up to 6.0m):
NW38-straight (prod. no. 6028) | NW50-straight (prod. no. 5730) | NW63-straight (prod. no. 5839) | NW75-straight
(prod. no. 5840)
Insulating needle NW75-180
Curved tube for injecting through vapour barriers etc, as well as for filling hard boarded cavities when a sufficiently large
injection hole is available. Enables precise material insertion and redensification of the insulation material. Specially
shaped tip for piercing the foil.

Art. 6711
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Connection: 76.1mm (3"), for NW75 hose
Material: Aluminium
Length: approx. 180.0cm
Insulation thickness: from approx. 340.0cm (hard boarded cavities when injection hole diameter is 120.0mm)
Optional accessories:
- Insulating needle: connection set NW90>75 (3½''>3'') (prod. no. 10141)
- Hose connector turnable SDV75 (3'') (prod. no. 4451)
More products:
Curved needles
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NW38-130 (prod. no. 5304) | NW50-100 (prod. no. 6180) | NW50-140 (prod. no. 5303) | NW50-180 (prod. no. 5153) |
NW63 -140 (prod. no. 5836) | NW63-180 (prod. no. 6390) | NW75 -140 (prod. no. 6710)
Straight needles (L= up to 6.0m):
NW38-straight (prod. no. 6028) | NW50-straight (prod. no. 5730) | NW63-straight (prod. no. 5839) | NW75-straight
(prod. no. 5840)

Insulating needle NW75-straight
Straight insulating needle with slanting outlet for blowing lying elements. Enables a pinpoint insertion and repressing of the
insulation material. A special shaped top with continuous tagging directs the material current.

Art. 5840
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Hose connector and diameter: NW75
Material: Aluminium
Max. total length: up to 6m
Required blow-in opening: >Ø=76mm

(Price applies to all insulating needles with a length of up to 3m max; more special lengths (max. 6m) are to be calculated
as follows: price divided through 3 x the desired length in metres.)
Optional Accessories:
- Insulating needle: connector set NW75>50 (prod. no. 6103)
- Insulating needle: connector set NW75>63 (prod. no. 6124)
Similar articles:
Insulating needle, bent
- NW38-90 (prod. no. 5304) | NW50-80 (prod. no. 6180)
- NW50-144 (prod. no. 5303) | NW50-184 (prod. no. 5153)
- NW63-124 (prod. no. 5836) | NW63 -184 (prod. no. 6390)
- NW75-120 (prod. no. 6710) | NW75 -180 (prod. no. 6711)
Insulating needle, straight (L=up to 6m)
NW38-straight (prod. No. 6028) | NW50-straight (prod. No. 5730)
NW63-straight (prod. No. 5839)
Notes:
- Max. usable length that can be ordered L= approx. 5.85m
- Total length = insertion depth +15cm
- From approx. 1.5m total length upwards, the goods are bulky goods and, depending on the length, must be sent in
separate parcels or as general cargo with a forwarding agent.
+++Deviating version +++
Useful length: L = _______ (Please specify when ordering)
++++++++++++++++++++++++
Insulating needle NW90-straight
Straight insulating needle with slanting outlet for blowing lying elements. Enables a pinpoint insertion and repressing of the
insulation material. A special shaped top with continuous tagging directs the material current.

Art. 8179
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Hose connector and diameter: NW90
Material: Aluminium
Length: up to 6000mm (request when ordering)
Required blow-in opening: >Ø=90mm

(Price applies to all insulating needles with a length of up to 3m max; more special lengths (max. 6m) are to be calculated
as follows: price divided through 3 x the desired length in metres.)
Optional Accessories:
- Insulating needle: connector set NW75>50 (prod. no. 6103)
- Insulating needle: connector set NW75>63 (prod. no. 6124)
Similar articles:
Insulating needle, bent
- NW38-90 (prod. no. 5304) | NW50-80 (prod. no. 6180)
- NW50-144 (prod. no. 5303) | NW50-184 (prod. no. 5153)
- NW63-124 (prod. no. 5836) | NW63 -184 (prod. no. 6390)
- NW75-120 (prod. no. 6710) | NW75 -180 (prod. no. 6711)
Insulating needle, straight (L=up to 6m)
NW38-straight (prod. no. 6028) | NW50-straight (prod. no. 5730)
NW63-straight (prod. no. 5839)
Insulating needle: Connection set NW63>38 (2½''>1½'')
Connection set, consisting of:
- 1x Conveying hose NW38 (1½ ''), smooth, L=4.0m (prod. no. 414)
- 1x Reducer tube connector NW63>38 (prod. no. 1970)
- 2x Conveyor hose NW38 (1½'') hose clamp (prod. no. 512)
- 1x Sealing sponge NW38/NW50, 250x250x40 (prod. no. 7101)

Art. 6104
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Insulating needle: Connection set NW63>50 (2½''>2'')
Connection set, consisting of:
- 1x Conveying hose NW50 (2"), smooth, L=4.0m (prod. no. 329)
- 1x Reducer tube connector NW63>50 (2½''>2'') Aluminium (prod. no. 1264)
- 2x Hose clamp NW50 (2'') (prod. no. 175)
- 1x Sealing sponge NW50/NW63, 250x250x40 (prod. no. 7100)

Art. 6206
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Optional recommended accessories:
- Rotary hose connector SDV50 (2'') (Art.-Nr. 6522)

Insulating needle: Connection set NW75>50 (3''>2'')
Connection set, consisting of:
- 1x Conveying hose NW50 (2"), smooth, L=4.0m (prod. no. 329)
- 1x Reducer tube connector NW75>50 (3''>2'') Aluminium (prod. no. 1262)
- 2x Hose clamp NW50 (2'') (prod. no. 175)
- 1x Sealing sponge NW50/NW63, 250x250x40 (prod. no. 7100)
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Optional recommended accessories:
- Rotary hose connector SDV50 (2'') (Art.-Nr. 6522)

Insulating needle: connection set NW75>63 (3''>2½'')
Connection set, consisting of:
- 1x Conveying hose NW63 (2½''), smooth, L=4.0m (prod. no. 573)
- 1x Reducer tube connector NW75>63 (3''>2½'') Aluminium (prod. no. 1261)
- 2x Hose clamp NW63 (2½'') (prod. no. 176)
- 1x Sealing sponge NW50/NW63, 250x250x40 (prod. no. 7100)
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 6124

Optional recommended accessories:
- Rotary hose connector SDV63 (2½'') (prod. no. 6896)

Insulating needle: connection set NW90>75 (3½''>3'')
Connection set, consisting of:
- 1x Conveying hose NW75 (3''), smooth, L=4.0m (prod. no. 284)
- 1x Reducer tube connector NW90>75 (3½''>3'') Aluminium (prod. no. 1271)
- 2x Hose clamp NW75 (3'') (prod. no. 177)
- 1x Sealing sponge NW63/NW75, 250x250x40 (prod. no. 7099)
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 6103

Art. 10141

Optional recommended accessories:
- Rotary hose connector SDV75 (3'') (prod. no. 4451)

Injection hose NW63 (2½''), L=20m
Made completely from PE, for injecting non-abrasive insulation materials. Ideally suited for insulating rafter spaces,
flooring spaces, walls and other cavities, good stiffness properties. Tension belt included.
Colour: flame red
Advantages
- rigid design so can therefore be easily passed through barriers
- greater rigidity makes positioning the hose end to the cavity noticeably easier
++ 10% discount when purchasing more than 3 hoses ++
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 5238

Injection hose NW90 (3½ ''), L=20m
Made completely from PE, for injecting non-abrasive insulation materials. Ideally suited for insulating rafter spaces,
flooring spaces, walls and other cavities, good stiffness properties. Tension belt included.
Colour: flame red
Advantages
- rigid design so can therefore be easily passed through barriers
- greater rigidity makes positioning the hose end to the cavity noticeably easier
++ 10% discount when purchasing more than 3 hoses ++
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 8293

flexible injection hose NW63 (2½''), L=20m (blue)
Made completely from PE, for injecting non-abrasive insulation materials. Ideally suited for insulating rafter spaces,
flooring spaces, walls and other cavities, good stiffness properties. Tension belt included.
Colour: sky blue
Advantages
- Facilitates hose insertion into small insulation thicknesses or small injection holes.
- Better processing at low temperatures.
++ 10% discount when purchasing more than 3 hoses ++
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 5239

flexible injection hose NW75 (3''), L=20m
Made completely from PE, for injecting non-abrasive insulation materials. Ideally suited for insulating rafter spaces,
flooring spaces, walls and other cavities, good stiffness properties. Tension belt included.
Colour: sky blue
Advantages
- Facilitates hose insertion into small insulation thicknesses or small injection holes.
- Better processing at low temperatures.
++ 10% discount when purchasing more than 3 hoses ++
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 5237
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Electrics: Signal lamp green / orange / red
Indicator light for operating states

Art. 6665
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Technical details:
- Diameter: approx. 70mm
- Integrated high brightness LEDs
- Long service life, minimum maintenance costs
- Protection class IP65
Optional:
Electrics: Signal lamp buzzer (prod. no. 7956)

EM320 / EM340: Additional option for blower 3, controllable via speed controller
With this additional option, blower 3 cannot only be turned on and off as a booster, the blower’s performance can also be
set synchronously with blower 1 and 2 via the control.
When ordering this additional option, a third speed controller will be installed in the electrical switchboard.

Art. 7730
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EM3X5/EM440: Connection set for amplifier (NW90/NW63)
Accessories for connecting the amplifier blowers (outlet NW63) to an insulation blowing machine with a direct expansion
(outlet NW90).

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 8279

Consisting of
- 1x Y-piece NW90/63>90 stainless steel (prod. no. 6670)
- 1,5 m Conveyor hose NW63 (prod. no. 4498)
- 1,5 m Conveyor hose NW90 (prod. no. 4505)
- 2x Hose clamp NW63 (prod. no. 176)
- 2x Hose clamp NW90 (prod. no. 1923)

EM3X5/EM440: Connection set for amplifier
Accessories for connecting the amplifier blowers (outlet NW63) to an insulation blowing machine (outlet NW75).

Art. 6453
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Consisting of
- 1x Y-piece NW75/63>75 stainless steel (prod. no. 2221)
- 1,5 m Conveyor hose NW63 (prod. no. 4498)
- 1,5 m Conveyor hose NW75 (prod. no. 4485)
- 2x Hose clamp NW63 (prod. no. 176)
- 2x Hose clamp NW75 (prod. no. 177)

EM3XX: Fastening element set for blowing machine
for the transport-safe mounting of a blow-in machine of the type EM3XX on a horizontal surface.

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 10372

Consisting of:
- HALFEN rail (art. no. 5736, 3 pieces)
- HALFEN bolts (Art.-No. 5631, 3 pieces)
- Support plate frame (Art. No. 10373, 3 pieces)
- Required screws, nuts, washers, spring washers
- Assembly instructions / sketch

EM400: Optional add-on AE - blow-off unit (EM440-3x230V/10.0kW only)
Pressure control unit consisting of weighted pistons and air outlet holes in the cylinder. With the adjustable weighted
discs, desired maximum pressure can be selected.
Responsive pressure control.
Responsive pressure control. This is especially advantageous for pressure sensitive retaining board material and airtight
construction (plaster board, etc.)..
Consists of:
- Fully assembled blower unit.
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Slide gate weight: 3 x 0,4 kg, 3 x 1,0 kg, 1 x 2,0 kg
- Safety catch
- Scatter diagram of weight loading / Maximum pressure

Art. 6526

+++++
This item can only be added to an EM440-3x230V-10kW
For all other EM400- and EM500-models please use Art.-Nr. 4038
+++++
EM4XX/5XX: Optional add-on DS - Adjustable airlock rotation speed
The extension allows the adjustment of the airlock speed via the FFB2000-Pro radio remote control for an optimum
adjustment of the conveying capacity.
Typical applications:
- Optimisation of throughput for sluice speeds above 50Hz
- Fine adjustment when using hoses and injection nozzles with small cross-sections
- Use of the blow-in machine in connection with a blow-in panel / factory filling system
Technical specification:
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Installation of an additional frequency converter 1.5kW in the drive train of the lock/chopper
- Electrical integration into the switchgear
Options:

Art. 5060
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- On special request, the selection of the airlock speed can be provided at the switch box
Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator (free version)

EM3X5/EM440: Connection set for amplifier
Accessories for connecting the amplifier blowers (outlet NW63) to an insulation blowing machine (outlet NW75).

Art. 9144
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Consisting of
- 1x Y-piece NW75/63>75 stainless steel (prod. no. 2221)
- 1,5 m Conveyor hose NW63 (prod. no. 4498)
- 1,5 m Conveyor hose NW75 (prod. no. 4485)
- 2x Hose clamp NW63 (prod. no. 176)
- 2x Hose clamp NW75 (prod. no. 177)

EM4XX: Reducer tube PE 90>76 with O-Ring
Reducer with O-ring seal for insertion into a suction bonnet with a diameter of 90 mm. This allows a VS115l or VS250l
suction barrel to be connected to the outlet.
- Diameter inlet: approx. 88,9mm
- Diameter outlet: approx. 76,1mm
- Material: PE black

Art. 5145

Klick me! (Image similiar)

EM4XX: Additional package for integrating the insulation blowing machine into a factory filling system
Required higher-level control and safety equipment for operating the insulation blowing machine in combination with an
upstream material feed unit (e.g. GBF) and/or a downstream insulation blowing panel (EP) as factory filling plant
(“Interlinked machine” according to the European Machinery Directive 2006/42/EG). By pressing an emergency stop
switch of one of the plant components involved, a safety shutdown of the complete factory filling plant will take place. An
independent operation is still possible.
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 8615

Consisting of:
- Safety relay and power contactor for ensuring the safety functions
- 24-pin control connection for connecting an insulation blowing panel EP800/EP1050, including necessary safety functions
- 14-pin control connection for connecting a bale conditioning machine GBF1050, including necessary safety functions
- 4-pin connection for level sensor
- Function connector 15+1 pin for stand-alone operation (prod. No. 8672)
- Function connector 24+1 pin for stand-alone operation, including adapter function (prod. No. 8671). The function
connector can alternatively be used as an adapter for connecting a radio remote control FFB2000-Pro.
- Fully electrically wired and checked
Optional accessories:
- Control cable 5m, for interlinking EM4XX -> Bale conditioning machine (prod. No. 8619)
- Control cable 50m, for interlinking EM4XX -> Insulation blowing panel (prod. No. 8618)

Ventilated Clamp NW75 /D106,5mm with perforated metal cage
Ventilation clamp with perforated sheet metal cage for passive or active ventilation of building elements, consisting of:

Art. 8422
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- Ventilation cage D= approx. 75mm, total length approx. 85mm
- Clamp suitable for drill holes 106,5…108mm
- Hose connector / venting nozzle NW75 / 3''

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Recommended accessories:
- DDE: Hole Saw Pro D=106,5mm: drilling bit (Prod. no. 6184)
- Sealing corks VK106 (Prod. no. 1948)
- DDE: Dust suck with connection up to D=76 mm (Prod. no. 3445)

EP: Additional package for integrating the insulation blowing panel into a factory filling system
Required control and safety equipment for operating the insulation blowing panel (EP800, EP1050) in combination with an
upstream insulation blowing machine (EM) as factory filling plant (“Interlinked machine” according to the European
Machinery Directive 2006/42/EG). By pressing an emergency stop switch of one of the plant components involved, a
safety shutdown of the complete factory filling plant will take place. An independent operation for maintenance purposes is
still possible.
Consisting of:

Art. 8617
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- Power contactor for ensuring the safety functions
- 24-pin control connection for connecting an insulation blowing machine (EM)
- Function connector 24+1 pin for stand-alone operation (prod. No. 8670)
- Fully electrically wired and checked

Optional accessories:
- Control cable 50m, for interlinking EM4XX -> Insulation blowing panel (prod. No. 8618)
- EP: Function connector 24+1 pin for stand-alone operation (Art.-Nr. 8670)
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Fibre switch/material switch/pipe switch pneumatic, 1-inlet
Fibre switch designed for an interruption-free filling of elements
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages
- Easy operation, quick diverting of the material flow via remote control or an insulation blowing machine
- Interruption-free filling of elements
- Powerful drive, switches even in case of back pressure inside the hose
- Quick diverting between conveying and suctioning material
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Possibility of multiple switching
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical details
Dimensions: approx. 480x275x130 (LxHxW)
Weight: approx. 8,3kg
Material: aluminium
Inlet: 1x NW75 (3’‘)
Outlet: 2x NW75 (3‘‘)
Control input: 24V DC (standard)
Compressed air connection: Compressed air supply 6-10 bar/min. 55l/min.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Options
- Control input: deviating execution with 24V AC, 12V DC, 230V AC possible on demand
- Limit switch for connecting a SPS (prod. no. 4022)
- FFB 22 - 2-channel radio remote control, unidirectional (prod. no. 8229)
- Master-Slave cable for controlling via an insulation blowing machine (prod. no. 4341)
- Air compressor, small (prod. no. 4049)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Alternative and replacement articles
- Fibre switch/material switch/pipe switch pneumatic, 3-outlets (prod. no. 5179)
- Fibre switch/material switch/pipe switch compact NW75>75 (prod. no. 2794)

Art. 10012
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FFB 2000 Pro - FM Radio/Cable Remote Control
Bidirectional radio remote control for M99-DS-Pro, M95, EM3XX, EM4XX, EM5XX, etc., suitable for all machine types,
bidirectional radio communication with FM technology, authorised in Germany and all EU member states.

Art. 5154
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Consists of:
- Mobile hand held unit with antenna and socket for control/charging cable
- Plug-in charger
- Receiver (IP64) in metal casing with antenna and approx. 4m connection cable with contact-plug
- Complete in aluminium case
Optional extras:
- FFB2000-Pro: Connection cable 50m (Ring) (prod. no. 5280) (other lengths on request)
- Control cable 50m PUR, ring (10-core, contact-plug/-socket) (prod. No. 7208)
- FFB2000-Pro: Charger for car (cigarette lighter) (prod. No. 7904)
- FFB2000-Pro: Control cable 50m PUR 10x0,34mm² (prod. No. 7208)
- 230V power adapter 230V/2,5A Euro, 2m (Art.-Nr. 10374)
- Velcro return fastener L=350mm, black (Art.-No. 10950. 2 pieces)

Notes:
- In the event of radio contact interference, discharged batteries or other radio interference, the handset can be used as a
wired control (connection cable required).
- If the range is exceeded or in the event of radio contact interference, an attempt can be made to position the receiver
more favourably. A control extension cable (art. No. 7208) may be required for this.
To be noted when reordering:
The radio remote control must be pre-parameterized for use with a specific machine type on the respective machine.
Therefore, please inform us of the serial number of the machine for which the control is to be used when placing your
order.
FFB 500 - Radio remote control bidirectional
Bidirectional radio remote control for controlling X-Floc insulation blowing machines and fibre switch cascades
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Suitable for
- Insulation blowing machines with control circuits
- Fibre switch cascades
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Robust plastic housing
- Light and handy design
- High range
- Possibility to choose between two operating frequencies
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Hand-held control:
- Dimensions (WxHxD): 62x111x18mm
- Weight: approx. 80g (without batteries)
- Radio performance: 10dBm
- Operating frequencies (adjustable): 868,15 MHz, 868,45 MHz
- Range: approx. 180m in free field
- Batteries: 3x AAA micro cells

Art. 6708
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- Battery life: approx. 800 working hours
- Number of buttons: 8
- Battery- and radio contact LED
- Operation: Air ON, Material ON, Air and Material ON
- Key lock (against unintended input)
- Possible setting of the air- and material’s start-up and shut-down delay times (0…9 sec.)
- Short circuit-, under- and overvoltage protected
Receiver:
- Dimensions (HxBxT): 81x120x46mm (without magnet foot and antenna)
- Weight: approx. 250g (without cable)
- Radio performance: 10 dBm
- Range monitoring with safety shut-down when exceeding
- Short circuit-, under- and overvoltage protected
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Scope of delivery
- Receiver with antenna
- Hand-held control
- Case
- Neck strap
- Operating Instructions
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Options
- Hand-held control sport case (prod. no. 5016)
- Wrist strap L= 21cm (prod. no. 7128)
- Control adapter 7+1 pin plug to 8+1 pin socket (prod. no. 7176)
- Control adapter 8+1 pin plug to 7+1 pin socket (prod. no. 7447)
- Control cable 25m PUR, ring (10-core, contact plug/socket) (prod. no. 8087)
- Control cable 50m PUR, ring (10-core, contact plug/socket) (prod. no. 7208)

FFB 500-922 - Radio remote control bidirectional
Bidirectional radio remote control for controlling X-Floc insulation blowing machines and fibre switch cascades. Special
version 922MHz, to be used in America, Asia.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Suitable for
- Insulation blowing machines with control circuits
- Fibre switch cascades
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Klick me! (Image similiar)
Advantages
- Robust plastic housing
- Light and handy design
- High range
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Hand-held control:
- Dimensions (WxHxD): 62x111x18mm
- Weight: approx. 80g (without batteries)
- Radio performance: 10dBm
- Operating frequencies: 922 MHz
- Range: approx. 180m in free field
- Batteries: 3x AAA micro cells
- Battery life: approx. 800 working hours
- Number of buttons: 8
- Battery- and radio contact LED
- Operation: Air ON, Material ON, Air and Material ON
- Key lock (against unintended input)
- Possible setting of the air- and material’s start-up and shut-down delay times (0…9 sec.)
- Short circuit-, under- and overvoltage protected

Art. 8869
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Receiver:
- Dimensions (HxBxT): 81x120x46mm (without magnet foot and antenna)
- Weight: approx. 250g (without cable)
- Radio performance: 10 dBm
- Range monitoring with safety shut-down when exceeding
- Short circuit-, under- and overvoltage protected
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Scope of delivery
- Receiver with antenna
- Hand-held control
- Case
- Neck strap
- Operating Instructions
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Options
- Hand-held control sport case (prod. no. 5016)
- Wrist strap L= 21cm (prod. no. 7128)
- Control adapter 7+1 pin plug to 8+1 pin socket (prod. no. 7176)
- Control adapter 8+1 pin plug to 7+1 pin socket (prod. no. 7447)
- Control cable 25m PUR, ring (10-core, contact plug/socket) (prod. no. 8087)
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- Control cable 50m PUR, ring (10-core, contact plug/socket) (prod. no. 7208)
- Control cable 50m PUR on drum (10-core, contact plug/socket) (prod. no. 8086)

FFB2000-Pro: Hand-held control
Portable hand-held control of the radio remote control FFB2000-Pro
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Hand-held control of the radio remote control FFB2000-Pro for controlling compatible insulation blowing machines in radio
or cable mode
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Suitable for:
- X-Floc insulation blowing machines of type M99-DS-Pro, M95, EM3XX, EM4XX
Klick me! (Image similiar)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages:
- Easy to operate and handy design
- Choice between four radio channels
- Provides numerous individual settings (dynamic pressure control, automatic shutdown, setting the delay times and many
more)
- Average operating time up to 30 hours, depending on the intensity of use
- Fast charging
- Can be used as a radio- or cable remote control (only in conjunction with a suitable receiver)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical details:
- Dimensions (LxWxH): approx. 350x45x50mm
- Weight: approx. 400g
- Power supply: 3,6V DC
- Battery: NiMH, type AAA
- Range: >100m in free field
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Scope of delivery:
- Hand-held control with carrying strap
- 3x batteries type AAA
- 1x antenna multiflex
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Optional accessories:
- FFB2000-Pro: Connection cable 50m (ring) (prod. no. 5280) (other lengths on request)
- FFB2000-Pro: Connection cable 50m on drum (prod. no. 5167)
- FFB2000-Pro: Car charger cable (cigarette lighter 24V) (prod. no. 7904)
- FFB2000-Pro: Control cable 50m PUR 10x0,34mm² (prod. no. 7208)
- FFB2000-Pro: Receiver (prod. no. 5157)

Art. 5156

FFB2000-Pro: Charging cable for the car (car cigarette lighter 24V)
Adapter for charging an FFB2000-Pro on a 12/24V on-board power supply.

Art. 7904
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Notes on use:
- For the charging process, use the 12V position (yellow setting wheel, default setting ex works).
- The charging cable can be used for on-board power supply systems with 12V...24V DC.
- The insert "G" (5.5 x 2.5) is suitable for use on the device connection of the hand control unit of the FFB2000-Pro.

Klick me! (Image similiar)

FFB2000-Pro: 50m connection cable (coil)
Connection cable or extension cable for FFB2000-pro control, ready for plug in to receiver, consists of:
- 50m data cable, 7x0.34 sq.mm (shielded, flexible, suitable for drag chains)
- 4-pole plug with quick acting lock
- 4-pole coupling with quick acting lock

Art. 5280
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FFB400: Control adapter 8+1 pole plug to 7+1 pole socket
Adapter (L=approx. 0,3m) for use with a radio remote control FFB400 in combination with an insulation blowing machine
M99G.

Art. 7447

1. side: plug 8+1 pole
2. side: socket 7+1 pole
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FFB500: Control adapter 7+1 pin plug on 8+1 pin socket
Adapter (L=approx. 0,3m) for use of a radio remote control FFB500 in combination with an insulation blowing machine
Minifant M99, series C, D, E or F.

Art. 7176

1. Connector side: socket 8+1 pin
2. Connector side: plug 7+1 pin

Klick me! (Image similiar)
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FFB500: Steueradapter 7+1 pol Stecker auf 8+1 pol Buchse
################

Art. 7876
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Pneumatic Fibre Switch Cascade with 4 Outputs
Pneumatic driven material sorting gate for uninterruptible switchover from solid material air flows with four outflows, fully
functioning and completely prepared for connecting a radio remote control or connectable over foreign signals.
Module is completely assembled on ground plates consisting of 3-piece pneumatically driven material switches, fastening,
hose installation, and connected electrically and pneumatically.

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 5063

Special features:
- Extremely quick switchover, therefore low tendency for blockages to build
- No unwanted material entry into not used outputs
- Powerful drive, switches also during backflow in the hoses
- Controllable via radio remote control

Technical details:
- Input: hose socket NW75 (3”)
- Output: 4x hose sockets NW75 (3”)
- Switching time: <0,5 seconds
- Air pressure connection: ¼”, (approx. 55l/min, depending on how often it is applied)
- Power supply: 230V / 50Hz
- Required control signals: 3 switch inputs 24V =
- Weight: approx. 35kg
- Dimensions: approx. 500 x 600 x 480 (LxWxH)
Options/Accessories:
- FFB 500 - radio remote control bidirectional (prod. no. 6708)
- Reducer tube NW75>50 for pneumatic fibre switch (prod. No. 6890)
Warning: Pay attention to safety and maintenance according to the enclosed manual!
Fibre switch/material switch pneumatic 1-fold, NW90 (3½'')
Pneumatic flake diverter for uninterrupted filling of elements
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages
- Easy operation, quick diversion of the material flow via remote control or connection to an injection machine
- Uninterrupted filling of elements
- Powerful drive, switches even if there is a backlog in the hose
- Fast switching between blowing and sucking
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Combined multiple switching possible, series connection enables switch banks with 4, 8 or more outputs to be realised
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
- Dimensions: approx. 510x211x161 (LxHxW)
- Weight: approx. 8,3kg
- Material: steel
- Inlet: 1x NW90 (3½'')
- Outlet: 2x NW90 (3½'')
- Control input: 24V DC (standard, deviating version possible)
- Compressed air supply: Compressed air supply 6-10 bar/min. 55l/min.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Options:
- Control input: deviating version with 24V AC, 12V DC, 230V AC possible on request
- Limit switch for connection to a PLC (art. no. 4022)
- FFB 22 - 2-channel radio remote control, unidirectional (art. no. 8229)
- Master-slave cable for control via a blow-in machine (art. no. 4341)
- Compressor, compressed air (1.1kW) (art. no. 8494)

Art. 9951

Fibre switch/material switch/pipe switch pneumatic, 1-inlet
Fibre switch designed for an interruption-free filling of elements
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages
- Easy operation, quick diverting of the material flow via remote control or an insulation blowing machine
- Interruption-free filling of elements
- Powerful drive, switches even in case of back pressure inside the hose
- Quick diverting between conveying and suctioning material
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Possibility of multiple switching
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical details
Dimensions: approx. 480x275x130 (LxHxW)
Weight: approx. 8,3kg
Material: aluminium
Inlet: 1x NW75 (3’‘)
Outlet: 2x NW75 (3‘‘)

Art. 9971
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Control input: 24V DC (standard)
Compressed air connection: Compressed air supply 6-10 bar/min. 55l/min.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Options
- Control input: deviating execution with 24V AC, 12V DC, 230V AC possible on demand
- Limit switch for connecting a SPS (prod. no. 4022)
- FFB 22 - 2-channel radio remote control, unidirectional (prod. no. 8229)
- Master-Slave cable for controlling via an insulation blowing machine (prod. no. 4341)
- Air compressor, small (prod. no. 4049)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Alternative and replacement articles
- Fibre switch/material switch/pipe switch pneumatic, 3-outlets (prod. no. 5179)
- Fibre switch/material switch/pipe switch compact NW75>75 (prod. no. 2794)

Fibre switch/material switch/pipe switch pneumatic, 3-outlets NW75 (3'')
Fibre switch designed for an interruption-free filling of elements
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages
- Easy operation, quick diverting of the material flow via remote control or an insulation blowing machine
- Interruption-free filling of elements
- Powerful drive, switches even in case of back pressure inside the hose
- Quick diverting between conveying and suctioning material
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Possibility of multiple switching
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical details
Dimensions: approx. 480x275x130 (LxHxW)
Weight: approx. 8,3kg
Material: aluminium
Inlet: 2x NW75 (3’‘)
Outlet: 3x NW75 (3‘‘)
Control input: 24V DC (standard)
Compressed air connection: Compressed air supply 6-10 bar/min. 55l/min.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Options
- Control input: deviating execution with 24V AC, 12V DC, 230V AC possible on demand
- Limit switch for connecting a SPS (prod. no. 4022)
- FFB 22 - 2-channel radio remote control, unidirectional (prod. no. 8229)
- Master-Slave cable for controlling via an insulation blowing machine (prod. no. 4341)
- Air compressor, small (prod. no. 4049)
- Suitable control plug (prod. no. 1350+1231)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Alternative and replacement articles
- Fibre switch/material switch/pipe switch pneumatic, 1-inlet (prod. no. 3846)

Art. 5179

Fibre switch/material switch/pipe switch, revolver 2>3 NW75 (3'')
Material switch NW75 (3'') with two inputs and three outputs. Can be used for different applications.

Art. 6058
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Examples of use:
- Uninterrupted filling of elements by diverting the material flow without switching off the blow-in machine (position 1:
running element, position 2: following element, etc.)
- Filling of elements which were equipped with several hoses (position 1: first outlet, position 2: second outlet, position 3:
third outlet or "pre-hosing")
- Setting up a bubble-suction circuit: position 1 = blowing in, position 2 = suction
----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
- Inlet: 2x NW75 (3'')
- Outlet: 3x NW75 (3'')
- Practical stand with mounting holes
- Weight: approx. 4,6kg
- Material: stainless steel
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Options:
- Fibre Switch/Material switch/Pipe switch: Connection set NW75 (3'') (Art. No. 6157)
- Upgrade kit for Fibre switch/material switch/pipe switch, revolver 2>3 NW75 (3'') (Art.-No. 9649)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Alternative and replacement articles:
- Fibre switch/material switch/pipe switch, revolver 2>3 NW75 (3''), pneumatic (prod. no 9501)
- Fibre switch/material switch/pipe switch pneumatic, 3-outlets NW75 (3'') (prod. No. 5179)
- Fibre switch/material switch/pipe switch compact NW75>75 (prod. No. 2794)

Fibre switch/material switch/pipe switch, revolver 2>3 NW75 (3''), pneumatic
Pneumatically driven material switch NW75 (3'') with two inputs and three outputs. Can be used for different applications.

Art. 9501
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Application examples:
- Uninterrupted filling of elements by diverting the material flow without switching off the blow-in machine (position 1:
running element, position 2: following element, etc.)
- Filling of elements which were equipped with several hoses (position 1: first outlet, position 2: second outlet, position 3:
third outlet or "pre-hoses")
- Setting up a bubble-suction circuit: position 1 = blowing in, position 2 = suction
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
- Inlet: 2x NW75 (3'')
- Outlet: 3x NW75 (3'')
- Control input: 24V DC (standard) (other versions on request)
- Compressed air supply: Compressed air supply 6-10 bar/min 55l/min.
- Practical stand with mounting holes
- Weight: approx. 4,6kg
- Material: stainless steel
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Options:
- Fibre Switch/Material switch/Pipe switch: Connection set NW75 (3'') (Art. No. 6157)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Alternative and replacement articles:
- Fibre switch/material switch/pipe switch, revolver 2>3 NW75 (3''), pneumatic (prod. no 9501)
- Fibre switch/material switch/pipe switch pneumatic, 3-outlets NW75 (3'') (prod. No. 5179)
- Fibre switch/material switch/pipe switch compact NW75>75 (prod. No. 2794)

Fibre switch/material switch/pipe switch, revolver 2>3 NW75
Revolver fibre switch designed for an interruption-free filling of elements
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages
- Easy operation and adjustability, quick diverting of the material flow via hand lever and fixing bracket
- Interruption-free filling of elements
- Quick diverting between conveying and suctioning material
- Possibility of switching over wide fields which are equipped with two or three hoses
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Diverting between up tp three fixed hose- and pipe lines
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical details
Weight: approx. 4,6kg
Material: sheet steel
Inlet: 2x NW75 (3’‘)
Outlet: 3x NW75 (3‘‘)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Options
- Fibre switch: connection set NW75 (prod. no. 6157)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Alternative and replacement articles
- Fibre switch/material switch/pipe switch pneumatic 3-outlets (prod. no. 5179)
- Fibre switch/material switch/pipe switch compact NW75>75 (prod. no. 2794)

Art. 9414
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Fibre switch/material switch/pipe switch, revolver 2>3 NW75 (3'')
Material switch NW75 (3'') with two inputs and three outputs. Can be used for different applications.

Art. 10046
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Examples of use:
- Uninterrupted filling of elements by diverting the material flow without switching off the blow-in machine (position 1:
running element, position 2: following element, etc.)
- Filling of elements which were equipped with several hoses (position 1: first outlet, position 2: second outlet, position 3:
third outlet or "pre-hosing")
- Setting up a bubble-suction circuit: position 1 = blowing in, position 2 = suction
----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
- Inlet: 2x NW75 (3'')
- Outlet: 3x NW75 (3'')
- Practical stand with mounting holes
- Weight: approx. 4,6kg
- Material: stainless steel
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Options:
- Fibre Switch/Material switch/Pipe switch: Connection set NW75 (3'') (Art. No. 6157)
- Upgrade kit for Fibre switch/material switch/pipe switch, revolver 2>3 NW75 (3'') (Art.-No. 9649)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Alternative and replacement articles:
- Fibre switch/material switch/pipe switch, revolver 2>3 NW75 (3''), pneumatic (prod. no 9501)
- Fibre switch/material switch/pipe switch pneumatic, 3-outlets NW75 (3'') (prod. No. 5179)
- Fibre switch/material switch/pipe switch compact NW75>75 (prod. No. 2794)

Conveyor hose smooth NW102 (4''), L=20m
Spiral hose made of transparent PU/PVC composite. For conveying non-abrasive insulation materials. Incl. lashing strap.
++ discount of 10% when purchasing 3 or more pieces ++

Art. 8878
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+++ Note on shipping:
Shipping by forwarding agent required.
For special versions (up to max. 15 metres hose length) shipping by parcel service possible. +++
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Conveyor hose with flexible earthing braids NW102 (4''), L = 20m
Spiral-coil hose made of PU/PVC composite transparent. With flexible earthing lead. Incl. Tension belt.
++ from 3 hoses upwards 10% discount ++

Art. 8913
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Conveyor hose smooth NW25 (1''), L=20m
Spiral shielding transparent hose made from PU/PVC. For transporting non-abrasive insulation material.
Including strap.

Art. 704
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Conveyor hose with flexible earthing braids NW90 (3½''), L = 20m
Spiral-coil hose made of PU/PVC composite transparent. With flexible earthing lead. Incl. Tension belt.
++ from 3 hoses upwards 10% discount ++

Art. 8911
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FSE: High pressure hose L=30m compatible with a high pressure pump system
Pressure hose with pressed nipples on each sides DKOL M14x1.5m for connecting spray heads to high pressure pumping
systems, consists of:
- Hose
- One hand coupling M14x1.5
- One hand closure plug 1/4''
Hose ready assembled
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 5054

Dimensions hose: Di=6mm, Da=13.5mm L=30m
Pressure: max. 180bar

Alternatives:
- High pressure hose L=15m, suitable for high pressure pump system (prod. no. 715)
- High pressure hose L=50m, suitable for high pressure pump system (prod. no. 5055)
FSE: High pressure hose, L=50m, suitable for high pressure pumping system
Pressure hose with pressed nipples on each sides DKOL M14x1.5m for connecting spray heads to high pressure pumping
systems, consists of:
- Hose
- One hand coupling M14x1.5
- One hand closure plug 1/4''
Hose ready assembled

Art. 5055
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Dimensions hose: Di=6mm, Da=13.5mm L=50m
Pressure: max. 180bar

Alternatives:
- High pressure hose L=30m, suitable for high pressure pump system (prod. no. 5054)
- High pressure hose L=15m, suitable for high pressure pump system (prod. no. 715)
Magnetic valve, 2/2-ways, G 1/4"
2/2-ways magnetic valve
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Magnetic valve for installation into the water promoting hose at the Inline-humidification
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Suitable for:
- Inline-humidification
- Applications with damp-spraying
Klick me! (Image similiar)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages and limitations:
The water flow will be stopped when switching the machine off. Note: If the air flow is active, the magnetic valve is open.
For this reason, we recommend to start/stop the air- and material flow always at the same time.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical details:
Power supply: 24V DC
Thread: G ¼“
Diameter: 3mm
Length: 40mm
Working pressure: 0-13bar
Throughput: 3,2l/min.
Weight: 360g

Art. 8334
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Material: brass
Operating temperature: approx. -10°C to 80°C
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Scope of delivery:
- 1x Magnetic valve with control cable and auxiliary power plug (length approx. 0.5m)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advice:
For connection with blowing machine extra control cable is required (Art.-No. 1856, 1351, 1193, 1192)

FSE: Diaphragm pump connection set
Inlet-side connection set for suction and return of liquid from a liquid container, length approx. 3m. Including required hose
clamps.

Art. 9281
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Consisting of:
- Hose D =19mm (suction hose), (art. no. 9277)
- Hose 5/8'' (D =16mm) (return hose), (item no. 9276)
- Hose clamp 12-22 (fastening), (art. no. 9279)
- Hose clamp 16-27 (fastening, 2 pieces), (art. no. 9280)

Notes:
- Liquid container not included in the scope of delivery
- Suitable for FSE: diaphragm pump 0.75kW, p=20bar (art. No. 206)
FSE: Spray head NW63 with 4-8 spray nozzles
6-beam spray head with flat and oval outlet through which the fibre material flow is accelerated. Like this, there is a flat
spray pattern which simultaneously moistens the material flow and consistently delivers a good spraying result.

Art. 5824
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Properties:
- Hose connection: NW63 (2 1/2'')
- Spraying nozzles: 2, 4, 6 or 8 piece made from stainless steel (refitting possible, Standard: 6 piece)
- Liquid supply: via plug connection and ball valve
- Weight: 0,84 kg
Article for optional refitting:
- FSE Nozzle flat jet 0,63l-min (prod. no. 5829)

FSE: Spray head, Inline / adhesive- NW50>21
Adhesive spray head, Inline NW50>21

Art. 8120
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Spray head with inline nozzle for injection and adhesion of EPS granules. A complete wetting of the EPS beads enables a
permanent solidification of the hollow layers insulation after the adhesive has been hardened. Settlements, material
trickling out through gaps and cracks or subsequent changes can therefore not occur. The thin-walled nozzle pipe with its
special shaped outlet enables a high processing speed at a relatively small bore diameter.

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Characteristics:
- Hose connection for insulation material: NW50 (2’’)
- Nozzle pipe: outer diameter D=21mm, insertion depth approx. 260mm, straight outlet
- Easy to change nozzle pipe insert
- Connection for liquid adhesive: single-lever coupling (1/4’’) with shut-off valve (max. pressure 20bar)
- Material throughput: approx. 0,25l/min. at 10bar
- Weight: approx. 0,95kg
Note:
- Recommended liquid adhesive: adhesive XF10 for adhesion of EPS granules (prod. no. 7976)

FSE: Spray head, Inline / adhesive- NW50>24
Adhesive spray head, Inline NW50>24

Art. 7881
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Spray head with inline nozzle for injection and adhesion of EPS granules. A complete wetting of the EPS beads enables a
permanent solidification of the hollow layers insulation after the adhesive has been hardened. Settlements, material
trickling out through gaps and cracks or subsequent changes can therefore not occur. The thin-walled nozzle pipe with its
special shaped outlet enables a high processing speed at a relatively small bore diameter.

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Characteristics:
- Hose connection for insulation material: NW50 (2’’)
- Nozzle pipe: outer diameter D=24mm, insertion depth approx. 260mm, spoon shaped outlet
- Easy to change nozzle pipe insert
- Connection for liquid adhesive: single-lever coupling (1/4’’) with shut-off valve (max. pressure 20bar)
- Material throughput: approx. 0,25l/min. at 10bar
- Weight: approx. 0,95kg
Note:
- Recommended liquid adhesive: adhesive XF10 for adhesion of EPS granules (prod. no. 7976)
Abweichende Ausführungen ohne Aufpreis möglich:
- Nebeldüse mit Bohrungsdurchmesser 1,0mm, AG 1/4 (Art.-Nr. 9632)
- Nebeldüse mit Bohrungsdurchmesser 1,2mm, AG 1/4 (Art.-Nr. 9633)
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FSE: Spray head, Inline- type III (plastic) NW50 - set complete
Inline-spray head for applications with damp-spraying
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Suitable for/as:
- Open blowing with addition of water
- Hose connector with humidifying function (Inline-humidifier), for dust reduction during the blowing process (De-Dust)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages:
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Dust reduction during the blowing process
- Bundled material flow
- Less material waste
- Easy and quick installation
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical details:
- Dimensions (LxW): approx. 130x110mm
- Weight: approx. 235g
- Hose connection: NW50 (2‘‘)
- Connection water pipe: NW12
- Number of nozzles: 1
- Pressure range: <20bar
- Amount of water: <2,5l/min.
- Material: plastic
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Notes:
- When desired, the hose connection can be equipped with a different plug system or a hose nozzle.
- In combination with a magnetic valve, the water flow can be stopped when switching the machine off.
- The Inline-humidification is possible by connecting a diaphragm pump or by connecting the system to a tap connector.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Optional accessories:
- Rotary hose connector SDV50 (prod. no. 6522)
- Hose connector NW50 (2"), stainless steel (prod. no. 235)
- Reducer tube connector NW 75>50 (aluminium) (prod. no. 1262)
- Reducer tube connector NW 50>38 (aluminium) (prod. no. 1263)
- Reducer tube connector NW 63>50 (aluminium) (prod. no. 1264)
- FSE: Diaphragm pump p=20bar (prod. no. 206)
- Magnetic valve, 2/2-ways, G 1/4" (prod. no. 8334)
- FSE: One-hand connector 1/4" (prod. no. 577)
- FSE: One-hand coupling 1/4" (prod. no. 576)
- FSE: High pressure hose, suitable for high pressure pumping system, available in lengths 15/30/50m (prod. no.
715/5054/5055)

Art. 5099

FSE: Spray head, Inline- type III NW50 (2'') - set complete
In-line spray head for wet spray applications
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Suitable for/as:
- Open inflation with the addition of water
- Hose connector with humidification function (inline humidifier), for dust reduction during the blow-in process (De-Dust)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages:
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Dust reduction during the injection process
- Bundled material flow
- Less material waste
- Easy and quick installation
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
- Dimensions (LxW): approx. 130x110mm
- Weight: approx. 235g
- Hose connection: NW50 (2'')
- Water pipe connection: NW12
- Number of nozzles: 1
- Pressure range: <10bar
- Pre-installed spray nozzle: FSE: Axial full cone nozzle 1.6l/min at 2bar
- Water quantity: approx. 1.21l/min at 1bar, approx. 3.05l/min at 10bar
- Material: plastic
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Comments:
-If desired, the hose connection can be equipped with another plug system or a hose nozzle
- In combination with a solenoid valve, the water flow can be stopped when the machine is switched off
- Inline humidification is possible in combination with a diaphragm pump or a water tap connection.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Optional accessories:
- FSE: Axial full cone nozzle 2.0 l/min (prod. No. 3539)
- FSE: Axial full cone nozzle 1,25 l/min (Art.-Nr. 3540)
- Hose connector turnable SDV50 (2'') (prod. no. 6522)
- Hose connector NW50 (2'') stainless steel (prod. no. 235)
- Reducer tube connector NW63>50 (2½''>2'') Aluminium (prod. no. 1264)
- Reducer tube connector NW75>50 (3''>2'') Aluminium (prod. no. 1262)
- FSE: Diaphragm pump p=20bar (prod. no. 206)

Art. 10047
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- Magnetic valve, 2/2-ways, G 1/4" (prod. no. 8334)
- FSE: One-hand connector 1/4" (prod. no. 577)
- FSE: One-hand coupling 1/4" (prod. no. 576)
- FSE: High pressure hose, suitable for high pressure pumping system, available in lengths 15/30/50m (prod. no.
715/5054/5055)

FSE: Spray head, Inline- type III NW63 (2½'') - set complete
In-line spray head for wet spray applications
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Suitable for/as:
- Open inflation with the addition of water
- Hose connector with humidification function (inline humidifier), for dust reduction during the blow-in process (De-Dust)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages:- Dust reduction during the injection process- Bundled material flow- Less material wasteKlick me! (Image similiar)
Easy and quick installation
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
- Dimensions (LxW): approx. 130x110mm
- Weight: approx. 235g - Hose connection: NW63 (2½'')
- Water pipe connection: NW12 - Number of nozzles: 1
- Pressure range: <10bar
- Pre-installed spray nozzle: FSE: Axial full cone nozzle 1.6l/min at 2bar
- Water quantity: approx. 1.21l/min at 1bar, approx. 3.05l/min at 10bar- Material: plastic
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Comments:
- If desired, the hose connection can be equipped with another plug system or a hose nozzle
- In combination with a solenoid valve, the water flow can be stopped when the machine is switched off
- Inline humidification is possible in combination with a diaphragm pump or a water tap connection.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------Optional accessories:
- FSE: Axial full cone nozzle 2.0 l/min (prod. No. 3539)
- FSE: Axial full cone nozzle 1,25 l/min (Art.-Nr. 3540)
- Hose connector turnable SDV63 (2½'') (prod. no. 6896)
- Hose connector NW63 (2½''), stainless steel (prod. no. 236)
- Reducer tube connector NW 75>63 (aluminium) (prod. no. 1261)
- FSE: Diaphragm pump p=20bar (prod. no. 206)
- FSE: High pressure hose, suitable for high pressure pumping system, available in lengths 15/30/50m (prod. no.
715/5054/5055)
- Magnetic valve, 2/2-ways, G 1/4" (prod. no. 8334)
- FSE: One-hand connector 1/4" (prod. no. 577)
- FSE: One-hand coupling 1/4" (prod. no. 576)

Art. 10714

FSE: Spray head, Inline- type III NW63 (2½'') - set complete
In-line spray head for wet spray applications
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Suitable for/as:
- Open inflation with the addition of water
- Hose connector with humidification function (inline humidifier), for dust reduction during the blow-in process (De-Dust)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages:- Dust reduction during the injection process- Bundled material flow- Less material wasteKlick me! (Image similiar)
Easy and quick installation
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
- Dimensions (LxW): approx. 130x110mm
- Weight: approx. 235g - Hose connection: NW63 (2½'')
- Water pipe connection: NW12 - Number of nozzles: 1
- Pressure range: <10bar
- Pre-installed spray nozzle: FSE: Axial full cone nozzle 1.6l/min at 2bar
- Water quantity: approx. 1.21l/min at 1bar, approx. 3.05l/min at 10bar- Material: plastic
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Comments:
- If desired, the hose connection can be equipped with another plug system or a hose nozzle
- In combination with a solenoid valve, the water flow can be stopped when the machine is switched off
- Inline humidification is possible in combination with a diaphragm pump or a water tap connection.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------Optional accessories:
- FSE: Axial full cone nozzle 2.0 l/min (prod. No. 3539)
- FSE: Axial full cone nozzle 1,25 l/min (Art.-Nr. 3540)
- Hose connector turnable SDV63 (2½'') (prod. no. 6896)
- Hose connector NW63 (2½''), stainless steel (prod. no. 236)
- Reducer tube connector NW 75>63 (aluminium) (prod. no. 1261)
- FSE: Diaphragm pump p=20bar (prod. no. 206)
- FSE: High pressure hose, suitable for high pressure pumping system, available in lengths 15/30/50m (prod. no.
715/5054/5055)
- Magnetic valve, 2/2-ways, G 1/4" (prod. no. 8334)
- FSE: One-hand connector 1/4" (prod. no. 577)
- FSE: One-hand coupling 1/4" (prod. no. 576)

Art. 7841
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FSE: Spray head, Inline- type III NW75 - set complete
In-line spray head for wet spray applications
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Suitable for/as:
- Open inflation with the addition of water
- Hose connector with humidification function (inline humidifier), for dust reduction during the blow-in process (De-Dust)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages:
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Dust reduction during the injection process
- Bundled material flow
- Less material waste
- Easy and quick installation
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
- Dimensions (LxW): approx. 130x110mm
- Weight: approx. 235g
- Hose connection: NW75 (3'')
- Water pipe connection: NW12
- Number of nozzles: 1
- Pressure range: <10bar
- Pre-installed spray nozzle: FSE: Axial full cone nozzle 1.6l/min at 2bar
- Water quantity: approx. 1.21l/min at 1bar, approx. 3.05l/min at 10bar
- Material: plastic
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Comments:
-If desired, the hose connection can be equipped with another plug system or a hose nozzle
- In combination with a solenoid valve, the water flow can be stopped when the machine is switched off
- Inline humidification is possible in combination with a diaphragm pump or a water tap connection.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Optional accessories:
- FSE: Axial full cone nozzle 2.0 l/min (prod. No. 3539)
- FSE: Axial full cone nozzle 1,25 l/min (Art.-Nr. 3540)
- Rotary hose connector SDV75 (prod. no. 4451)
- Hose connector NW75 (3"), stainless steel (prod. no. 033)
- Reducer tube connector NW 102>75 (aluminium) (prod. no. 6642)
- Reducer tube connector NW 90>75 (aluminium) (prod. no. 1971)
- Reducer tube connector NW 75>63 (aluminium) (prod. no. 1261)
- Reducer tube connector NW 75>50 (aluminium) (prod. no. 1262)
- FSE: Diaphragm pump p=20bar (prod. no. 206)
- Magnetic valve, 2/2-ways, G 1/4" (prod. no. 8334)
- FSE: One-hand connector 1/4" (prod. no. 577)
- FSE: One-hand coupling 1/4" (prod. no. 576)
- FSE: High pressure hose, suitable for high pressure pumping system, available in lengths 15/30/50m (prod. no.
715/5054/5055)

Art. 7842
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SW13 combination spanner with ratchet
SW13

Art. 10346
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glass fibre rod x-floc: D=8, L=6m
Used to stiffen injection and transport hoses.
Extendable by means of optional swivel connectors with threaded connection.
Attachment to the hose is done e.g. with adhesive tape or Velcro tape (Art. No. 3177) at intervals of approx. 25-50 cm.

Art. 9938

Diameter: 8mm
Length: 6m (shorter length available on request)

Klick me! (Image similiar)

options:
- Connector_M8_BM (screw thread / male) (Art.-no. 6431)
- Connector_M8_BW (threaded hole / female) (Art.-No. 6432)
+++ from 3 pieces: 10% discount ++++

glass fibre rod x-floc: D=8, L=6m
Used to stiffen injection and transport hoses.
Extendable by means of optional swivel connectors with threaded connection.
Attachment to the hose is done e.g. with adhesive tape or Velcro tape (Art. No. 3177) at intervals of approx. 25-50 cm.

Art. 10148
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Diameter: 8mm
Length: 6m (shorter length available on request)

Klick me! (Image similiar)

options:
- Connector_M8_BM (screw thread / male) (Art.-no. 6431)
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- Connector_M8_BW (threaded hole / female) (Art.-No. 6432)
+++ from 3 pieces: 10% discount ++++

Hammer drill SDS+ 15mm
Ideally suited for working on mortar joints and very hard stone.
----------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
Diameter: 15 mm
Total length: 260
Working length: 200 mm
Shank: SDS Plus
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 11218

Hammer drill SDS+ 16mm
Ideally suited for working on mortar joints and very hard stone.
----------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
Diameter: 16 mm
Total length: 260
Working length: 200 mm
Shank: SDS Plus
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 11219

Hammer drill SDS+ 18mm
Ideally suited for working on mortar joints and very hard stone.
----------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
Diameter: 18 mm
Total length: 210
Working length: 150 mm
Shank: SDS Plus
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 11111

Hammer drill SDS+ 19mm
Ideally suited for working on mortar joints and very hard stone.
----------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
Diameter: 19 mm
Total length: 310
Working length: 250 mm
Shank: SDS Plus
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 11220

Hammer drill SDS+ 21mm
Ideally suited for working on mortar joints and very hard stone.
----------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
Diameter: 21 mm
Total length: 260
Working length: 200 mm
Shank: SDS Plus
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 11113

Hammer drill SDS+ 22mm
Ideally suited for working on mortar joints and very hard stone.
----------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
Diameter: 22 mm
Total length: 260
Working length: 200 mm
Shank: SDS Plus
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 11221

Hammer drill SDS+ 24mm
Ideally suited for working on mortar joints and very hard stone.
----------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
Diameter: 24 mm
Total length: 260
Working length: 200 mm
Shank: SDS Plus
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 11114

Hammer drill SDS+ 25mm
Ideally suited for working on mortar joints and very hard stone.
----------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
Diameter: 25 mm
Total length: 260
Working length: 200 mm
Shank: SDS Plus
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 11222
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KFB 30-8p - Hand-held control
Hand-held control for the insulation blowing machines M99-Standard and -DS from series G.

Art. 7852
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With toggle switch for:
- Air ON
- Air and material ON
- OFF (center position)

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Including connection cable (approx. L=0,5m) and plug (Contact 8+1)
Optional accessories:
- Extension cable L=25m (prod. no. 2015)
- Extension cable L=50m (prod. no. 2166)

KFB 3-8p - Hand-held control
Hand-held control for the insulation blowing machines M99-Standard and -DS from series G.

Art. 7851
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With toggle switch for:
- Air ON
- Air and material ON
- OFF (center position)

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Including connection cable (approx. L=0,5m) and plug (Contact 8+1)
Optional accessories:
- Extension cable L=25m (prod. no. 2015)
- Extension cable L=50m (prod. no. 2166)

Velcro return fastener L=350mm, black
Velcro back closure strap with eyelet, hook and loop strap welded on the same side (front strap)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Use as lashing strap for fastening, bundling, cable tying
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Field of application:
- Fastening of remote control FFB / KFB
- Tying/bundling of cables
Klick me! (Image similiar)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages and limitations:
- easily removable fastening
- stable metal eyelet
- good lashing properties
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
Total length: 350mm
length loop strap: 310mm
Length hook strap: 40mm
width: 20mm
Eyelet: metal
colour: black
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Scope of delivery:
- 1x Velcro back fastening strap with metal eyelet.

Art. 10950
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Hints:
- 2 pieces of Velcro tape are required per handbag part.
- 4 slots (dim. Approx. L x W = 23 x 3 mm) in the housing flaps of the KFB2000 or FFB2000 or FFB2000-Pro handset are
required for fastening the Velcro strips. Slots that are not present can be reworked by milling.
- A belt or strap with a width of approx. 25-30 mm is required for fastening.
Carbon brushes for radial blower
Spare carbon brushes suitable for:
- Centrifugal fan 1,8kW (prod.-No. 4813)
- Centrifugal fan 1,45kW (prod.-No. 3848)

Art. 4233
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Alternative/Note:
It is recommended to replace both carbon brushes at once. Required carbon brush:
- Carbon brush for centrifugal fan with safety shutdown function (prod.-No. 9672)

Carbon brush for radial blower with safety shutdown function
Carbon brush with safety shutdown function suitable for:
- Centrifugal fan 1,8kW (prod.-No. 4813)
- Centrifugal fan 1,45kW (prod.-No. 3848)

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 9672

Alternative/Note:
It is recommended to replace both carbon brushes at once. Required carbon brush:
- Carbon brush for centrifugal fan (prod.-No. 4233)
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Lochsäge 106mm für Kunststoff, Holz und Holzwerkstoffe
English version in preparation: passend für
- DDE: Lochsäge 106mm mit Schnellwechselaufnahme für Holzwerkstoffe, Kunststoffe (Art.-Nr. 9290)

Art. 9288
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Lochsäge 85mm für Kunststoff, Holz und Holzwerkstoffe
English version in preparation: passend für
- DDE: Lochsäge 85mm mit Schnellwechselaufnahme für Holzwerkstoffe, Kunststoffe (Art.-Nr. 9289)

Art. 9287

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Air filter mat L=290 B=225 made from viledon
Minifant: suction hood series E complete and compact amplifier station 2,8kW

Art. 3450

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Air filter pad (288x288x25) EM3XX, EM4XX, EM5XX, VSXX
Air filter element suitable for all machine types of X-Floc equipped with the "ALF".
Special filter foam s = 25mm
Dimensions: about 288x288mm

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 4653

Suitability for the following machine types:
- EM3XX
- EM4XX
- EM5XX
- VS28 (from C-series VS28C approx. From 07/2015)
- VS33

Viledon air filter mat, L=430 B=210

Art. 3500
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Air filter cell 323 x 290 x 24 mm, s=1'' (M95)
- Filter cell with pleated, single layer filter material
- Cardboard spacer for setting the pleat spacing.
- Sturdy cardboard frame

Art. 1642

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Measurement equipment: NW100 density testing set with case and hole saw
Density test set for checking the local installation density of loose fill insulation material such as cellulose, wood fibre,
mineral fibre and ohter insulation materials.
Including operating instructions on the scale and operating manual.

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 8383

Technical data:
Measuring range insulation thickness: 40-470mm (or 1½''-18½'').
Measuring range installation density: 20-155kg/m³ (or 1.6-6.4lb/ft³).

Consists of:
- Corrision-resistant graduated tube with special serrated bevel D=100, L= approx. 500mm and printed scale and
operating instructions in iso-unit system (deviating version with Imperial units possible), own weight approx. 1.8kg or 4lbs.
- Scale, electronic compact scale (item no. 2341), measuring range up to 2.2kg resp. 4.85lbs
- Case for density test set, without contents (orod. No. 8243)
- DDE: Hole saw with ejection system complete D= 106,5 mm (prod. No. 4966)
Notes on determining the average installation density related to an element:
A sufficient number of local installation densities with subsequent averaging is required to determine an average
installation density. If the local measurements deviate only slightly from each other, fewer samples are already sufficient
for averaging, while for large deviations correspondingly more samples must be selected.
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Note: The scales show internationally valid SI units: [g], [cm] and [kg/m³]
Scales with Anglo-American units can be supplied on request: [g], [inch] and [lb/ft³].
Please specify when ordering.
Options:
- Piercing tube with special serrated edge D=100, L= approx. 800mm (on request, prod. No. 6885, not compatible with
case)
- Scale: Net adaptor for electronic compact weighing (prod. No. 2342)

Measuring equipment: NW100 density testing set with case and mains adaptor.
Density testing set for checking the installation density of loose insulation materials, e.g. cellulose, wood fibre, mineral
insulation etc.

Art. 5347
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Technical details (based on cellulose insulation):
Measurement range: 40-400mm
Density range: 25-90 kg/cbm

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Consists of:
- Sharp edged pipe, L= 500mm with scale
- Scales, up to 2200gg, battery operation (2 AA batteries included)
- Matching case with foam insert
- Mains adaptor for scales

Note: The scales show internationally valid SI units: [g], [cm] and [kg/m³]
Scales with Anglo-American units can be supplied on request: [g], [inch] and [lb/ft³].
Please specify when ordering.
Options:
- Various hole saws, please inquire if interested
- Prolonged pipe, L= approx. 80cm (on request, prod. No. 6885, not with case)
Measurement equipment: pressure gauge, D=117mm
Description: Pressure gauge for testing airlock pressure, measurement range 0-0.6bar
Diameter: approx. 117mm
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
NEW: with practical protective rubber cap.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Art. 7079
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Measurement equipment: pressure gauge, D=117mm
Description: Pressure gauge for testing airlock pressure, measurement range 0-0.6bar
Diameter: approx. 117mm
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
NEW: with practical protective rubber cap.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Art. 9203
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Measurement equipment: pressure gauge, D=117mm
Description: Pressure gauge for testing airlock pressure, measurement range 0-0.6bar
Diameter: approx. 117mm
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
NEW: with practical protective rubber cap.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Art. 9566
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Measurement equipment: pressure gauge, D=117mm
Description: Pressure gauge for testing airlock pressure, measurement range 0-0.6bar
Diameter: approx. 117mm
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
NEW: with practical protective rubber cap.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Art. 8187
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Measuring equipment: Endoscope camera for cavity wall film inspection (2 lenses)
Endoscope for hollow film inspection with front and side camera. Switch for selecting the camera integrated in the cable.
Sound recording via built-in microphone. Easy operation, several menu languages can be selected.

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 11054

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
- Two lens endoscope camera
- Resolution: 1080P HD
- Light source: LED light,
- Screen: 4.5 inch colour screen
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- Protection class camera probe: IP67
- Protection class monitor unit: IP45
- Memory: 32GB microSD card
- Battery: 2,500mAh rechargeable
- Running time at full battery: Up to 4 hours
- Operating temperature: 0 - 42°C
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Applications:
The endoscope is especially suitable for the interior control and inspection of:
- Insulation in hollow masonry
- Beam and timber constructions
- building renovation
- Heating and ventilation systems
- sanitary installations
- castings
- Rock drilling
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Alternative:
- Measuring equipment: Endoscope camera for cavity wall film inspection (3 lenses) (prod. No. 11136)

Measuring equipment: Endoscope camera for cavity wall film inspection (3 lenses)
Endoscope for hollow film inspection with a front and two side cameras. Switch for selecting the camera integrated in the
cable. Sound recording via built-in microphone. Easy operation, several menu languages can be selected.

Art. 11136
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
- Three lens endoscope camera
- Resolution: 1080P HD
- Light source: LED light,
- Screen: 4.5 inch colour screen
- Protection class camera probe: IP67
- Protection class monitor unit: IP45
- Memory: 32GB microSD card
- Battery: 2,500mAh rechargeable
- Running time at full battery: Up to 4 hours
- Operating temperature: 0 - 42°C

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Applications:
The endoscope is especially suitable for the interior control and inspection of:
- Insulation in hollow masonry
- Beam and timber constructions
- building renovation
- Heating and ventilation systems
- sanitary installations
- castings
- Rock drilling
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Alternative:
- Measuring equipment: Endoscope camera for cavity wall film inspection (2 lenses) (prod. No. 11054)
Measurement Equipment: Borescope with LED lightning
The new, inflexible, wireless and innovative borescope provides an excellent image quality, super bright lightning,
compact design as well as a fully wireless operation at a favourable price without any follow-up costs (spare bulbs). An
extremely bright miniature light-emitting diode (approx. 200% higher lighting performance than the 6V halogen bulb on the
previous model) makes this borescope perfect for applications in the building redevelopment sector. The power supply is
provided by an integrated lithium-ion battery. With this battery, the borescope can be operated wirelessly and without an
external power supply. An improved optical system and a fix-focus-ocular delivers brilliant pictures with a depth of field of
approx. 2mm to infinity. A picture- or video documentation is optionally available. The particularly robust design ensures a
Klick me! (Image similiar)
reliable operation of the borescope, even in daily operation under harsh conditions.

Art. 8519
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Characteristics/Technical Data:
- Effective length 310mm, total length 440mm, probe diameter 9mm
- Viewing direction 90°, lateral, angle of view approx. 60°
- Rotating borescope probe
- Compact design, weight with integrated battery only 230g
- Extremely bright, white light with integrated high-power LED, adjustable brightness, low heat build-up, long LED lifetime,
no follow-up costs by replacing bulbs
- Battery operation with built-in lithium-ion battery (5V/2A), no disturbing connection cable, long operating time (charging
cable inclusive)
Applications:
The borescope is especially suitable for internal control and inspection of
- Insulation in cavity walls of masonry
- Beam- and wooden constructions
- Building redevelopment
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- Heating- and ventilation systems
- Sanitary facilities
- Castings
- Rock drilling
- Covert cables and wiring
Optional accessories:
- Digital camera
- Adapter for camera (prod. no. 5984)

Measuring devices: Test element 0,0175 m³ according to EN 14064
Test element for testing the installation density when blowing-in mineral fibre core insulation according to EN 14064-2
annex C.

Art. 5697
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Inner volume: approx. 0,0175m³
Dimensions (outisde): 570x530x109
Blow-in opening: Ø25mm
Material: Multiplex / metal
Weight: approx. 8kg

Advantages:
- Practical box catches for quick emptying
- Firm stand
- Handle for an easy handling and weighing
Options / typical accesories:
- DD: Rotary nozzle 50>24mm / 45° outlet (increased wear-resistance) (prod. no. 6391)
- Injection nozzle NW50>24 (prod. no. 3961)
- Injection nozzle NW50>24 AV (with shut-off valve) (prod. no. 5692)
- Scale, digital- for testing basket (prod. no. 4544)
Measurement device: 0.1 m³ testing unit - Fixed lid
Sturdy and airtight testing unit with removable door and plexiglass for the following applications:
- Test / demonstration of dry injection with a hose (vertical/ angled/ horizontal).
- Test / demonstration of dry injection with a rotary nozzle through a drill hole (vertical).
- Test / demonstration of open blowing.
- Test / demonstration of damp-spraying.
- Test / demonstration lance injection (lance required).
Test volume: 0.10 cbm
Klick me! (Image similiar)
Dimensions: W x D x H = approx. 550 x 334 x 906 mm
Unladen weight with doors: approx. 26 kg
With fixed (not removable) lid.

Art. 8851
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Recommended accessories:
- Measurement device: Scales for testing unit 0,1 m³ (prod. No. 9392)
- Cylinder saws D=106.5 (product no. 1506)
- Thickness gauge (product no. 1831)
- Density testing set (product no. 3770, 4348, 2348, 4349)
- Sealing sponge (product no. 292)
- Injection bezel (Art.-Nr. 8787)
Shipping information:
- When shipping with the parcel service additional costs accrue for the packaging.
Vibration Test Bench acc. to EN 15101-1
Testing apparatus for dry injected insulation materials

Art. 6342
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- Settlement determinations of
· Dry injected cellulose insulation materials (LFCI) and other blowing insulation materials
· Blowing insulation in walls, roofs and roof pitches
- According to the standard of EN 15101-1
- Compatibly test element (specimen box) 0.345/0.144 m³ on request

The Vibration Test Bench serves for settlement determinations under vibrations. Thermal insulations of walls, roofs and
roof pitches which have been blown-in with cellulose fibre or other insulation blowing materials can be checked. This
testing device corresponds to the guidelines of standard EN 15101-1.
The Vibration Test Bench has a sturdy steel frame and a powder-coated surface. The locating plate can be tilt over
continuous from 0° to 90°. Consequently the settlement of thermal insulations in walls, roofs and roof pitches can be
checked. A precise adjustment of the incline is possible with the angular arc gauge.
Vibrations up to 5220 Hz can be regulated. This makes tests possible which are more difficult than the most demanding
realistic conditions. The device is dimensioned for lifelike specimen boxes. The particular test element can be fixed with
lashing straps on the locating plate. A g stand fixes the test element in the vertical axis.
This testing apparatus has been developed in a long lasting collaboration with the Ludwig Maximilians University Munich.
Technical data:
- Dimensions (L × W × H1/H2): approx. 1200 × 1300 × 1090/1760 mm
- Specimen box (W max./H max.): 1000/3000 mm
- Surface: Powder-coated RAL7035 (light grey)
- Swivel range: 0-90°
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- Frequency max.: 87 Hz
- Vibrations max.: 5220 Hz
- Power rating: approx. 0.9 kW
- Power supply: 230 V / 50 Hz
- Unladen weight: approx. 270 kg
Options:
- Measuring device: Test element vibration test bench according to DIN-EN 15101-1 (Art.-Nr. 6617)
- Measurement device: 0.1 m³ testing unit (Art.-Nr. 3946)
- Measurement equipment: NW100 density testing set (Art.-Nr. 3770)

Messgeräte: Tiefenmessnadel
English version in preparation: Nadel zur Dickenmessung einer Einblasdämmung oder Feuchtsprühdämmung.

Art. 2844
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Techn. Daten:
- Länge ca. 25cm
- inkl. Skala
- mit Spitze zum einfachen einstechen
- Mat.: Rostfreie Legierung

Measurement device: Scales for testing unit 0,1 m³
Sturdy digital scales suitable for checking the installation density in the testing unit.
The dimensions of the weighing plate (safety glass) allow settling and weighing of the testing unit. Maximum weighing
range 150kg, graduation 100g. Supplied with coin cell, including automatic shutdown and automatic zero position.
Particularly high stability through flat design.
Recommended accessories for:
-Measurement device: 0.1 m³ testing unit (prod. No. 3946)
-Measurement device: 0.1 m³ testing unit - Fixed lid (prod. No. 8851)
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 9392

Empfohlenes Zubehör für:
- Messgeräte: Prüfelement 0,1 m³ (Art.-Nr. 3946)
- Messgeräte: Prüfelement 0,1 m³ - Fester Deckel (Art.-Nr. 8851)
Measuring device: scale, analogue (22kg) with tape measure
Digital scale for measuring the testing baskets or testing element.

Art. 5983
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Features:
Measuring range from 0-22 kg
With round display including 1 m measuring tape
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Minifant: Detention grid for bulk materials
Detention grid for installation in the filling hopper of the X-Floc insulation blowing machine Minifant M99
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------By using the detention grid, insulation material particles with a diameter >10mm falling in the machine’s hopper bottom
area and therefore into the conditioning unit and the rotary airlock can be prevented.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------In the powder-coated grid (hole size = 50x50mm) with surrounding robust metal frame, a weld grid with a hole size of
10x10mm is inserted.
Klick me! (Image similiar)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Application:
Processing of loose bulk materials, e.g. EPS- or mineral granules
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantage:
Due to the two-layer structure, the hole size can be easily adjusted to the application’s requirements and may vary
“infinitely” between 10x10 and 50x50mm.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical details:
Material (grid/frame): steel
Surface (grid/frame): powder coating, red (RAL3000)
Material (grid shelf): steel
Surface (grid shelf): galvanised
Dimensions: approx. 0.53x0.53m
Weight: approx. 2.98kg
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Scope of delivery:
Detention grid, mounted ready for use

Art. 8148

Minifant: Conversion kit for converting D series machines to E series.
Kit for converting M99D minifants (supplied up to November 2008) to M99E models.
Contains all the necessary components such as a suction hood, a filter, a blower console, a hose, a second check valve,
hose clamps and small parts.

Art. 3542
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Important NOTE:
- The conversion kit contains as standard a variant of the fan console with edging (Part No. 3312 former version), which is
compatible with machines equipped with two small fans.
- A different version of the blower console (Part No. 3312) is required if the machine is equipped with a large (Ametek)
blower and a small blower.
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Therefore, please inform us when ordering the present fan configuration!

Minifant: Conversion kit for converting D series machines to F series.
Kit for converting M99D minifants (supplied up to November 2008) to M99F models.
Contains all the necessary components such as a suction hood, a filter, a blower console, a hose, a second check valve,
hose clamps and small parts.

Art. 6191
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Module amplifier VS40: connection cable 3.6m
Connection cable for connecting a module amplifier VS40 with a blowing plate EP800.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Suitable for:
- Factory-fill: EP800-NW90-Blowing Panel for industrial element filling (from year of manufacture 05/2022)
- VS: Amplifier station module amplifier VS40 (from year of manufacture 05/2022)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
Klick me! (Image similiar)
Length: 3.6 m
Cable cross-section: 10x 0.5 qmm
Connection 1: plug Contact 7+1
Connection 2: coupler Contact 7+1
230V power adapter, 25m reel with 3x earthed socket.
25m coil on a hard rubber reel with sturdy double pipe frame, cable: H07RN-F 3G2.5
One end: 230V two pin earthed plug, 3 pole, 16A
Other end: 3 x earthed socket, 3 pole, 16A

Art. 10962
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Mains adapter 400V / 16A > 400V / 32A
- Housing made of high-strength special plastic
- Splash proof
- Versatile, space-saving, universal, mobile, robust and cheap
- Input: 1 CEE plug 16A
- Output: 1 CEE socket 16A + 1x -32A
- 2 Protective contact sockets 230V
- Suitable for construction sites: protection class IP 44
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 5898

Note:
- The CEE plug cannot be connected directly to a feeding point (protruding nose). For connection, an extension cable is
required (e.g. mains adapter 400V/16A, 10m ring, CEE prod. no. 348).
Mains adapter test plug, 400V/32A
CEE test plug for checking a three-phase current supply.
---------------------------------------------------Wiring errors and errors in the rotating field, as well as the lack of a phase at a CEE socket, can be detected easily and
safely with this test plug.
The plug’s housing is made of impact-resistant polyamide, the plug itself is splash-proof.
---------------------------------------------------Technical details:
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Suitable for: 400V/32A
- Protective earthing position: 6h
- Protection class: IP44
- Test mark/test: CE, IEC 60309

Art. 9150

Net adaptor 400V/230V, 25m cable reel - Pro
CEE-Pro-safety cable reel 400V, made from robust, shatterproof special plastic, shock-absorbing, massive, plastic-coated
double-tube frames, ergonomic shaped handle, with 3-pin VDE-thermal circuit break and automatic function unit, 2
grounding socket 230V with safe hinged lid and “hammer symbol”, 1 CEE-socket 5-pin 400V 16A. Mechanically, extremely
resilient industrial piping, abrasion-resistant, oil-resistant. In visible orange colour.
Cable H07BQ-F 5G2,5.

Art. 5805
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Net adaptor 400V/230V, 25m cable reel - Pro
CEE-Pro-safety cable reel 400V, made from robust, shatterproof special plastic, shock-absorbing, massive, plastic-coated
double-tube frames, ergonomic shaped handle, with 3-pin VDE-thermal circuit break and automatic function unit, 2
grounding socket 230V with safe hinged lid and “hammer symbol”, 1 CEE-socket 5-pin 400V 16A. Mechanically, extremely
resilient industrial piping, abrasion-resistant, oil-resistant. In visible orange colour.
Cable H07BQ-F 5G2,5.

Art. 8332
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Net adaptor 400V/230V, 30m cable reel - Pro
CEE-Profi-safety cable reel 400V, made from robust, shatterproof special plastic, shock-absorbing, massive, plasticcoated double-tube frames, ergonomic shaped handle, with 3-pin VDE-thermal circuit break and automatic function unit, 2
grounding socket 230V with safe hinged lid and “hammer symbol”, 1 CEE-socket 5-pin 400V 16A. Mechanically, extremely
resilient industrial piping, abrasion-resistant, oil-resistant. In visible orange colour.
Cable H07BQ-F 5G2,5.

Art. 5806
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Net adaptor 400V/230V, 40m cable reel - Prp
CEE-Profi- safety cable reel 400V, made from robust, shatterproof special plastic, shock-absorbing, massive, plasticcoated double-tube frames, ergonomic shaped handle, with 3-pin VDE-thermal circuit break and automatic function unit, 2
grounding socket 230V with safe hinged lid and “hammer symbol”, 1 CEE-socket 5-pin 400V 16A. Mechanically, extremely
resilient industrial piping, abrasion-resistant, oil-resistant. In visible orange colour.
Cable H07BQ-F 5G1,5.

Art. 5807

Klick me! (Image similiar)

400V power adapter, 10m coil, CEE
10m as coil, H07RN-F 5G2.5
One end: CEE-plug, 5 pole, red, 132A
Other end: CEE-coupling, 5 pole, red, 32A

Art. 6588

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Mains adapter test plug, 400V/32A
CEE test plug for checking a three-phase current supply.
---------------------------------------------------Wiring errors and errors in the rotating field, as well as the lack of a phase at a CEE socket, can be detected easily and
safely with this test plug.
The plug’s housing is made of impact-resistant polyamide, the plug itself is splash-proof.
---------------------------------------------------Technical details:
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Suitable for: 400V/32A
- Protective earthing position: 6h
- Protection class: IP44
- Test mark/test: CE, IEC 60309

Art. 9114

Mains adapter 400V/32A>400V/16A, with connection cable 1.5m
Small current distributor for connecting a 400V/16A appliance to a 400V/32A connection. Incl. fuse C16A and connection
cable 1.5m.
---------------------------------------------------Technical data:
- Input: 1 CEE plug 400V, 32A, 5-pole with 1.5m H07RN-F 5G2.5 heavy rubber hose cable
- Output: 1 CEE socket 400 V / 16 A, 5-pin
- Protection class: IP44
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Fuse: 1 × LS C16 A, 3-pole, can be switched on again. loadable up to 11kW

Art. 9115

Mains adapter 400V/32A>400V/16A, with connection cable 1.5m
Small current distributor for connecting a 400V/16A appliance to a 400V/32A connection. Incl. fuse C16A and connection
cable 1.5m.
---------------------------------------------------Technical data:
- Input: 1 CEE plug 400V, 32A, 5-pole with 1.5m H07RN-F 5G2.5 heavy rubber hose cable
- Output: 1 CEE socket 400 V / 16 A, 5-pin
- Protection class: IP44
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Fuse: 1 × LS C16 A, 3-pole, can be switched on again. loadable up to 11kW

Art. 9115

Mains adapter test plug, 400V/16A
CEE test plug for checking a three-phase connection.
Reliably detects the following states:
- Phase sequence correct or incorrect
- One phase missing
- Earth or neutral conductor not connected
- Earth or neutral connected to phase

Art. 8849
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---------------------------------------------------Rotary field and wiring faults, as well as the absence of a phase of a CEE socket, can be detected very easily and safely
with this test plug.
The plug housing is made of impact-resistant polyamide, the plug itself is splash-proof.
---------------------------------------------------Technical data:
- Suitable for: 400V/16A
- Protective conductor position: 6h
- Protection class: IP44
- Approval marks/testing: CE, IEC 60309
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Mains adapter test plug, 400V/32A
CEE test plug for checking a three-phase current supply.
---------------------------------------------------Wiring errors and errors in the rotating field, as well as the lack of a phase at a CEE socket, can be detected easily and
safely with this test plug.
The plug’s housing is made of impact-resistant polyamide, the plug itself is splash-proof.
---------------------------------------------------Technical details:
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Suitable for: 400V/32A
- Protective earthing position: 6h
- Protection class: IP44
- Test mark/test: CE, IEC 60309

Art. 8850

Net adaptor 400V / 32A > 2x400V / 16A
Input: 1 CEE- plug 32A
Output: 2 CEE- sockets 16A
1 shockproof socket 230V/16A
Protection: 3 G-fuses 10A
(Device fuse cannot be reset, inertia T10A, SPT 5x20mm, breaking capacity 1kA)
Suitable for construction sites: protection classes IP 44

Art. 7273
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400V CEE / 3x 230V earthed power distribution cube
Inlet: CEE plug (16A 400V 5 pole)
Outlet: 3x grounding sockets (16A 230V 3 pole).

Art. 5993

Klick me! (Image similiar)

400V CEE / 1x 400V, 3x 230V earthed power distribution cube (with connection cable)
- Housing made of high-strength special plastic
- Splashproof
- Versatile, space-saving, universal, mobile, robust and affordable
- Inlet: CEE plug (16A 400V 5 pole)
- Outlet: 3x grounding sockets (16A 230V 3 pole)
1x CEE-socket 400V/16A
- Connecting cable: 1.5m H07RN-F 5G1.5
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Suitable for the construction site: Protection class IP 44

Art. 9482

400V CEE / 3x 230V earthed power distribution cube (with connection cable)
- Housing made of high-strength special plastic
- Splashproof
- Versatile, space-saving, universal, mobile, robust and affordable
- Inlet: CEE plug (16A 400V 5 pole)
- Outlet: 3x grounding sockets (16A 230V 3 pole)
- Connecting cable: 1.5m H07RN-F 5G1.5
- Suitable for the construction site: Protection class IP 44
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 9481

400V CEE / 3x 230V earthed power distribution cube
Inlet: CEE plug (16A 400V 5 pole)
Outlet: 3x grounding sockets (16A 230V 3 pole).

Art. 8956
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Reducer tube connector NW102>75 (4''>3'') Aluminium
Precisely manufactured aluminum reducer piece for connecting injection- and conveying hoses of different sizes.
Maximum sealing effect due to tapered hose connections and special sealing contour. Specially shaped inlet and outlet
edges virtually eliminate the possibility of material dropouts.
Dimensions: 1st side: NW102 (4'') / 2nd side: NW75 (3'')

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 6642

Options:
- Hose clamp NW102 (4'') (prod. no. 8883)
- Hose clamp NW75 (3'') (prod. no. 177)
- Hose clamp NW75 (3'') 79-85mm (hinged bolt clamp) (prod. no. 3759)
- Hose clamp NW75 (3''), quick-connect clamp with hook (prod. no. 223)
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Reducer tube connector NW102>90 (4''>3½'') Aluminium
Precisely manufactured aluminum reducer piece for connecting injection- and conveying hoses of different sizes.
Maximum sealing effect due to tapered hose connections and special sealing contour. Specially shaped inlet and outlet
edges virtually eliminate the possibility of material dropouts.
Dimensions: 1st side: NW102 (4'') / 2nd side: NW90 (3½'') / length appr. 170mm

Art. 8881
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Options:
- Hose clamp NW102 (4'') (prod. no. 8883)
- Hose clamp NW90 (3½'') (prod. no. 1923)
- Hose clamp NW90 (3½'') 97-104mm (hinged bolt clamp) (prod. no. 3811)
- Hose clamp NW90 (3½''), quick-connect clamp with hook (prod. No. 8816)

Reducer tube connector NW90>75 (3½''>3'') Aluminium
Precisely manufactured aluminum reducer piece for connecting injection- and conveying hoses of different sizes.
Maximum sealing effect due to tapered hose connections and special sealing contour. Specially shaped inlet and outlet
edges virtually eliminate the possibility of material dropouts.
Dimensions: 1st side: NW90 (3½") / 2nd side: NW75 (3'')

Art. 1971
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Options:
- Hose clamp NW90 (3½'') (prod. no. 1923)
- Hose clamp NW90 (3½'') 97-104mm (hinged bolt clamp) (prod. no. 3811)
- Hose clamp NW90 (3½''), quick-connect clamp with hook (prod. no. 8816)
- Hose clamp NW75 (3'') (prod. no. 177)
- Hose clamp NW75 (3'') 79-85mm (hinged bolt clamp) (prod. no. 3759)
- Hose clamp NW75 (3''), quick-connect clamp with hook (prod. no. 223)

Y-Piece NW63/63>63 (2½''/2½''>2½'') stainless steel
Lateral pipe fitting made of stainless steel with approx. 30 ° branch angle. Typical use for coupling an air amplifier into a
conveyor line. The use of thin-walled pipe material virtually eliminates material stoppers.
Dimensions:
Straight tube: NW63 (2½'')
Branch: NW63 (2½'')

Art. 9382
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Options:
- Hose clamp NW63 (2½'') (prod. no. 176)
- Hose clamp NW63 (2½'') 68-73mm (hinged bolt clamp) (prod. no. 2822)

Y-Piece NW63/63>63 (2½''/2½''>2½'') stainless steel
Lateral pipe fitting made of stainless steel with approx. 30 ° branch angle. Typical use for coupling an air amplifier into a
conveyor line. The use of thin-walled pipe material virtually eliminates material stoppers.
Dimensions:
Straight tube: NW63 (2½'')
Branch: NW63 (2½'')

Art. 9381
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Options:
- Hose clamp NW63 (2½'') (prod. no. 176)
- Hose clamp NW63 (2½'') 68-73mm (hinged bolt clamp) (prod. no. 2822)

Detachable tubing port 30 - 80mm panel thickness
The clamping mechanism and locking latch enables the practical detachable tubing port to be fastened onto drill. The
flexible sealing and multi-layered rubber rosette facilitates self-sealing against the structure element.

Art. 7006
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Technical Details/Features:
- Usable for a panel thickness of up to approx. 80mm
- Required drill hole: D = 106,5mm – 120mm
- Usable for hose sizes NW50 / NW63 / NW75 / NW90 (2” / 2½" / 3" / 3½")
- Triple layered rubber rosette for sealing the detachable tubing port
- Flexible sealing for avoiding dust emissions from the blowing port
- Ergonomic locking latch for easy opening and unlocking / useful for single-handed operation
- Powder and electrogalvanized coating offer rust protection
Options:
- DDE: Hole saw with release system complete Diameter=106,55mm (prod. no. 4966)
- DDE: Hole saw professional Diameter=106,55mm (prod. no. 6182)
- DDE: Hole saw professional Diameter=120mm (prod. no. 1869)
- DDE: Hole saw with release system complete Diameter=120mm (prod. no. 5282)
- Sealing sponge with a large clearance hole (on request)

Hose clamp NW102 (4'')

Art. 8883
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Hose clamp for comfortable and secure fastening of injection and conveyor hoses NW102 (4'')
Fastening: six-sided screw (SW13) and slot
Band width: s=20mm
Max. Tightening torque: 12Nm
Material: Steel (galvanised)
+++ 10% discount when purchasing more than 5 items +++
+++ 15% discount when purchasing more than 10 items +++
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Hose clamp NW102 (4'') 104-112 (hinged bolt clamp)
Joint bolt clamp for optimal sealing fastening of injection and conveyor hoses NW102 (4'')
Fastening: six-sided screw (SW13)
Band width: s=25mm
Max. Tightening torque: 20Nm
Material: Steel (galvanised)
+++ 10% discount when purchasing more than 5 items +++
+++ 15% discount when purchasing more than 10 items +++
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 9505

Hose clamp NW50 (2'') 56-59mm (hinged bolt clamp)
Joint bolt clamp for optimal sealing fastening of injection and conveyor hoses NW50 (2'')
Fastening: six-sided screw (SW13)
Band width: s=22mm
Max. Tightening torque: 15Nm
Material: Steel (galvanised)
+++ 10% discount when purchasing more than 5 items +++
+++ 15% discount when purchasing more than 10 items +++
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 5097

Hose clamp NW63 (2½'') 68-73mm (hinged bolt clamp)
Joint bolt clamp for optimal sealing fastening of injection and conveyor hoses NW63 (2½'')
Fastening: six-sided screw (SW13)
Band width: s=24mm
Max. Tightening torque: 25Nm
Material: Steel (galvanised)
+++ 10% discount when purchasing more than 5 items +++
+++ 15% discount when purchasing more than 10 items +++
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 2822

Hose clamp NW90 (3½'')

Art. 9908
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Hose clamp for comfortable and secure fastening of injection and conveyor hoses NW90 (3½'')
Fastening: six-sided screw (SW13) and slot
Band width: s=20mm
Max. Tightening torque: 12Nm
Material: Steel (galvanised)
+++ 10% discount when purchasing more than 5 items +++
+++ 15% discount when purchasing more than 10 items +++

Note: For injection or delivery hoses with a diameter larger than 98mm, this hose clamp may have to be used:
- Hose clamp NW90 (3½'') suitable from an outer diameter of 98mm (Art.-No. 1923)
Hose clamp NW90 (3½'') suitable from outer diameter 98mm
Hose clamp for comfortable and secure fastening of injection and conveyor hoses NW90 (3½'')
Fastening: six-sided screw (SW13) and slot
Band width: s=20mm
Max. Tightening torque: 12Nm
Material: Steel (galvanised)
+++ 10% discount when purchasing more than 5 items +++
+++ 15% discount when purchasing more than 10 items +++
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 1923

Hose clamp NW90 (3½''), quick-connect clamp with hook
Adjustable quick-lock clamp for comfortable and secure fastening of injection and conveyor hoses NW90 (3½'')
Fastening: cylinder head screw (M6) and slot
Band width: s=20mm
Material: steel (galvanised)
+++ 10% discount when purchasing more than 5 items +++
+++ 15% discount when purchasing more than 10 items +++

Art. 8816
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Hose kit "Cavity wall insulation NW50, L=40m" with injection nozzle
Consisting of:
- 2 pieces: NW50 injection hose (2 '), smooth, L=20m (Art.-Nr. 329)
- 1 pieces: NW50 stainless steel hose connector VA (Art.-Nr. 235)
- 5 pieces: NW50 (2'') hose clamp
- 1 pieces: NW50>24 AV Injection nozzle (with ball valve) (Art.-Nr. 5692)

Art. 5873
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Hose reel NW75 - D1000 plus
For practical reeling of hoses up to a length of 130m (depending on the diameter, see data sheet), any combination
possible. The reel can be mounted anywhere and the weight is reduced to a minimum.

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 6464

Steel frame (powder-coated), consists of:
- Frame with fastening options for roles, wall or floor fastening
- Hose reel with detectable twist lock (locking bolt)
- Mirror-inverted reel mounting possible, thereby flexible adaptation to the application situation possible
- Hose connection NW75 (3‘‘) side of the reel
- Capacity:
Injection hose NW50 approx. 110m
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Conveyor hose NW50 approx. 130m
Injection hose NW63 approx. 70m
Conveyor hose NW63 approx. 90m
Injection hose NW75 approx. 45m
Conveyor hose NW75 approx. 60m
For further information see data sheet.
Please give the following details when ordering:
Hose connection and locking standard left (front view). Deviating assembly possible (must be specified with order) or later
modification
Options:
- Hose reel: accessory set for connection to an insulation blowing machine (Prod. No. 5845)
- 2x fixed castor (Prod. No. 4767) and 2x castor, sheet steel, extra heavy construction (Prod. No. 4766)
- 4x fixed castor (Prod. No. 4767)

Schlauchtrommel NW90 - D1000 +++ Artikel in Bearbeitung +++
English version in preparation:

Art. 10554
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Hose connector turnable SDV50 (2'')
Turnable hose connector for a twist-open hose connection.
- Hose connection: NW50 (2'') on both sides
- Material: Aluminium
- Sealed for blowing pressures
- Can be unmounted for cleaning purposes
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 6522

Options:
- Hose clamp NW50 (2'') (prod. no. 175)
- Hose clamp NW50 (2'') 56-59mm (hinged bolt clamp) (prod. no. 5097)

Hose connector turnable SDV63 (2½'')
Turnable hose connector for a twist-free hose line.

Art. 6896
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- Hose connection: NW63 (2½'') on both sides
- Material: aluminium
- Sealed to maintain injection pressure
- Can be taken apart for cleaning

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Options:
- Hose clamp NW63 (2½'') (prod. no. 176)
- Hose clamp NW63 (2½'') 68-73mm (hinged bolt clamp) (prod. no. 2822)

Hose connector turnable SDV90 (3½'')
Turnable hose connector for a twist-free hose line.

Art. 9262
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- Hose connection: NW63 (2½'') on both sides
- Material: aluminium
- Sealed to maintain injection pressure
- Can be taken apart for cleaning

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Options:
- Hose clamp NW90 (3½'') (prod. no. 1923)
- Hose clamp NW90 (3½'') 97-104mm (hinged bolt clamp) (prod. no. 3811)
- Hose clamp NW90 (3 ½''), quick-connect clamp with hook (prod. no. 8816)

Hose connector NW102 (4'') stainless steel
Pipe section made of stainless steel for connecting injection- and delivery hoses. The use of thin-walled pipe material
virtually eliminates material stoppers.
Dimensions: NW102 (4''), length approx. 90mm

Art. 7486
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Options:
- Hose clamp NW102 (4'') (prod. no. 8883)
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Hose connector NW38 (1½'') stainless steel
Pipe section made of stainless steel for connecting injection- and delivery hoses. The use of thin-walled pipe material
virtually eliminates material stoppers.
Dimensions: NW38 (1½''), length approx. 60mm

Art. 788
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Options:
- Injection hose NW38 (1½'') hose clamp (prod. no. 1199)
- Conveyor hose NW38 (1½'') hose clamp (prod. no. 512)

Hose connector NW90 (3½'') stainless steel
Pipe section made of stainless steel for connecting injection- and delivery hoses. The use of thin-walled pipe material
virtually eliminates material stoppers.
Dimensions: NW90 (3½''), length approx. 90mm

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 1452

Options:
- Hose clamp NW90 (3½'') (prod. no. 1923)
- Hose clamp NW90 (3½'') 97-104mm (hinged bolt clamp) (prod. no. 3811)
- Hose clamp NW90 (3 ½''), quick-connect clamp with hook (prod. no. 8816)

Schnellwechselaufnahme für Lochsäge
English version in preparation: passend für
- DDE: Lochsäge mit Schnellwechselaufnahme für Holzwerkstoffe, Kunststoffe (z.B. Art.-Nr. 9289, 9290, etc.)

Art. 9286

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Protective hose with Velcro fastener for cable package blowing machine - blowing panel
Tear-resistant, robust fabric hose with Velcro fastener to protect cables and lines from mechanical stresses such as
abrasion, chafing, pressure points.
Suitable for protecting the cable package between the insulation blowing machine and the blowing panel related to a hose
line NW90 (3½'') incl. compressed air line, mains cable for blowing panel and module amplifier and control cable.

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 10291

Material: Nylon yarn with polyurethane coating and Velcro tape.
Protective properties: Uv-, ozone-resistant, oil-resistant and very good flame resistance.
Length: running metres in one piece
Application range: -40 to +120°C
Inner diameter: approx. 125 mm
+++ From 10m length 10% discount +++

Silicone spray 400ml

Art. 2330
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Tension belt 2 m

Art. 8491

Description: Length=2m / width=25mm with clamp lock
Tractive force: 250daN
Belt end 60° angled
+++ from 10 pieces 10% discount ++++

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Control cable 25m PUR, ring (10-core, contact-plug/-socket)
Extension cable for X-Floc insulation blowing machines’ remote controls
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------This extension cable increases the range of a cable- or radio remote control for controlling a X-Floc insulation blowing
machine.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Compatible with all X-Floc insulation blowing machines and cable- or radio remote controls with matching plug system as
- M95, M99 (certain models only), EM300, EM400, EM500
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- KFB2000, FFB2000, FFB2000-Pro
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Incompatibilities with insulation blowing machines of type M95 built before 2003 are possible. In this case, please ask our
customer service for possible alternatives.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
- Cable length: 25m
- Cable: PUR sheated cable 10 x 0,34mm²
- Plug/socket: Contact 8+1, plug with twistlock
- Weight: approx. 2,2kg

Art. 8087
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Control cable 50m for interlinking EM4XX -> Blowing panel
24+1 pin control line for establishing a connection between EM4XX and blowing panel.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Note:
Both machines need to be prepared for a factory filling system (prod. No. 8615 and prod. No. 8617).
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Scope of delivery:
- Cable 24+1 pin with 1x 24+1 pin plug and 1x 24+1 pin socket, length 50m
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 8618

Control cable 50m PUR, ring (10-core, contact-plug/-socket)
Extension cable for X-Floc insulation blowing machines’ remote controls
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------This extension cable increases the range of a cable- or radio remote control for controlling a X-Floc insulation blowing
machine.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Compatible with all X-Floc insulation blowing machines and cable- or radio remote controls with matching plug system as
- M95, M99 (certain models only), EM300, EM400, EM500
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- KFB2000, FFB2000, FFB2000-Pro
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Incompatibilities with insulation blowing machines of type M95 built before 2003 are possible. In this case, please ask our
customer service for possible alternatives.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
- Cable length: 50m
- Cable: PUR sheated cable 10 x 0,34mm²
- Plug/socket: Contact 8+1, plug with twistlock
- Weight: approx. 4,2kg

Art. 7208

Control cable 5m for interlinking EM4XX -> Bale conditioning machine
14+1 pin control line for establishing a connection between EM4XX and filling station.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Note:
Both machines need to be prepared for a factory filling system (prod. No. 8615 and prod. No. 8616).
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Scope of delivery:
- 5m cable 14+1 pin with 1x 14+1 pin plug and 1x 14+1 pin socket
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 8619

Control cable 5m PUR, ring (10-core, contact-plug/-socket)
Extension cable for X-Floc insulation blowing machines’ remote controls
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------This extension cable increases the range of a cable- or radio remote control for controlling a X-Floc insulation blowing
machine.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Compatible with all X-Floc insulation blowing machines and cable- or radio remote controls with matching plug system as
- M95, M99 (certain models only), EM300, EM400, EM500
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- KFB2000, FFB2000, FFB2000-Pro
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Incompatibilities with insulation blowing machines of type M95 built before 2003 are possible. In this case, please ask our
customer service for possible alternatives.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
- Cable length: 5m
- Cable: PUR sheated cable 10 x 0,34mm²
- Plug/socket: Contact 8+1, plug with twistlock
- Weight: approx. 0,6kg

Art. 8088

Control cable 5m PUR, ring (7-core, contact-plug/-socket)
Extension cable for X-Floc insulation blowing machines’ remote controls
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------This extension cable increases the range of a cable- or radio remote control for controlling a X-Floc insulation blowing
machine.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Compatible with all X-Floc insulation blowing machines and cable- or radio remote controls with matching plug system as
- M95, M99 (certain models only), EM300, EM400, EM500
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- KFB2000, FFB2000, FFB2000-Pro
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Functional limitations when operating the insulation blowing machines of type EM300, EM400 and EM500 in combination
with a radio remote control FFB2000-Pro are possible. In this case, please ask our customer service for possible
alternatives.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
- Cable length: 5m
- Cable: PUR sheated cable 7 x 0,34mm²
- Plug/socket: Contact 8+1, plug with twistlock
- Weight: approx. 0,5kg

Art. 5217
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++++++++++++++++++ Attention, system change +++++++++++++++++++++
Since 2009, we only use plugs with twistlock.
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Please check the thread at existing cable- or connection socket.
A socket with damaged thread must be replaced.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Electric generator XE exhaust hose
Suitable for XE14KW electric generator (product 4585) and for XE10KW ( Product 4978 )
Flexible metal hose for removal of exhaust gases.
Length: 1.5 M
(not suitable for enclosed spaces)

Art. 4800
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XE14kW electric generator: 90° adapter for exhaust hose
Suitable for XE14KW electric generator (prod. No. 4585) and for XE10KW (prod. No. 4978)
90° bend suitable for exhaust hose

Art. 4801

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Power generator XE10kW: Wheel set
Use: Suitable for XE10kW (prod. no. 4978)
Easy assembly without drills for model with full frame

Art. 4982

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Power generator XE14kW: Hose for refuelling system
Spare hose for the refuelling system

Art. 5753

Klick me! (Image similiar)

XE14kW power generator refuelling system
Includes: 20 litre canister with fuel extraction device.

Art. 4802
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Stromverteiler 400V/16A PRCD-S (Typ B, allstromsensitiv) +++noch nicht freigegeben+++
English version in preparation: Mobiler Stromverteiler mit integriertem allstromsensitiven Fehlerstromschutz

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 9271

Der sichere Betrieb von Einblasmaschinen, die frequenzumrichtergesteuerte Antriebe enthalten und mit einem 400V/16AAnschluss ausgestattet sind, erfordert den Anschluss an einen Speisepunkt der mit einem allstromsensitiven
Fehlerstromschutz Typ B oder Typ B+ ausgestattet ist. Falls der vorliegende Speisepunkt nicht entsprechend vorbereitet
ist (z.B. kein RCD vorhanden oder RCD Typ A), oder die Ausführung der vorgeschalteten Fehlerstromschutzeinrichtung
unbekannt ist, kann mit diesem Stromverteiler der sichere Betrieb gewährleistet werden. Fehlerströme mit glatten
Gleichstromanteilen, wie sie in frequenzgeführten Maschinen entstehen können, können so überwacht werden ohne dass
weitere Schutzmaßnahmen am Speisepunkt vorgenommen werden müssen.
Hintergrund sind geltende Vorschriften beim gewerblichen Tätigkeiten auf Baustellen wie z.B. die DGUV Information 203006 ((BGI608), IEC61439, IEC 62262 und anerkannte Regeln der Technik, die neben weiteren Fundstellen z.B. in der
VDE 0100-704 näher beschrieben sind.
Die mobile Ausführung eignet sich besonders für die Absicherung von elektrischen Verbrauchern mit wechselnden
Einsatzorten wie zum Beispiel auf Baustellen.
Technische Daten:
Einspeisung: CEE-Stecker 5-polig, 400V/16A
Lastausgang: CEE-Steckdose 5-polig, 400V/16A
Einschaltdauer: Dauerbetrieb
Abmessungen: ca. ___ x ___ x ___mm (B x H x T)

All prices are subject to VAT. Packaging and shipping costs not included. This price list remains valid until a new list is published. Subject to change. We accept no responsibility for errors or changes. Our
"Terms and Conditions" apply exclusively. The contents of this document may not be passed on in part without the express consent to third parties. All technical specifications, drawings etc. are subject to
the law on copyright.
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Stromverteiler 400V/16A PRCD-S (Typ B, allstromsensitiv) +++noch nicht freigegeben+++
English version in preparation: Mobiler Stromverteiler mit integriertem allstromsensitiven Fehlerstromschutz

Art. 9668
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Der sichere Betrieb von Einblasmaschinen, die frequenzumrichtergesteuerte Antriebe enthalten und mit einem 400V/16AAnschluss ausgestattet sind, erfordert den Anschluss an einen Speisepunkt der mit einem allstromsensitiven
Fehlerstromschutz Typ B oder Typ B+ ausgestattet ist. Falls der vorliegende Speisepunkt nicht entsprechend vorbereitet
ist (z.B. kein RCD vorhanden oder RCD Typ A), oder die Ausführung der vorgeschalteten Fehlerstromschutzeinrichtung
unbekannt ist, kann mit diesem Stromverteiler der sichere Betrieb gewährleistet werden. Fehlerströme mit glatten
Gleichstromanteilen, wie sie in frequenzgeführten Maschinen entstehen können, können so überwacht werden ohne dass
weitere Schutzmaßnahmen am Speisepunkt vorgenommen werden müssen.
Hintergrund sind geltende Vorschriften beim gewerblichen Tätigkeiten auf Baustellen wie z.B. die DGUV Information 203006 ((BGI608), IEC61439, IEC 62262 und anerkannte Regeln der Technik, die neben weiteren Fundstellen z.B. in der
VDE 0100-704 näher beschrieben sind.
Die mobile Ausführung eignet sich besonders für die Absicherung von elektrischen Verbrauchern mit wechselnden
Einsatzorten wie zum Beispiel auf Baustellen.
Technische Daten:
Einspeisung: CEE-Stecker 5-polig, 400V/16A
Lastausgang: CEE-Steckdose 5-polig, 400V/16A
Einschaltdauer: Dauerbetrieb
Abmessungen: ca. ___ x ___ x ___mm (B x H x T)

Stromverteiler 400V/16A aus Vollgummi PRCD-S (Typ B, allstromsensitiv) +++noch nicht
freigegeben+++
English version in preparation: Mobiler Stromverteiler mit integriertem allstromsensitiven Fehlerstromschutz

Art. 9251
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Der sichere Betrieb von Einblasmaschinen, die frequenzumrichtergesteuerte Antriebe enthalten und mit einem 400V/16AAnschluss ausgestattet sind, erfordert den Anschluss an einen Speisepunkt der mit einem allstromsensitiven
Fehlerstromschutz Typ B oder Typ B+ ausgestattet ist. Falls der vorliegende Speisepunkt nicht entsprechend vorbereitet
ist (z.B. kein RCD vorhanden oder RCD Typ A), oder die Ausführung der vorgeschalteten Fehlerstromschutzeinrichtung
unbekannt ist, kann mit diesem Stromverteiler der sichere Betrieb gewährleistet werden. Fehlerströme mit glatten
Gleichstromanteilen, wie sie in frequenzgeführten Maschinen entstehen können, können so überwacht werden ohne dass
weitere Schutzmaßnahmen am Speisepunkt vorgenommen werden müssen.
Hintergrund sind geltende Vorschriften beim gewerblichen Tätigkeiten auf Baustellen wie z.B. die DGUV Information 203006 ((BGI608), IEC61439, IEC 62262 und anerkannte Regeln der Technik, die neben weiteren Fundstellen z.B. in der
VDE 0100-704 näher beschrieben sind.
Die mobile Ausführung eignet sich besonders für die Absicherung von elektrischen Verbrauchern mit wechselnden
Einsatzorten wie zum Beispiel auf Baustellen.
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Technische Daten:
Bemessungsdaten: 230V AC, 400V AC, 16A, 50Hz
Einspeisung: CEE-Stecker 16A
Kabeltyp: H07RN-F5G2,5
Max. Leitungslänge: 2m
Lastausgang: CEE-Steckdose 16A
Einschaltdauer: Dauerbetrieb
Gehäuse: Vollgummi, tragbar, stapelbar
Schutzart: IP44
Schutzklasse nach EN60335: II
Abmessungen: ca. 270 x 340 x 280mm (B x H x T)
Stromverteiler 400V/16A PRCD-S (Typ B, allstromsensitiv) +++noch nicht freigegeben+++
English version in preparation: Mobiler Stromverteiler mit integriertem allstromsensitiven Fehlerstromschutz

Art. 9622
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Der sichere Betrieb von Einblasmaschinen, die frequenzumrichtergesteuerte Antriebe enthalten und mit einem 400V/16AAnschluss ausgestattet sind, erfordert den Anschluss an einen Speisepunkt der mit einem allstromsensitiven
Fehlerstromschutz Typ B oder Typ B+ ausgestattet ist. Falls der vorliegende Speisepunkt nicht entsprechend vorbereitet
ist (z.B. kein RCD vorhanden oder RCD Typ A), oder die Ausführung der vorgeschalteten Fehlerstromschutzeinrichtung
unbekannt ist, kann mit diesem Stromverteiler der sichere Betrieb gewährleistet werden. Fehlerströme mit glatten
Gleichstromanteilen, wie sie in frequenzgeführten Maschinen entstehen können, können so überwacht werden ohne dass
weitere Schutzmaßnahmen am Speisepunkt vorgenommen werden müssen.
Hintergrund sind geltende Vorschriften beim gewerblichen Tätigkeiten auf Baustellen wie z.B. die DGUV Information 203006 ((BGI608), IEC61439, IEC 62262 und anerkannte Regeln der Technik, die neben weiteren Fundstellen z.B. in der
VDE 0100-704 näher beschrieben sind.
Die mobile Ausführung eignet sich besonders für die Absicherung von elektrischen Verbrauchern mit wechselnden
Einsatzorten wie zum Beispiel auf Baustellen.
Technische Daten:
Einspeisung: CEE-Stecker 5-polig, 400V/16A
Lastausgang: CEE-Steckdose 5-polig, 400V/16A
Einschaltdauer: Dauerbetrieb
Abmessungen: ca. ___ x ___ x ___mm (B x H x T)
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Stromverteiler 400V/16A PRCD-S (Typ B, allstromsensitiv) +++noch nicht freigegeben+++
English version in preparation: Mobiler Stromverteiler mit integriertem allstromsensitiven Fehlerstromschutz

Art. 9323
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Der sichere Betrieb von Einblasmaschinen, die frequenzumrichtergesteuerte Antriebe enthalten und mit einem 400V/16AAnschluss ausgestattet sind, erfordert den Anschluss an einen Speisepunkt der mit einem allstromsensitiven
Fehlerstromschutz Typ B oder Typ B+ ausgestattet ist. Falls der vorliegende Speisepunkt nicht entsprechend vorbereitet
ist (z.B. kein RCD vorhanden oder RCD Typ A), oder die Ausführung der vorgeschalteten Fehlerstromschutzeinrichtung
unbekannt ist, kann mit diesem Stromverteiler der sichere Betrieb gewährleistet werden. Fehlerströme mit glatten
Gleichstromanteilen, wie sie in frequenzgeführten Maschinen entstehen können, können so überwacht werden ohne dass
weitere Schutzmaßnahmen am Speisepunkt vorgenommen werden müssen.
Hintergrund sind geltende Vorschriften beim gewerblichen Tätigkeiten auf Baustellen wie z.B. die DGUV Information 203006 ((BGI608), IEC61439, IEC 62262 und anerkannte Regeln der Technik, die neben weiteren Fundstellen z.B. in der
VDE 0100-704 näher beschrieben sind.
Die mobile Ausführung eignet sich besonders für die Absicherung von elektrischen Verbrauchern mit wechselnden
Einsatzorten wie zum Beispiel auf Baustellen.
Technische Daten:
Einspeisung: CEE-Stecker 5-polig, 400V/16A
Lastausgang: CEE-Steckdose 5-polig, 400V/16A
Einschaltdauer: Dauerbetrieb
Abmessungen: ca. ___ x ___ x ___mm (B x H x T)

Twin-control adaptor 7+1 pole (M99, EM100)
Adaptor cable for twin operation of two Minifants M99/EM100 with a radio remote or a hand-held control (L= approx. 2,5m).

Art. 2220
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Connection:
1. Connect the radio remote or hand-held control to the control connector (Twin adaptor)
2. Connect the twin adaptor with both machine control sockets (7+1pole)

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Important: both machines must be configured to "radio control / remote".
With disruptions with the Slave Machine, no engine protection is possible. Disruption is displayed, engine protection is not
released.
Ask for the machine control connector (7+1pole) when ordering for guarantee the function.

Closing plug VS106 (wood fibre)
Dodecagonal, cylindrical closing plug for closing drilling holes in wood fibre panels. 40mm thick.

Art. 8950
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Quantity discount:
- discount of 2% when purchasing 250 or more pieces
- discount of 4% when purchasing 1000 or more pieces
- discount of 6% when purchasing 5000 or more pieces

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Closing plug VS120 (wood fibre)
Dodecagonal, cylindrical closing plug for closing drilling holes in wood fibre panels. 40mm thick.

Art. 8951

Quantity discount:
- discount of 2% when purchasing 250 or more pieces
- discount of 4% when purchasing 1000 or more pieces
- discount of 6% when purchasing 5000 or more pieces

Klick me! (Image similiar)

VS: Connection set for module amplifier NW63/NW90>NW90
Accessories for connecting an amplifier station module amplifier VS40 with an outlet size of NW63 to an insulation blowing
machine with an outlet size of NW90 and a blowing plate with inlet NW90.
Inlet: NW63(2½'')/NW90(3½'')
Outlet: NW90(2½'')
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Scope of delivery:
- 1x Module amplifier VS40: connection cable 3.6m (prod. no. 10962)
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- 1x Y-Piece NW63/90>90 (stainless steel) (prod. no. 6670)
- 1.5m Conveying hose with flexible earthing lead NW63 (2 1/2'')
- 0.5m Conveyor hose with flexible earthing braids NW90 (3½'')
- 2x Hose clamp NW63(2½'') (prod. no. 176)
- 2x Hose clamp NW90(3½'') (prod. no. 1923)

Art. 10963

VS: Connection set for amplifier NW63/NW90>NW90
Accessories for connecting an amplifier station with an outlet size of NW63 to an insulation blowing machine with an outlet
size of NW90.
Inlet: NW63(2½'')/NW90(3½'')
Outlet: NW90(2½'')

Art. 7870
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Consisting of:
- 1x VS: Connecting control cable for control from the blowing machine (L=approx. 5m) (prod. No. 1856)
- 1x Y-Piece NW63/90>90 (stainless steel) (prod. no. 6670)
- 1.5m NW63 conveying hose (2½''), smooth
- 1.5m NW90 conveying hose (3½''), smooth
- 2x Hose clamp NW63(2½'') (prod. no. 176)
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- 2x Hose clamp NW90(3½'') (prod. no. 1923)
Options:
- Extension with check valve to avoid return flows in the direction of the connected amplifier respectively to avoid operator
error, consists of:
1. Check valve (butterfly), NW63 (prod.-No. 8833)
2. Conveying hose NW63 (2½''), smooth, L=20m (0,01 piece, prod.-No. 573)
3. Hose clamp NW63 (2½'') (2 pieces prod.-No. 176)

VS: Connecting Set for Amplifier NW63/NW75>NW75
Accessories for connecting an amplifier station with an outlet size of NW75 to an insulation blowing machine with an outlet
size of NW75.
Inlet: NW75(3'')/NW75(3'')
Outlet: NW75(3'')

Art. 9304
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Consisting of:
- 1x VS: Connecting control cable for control from the blowing machine (L=approx. 5m) (prod. no. 1856)
- 1x Y-Piece NW75/63>75 (stainless steel) (prod. no. 2221)
- 2x 1.5m NW75 conveying hose (3''), smooth
- 4x Hose clamp NW75(3'') (prod. no. 177)

VS: Connection set for amplifier NW75/NW90>NW90
Accessories for connecting an amplifier station with an outlet size of NW75 to an insulation blowing machine with an outlet
size of NW90.
Inlet: NW75(3'')/NW90(3½'')
Outlet: NW90(3½'')

Art. 9302
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Consisting of:
- 1x VS: Connecting control cable for control from the blowing machine (L=approx. 5m) (prod. no. 1856)
- 1x Y-Piece NW90/75>90 (stainless steel) (prod. no. 4523)
- 1.5m NW75 conveying hose (3''), smooth
- 1.5m NW90 conveying hose (3½''), smooth
- 2x Hose clamp NW75 (3'') (prod. no. 177)
- 2x Hose clamp NW90 (3½'') (prod. no. 1923)

VS: Amplifier station module amplifier VS40
Turbine amplifier for integration into the EP800.
3-stage turbine from EM300 series.
Motor 400V / 4kW

Art. 10309
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Amplifier/extractor station completely assembled, ready for installation. Console with mounting option, 3-stage highperformance turbine made of aluminium with frequency converter, motor and belt drive, suction filter and non-return valve.
Electrical switchgear incl. Master-slave connection, main switch and controls.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Suitable for:
- Reinforcement of blow-in panels type EP800 (starting from year 03/2021).
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages:
- High air performance with compact design
- Maximum reinforcement effect related to high installation densities with blow-in panels
- Suitable for long periods of use thanks to non-contact drive
- Low maintenance
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical data:
- Dimensions (LxWxH): approx. 590 x 550 x 350 mm
- Weight: approx. 60 kg
Power supply: approx. 400V/16
- Frequency-controlled drives are integrated in the amplifier/extractor station.
The electrical connection must be made in accordance with the applicable national electrical regulations.
Rated power: 4.0kW
Delivery pressure (max.): approx. 440mbar
Negative pressure (max.): approx. 330mbar
Air volume: approx. 360m³/h
Intake connection: NW75 (')
Exhaust connection: NW63 (2½'')
Control/operation: operating mode selector switch, input for level control
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Scope of delivery:
- Module amplifier VS40
- VS: Connection set for module amplifier NW63/NW90>NW90 (prod. No. 10963), contains all necessary parts to connect
the amplifer with a blowing machine/blowing plate
- Installation instructions
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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WB: Bunker system XFB2000 for factory filling of timber frame elements
Preliminary Ca. specification as of 08/2022:

Art. 11065
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- Air generator 2 x 7.5kW turbine unit
- Extended rotary valve with increased chamber volume and outlet NW90
- Loosening unit over 8 crusher shafts with 3 refiner shafts underneath
- Height above ground: Approx. 850mm
- Width of the unit: Approx. 1.100mm
- Power supply: 400V/50-60Hz//32A
- Weighing technology and evaluation: Included in delivery
- Filling attachment: not included in delivery / price on request / own construction possible
- Bunker above false ceiling: not included in delivery / price on request / own construction possible

Factory-fill: EP800-NW90-Blowing Panel for industrial element filling
The X-Floc blowing panel EP800-NW90 for industrial element filling.
Individual and custom-made solutions for insulating prefabricated components with certified insulation materials, for
example cellulose, wood fibre and many more.

Art. 7992
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Advantages:
- Quick and efficient insulation
- Simplified production steps
- Easy-to-understand insulation control
- Uniform insulation result due to five blowing openings
- Precise quality control via display
- Simple selection of the element geometry
- Easy activation/deactivation of the blowing nozzles
- Automatic element filling with a homogeneous density
- Logging of the insulation process (insulation mass, insulation time, project name, element designations, parameter
settings)
Technical details:
Dimensions: approx. 3000x900x500mm (LxWxH, special dimensions on request)
Weight: 280-400kg
Power supply: 230V / 50Hz / 16A
Number of spring-mounted injection nozzles: 5 pieces
Hose lines: NW90 (continuous)
Required compressed air: 6-8 bar (filtered)
Throughput: depending on the insulation material up to 1000kg/h
Control: PLC with wireless tablet PC and specialised operating software
Quality control: automatic, in combination with the insulation blowing machine’s weighing unit
Networking with X-Floc insulation blowing machines for an automatic insulation process possible.
Insulation process: system operated / automatic

Operation:
SPS control with touchscreen operation, with individual control of all five blowing openings.
Manual positioning on the cavity to be filled.
Evaluation:
The settings, insulation time, insulation amount of the respective element and the element’s overall weight will be saved
and serve the purposes of quality control.
Notes:
Each company has different processes, constructions and customer requirements.
With an individual customer service, we can adapt the insulation system to your individual needs.
This way, you can realize the maximum benefits for your processes. Feel free to contact us!
Options:
- Protective hose with Velcro fastener for cable package blow-in machine - blow-in panel (art. no. 10291, e.g. 16m).
- EP800: Surcharge for built-in panel PC with 10.1'' touch screen instead of 7.0" (Art.-No. 10843)
- EP800: Extension by up to 500mm (surcharge) (Art. No. 11035)
- EP800: Extension with 1 piece injection module (Art. No. 11030)
- VS: Amplifier station module amplifier VS40 (Art.-No. 10309) or VS: Amplifier/extraction station VS55 Mobil (Art.-No.
9455) or VS: Amplifier/extraction station VS75 Mobil (Art.-No. 9793), recommended for the processing of wood fibre and
rock wool with hose lengths of more than 30-40m between the blowing machine and the blowing plate, plus
- Fixed piping NW90 (3½'') (Art.-No. 10645)
- EP: Additional package for integrating the insulation blowing panel (EP) into a factory filling system (prod.-no. 8617)
- SPS: LAN-to-Wifi industrial router (Alu-case) (prod.-no. 8498)
- SPS: EL6001, serial communication interface (prod.-no. 9884)
WB: GBF1050 Access ramp for GBF with weighing system
This access ramp levels out the height difference between floor and lifting table. By this, the filling process of the GBF can
be performed without height difference.

Art. 8127
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Technical details:
- Dimensions: 1300mm x 300mm x 30mm (W x D x H), edge: 2mm
- Weight: approx. 5 kg
- Material: hardwood / multiplex
- Good stability up to max. 800kg with a surface pressure of >100mm face width
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- Intended for indoor use / without humidity

WB: GBF weighing system with increased precision
Module for determining the amount of processed insulation material.
Included in the delivery contents:
4x shear beam load cell
4x packing plate for assembling the weighing cell
4x supporting foot
1x clamp and trim box
1x evaluation electronic
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 8157
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Options:
- Weighing system’s connection to an insulation blowing panel EP1050 (prod. no. 6958)
- Display 311x173 (prod. no. 7957)
- Display 311x173, wall mount (prod. no. 7958)
WB: GBF-Wägesystem mit erhöhter Genauigkeit, Speicherung auf USB-Stick
English version in preparation: Wägeystem zur Ermittlung der Menge des verarbeiteten Dämmstoffs.
Die Erstellung von Einblasprojekten, z.B. einzelne Elemente oder eine logische Gruppe von Elementen und deren
Aktivierung erfolgt direkt am Wägeterminal.
Das Speichern von einzelnen Wiegeergebnissen auf dem im Terminal platzierten USB-Stick kann über die digitalen Einund Ausgänge extern, mittels Ferntaster oder entsprechend programmierter X-Floc-(Funk-)Fernsteuerung erfolgen.
Die Speicherung der Wiegeergebnisse erfolgt tabellarisch in einer CSV-Datei, die mit einer geeigneten Software, z.B.
Tabellenkalkulation, ausgewertet werden kann.
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 11270
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------Im Lieferumfang enthalten:
4 Stk. Wägezelle bis 750,0kg (Edelstahl) (Art.-Nr. 10270)
4 Stk. Schwingmetall-Fuss / VA bis 2t (mit Höhenverstellung) (10622)
1 Stk. Klemmkasten ZPK4 (Art.-Nr. 4878) inkl. 12 m geschirmte Messleitung
1 Stk. Auswertegerät 83sigma (12-25V) (Art.-Nr. 11228)
1 Stk. Auswertegerät 83sigma: Digitale Ein-/Ausgänge (Art.-Nr. 11235) inkl. 4 m Anschlussleitung
1 Stk Auswertegerät 83sigma: USB-Datenlogger IP65 (11237)
1 Stk. Auswertegerät 83sigma: Programmierung von Druckbild/Wägeablauf/Datensatz (Art.-Nr. 11238)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Optionen:
WB: System EM430 + EP800 for factory filling of wooden frame elements
Factory filling system including insulation blowing machine, blowing panel based on 5 spring-mounted blow-out nozzles,
automatic logging of all relevant blow-in parameters. Incl. 40m transport hose (with earthing strand) and 50m connecting
line between blow-in machine and blow-in panel.
The factory filling system consists of components which can be used individually and complies with the applicable
machinery directive (CE conformity). The system, which is linked from several components, forms an independent system
which also has CE conformity.

Art. 10136
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Factory filling plant, consisting of:
01. EM 430-400V/9,5kW High-powered insulation blowing machine (prod. no. 5802)
02. EM4XX/5XX: Additional option DS - Adjustable airlock rotation speed (prod. no. 5060)
03. EM4XX: Additional package for integrating the insulation blowing machine into a factory filling system (prod. no. 8615)
04. WB: EP800-NW75-Blowing Panel for industrial element filling (prod. no. 7992)
05. EP: Additional package for integrating the insulation blowing panel (EP) into a factory filling system (prod. no. 8617)
06. Control cable 50m for interlinking EM4XX -> Blowing panel (prod. no. 8618)
07. Conveyor hose NW90 (3½'') with flexible earthing braids, L = 20m (2 pcs. Art.-Nr. 8911)
08. Hose connector NW90 (3½'') stainless steel (Art.-Nr. 1452)
09. Hose clamp NW90 (3½'') (4 pcs. Art.-Nr. 1923)

Options:
- Protective hose with Velcro fastener for cable package blow-in machine - blow-in panel (art. no. 10291, e.g. 16m).
- EP800: Surcharge for built-in panel PC with 10.1'' touch screen instead of 7.0" (Art.-No. 10843)
- EP800: Extension by 500mm (surcharge) (Art. No. 11035)
- EP800: Extension with 1 piece injection module (Art. No. 11030)
- Direct reducer piece NW90>75 (3½>3'') (EM4XX-NW90 after year 06/2018) (Art.-Nr. 8936)
- EM4XX: Additional option hopper top piece V=0,914m³ (Art.-Nr. 8522)
- Accessories set NW75/63 for loose-fill insulation (nonabrasive) (Art.-Nr. 5246)
- Accessories set NW90/75 for loose-fill insulation (nonabrasive) (Art.-Nr. 9188)
- VS: Amplifier station module amplifier VS40 (Art.-Nr. 10309) or VS: Amplifier- / Suction station VS55 mobil (Art.-Nr. 9455)
of VS: Amplifier- / Suction station VS75 mobil (Art.-Nr. 9793), recommended for the processing of wood fibre and rock
wool for hose lengths of more than 30-40m between the insulation blowing machine and the blowoing panel
- VS: Connection set for amplifier NW63/NW90>NW90 (Art.-Nr. 7870)
- VS: Suction drum V = 115L (Art.-Nr. 1160)
- VS: Suction drum V=250L (Art.-Nr. 3075)
Costs in addition with delivery, commissioning, training and modification on the respective insulation materials and
applications.
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WB: System EM430 + GBF1050 for factory filling of wooden frame elements
Factory filling system including insulation blowing machine big bale milling machine and automatic refilling via ultrasonic
level sensor.
The factory filling system consists of components which can be used individually and complies with the applicable
machinery directive (CE conformity). The system, which is linked from several components, forms an independent system
which also has CE conformity.

Art. 10135
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Factory filling plant, consisting of:
01. EM 430-400V/9,5kW High-powered insulation blowing machine (prod. no. 5802)
02. EM4XX/5XX: Additional option DS - Adjustable airlock rotation speed (prod. no. 5060)
03. EM4XX: Additional package for integrating the insulation blowing machine into a factory filling system (prod. no. 8615)
04. Control cable 5m for interlinking EM4XX -> Bale conditioning machine (prod. no. 8619)
05. WB: GBF1050 Bale Conditioning Machine (prod. no. 4628)
06. GBF1050: Additional package for integrating the bale conditioning machine into a factory filling system (prod. no. 8616)
07. WB: GBF Underframe insulation blowing machine (prod. no. 4439)
08. WB: GBF1050 Access ramp for GBF with weighing system (prod. no. 8127)
Options:
- WB: GBF weighing system with increased precision (Art.-Nr. 8157)
- Electrics: Signal lamp green / orange / red (Art.-Nr. 6665)
- Direct reducer piece NW90>75 (3½>3'') (EM4XX-NW90 after year 06/2018) (Art.-Nr. 8936)
- VS: Amplifier- / Suction station VS55 mobil (Art.-Nr. 9455)
- VS: Amplifier- / Suction station VS75 mobil (Art.-Nr. 9793)
- VS: Connection set for amplifier NW63/NW90>NW90 (Art.-Nr. 7870)
- VS: Suction drum V = 115L (Art.-Nr. 1160)
- VS: Suction drum V=250L (Art.-Nr. 3075)
Costs in addition with delivery, commissioning, training and modification on the respective insulation materials and
applications.

WB: System WBS800 for factory filling of wooden frame elements (complete system)
Complete factory filling system including insulation blowing machine, blowing panel based on 5 spring-mounted blow-out
nozzles and big bale milling machine with weighing, automatic logging of all relevant blow-in parameters and the installed
insulation masses, incl. 40m transport hose (with earthing strand) and 50m connecting line between blow-in machine and
blow-in panel.
The factory filling system consists of components which can be used individually and complies with the applicable
machinery directive (CE conformity). The system, which is linked from several components, forms an independent system
which also has CE conformity.
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 8934
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Technical data:
- Production capacity between 500 and 1.800 kg/h depending on the insulation material used and the installation density
selected.
- Continuous pipe cross-section of NW90 (3½'') (outlet blwoing machine - hose line - blowing panel)
Factory filling plant, consisting of:
01. EM 430-400V/9,5kW High-powered insulation blowing machine (prod. No. 5802)
02. EM4XX/5XX: Additional option DS - Adjustable airlock rotation speed (prod. No. 5060)
03. EM4XX: Additional package for integrating the insulation blowing machine into a factory filling system (prod. No. 8615)
04. Control cable 50m for interlinking EM4XX -> Blowing panel (prod. No. 8618)
05. WB: EP800-NW90-Blowing Panel for industrial element filling (prod. No. 7992)
06. Control cable 5m for interlinking EM4XX -> Bale conditioning machine (prod. No. 8619)
07. EP: Additional package for integrating the insulation blowing panel (EP) into a factory filling system (prod. No. 8617)
08. WB: GBF1050 Bale Conditioning Machine (prod. No. 4628)
09. GBF1050: Additional package for integrating the bale conditioning machine into a factory filling system (prod. No. 8616)
10. WB: GBF Underframe insulation blowing machine (prod. No. 4439)
11. WB: GBF weighing system with increased precision (prod. No. 8157)
12. Auswertegerät 82b-1: Addon-Card analog output (prod. No. 9833)
13. WB: GBF1050 Access ramp for GBF with weighing system (prod. No. 8127)
14. Conveyor hose NW90 (3½'') with flexible earthing braids, L = 20m (2 pieces, prod. No. 8911)
15. Hose connector NW90 (3½'') stainless steel (1 piece, prod. No. 1452)
16. Hose clamp NW90 (3½'') (5 pieces, prod. No. 9908)
Options:
- Protective hose with Velcro fastener for cable package blowing machine - blowing panel (Art. No. 10291, for example
16m)
- EP800: Surcharge for built-in panel PC with 10.1'' touch screen instead of 7.0" (Art. No. 10843)
- EP800: Extension by up to 500mm (surcharge) (Art. No. 11035)
- EP800: Extension with 1 piece injection module (Art. No. 11030)
- VS: Amplifier station module amplifier VS40 (Art.-Nr. 10309) or VS: Amplifier- / Suction station VS55 mobil (Art.-Nr. 9455)
of VS: Amplifier- / Suction station VS75 mobil (Art.-Nr. 9793), recommended for the processing of wood fibre and rock
wool for hose lengths of more than 30-40m between the insulation blowing machine and the blowoing panel
- VS: Anschluss-Set für Verstärker NW63/NW90>NW90 (Art.-Nr. 7870)
- Electrics: Signal lamp green / orange / red (prod. No. 6665)
Note: Display of the fill level included in the user interface of the injection plate from approx. 04/2021).
- Fixed piping NW90 (3½'') (Art.-No. 10645)
Costs plus delivery, commissioning, training and adjustment to the respective blow-in thermal insulation materials and
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Y-Piece NW75/63>75 (3''/2½''>3'') stainless steel with non-return valve
Lateral pipe fitting made of stainless steel with approx. 30 ° branch angle. Typical use for coupling an air amplifier into a
conveyor line. The use of thin-walled pipe material virtually eliminates material stoppers.
Dimensions:
Straight tube: NW75 (3'')
Branch: NW63 (2½'')

Art. 10256
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Options:
- Hose clamp NW75 (3'') (prod. no. 177)
- Hose clamp NW75 (3'') 79-85mm (hinged bolt clamp) (prod. no. 3759)
- Hose clamp NW75 (3''), quick-connect clamp with hook (prod. no. 223)
- Hose clamp NW63 (2½'') (prod. no. 176)
- Hose clamp NW63 (2½'') 68-73mm (hinged bolt clamp) (prod. no. 2822)

Y-Stück NW90/63>90 (3½''/2½''>3½'') mit Rückschlagklappe
English version in preparation: Abzweigstück aus Edelstahl mit ca. 30° Abzweigwinkel. Typische Verwendung zur
Einkopplung eines Luft-Verstärkers in eine Förderleitung. Durch die Verwendung von dünnwandigem Rohrmaterial sind
Materialstopfer praktisch ausgeschlossen.
Die vormontierte Rückschlagklappe verhindert wirksam eine mögliche Rückströmung von Dämmmaterial.

Art. 10258
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Abmessungen: ca. 343 x 202 x 90mm (L x B x H)
Durchgehendes Rohr: NW90 (3½'')
Abzweig: NW63 (2½'') inkl. Rückschlagklappe NW63 (2½'')

Optionen:
- Schlauchklemme NW90 (3½'') (Art.-Nr. 1923)
- Schlauchklemme NW90 (3½'') S 97-104 (Gelenkbolzenschelle) (Art.-Nr. 3811)
- Schlauchklemme NW90 (3½''), Schnellverschlussklemme mit Haken (Art.-Nr. 8816)
- Schlauchklemme NW63 (2½'') (Art.-Nr. 176)
- Schlauchklemme NW63 (2½'') S 68-73 (Gelenkbolzenschelle) (Art.-Nr. 2822)
Y-Piece NW90/90>90 (3½''/3½''>3½'') stainless steel
Lateral pipe fitting made of stainless steel with approx. 30 ° branch angle. Typical use for coupling an air amplifier into a
conveyor line. The use of thin-walled pipe material virtually eliminates material stoppers.
Dimensions:
Straight tube: NW90 (3½ '')
Branch: NW90 (3½ '')

Art. 7136
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Options:
- Hose clamp NW90 (3½'') (prod. no. 1923)
- Hose clamp NW90 (3½'') 97-104mm (hinged bolt clamp) (prod. no. 3811)
- Hose clamp NW90 (3½''), quick-connect clamp with hook (prod. No. 8816)

Zellofant M95-400V-7,0kW Zellofant optional add-on - all blowers adjustable - Var.3
With this additional option, the power of all three centrifugal fans of the insulation blowing machine can be adjusted with
the control.
This results in the following load distribution during machine operation:

Art. 6937
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Blower selector switch in position 1: the engine of the airlock and the engine of the stirring unit are distributed among the
phases 1, 2 and 3. The blower 1 (adjustable) is distributed among phase 1.

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Blower selector switch in position 2: see position 1, in addition the blower 2 (adjustable) is distributed among phase 2.

Blower selector switch in position 3: see position 2, in addition the blower 3 (adjustable) is distributed among phase 2.
Zellofant: Reinforced Rotary Airlock (additional charge) L200
EReinforced rotary airlock through thicker wall strengths for longer service life when working with abrasive insulation
materials such as glass wool, mineral wool and similar.
Application: article can only be ordered in conjunction with a new machine from the M95 type as an option.

Art. 6719
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Technical Details:
-Increased wall strength whose surfaces come into contact with material (airlock head surfaces and casing surface shell).
-Material: steel
-Outer surface: powder coated

Zellofant: Reinforced Rotary Airlock (additional charge) L230, 1x63mm
Reinforced rotary airlock through thicker wall strengths for longer service life when working with abrasive insulation
materials such as glass wool, mineral wool and similar.
Application: article can only be ordered in conjunction with a new machine from the M95 type as an option.

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 6726

Technical Details:
-Increased wall strength whose surfaces come into contact with material (airlock head surfaces and casing surface shell).
-Material: steel
-Outer surface: powder coated
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Zellofant: Reinforced Rotary Airlock (additional charge) L230, 2x50mm
Reinforced rotary airlock through thicker wall strengths for longer service life when working with abrasive insulation
materials such as glass wool, mineral wool and similar.
Application: article can only be ordered in conjunction with a new machine from the M95 type as an option.

Art. 6725
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Technical Details:
-Increased wall strength whose surfaces come into contact with material (airlock head surfaces and casing surface shell).
-Material: steel
-Outer surface: powder coated

Shredding arm - deflection element universal
Deflection element for fastening to the hopper’s inner side
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Suitable for
- the installation into X-Floc insulation blowing machines of type Zellofant M95
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages
- A fine zigzag structure enables a good ripping of the insulation material
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Compacted pieces of material, which won’t be broken completely, will be conditioned
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical details
- Dimensions: approx. 170x81x40mm (LxBxT)
- Weight: approx. 0,6kg
- Material: steel
- Amount of teeth: 3 pieces
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Note
We recommend the installation of two deflection elements. Alternatively, up to three elements can be installed.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Scope of delivery
- 1x Deflection element
- Installation instructions

Art. 8358

Shredding arm universal

Art. 7889
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Shredding arm for the installation into X-Floc insulation blowing machines of type Zellofant M95
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages
- The straight version with straight cutting wedges at the outer side enables a good ripping of the insulation material
- Welded-on material disturbing elements enable a breaking up and a conditioning of heavily compacted pieces of material
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical details
- Dimensions: approx. 720x40x88mm (LxWxH)
- Weight: approx. 3,2kg
- Material: steel
Consiting of:
- Schraube DIN 933 M16x30, Stahl 8.8, verzinkt, Sechskant (ISO4017) (Art.-Nr. 1130)
- Federring M16 DIN 127 B (Art.-Nr. 3127)
- Scheibe DIN 125 M16, Stahl 140HV, verzinkt (ISO7089) (Art.-Nr. 112)
- Zylinderstift 7x24 (Art.-Nr. 2464, 2 Stück)

Accessory set NW50 for core insulation material (also lightly abrasive)
Set with recommended accessories for processing granules (EPS, perlite or similar) mineral fibres (rock wool, glass wool)
or other insulation material and/or for blowing with small nozzles.

Art. 5386
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Consisting of:
- 3x NW50 conveyor hose, L = 20m (prod. no. 329)
- 2x NW50 hose connector NW50 (prod. no. 235)
- 7x NW50 hose clamps NW50 (prod. no. 175)
- 1x Injection nozzle NW50>21 AV-WE (with shut-off valve, interchangeable insert pipe NW21, 45° outlet) (prod. no. 6201)

Accessories set NW63 for loose-fill insulation (nonabrasive)
Set with recommended accessories for processing cellulose, wood fibre, glass wool and more using machines with an
NW63 outlet (e.g. Minifant, EM100, Krendl500 etc.).

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 5711

Consisting of:
- 1x NW63 injection hose, L = 15m (red=stiff) (prod. no. 166)
- 1x NW63 injection hose, L = 15m (blue=flexible) (prod. no. 4779)
- 1x NW63 hose connector (prod. no. 236)
- 5x NW63 hose clamp (prod. no. 176)
- 2x NW50/63 sealing sponge (prod. No. 7100)
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Accessories set NW63/50 for loose-fill insulation (nonabrasive)
Set with recommended accessories for processing cellulose, glass fibre and more using machines with an outlet NW63
(e.g. Minifant, EM100, Krendl500 etc.).

Art. 5712
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Consisting of:
- 1x NW63 injection hose, L = 15m (red=stiff) (prod. no. 166)
- 1x NWN63 injection hose, L = 15m (blue=flexible) (prod. no. 4779)
- 1x NW50 injection hose, L = 15m (prod. no. 167)
- 1x NW63 hose connector (prod. no. 236)
- 1x NW63>50 reducer tube connector (prod. no. 1264)
- 5x NW63 hose clamp (prod. no. 176)
- 2x NW50 hose clamp (prod. no. 175)
- 2x NW50/63 sealing sponge (product no. 7100)

Accessories set NW75/63 for loose-fill insulation (nonabrasive)
Set with recommended accessories for processing cellulose, wood fibre, glass wool and more using machines with an
NW75 outlet (e.g. Zellofant, EM400/440 SHS, etc.).

Art. 5246
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Consisting of:
- 1x NW75 conveyor hose, L = 20m (prod. no. 284)
- 1x NW75 standard injection hose, L = 15m (prod. no. 074)
- 1x NW75 flexible injection hose, L = 15m (prod. no. 4774)
- 1x NW63 injection hose, L = 15m (prod. no. 166)
- 2x NW75 hose connector (prod. no. 033)
- 1x NW75>63 reducer tube connector (prod. no. 1261)
- 7x NW75 hose clamp (prod. no. 177)
- 3x NW63 hose clamp (prod. no. 176)
- 2x NW63/75 sealing sponge (prod. no. 7099)

Accessories set NW75/63/50 for loose-fill insulation (nonabrasive)
Set with recommended accessories for processing cellulose, wood fibre, glass wool and more using machines with an
NW75 outlet (e.g. Zellofant, EM400/440 SHS, etc.).

Art. 5737
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Consisting of:
- 1x NW75 conveyor hose, L = 20m (prod. no. 284)
- 1x NW75 standard injection hose, L = 15m (prod. no. 074)
- 1x NW75 flexible injection hose, L = 15m (prod. no. 4774)
- 1x NW63 injection hose, L = 15m (prod. no. 166)
- 1x NW50 injection hose, L = 15m (prod. no. 167)
- 2x NW75 hose connector (prod. no. 033)
- 1x NW75>63 reducer tube connector (prod. no. 1261)
- 1x NW63>50 reducer tube connector (prod. no. 1264)
- 7x NW75 hose clamp (prod. no. 177)
- 3x NW63 hose clamp (prod. no. 176)
- 3x NW50 hose clamp (prod. no. 175)
- 2x NW63/75 sealing sponge (prod. no. 7099)
- 2x NW50/63 sealing sponge (prod. no. 7100)

Accessories set NW75/63/50/38 for loose-fill insulation (non abrasive)
Set with recommended accessories for processing cellulose, wood fibre, glass wool etc. Suitable for insulation blowing
machines with an outlet NW75, as machines M95, EM300, EM400, EM500 etc.

Art. 7766
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Consisting of:
- 1x Conveyor hose NW75 (3'') smooth, L=20m (prod. no. 284)
- 1x Injection hose NW75 (3''), L=15m (prod. no. 074)
- 1x Injection hose smooth NW75 (3''), L=15m (prod. no. 4774)
- 1x Injection hose NW63 (2 ½''), L=15m (prod. No. 166)
- 1x Injection hose NW50 (2''), L=15m (prod. No. 167)
- 1x Injection hose NW38 (1 ½''), L=15m (prod. No. 777)
---------- 2x Hose connector NW75 (3''), stainless steel (prod. No. 033)
---------- 1x Reducer tube connector NW 75>63 (aluminium) (prod. No. 1261)
- 1x Reducer tube connector NW 63>50 (aluminium) (prod. No. 1264)
- 1x Reducer tube connector NW 50>38 (aluminium) (prod. No. 1263)
----------- 7x Hose clamp NW75 (3'') (prod. No. 177)
- 3x Hose clamp NW63 (2 ½'') (prod. No. 176)
- 3x Hose clamp NW50 (2'') (prod. No. 175)
- 3x Hose clamp NW38 (1 ½'') injection hose (prod. No. 1199)
---------- 2x Sealing sponge NW68/NW75, 250x250x40 (prod. No. 7099)
- 2x Sealing sponge NW50/NW63, 250x250x40 (prod. No. 7100)
- 2x Sealing sponge NW38/NW50, 250x250x40 (prod. No. 7101)
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Sealings, filters, wering parts, etc.

Accessories set NW90/75 for loose-fill insulation (nonabrasive)
Set with recommended accessories for processing cellulose, wood fibre, glass wool and more using machines with an
NW90 outlet (e.g. Zellofant M95 / EM3XX with direct extension NW90, EM4XX SHS, etc.).

Art. 9188
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Consisting of:
- 1x NW90 (3½'') conveyor hose, L = 20m (prod. no. 422)
- 1x NW90 (3½'') injection hose, L = 20m (prod. no. 8293)
- 1x NW75 standard injection hose, L = 15m (prod. no. 074)
- 1x NW90 hose connector, stainless steel (prod. no. 1452)
- 1x NW90>75 reducer tube connector, aluminium (prod. no. 1971)
- 5x NW90 (3½'') hose clamp (prod. no. 1923)
- 3x NW75 hose clamp (prod. no. 177)
- 2x NW63/75 sealing sponge (prod. no. 7099)

Accessories set NW90/75/63 for loose-fill insulation (nonabrasive)
Set with recommended accessories for processing cellulose, wood fibre, glass wool and more using machines with an
NW90 outlet (e.g. Zellofant, EM400/440 SHS, etc.).

Art. 9684
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Consisting of:
- 1x NW90 (3½'') conveyor hose, L = 20m (prod. no. 422)
- 1x NW90 (3½'') injection hose, L = 20m (prod. no. 8293)
- 1x NW75 standard injection hose, L = 15m (prod. no. 074)
- 1x NW63 injection hose, L = 15m (prod. no. 166)
- 1x NW90 hose connector, stainless steel (prod. no. 1452)
- 1x NW90>75 reducer tube connector, aluminium (prod. no. 1971)
- 1x NW75>63 reducer tube connector (prod. no. 1261)
- 5x NW90 (3½'') hose clamp (prod. no. 1923)
- 3x NW75 hose clamp (prod. no. 177)
- 3x NW63 hose clamp (prod. no. 176)
- 2x NW63/75 sealing sponge (prod. no. 7099)

Accessories set NW90/75/63 extra for loose-fill insulation (nonabrasive)
Set with recommended accessories for processing cellulose, wood fibre, glass wool and more using machines with an
NW90 outlet (e.g. Zellofant, EM400/440 SHS, etc.).

Art. 6765
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Consisting of:
- 1x NW90 (3½'') conveyor hose, L = 20m (prod. no. 422)
- 1x NW90 (3½'') injection hose, L = 20m (prod. no. 8293)
- 1x NW75 standard injection hose, L = 15m (prod. no. 074)
- 1x NW75 injection hose (soft), L = 15m (prod. no. 4774)
- 1x NW63 injection hose, L = 15m (prod. no. 166)
- 1x NW90 hose connector, stainless steel (prod. no. 1452)
- 1x NW75 hose connector (prod. no. 033)
- 1x NW90>75 reducer tube connector, aluminium (prod. no. 1971)
- 1x NW75>63 reducer tube connector (prod. no. 1261)
- 5x NW90 (3½'') hose clamp (prod. no. 1923)
- 5x NW75 hose clamp (prod. no. 177)
- 3x NW63 hose clamp (prod. no. 176)
- 2x NW63/75 sealing sponge (prod. no. 7099)

Worker protection

Breathing protection, overalls, etc.

X-Floc overall khaki, Size L
Overalls suitable for most building sites, with the following features:
- Elasticated hood
- Zip on front
- 2 sealable side pockets.
- 1 breast pocket with zip (left)
- Two side reach-in pockets with velcro
- Adjustable waistband Iknopflochgummi)
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Stretchy cuffs
- Thigh pocket (left)
- Reinforced knee pads with velcro pockets to accomodate knee pads.
- Colour: Khaki
65PE/35Bw

Art. 3741
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Options:
- X-Floc overall khaki, Size M (Art.-Nr.: 3952)
- X-Floc overall khaki, Size XL (Art.-Nr.: 3673)
- X-Floc overall khaki, Size XXL (Art.-Nr.: 3674)
- Protective overall, disposable size XXL white (Art.-Nr.: 11066)
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Breathing protection, overalls, etc.

X-Floc overall khaki, Size M
Overalls suitable for most building sites, with the following features:
- Elasticated hood
- Zip on front
- 2 sealable side pockets.
- 1 breast pocket with zip (left)
- Two side reach-in pockets with velcro
- Adjustable waistband Iknopflochgummi)
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Stretchy cuffs
- Thigh pocket (left)
- Reinforced knee pads with velcro pockets to accomodate knee pads.
- Colour: Khaki

Art. 3952
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Options:
- X-Floc overall khaki, Size L (Art.-Nr.: 3741)
- X-Floc overall khaki, Size XL (Art.-Nr.: 3673)
- X-Floc overall khaki, Size XXL (Art.-Nr.: 3674)
- Protective overall, disposable size XXL white (Art.-Nr.: 11066)
X-Floc overall khaki, Size XL
Overalls suitable for most building sites, with the following features:
- Elasticated hood
- Zip on front
- 2 sealable side pockets.
- 1 breast pocket with zip (left)
- Two side reach-in pockets with velcro
- Adjustable waistband (knopflochgummi)
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Stretchy cuffs
- Thigh pocket (left)
- Reinforced knee pads with velcro pockets to accomodate knee pads.
- Colour: Khaki
65PE/35Bw

Art. 3673
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Options:
- X-Floc overall khaki, Size M (Art.-Nr.: 3952)
- X-Floc overall khaki, Size L (Art.-Nr.: 3741)
- X-Floc overall khaki, Size XXL (Art.-Nr.: 3674)
- Protective overall, disposable size XXL white (Art.-Nr.: 11066)
X-Floc overall khaki, Size XXL
Overalls suitable for most building sites, with the following features:
- Elasticated hood
- Zip on front
- 2 sealable side pockets.
- 1 breast pocket with zip (left)
- Two side reach-in pockets with velcro
- Adjustable waistband (knopflochgummi)
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Stretchy cuffs
- Thigh pocket (left)
- Reinforced knee pads with velcro pockets to accomodate knee pads.
- Colour: Khaki
- Size: XXL
65PE/35Bw

Art. 3674
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Options:
- X-Floc overall khaki, Size M (Art.-Nr.: 3952)
- X-Floc overall khaki, Size L (Art.-Nr.: 3741)
- X-Floc overall khaki, Size XL (Art.-Nr.: 3673)
- Protective overall, disposable size XXL white (Art.-Nr.: 11066)
Protective overall, disposable size XXL white
Hooded overall with arm, leg and waist elastic and covered zip.
Good, comfortably cut industrial quality.
__________________________________________________________
Intended use: Breathable overall for work with substances hazardous to health. Particle protection, limited splash
protection. Particularly air-permeable, but less liquid protection than film laminate.
Material: 4-layer SMMS material (approx. 60 g/m²).
Certifications: CE-Kat. III (type 5 & 6), particle-tight (EN 13982-1), limited splash-tight (EN 13034), antistatic (EN 1149-5),
Klick me! (Image similiar)
radioactive particles (EN 1073-2)
Size: XXL

Art. 11066
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Options:
- X-Floc overall khaki, Size M (Art.-Nr.: 3952)
- X-Floc overall khaki, Size L (Art.-Nr.: 3741)
- X-Floc overall khaki, Size XL (Art.-Nr.: 3673)
- X-Floc overall khaki, Size XXL (Art.-Nr.: 3674)
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Breathing protection, overalls, etc.

AS: EA1500 Particle filter P3 (2 pcs.)
Particle filters capture a wide range of solid particles in the form of liquid and solid aerosols such as dust, smoke, fibres,
bacteria, viruses and radioactive particles.
Certifications: EN 143, EN 12941, EN 12942

Art. 1838
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Suitable for:
- AS: Insulation respiratory protection EA1500 complete set (art.-no. 11086).
- AS: EA1500 Blower unit (art.-no. 11084)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------PU: 2 pcs.

AS: EA1800 Particle filter P3 (2 pcs.)
Particle filters capture a wide range of solid particles in the form of liquid and solid aerosols such as dust, smoke, fibres,
bacteria, viruses and radioactive particles.
Certifications: EN 143, EN 12941, EN 12942

Art. 11170
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Suitable for:
- AS: Insulation respiratory protection EA1800 complete set (art.-no. 11162)
- AS: Insulation respiratory protection EA1800 R2W (Case) (art.-no. 11167)
- AS: EA1800 Blower unit (art.-no. 11163)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------PU: 2 pcs.

AS: Proflow Ready-Pack complete set
Insulation respiratory protection Proflow in complete set
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Mobile respiratory protection for safe work in environments with particle loads. Released for the protection class TH3.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Suitable for:
- Safe work in environments with particle loads
- Daily work assignment
Klick me! (Image similiar)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Advantages:
- Easy to operate and handy form
- Pleasant wearing comfort
- Average operating time of up to approx. 15 hours, depending on the operation intensity
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Technical details:
- Type of battery: NiMH-battery
- Battery operating time: up to approx. 15 hours, depending on the operation intensity
- Battery charging time: approx. 6 hours
- Air performance: 160l/min., regulated
- Warning signals: obstruction of the airflow, battery status, filter capacity
- Volume of the blowers in during operation: 65dB
- Temperature range: -10°C to +50°C
- Protection class: TH3
- Approvals: EN12941/EN12942 - CE0121
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Scope of delivery:
- Respiratory protection blower
- Belt comfort (total length approx. 120cm)
- Face protection shield Multimask size M/L with anti-fog pane, face seal and wide rubber headband (other designs
possible)
- Breathing air hose with bayonet lock
- 2x particle filters (art. no. 678) incl. pre-filter sets (2x pre-filter holders (art. no. 1142) and 1 pack of pre-filters
(PU=20pcs.) (art. no. 719))
- Battery incl. charger and charging cable

Art. 3709
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Important, recommendation: The accumulator is partially charged on delivery. It is strongly recommended to fully charge
the accumulator before the first operation.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Optional accessories:
- AS: protective films for Multimask (10 pieces) (prod. No. 10337)
AS Kemira: Accumulator 4.8V / 5Ah
4.8V / 9000mAh battery for "autoflow" blower unit.

Art. 1154
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Breathing protection, overalls, etc.

AS Kemira: A2-P3 (22) composite filter
Suitable for autoflow power pack
composite filter, A2-P3 (22) (e.g. for paint fumes).

Art. 830
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AS Kemira: Scratch-proof visor for automasks
Scratch-proof polycarbonate visor for automask safety masks.

Art. 3284

Klick me! (Image similiar)

AS Particle filter for breathing mask
Use: Kemira Autoflow 1000 (prod. no. 794), Proflow Ready-Pack (prod. no. 3709)

Art. 678

Type: PF 10 P3, AS X-Floc Respiratory protection complete set Ready-Pack (prod. no. 7022)

Klick me! (Image similiar)

AS pre-filter Pro2000 (packaging unit = 20 pieces)
Pre-filter for breathing protection Pro2000 (packaging unit = 20 pieces)

Art. 719
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AS Pro 2000 pre-filter holder
PRO 2000 pre-filter holder for PF3 filters

Art. 1142
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Factory filling systems

Blowing plates, big bale shredder, etc.

EP800: Surcharge for built-in panel PC with 10.1'' touch screen instead of 7.0"
Use: e.g. EP800, EP1050 etc.

Art. 10843
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EP800: Extension with 1 piece injection module
The number of blow-in modules and the number of material switches increases by 1 each.

Art. 11030

Technical data resulting from the modification:
- The distance between the blow-in modules and, if applicable, the distance between the blow-in modules and the edges
is reduced. This makes it possible to achieve a more uniform blow-in result with regard to the density gradient.
- Integration of the additionally available blow-in module into the control and software.

Klick me! (Image similiar)

Note:
- The number of injection modules can be adjusted in the presettings of the software.

EP800: Length change from L=3 to L=4m and from 5 to 7 pcs. Blow-in modules (Surcharge)
Extended version of the blow-in panel EP800 with a total length of L=4m.

Art. 10844
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Technical data resulting from the modification:
- 7 instead of 5 blow-in modules
- 6 instead of 4 material pneumatical fibre switches
- Modified or extended coverings
- Software extension which guarantees the function of all 7 injection modules
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Blowing plates, big bale shredder, etc.

EP800: Extension by 500mm (surcharge)
EP800: Extension by 500mm (surcharge)
Extension of the blow-in panel by up to 500mm per piece. Unless otherwise stated, the extension is 500mm.
Different extensions between 0 and 500mm are possible, please specify when ordering.
Examples:
- Extension by 1 x 500mm: Total length L = 3.000mm + 500mm = 3.500mm
- Extension by 1 x 200mm: Total length L = 3.000mm + 200mm = 3.200mm
- Extension by 2 x 500mm: Total length L = 3.000mm + 2 x 500mm = 4.000mm
Klick me! (Image similiar)
- Extension by 1 x 500mm + 1 x 250mm: Total length L = 3,000mm + 500mm + 250mm = 3,750mm
Notes:
The module code MKZ is calculated from the number of blow-in modules divided by the length [m]. Example: MKZ = 5 /
3.0m = 1.667. The permissible value range for the module index is between 1.500 and 1.875.
The lower limit of 1.500 is sufficient for good-flowing blow-in thermal insulation materials.
For blow-in thermal insulation materials with less good flow properties and which require a high installation density,
modulus ratios in the upper range are recommended.
Examples:
- Number of blow-in modules = 5, length = 3.00m --> MKZ = 1.667
- Number of blow-in modules = 6, length = 4.00m --> MKZ = 1.5
- Number of blow-in modules = 6, length = 3.20m --> MKZ = 1.875

Art. 11035
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WB: GBF1050 Bale Conditioning Machine
Machine for shredding and dosing of loose insulation material stacked or pressed into big bales such as cellulose or wood
fibre insulation material into an insulation blowing machine.
Suitable for big bales on pallets (various dimensions).
Integrated Master-Slave control for being switched on and off via the insulation blowing machine.

Art. 4628
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Technical details:
Weight: approx. 1220 kg
Dimensions: approx. 2165 x 1880 x 3200 (L x W x H) (height without signal lamp)
Inner dimensions for bale goods: approx. 1200 x 1200 x 2300 (L x W x H)
Power supply: 400V / 50Hz
Inside the bale conditioning machine, frequency guided drives are installed. The electrical connection must be made
according to the applicable national electrical regulations.
Rated power: 2,5 kW
Production capability: up to 5 cycles/hour
(depending on the type of bale goods, about approx. 1500kg/h)

Options / accessories:
- GBF-Underframe insulation blowing machine (prod. no. 4439)
- GBF-Weighing system (prod. no. 8157)
- Elektro: Signal lamp green / orange / red (prod. no. 6665)
- GBF1050: Additional package for integrating the bale conditioning machine into a factory filling system (prod. no. 8616)
- GBF1050 Additional control output (24V DC) (prod. no. 7961)
- GBF1050 Additional control input (24VDC) (prod. no. 7959)
- GBF: Upgrade double-leaf doors (prod. no. 7534)
- WB: GBF1050 Access ramp for GBF with weighing system (prod. No. 8127)
WB: GBF Underframe insulation blowing machine
Use: frame for joint weighing of the bale conditioning machine with the insulation blowing machine

Art. 4439
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WB: GBF weighing system
Module for determining the amount of processed insulation material.
Included in the delivery contents:
4x shear beam load cell
4x packing plate for assembling the weighing cell
4x supporting foot
1x clamp and trim box
1x evaluation electronic
Klick me! (Image similiar)

Art. 4437

Options:
- Weighing system’s connection to an insulation blowing panel EP1050 (prod. no. 6958)
- Display 311x173 (prod. no. 7957)
- Display 311x173, wall mount (prod. no. 7958)
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Miscellaneous
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Diverse articles

ZZZ: Many more items on request.
We are happy to give further information, please ask.

Art. 1533
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Terms and Conditions of Sale and Delivery for X-Floc Dämmtechnik-Maschinen GmbH (Last revised 2015)
I.
1.

Scope of Application
The following terms and conditions apply to all deliveries and performances, regardless of whether
the individual case is a sales contract or a contract for work and services or a contractual relationship
of yet another nature.
2. These conditions of sale and delivery apply exclusively; terms and conditions of the purchaser that
oppose or deviate from these shall not be recognized by the supplier, unless it has explicitly
confirmed their applicability in writing. These conditions of sale and delivery are also applicable if the
supplier, in awareness of the purchaser’s terms and conditions that oppose or deviate from these,
carries out the delivery or service to the purchaser without reservation.
3. These conditions of sale and delivery are also applicable for all future business with the purchaser,
even if they are not explicitly agreed upon.
II. Conclusion of Contract, Modifications of Contract, Assignment of Rights
1. The documents which are a part of the offer (e.g., photographs, drawings) as well as data about the
extent of the delivery, appearance, performance, dimensions, weight, consump-tion of operating
materials, operating costs, etc., are only approximate values unless they have expressly been
designated as binding. The supplier retains rights of ownership and copyrights to cost estimates,
drawings and other documents. They must not be made available to third parties and shall be
returned upon request.
2. The contract shall be deemed concluded when the supplier has confirmed acceptance of the order in
writing or has commenced delivery or performance. If the supplier has submit-ted an offer which is
subject to a time limit, the contract shall be deemed concluded when the client has submitted
written acceptance of the offer in due time.
3. Oral secondary agreements and amendments to the contract shall not become effective until the
supplier has confirmed them in writing. Obvious spelling or calculation errors may be corrected
retroactively.
4. The client cannot assign his rights and accordingly claims from this contract. However, § 354 a HGB
remains unaffected.
III. Prices
1. The prices are given ex works, including loading in the works, but excluding packaging, plus
applicable value-added tax in conformity with the applicable provisions of the delivery or
performance country. To the extent that binding remuneration of the supplier has not been agreed,
the supplier’s prices in effect on the day of the delivery shall apply.
2. Engineer work, installation and commissioning will be billed separately. The billing may be
calculated at either a flat rate or according to actual expenditure, plus travel costs, subsis-tence
allowance and overnight expenses, overtime, surcharges for Sundays and public holidays.
3. Price changes are admissible if there has been a lapse of more than 6 months between conclusion of
the contract and the agreed date of delivery. The supplier is entitled to adjust prices to the extent
that the new price is in the same ratio to the agreed price as the price of the delivery and
performance according to the valid price list on the day of the delivery is to the price of the delivery
according to the valid price list on the day of the conclusion of the contract. With respect to other
deliveries and performances not shown in a price list, the supplier is entitled to make a price
adjustment which is reasonable in view of the circumstances.
4. If costs or charges are included in the prices and the former are raised following the conclusion of the
contract, or if they become due additionally following conclusion of the contract, the supplier is
entitled to bill the client for the additional amount.
5. If at the request of the client the supplier is prepared to make an exchange, the supplier is entitled to
bill the incurred costs, no less, however, than the amount of the loss in value resulting from aging
and use, plus 10% of the agreed price of the originally agreed object of the delivery, as compensation
for the expenditures incurred by the supplier due to the exchange. The supplier may not demand the
flat-rate cost compensation described in the above provision if the client proves that no, or only
minor, damage or expenditure resulted for the supplier.
IV. Payment, Default of Payment, Set-Off, Retention
1. In the absence of deviating agreements, payment for the delivery of machines shall become due
immediately at the delivery, for spare parts within 30 days and for services within 14 days of the
invoice date without deductions.
2. Any and all outstanding receivables shall become due and payable immediately –even if an
extension or other delay of payment has been granted– as soon as the client is more than 5 workdays
in default of fulfilment, in whole or in part, of his obligations to the sup-plier or if circumstances arise
which substantially reduce the creditworthiness of the client (e.g., deterioration of assets, delay or
suspension of payments, excess debt, downgrading of credit rating by trade credit insurer, objections
to bills of exchange and cheques, filing of a petition for institution of bankruptcy proceedings or the
institution or dismissal thereof). The supplier may in this case refuse all further deliveries or
performances and request the provision of reasonable security for his claims.
3. Payment by bill of exchange is subject to special agreement. Bills of exchange and cheques will only
be accepted subject to redemption. The client shall bear collection and discount charges. No cash
discount will be granted for payment by bill of exchange or in the event that there are overdue
payments, even if such a discount has otherwise been agreed.
4. The client may offset supplier’s claims solely against undisputed or non-appealable claims. The client
has a right of retention only if his counter-claim is based on the same contractual relationship and is
undisputed or non-appealable, or if the supplier has com-mitted a gross violation of his obligations
from the same contractual relationship. However, this provision is without prejudice for the right of
the client to retain a reasonable part of the purchase price due to defects of the supplier’s
performance.
5. If the client is in default of payment, interest at a rate of 9,9% above the basic interest rate shall be
paid on the supplier’s claims. This provision is without prejudice for the supplier’s claim for
compensation for additional damage.
6. If the client suffers deterioration of assets in the meaning of No. IV.2., the supplier may withdraw
from the respective contract after the client has failed to provide appropriate security within an
reasonable timeframe. This provision is without prejudice for further statutory claims of the supplier,
e.g., damage compensation. Damage compensation claims of the client are excluded.
V. Delivery Time, Partial Performances, Delay of Acceptance, Withdrawal and Provisos by
the supplier, claims for damages by the supplier
1. Delivery and installation periods do not commence until the supplier and the client have reached
agreement on all details of the performance and all terms and conditions of the transaction and the
supplier has confirmed the order. Said periods shall be suspended as long as the client is in default of
fulfilment of his contributory obligations from this contract (e.g., provision of documents, supply of
materials, permits, releases) or of an agreed ad-vance payment.
2. The delivery period shall be deemed as observed if the object of the delivery has left the works or if
notification of readiness for shipping has been given before lapse of the period.
3. The delivery time shall be appropriately extended in cases of force majeure, strike, lockout and other
unusual, unforeseen circumstances or delays by a preliminary supplier of the supplier for which the
supplier is not answerable, provided that these circumstances have a demonstrable effect on the
delivery time. In cases of absent, incorrect or late performance by a preliminary supplier for which the
supplier is not answerable, the supplier can withdraw from the contract if the event renders it
impossible for the supplier to perform or if it cannot perform after an appropriate extension to the
delivery time as per the previous sentence. Furthermore, the supplier can withdraw from the contract
if it cannot procure the performance of a preliminary supplier necessary for its own performance (for
example a part, a drive, a component or a chassis) or if it cannot procure this performance on
reasonable terms, for reasons that lie within the sphere of the purchaser or the terms of the
performance of the supplier to the purchaser (for example, with regard to the person of the purchaser

or the country to which the delivery is supposed to be made). In the case of withdrawals as described
above, compensation claims by the purchaser are excluded.
4. If the supplier’s performance is delayed, he shall nevertheless not be in default of per-formance to
the extent that the delay is caused by circumstances which he could not foresee and prevent when
taking reasonable precautions and which he could not overcome by taking reasonable measures.
5. The supplier is entitled to withhold his performance as long as the client does not fulfil his obligations
to the supplier from this or another contract or due to other legal reasons.
6. Partial performance is admissible to the extent that it is reasonable for the client. Such partial
performances shall be deemed independent legal transactions which may be bill separately.
7. If the terms and conditions of payment are not observed, if the delivery is not accepted in due time or
if the acceptance thereof is refused or if security which has been agreed or is due in accordance with
No. IV.2. has not been provided, the supplier is entitled, following fruitless lapse of a reasonable
extension, to withdraw from the contract. If the client is obligated to compensate the supplier in such
cases on the merit of a claim, the supplier may claim without further proof damage compensation
from the client in the amount of 25% of the order total for series products and 75% of the order total
for individual products, to the extent that the client does not prove that no damage, or only minor
damage, has resulted. This provision is without prejudice for a claim of greater damage upon
substantiation.
8. If at the request of the client the dispatch is delayed, the supplier may bill either the storage and
maintenance costs actually incurred or a flat rate in the amount of ½% of the invoice amount per
month; the latter is, however, not permitted if the client proves that the supplier suffered no, or only
minor, damage or incurred no, or only minor, expenditures. This provision has no effect on the
client’s payment obligations.
9. The fulfilment of the contract on the part of the supplier is subject to the proviso that there are no
obstacles resulting from national or international regulations of foreign trade legislation or
embargoes (and/or other sanctions). In the case of such obstacles, compensa-tion claims by the
purchaser are excluded.
VI. Transfer of Risk, Shipping and Acceptance
1. The risk shall pass to the client no later than the point in time of the dispatch of the object of the
delivery. This provision shall also apply to partial performance, or if the supplier has agreed to bear
the costs for shipping or installation, or if he performs the delivery himself. No liability is accepted for
the most favourable freight charges or transport time.
2. If the delivery, the shipping or the acceptance of the object of the delivery is delayed by the client due
to no fault of the supplier, all risks –including the risk of deterioration or loss of the object of the
delivery as well as all risks resulting from the object itself– shall pass to the client as of the
notification of the readiness for shipping or notification of completion.
3. Upon written request, the consignment will be insured at the client’s expense for the cover sum he
requests.
4. The client is liable for any and all damage which he causes by his negligence during or before
acceptance of the object of the delivery (e.g., sampling, any acceptance procedure to be performed,
etc.).
5. Delivered objects shall be accepted by the client, even if they are defective, without prejudice for his
rights.
VII. Complaint of Defects, Guarantee, Guarantee Period
1. The client shall examine the object of the delivery immediately after receipt and lodge written
complaint of any defects without delay. The client shall also examine the object of the delivery for
defects before every commissioning, in particular regarding safety and suitability for use. During its
use, the object of the delivery shall be monitored constantly with regard to safety and defects. If
there are even slight reservations concerning the suitability for use or the slightest reservations
concerning safety, the object must not be used or its operation must be shut down immediately. The
supplier shall be given written notification immediately, specifying the reservations or the defect
within the scope of a complaint of defects. The client shall allow the supplier the time and
opportunity required to perform any and all remedies and replacement deliveries which the supplier
regards as necessary. Otherwise, the supplier is released from liability for any consequences
result-ing therefrom.
2. If the supplier’s performance is defective at the time of the transfer of risk, the supplier shall perform
subsequently, at his discretion remedying the defect or delivering a defect-free object in exchange
for the defective object delivered. Replaced parts become the property of the supplier. If subsequent
performance regarding a defect is not possible, has finally failed, is unreasonable for the client, or if
the supplier has refused both types of subsequent performance, or if a reasonable extension for
subsequent performance granted to the supplier has fruitlessly lapsed, the client may at his
discretion reduce the remuneration for the supplier or withdraw from the contract. If there is only an
minor de-fect, however, the client has only the right to reduce the remuneration.
3. If the supplier has fraudulently concealed a defect or given a guarantee for the quality of the object,
the statutory regulation shall apply.
4. Unauthorized remedy of defects by the client or third parties shall result in the loss of all claims due
to defects on the supplier. The supplier will not bear the costs for the remedy of defects by the client
or third parties without the express prior agreement of the supplier. This provision does not apply in
urgent cases –especially when delay is not possible– in which the operating safety is endangered or
in order to prevent unreasonably great dam-age. In such cases, the supplier shall be notified
immediately and shall be obligated to re-imburse only the necessary costs.
5. In particular, the supplier does not accept any guarantee or any warranty obligation for damage in
the following cases: unsuitable or improper use, defective installation or com-missioning by the
client or third parties, natural wear and tear, defective or negligent han-dling, improper
maintenance, excessive load, unsuitable operating materials and re-placement materials, poor work,
unsuitable foundation, chemical, electro-technical/electronic or electric influences. This exclusion
does not apply if the supplier is responsible for the damage in conformity with the more specific
provision of the regulation in VIII. No. 5. There shall also be no liability and respectively warranty
obligation for the supplier in particular for the following measures and actions taken by the client or
third parties and the consequences thereof: improper remedy of defects, change of the object of the
delivery without the prior agreement of the supplier, addition and insertion of parts, in particular of
spare parts which do not come from the supplier or which the supplier has not expressly approved for
insertion, and failure to follow the operating instructions.
6. The supplier does not grant any warranty for material provided by the client or acquired on the basis
of specifications predetermined by the client or for designs predetermined by the client.
7. The supplier does not grant any warranty for possible material defects for the sale of used machines,
devices or parts. The supplier does not guarantee any quality and points out that used machines and
parts frequently do not have the same quality as newly manufactured machines and parts, also with
respect to their ability to perform.
8. The client’s claims for subsequent performance as well as his possible claims for damage
compensation or reimbursement for expenditures due to defects shall be time-barred after one year
following delivery of the goods for deliveries, for installation after one year, following formal
acceptance or –if a formal acceptance shall not be carried out-, after one year of conclusion of the
installation. If the acceptance of the object of the delivery or the acceptance of the delivery and
performance is delayed due to no fault of the supplier, the guarantee shall expire no later than 12
months after readiness. An analogous provision applies to subsequent performance. If the supplier
has fraudulently concealed the defect or has given a guarantee for the quality of the item, the
statutory regulation shall apply to the time-barring of any claims on the part of the client based
thereon. The statutory regulation shall also apply to the time-barring of any damage compensation
claims of the client because of defects if the supplier is guilty of intention or gross negligence or if the
damage compensation claim is based on an injury to life, body or health.

9.

Any and all other further claims of the client are excluded, in particular for damage compensation,
including compensation concerning damage which did not result on the object of the delivery itself.
No. VIII.5. applies accordingly.
VIII. Withdrawal of the client, Damage Compensation claims of the client, limitation of
Actions
1. The client may withdraw from the contract if the complete performance finally becomes impossible
for the supplier before the transfer of risk. A claim by the client for damage compensation due to final
impossibility of the performance is excluded unless the supplier is guilty of gross negligence. Any
claim for damage compensation is limited to the damage foreseeable at the time of conclusion of the
contract and resulting from the usual course of events and is limited in amount to a maximum of
15% of the contract sum. The client may also withdraw from the contract if, for an order of identical
items, the delivery of a part of the ordered items in terms of quantity becomes impossible and the
client has a justified interest in refusing a partial delivery. If this is not the case, the client may reduce
the counter-performance accordingly.
2. If the impossibility occurs during delay of acceptance on the part of the client and without it being
gross negligence on the part of the supplier or by responsibility of the client, the client shall be
obliged to the valuable consideration and is not entitled to withdraw from the contract in accordance
with number 1 above.
3. The client may withdraw from the contract if the supplier is in default of his performance, to the
extent that said performance is due, the client has previously set a reasonable ex-tension without
success, and the supplier is responsible for his non-performance. A claim by the client for damage
compensation due to the supplier’s default of performance is ex-cluded unless the supplier is guilty of
gross negligence. Any claim for damage compensation is limited to the damage foreseeable at the
time of conclusion of the contract and resulting from the usual course of events and is limited in
amount to 0,5% for each full week of delay, in total to a maximum of 5% of the value of that part of
the total delivery which cannot be used in due time because of the delay.
4. The client’s right to withdraw from the contract –beyond the cases regulated above in Nos. 1 and 3–
in accordance with statutory regulations in the event of a violation of obli-gations for which the
supplier is responsible and which does not result from a defect re-mains unaffected.
5. Any and all other more extensive claims of the client arising from the breach of contractual
obligations and unauthorized activities carried out as part of the contract are excluded, in particular
for termination and for damage compensation, including claims for damage compensation in lieu of
performance and reimbursement of expenses and claims for com-pensation of damage of any type,
also concerning damages which did not result on the object of the delivery itself. All further claims on
the part of the client for any other legal reason, including claims on the part of the client for breach of
pre-contractual obligations and unauthorized activities carried out at the initiation or conclusion of
the contract are excluded. This exclusion of liability does not apply if the supplier is guilty of gross
negli-gence. Furthermore, this exclusion of liability does not apply in the event of culpable vio-lation
of the essential contractual obligations of the supplier (these are obligations im-posed on the
supplier with regard the content and purpose of the contract and whose breach jeopardizes the
achievement of the purpose of the contract; also obligations whose fulfilment mainly facilitates the
proper performance of the contract and the obser-vance of which the client relies on, and may rely
on, regularly). Furthermore, this exclu-sion of liability does not apply to any claim of the client for
damage compensation based on an intentional or grossly negligent injury of life, body or health.
Finally, this exclusion of liability does not apply in those cases in which liability is compulsory in
accordance with the Product Liability Act for personal injury or material damage to privately used
objects. If these cases result in the supplier’s liability –or in deviation from the above provisions in
other cases due to contractual or statutory basis for claim– said liability shall be limited to
compensation for the foreseeable damage resulting from the usual course of events and which has
been proven in each individual instance. However, this limitation of liability does not apply to any
liability in accordance with the Product Liability Act due to defects of the object of the delivery for
personal injury or for material damage to privately used objects. This limitation of liability also does
not apply to any claim by the client for compen-sation for damages resulting from injuries to life,
body or health that have been caused intentionally or due to gross negligence. Furthermore, this
limitation of liability does not apply if the supplier is guilty of intention .
6. Damage compensation claims of the client on the supplier by violation of contractual obligations and
by actions in tort committed during the performance of the contract shall be time-barred no later
than one year after the end of the year in which the claim arose and the client learned of the
circumstances substantiating the claim and of the person of the debtor, or would have learned
thereof without gross negligence. This also applies to claims for compensation for damages by the
client against the supplier for any other legal reason, including claims for compensation for damages
for the breach of pre-contractual obligations and unauthorized activities carried out at the initiation
or conclusion of the contract. If the debtor is guilty of intention or gross negligence, the statutory
regulation shall apply. Furthermore, the statutory regulation shall apply to any damage
compensa-tion claim based on an intentional or grossly negligent injury of life, body or health.
7. Insofar as the liability of the supplier is excluded or limited, this also applies to any personal liability
of its legal representative and members of staff. The statue of limitations for claims asserted by the
client against the legal representative of the supplier and its members of staff are outlined in number
6 above.
IX. Security
1. The object of the delivery remains the property of the supplier until full payment of the agreed price
and of all other claims, including future claims, from the business relationship with the client. If in
the context of the payment of the purchase price the supplier becomes liable on the basis of bills of
exchange, the retention of title does not lapse before all bills of exchange have been completely
redeemed by the client.
2. The client assigns now to the supplier the claims arising from the further sale of the objects of the
delivery in the amount of the value of the objects of the delivery and all secondary rights The client is
authorized to collect the claim. The authority of the supplier to collect the claims himself remains
unaffected hereby.
3. The supplier obligates himself, on the request of the client, to release security at his discretion to the
extent that the realizable value of his security exceeds the total of his claims from the business
relationship by more than 10%.
4. As long as the client fulfils his obligations to the supplier, he is entitled to dispose of the object of the
delivery in the course of orderly business and subject to retention of title, to the extent that the
claims effectively pass to the supplier in accordance with No. 2. Extraordinary disposals such as
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pledges, transfer by way of security and any and every as-signment are not permissible. The supplier
shall be given written notification immediately of any attachment by third parties on the object of
the delivery or on claims assigned to the supplier, in particular pledges.
During the period of the retention of title, the client is in principle entitled to possess and make use as
intended of the object of the delivery. In the event of actions in breach of contract by the client –in
particular if the client is in default of payment– as well as in the cases of No. IV.2., however, the
supplier may repossess the object of the delivery and revoke the authorization to collection of the
claims resulting from the further sale. The client is –under exclusion of rights of retention– obligated
to surrender the object. The client shall bear any and all costs of the repossession and exploitation.
The supplier is entitled to private sale. The client shall upon request immediately submit to the
supplier on the re-quest of the supplier a catalogue of the claims assigned in conformity with No. 2 to
the supplier. as well as all additional information and documents necessary for exercise of the claims
to which the supplier is entitled, and inform the debtors of the assignment.
The client shall maintain the object of the delivery in proper condition during the retention of title
and allow the supplier or a workshop authorized by the supplier –with the exception of
emergencies– to perform immediately all of the maintenance and repair work prescribed by the
supplier.
The exercise of the retention of title and pledge of the object of the delivery by the supplier shall not
be deemed withdrawal from the contract.
If the retention of title or the assignment is not effective according to the law of the country in which
the goods are located, the security closest in nature to retention of title or assignment in this country
shall be deemed as agreed. If a contribution of the client is required for this purpose, the client shall
perform all legal actions necessary to establish and preserve such rights.
Industrial Property Rights
If the supplier is to perform according to drawings or models, samples, or using parts supplied by the
client, the client shall warrant that industrial property rights of third parties are not infringed hereby.
The client shall indemnify the supplier from any and all claims by third parties due to infringement of
industrial property rights and shall compensate the supplier for any resulting damage and for his
costs and expenditures. If the client is prohibited from manufacture or delivery by a third party on the
basis of an industrial property right, the supplier is entitled to cease work. In this case, the supplier
may withdraw from the contract and demand compensation for his damage as well as his costs and
expenditures. The client is under no obligation in accordance with clauses 1 to 4 above to provide
indemnification, compensation for loss expenses or reimbursement of expenses, if the client is not
liable for the infringement. Other possible statutory claims and rights of the supplier remain
unaffected in every case.
Export controls
The purchaser must advise the supplier in writing as soon as possible, but not later than two weeks
before the delivery deadline, of all information and data required by the supplier in order to comply
with the applicable foreign trade legislation and for licences, provided that their procurement is the
responsibility of the supplier according to the contract. Furthermore, the supplier can demand such
information at any time. In the case of alterations, the purchaser shall update this data, particularly
the export control and foreign trade data, as early as possi-ble, but not later than one week before
the delivery date, and shall advise the supplier of this in writing. The purchaser shall bear any
expenses and damages incurred by the supplier due to the absence, defectiveness or late receipt of
the data.
Compliance
The purchaser undertakes that it and its partners, managing directors, supervisory and advi-sory
boards, employees and other representatives comply with legal regulations and in particu-lar shall
act preventatively against any kind of criminal or reprehensible misconduct in the course of its
business operations in the context of this contract.
Prohibited dealings
The purchaser undertakes that it and its partners, managing directors, supervisory and advisory
boards, employees and other representatives shall refrain from the following dealings with the
supplier’s goods in all cases:
- Dealings with persons, organizations or institutions that are named on a sanctions list according to
EC or EU regulations or US export provisions;
- Dealings with customers in countries under embargo, which are prohibited;
- Dealings for which the required licence is not present; and
- Dealings that in particular may have a connection with nuclear, biological or chemical weapons or
a military end-use.
If the purchaser contravenes this obligation, the supplier is within its rights to withdraw
immedi-ately from the contractual agreement or claim compensation at its discretion.
Use of Software
To the extent that software is included in the scope of the delivery, the client shall be granted a nonexclusive right to use the supplied software, including its documentation. It is released for use on the
object of the delivery intended for this purpose. The use of the software on more than one system is
prohibited.
The client may reproduce, rework or translate the software or convert from the object code into the
source code only within the legally permissible scope (Sec. 69a ff UrhG, Copyright Act). The client
obligates himself neither to remove manufacturer’s information –in particular copyright notices–
nor to change them without the prior express permission of the supplier.
All other rights to the software and the documentation, including the copies, remains with the
supplier or the software supplier. The granting of sub-licenses is not permissible.
Proper Law, Place of Performance, Jurisdiction, Severability clause
Sole proper law is that of the Federal Republic of Germany. In case of doubt, the German language
version of all contractual provisions shall be decisive. The Uniform Sales Convention (Convention of
the International Sale of Goods, CISG) does not apply.
Place of performance is 71272 Renningen.
If the client is a merchant, a legal person under public law or a special fund under public law, the
courts of Leonberg shall have jurisdiction for any and all disputes arising under this contractual
relationship, including disputes regarding its creation and its effectiveness as well as for bill of
exchange and cheque litigation. The supplier may apply to any other court which has jurisdiction
according to statutory provisions.
If one of the provisions of these terms and conditions of sale and delivery is invalid, in whole or in
part, the validity of the remaining provisions shall not be affected.

